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Abstract

Background: In 2009, the Tuberculosis (TB) Information Management System transitioned into the National TB Surveillance System to allow use of 4 different types of electronic reporting schemes: state-built, commercial, and 2 schemes developed by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. Simultaneously, the reporting form was revised to include additional data fields.

Objective: Describe data completeness for the years 2008-2012 and determine the impact of surveillance changes.

Methods: Data were categorized into subgroups and assessed for completeness (eg, the percentage of patients dead at diagnosis who had a date of death reported) and consistency (eg, the percentage of patients alive at diagnosis who erroneously had a date of death reported). Reporting jurisdictions were grouped to examine differences by reporting scheme.

Results: Each year less than 1% of reported cases had missing information for country of origin, race, or ethnicity. Patients reported as dead at diagnosis had death date (a new data field) missing for 3.6% in 2009 and 4.4% in 2012. From 2010 to 2012, 313 cases (1%) reported as alive at diagnosis had a death date and all of these were reported through state-built or commercial systems. The completeness of reporting for guardian country of birth for pediatric patients (a new data field) ranged from 84% in 2009 to 88.2% in 2011.

Conclusions: Despite major changes, completeness has remained high for most data elements in TB surveillance. However, some data fields introduced in 2009 remain incomplete; continued training is needed to improve national TB surveillance data.

(KEYWORDS: public health surveillance; disease notification; information systems; data cleaning; quality assurance

Introduction

Tuberculosis (TB) incidence (or case notification) is used globally for monitoring trends, planning, and evaluating public health programs [1,2]. In the United States, national incidence reporting began in 1953, with documented cases and operational data from each reporting jurisdiction submitted in aggregate [3]. By 1985, all jurisdictions were reporting individual cases using a standardized form, the Report of Verified Case of Tuberculosis (RVCT) [4]. In 1993, the RVCT was expanded to include additional risk factors and laboratory information, and TB surveillance data began to be entered and transmitted to the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) through a single software system [5].

The US National Tuberculosis Surveillance System (NTSS) underwent major revisions in 2009 [6]. RVCT was expanded
to include 11 new data fields, and 25 of 38 existing fields were modified. Concurrently, state and local reporting areas transitioned from reporting TB case data through the Tuberculosis Information Management System (TIMS), a stand-alone, modem-based system developed at the CDC, to their choice of 4 reporting schemes: (1) the National Electronic Disease Surveillance System (NEDSS)-base system, a CDC-developed infrastructure; (2) the electronic RVCT (eRVCT), also developed by the CDC; (3) state-developed custom software systems; or (4) commercial software developed by private companies. All reporting schemes were required to conform to specific Public Health Information Network and NEDSS data standards [7,8].

The transition from a single reporting scheme to a choice of different types of schemes allowed state and local TB programs more control over the structure of their surveillance systems and gave them responsibility for their own data validation [9]. Prior to 2009, surveillance data came to the CDC via TIMS, which had a built-in data validation system for alerting logic errors to help ensure accurate data entry and reporting. These validation standards were retired with TIMS in 2010, although the CDC-developed eRVCT and NEDSS-base system retained validation rules similar to those in TIMS. Validation rules for state-developed and commercial schemes vary by jurisdiction. Furthermore, routine maintenance, updates, changes, and enhancements of state-developed and commercial reporting schemes are now at the expense of state and local TB programs; information technology (IT) expertise is necessary at the state and local level to maintain and update these types of systems [9]. Modifications of state and commercial reporting schemes, such as changes in RVCT data fields, have to be done at the level of the individual reporting jurisdiction; therefore, modifications to NTSS are more complicated than they were prior to 2009, when the CDC was able to update a single system and provide all reporting jurisdictions with updated software that incorporated the revisions.

The objectives of this report are to describe the completeness and consistency of TB case data reported to the CDC from 2008 to 2012, to determine the extent to which the 2009 changes in RVCT and reporting schemes affected the data, and to find ways to improve data quality. Although the surveillance report and the reporting schemes described here are specific to TB, the analytical methods and results may be useful to managers of other public health programs who are contemplating similar changes in surveillance systems or reporting schemes.

Methods

Data sources

NTSS receives TB surveillance data electronically from the 50 states and the District of Columbia [6]. The reporting officials in TB programs collect laboratory and clinical TB data from a variety of sources and store them in electronic reporting systems. From 1998 to 2009, those officials submitted TB surveillance data through TIMS by using file-transfer protocol and controlled-access Internet and modem transfer [10]. Starting in 2009, TB surveillance data have been transmitted using Public Health Information Network Messaging Service software in HL7 messaging format.

The CDC provides preliminary TB surveillance datasets weekly for reporting program officials to verify reported data. The CDC creates final TB surveillance datasets annually for reporting, research, and publications. Since 2009, TB data reported to the CDC have been subjected to a data-cleaning routine before a finalized dataset is created. The data cleaning routine is applied to selected data fields using a hierarchical strategy as determined by CDC staff (eg, a dependent field, such as the year of previous TB episode, is deleted if the independent field, such as history of previous TB, is not present) that creates a dataset that has fewer inconsistencies but not necessarily more accuracy. Our analysis included only clean, finalized annual datasets.

Analysis

We examined responses from NTSS data elements from 2008 to 2012 (the most recent year of data at the time of analysis) and new elements from 2009 to 2012. Although NTSS includes data from 1993 to 2012, the purpose of this study was to examine how the changes in data elements and reporting schemes affected the data; therefore, the study period begins the year before the changes occurred. New data elements from Alaska, California, Connecticut, Illinois, Missouri, Mississippi, North Carolina, North Dakota, New York City, and Ohio were not included for 2009 because these jurisdictions used TIMS that year and the new elements were not supported. In addition, we excluded California and Vermont from analyses that included HIV test results for 2008-2012 because HIV reporting practices were different for these jurisdictions.

Reporting jurisdictions were categorized according to the type of reporting scheme (TIMS, commercial, eRVCT, NEDSS-base, or state-developed) used in 2009 and 2010-2012. Because of the changes in both reporting schemes and RVCT in 2009, data from that year were examined separately from latter years’ data.

Data were categorized into subgroups and data elements associated with subgroups were assessed for completeness (eg, the percentage of patients dead at diagnosis who had a date of death reported) and consistency (eg, the percentage of patients alive at diagnosis who erroneously had a date of death reported). The results are presented for a subset of data elements that are clinically or demographically important or exhibited inconsistency or incompleteness in reporting. Furthermore, for each TB case we selected key data elements from 3 different categories: risk factors, clinical aspects of TB disease, and molecular aspects of TB disease.

Results

From 2008 to 2012, 56,040 cases were reported to NTSS [6]. Each year, fewer than 1% of reported cases had missing or unknown information for origin of birth (nativity: 59/56,040), or race/ethnicity (197/56,040). One data element that demonstrated inconsistency in completeness was correctional facility status (residence in correctional facility at time of diagnosis), for which 6.5% of cases (746/11,520) had unknown or missing information in 2009, compared with approximately 1% or less of cases (265/44,529) in other years (Table 1). When
Correctional facility status was examined by reporting system (Table 2), information was missing for 17.1% (729/4266) of the cases reported by jurisdictions using TIMS in 2009, while the other reporting systems had less than 1% of cases (17/6871) missing for this element. Among cases reported as residents in correctional facilities at the time of diagnosis, information on the type of correctional facility was missing for 9% (10/110) of cases reported through state-developed reporting systems in 2009 and 2010-2012 (25/267), compared to less than 3% (17/1386) through TIMS, commercial, NEDSS-based, and eRVCT reporting systems for those same years (Tables 2 and 3).

Table 1. Completeness of trend data elements reported to the National Tuberculosis Surveillance System, United States, 2008-2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total reported TB cases</td>
<td>12,904</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>11,520</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>11,163</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>10,517</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>9945</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident in correctional facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>499</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>465</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>423</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>386</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>12,386</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>10,309</td>
<td>95.5</td>
<td>10,536</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>10,036</td>
<td>95.4</td>
<td>9509</td>
<td>95.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/ Missing</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>746</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of correctional facility indicated</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>471</td>
<td>96.3</td>
<td>411</td>
<td>97.2</td>
<td>382</td>
<td>99.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>12,386</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>492</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>511</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>481</td>
<td>4.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of TB reported</td>
<td>564</td>
<td>98.6</td>
<td>455</td>
<td>92.5</td>
<td>493</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>497</td>
<td>97.3</td>
<td>462</td>
<td>96.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of TB missing</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initial DST done</td>
<td>9604</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>8725</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>8316</td>
<td>98.4</td>
<td>7966</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>7315</td>
<td>96.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoniazid results</td>
<td>9385</td>
<td>97.7</td>
<td>8684</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>8279</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>7923</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>7258</td>
<td>99.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rifampin results</td>
<td>9377</td>
<td>97.6</td>
<td>8678</td>
<td>99.5</td>
<td>8279</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>7919</td>
<td>99.4</td>
<td>7260</td>
<td>99.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Among patients who were residents of correctional facilities at the time of diagnosis.
b Among cases that reported history of previous TB.
c Drug susceptibility test. Among patients who had positive culture; includes resistant and susceptible test results.
Table 2. Completeness and consistency of data elements reported to the National Tuberculosis Surveillance System by type of reporting system, United States, 2009.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>TIMS(^b)</th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>State developed</th>
<th>NEDSS-base(^c)</th>
<th>eRVCT(^d)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reported TB cases</td>
<td>4266</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>470</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2815</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident in correctional facility</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>3438</td>
<td>80.6</td>
<td>463</td>
<td>98.5</td>
<td>2689</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unknown/Missing</td>
<td>729</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>110</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of correctional facility indicated(^e)</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>92.9</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of TB</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of TB reported</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>90.0</td>
<td>124</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of TB missing</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive at time of TB diagnosis</td>
<td>4182</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2747</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of death indicated</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient &lt; 15 years of age</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>153</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian country of birth</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>87.5</td>
<td>119</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 15 years of age or older</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>438</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>2662</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian country of birth</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)Among patients who were residents at correctional facilities at the time of diagnosis.

\(^b\)Tuberculosis Information Management System.

\(^c\)National Electronic Disease Surveillance System.

\(^d\)Electronic Report of Verified Case of Tuberculosis.

Table 3. Completeness and consistency of data elements reported to the National Tuberculosis Surveillance System by type of reporting system, United States, 2010-2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Commercial</th>
<th>State developed</th>
<th>NEDSS-base(^a)</th>
<th>eRVCT(^b)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total reported TB cases</td>
<td>12,685</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8551</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Resident in correctional institute</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of correctional facility indicated</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>97.1</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>90.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>History of TB</td>
<td>689</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year of TB</td>
<td>665</td>
<td>96.5</td>
<td>408</td>
<td>96.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alive at time of TB diagnosis</td>
<td>12,397</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8330</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of death indicated</td>
<td>162</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient &lt; 15 years of age</td>
<td>597</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>484</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian country of birth</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>87.9</td>
<td>374</td>
<td>77.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient 15 years of age or older</td>
<td>12,088</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8067</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian country of birth</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>317</td>
<td>3.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\)National Electronic Disease Surveillance System.

\(^b\)Electronic Report of Verified Case of Tuberculosis.
In 2009, 7.5% of cases (37/492) with a previous history of TB reported were missing the year previous TB disease occurred, compared to 1.4% (8/572) in 2008 (Table 1). No previous year of TB disease was reported for cases that did not have a history of previous TB disease indicated. Among cases reported in 2009 with a previous history of TB disease indicated, the highest percentage of missing years of previous TB disease was with TIMS at 12.2% (27/222; Table 2), compared to 10% or less (10/270) of cases with a previous history of TB that were missing years of previous TB disease reported through other systems (Table 2). For 2010-2012, the year of previous TB disease was missing for 3-4% of cases (50/1502) for which previous TB disease history was indicated across all reporting system types (Table 3).

Table 4. Completeness of new data elements reported to the National Tuberculosis Surveillance System, United States, 2009-2012.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dead at time of TB diagnosis</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>245</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>221</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Date of death indicated</td>
<td>153</td>
<td>95.6</td>
<td>244</td>
<td>96.8</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>95.9</td>
<td>213</td>
<td>96.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum culture positive or negative</td>
<td>5743</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>9018</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8599</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8050</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum collection date indicated</td>
<td>5704</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>8952</td>
<td>99.3</td>
<td>8502</td>
<td>98.9</td>
<td>7940</td>
<td>98.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum smear positive or negative</td>
<td>5788</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>9162</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8709</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>8217</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sputum smear date indicated</td>
<td>5743</td>
<td>99.2</td>
<td>9139</td>
<td>99.7</td>
<td>8674</td>
<td>99.6</td>
<td>8141</td>
<td>99.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Patient &lt; 15 years of age</td>
<td>443</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>637</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>578</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>489</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guardian country of birth</td>
<td>372</td>
<td>84.0</td>
<td>555</td>
<td>87.1</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>88.2</td>
<td>424</td>
<td>86.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lived outside US &gt; 2 months</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>27.1</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>25.3</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>139</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country where lived indicateda</td>
<td>116</td>
<td>96.7</td>
<td>151</td>
<td>93.8</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>96.0</td>
<td>135</td>
<td>97.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Among pediatric patients who lived outside the country for 2 months.

For cases reported as dead at TB diagnosis, 4.4% (7/160) were missing date of death in 2009, the first year date of death information was collected, and 4.6% (8/221) were missing it in 2012 (Table 4). In 2009, 48 of 7094 TB cases (0.70%) were reported as alive at diagnosis and had a date of death indicated (Table 5). A majority of these (83%, 40/48; Table 2) were reported through state-developed systems. From 2010 to 2012, 313 of 30,875 TB cases (1%) were reported as alive at diagnosis and had a date of death indicated (Table 5); all were reported through state-developed or commercial reporting systems (Table 3).
Country of birth of primary guardian, whether the patient lived outside the United States for more than 2 months and if so in what countries, are new data elements requested for pediatric patients (<15 years of age). Completeness ranged from 84% (372/443) in 2009 to 88.2% (510/578) in 2011 for the guardian country of birth for pediatric TB cases and from 93.8% (151/161) in 2010 to 97.1% (135/139) in 2012 for the country where the pediatric patient lived for more than 2 months (Table 4). Among nonpediatric cases (15 years of age and older), 1-2% (451/36,732) each year indicated a country of birth for the primary guardian. In 2009 and 2010-2012, completeness in reporting for guardian country of birth for pediatric TB patients was highest for those reported through NEDSS-base software systems (88.3%, 189/214, and 96.2%, 485/504, respectively; Tables 2 and 3). Nonpediatric cases with primary guardian information were predominantly reported through state-developed software systems (88.3%, 189/214, and 96.2%, 485/504, respectively; Tables 2 and 3). Nonpediatric cases with primary guardian. In 2009 and 2010-2012, completeness in inclusion of patients who should not be included in a specific subset for analysis, such as patients alive at diagnosis when the date of death was used to record the date of death during therapy. Completeness may also have been affected by lack of information or inability to find information in patient records, misinterpretation of data element definitions, or use of a paper reporting form that does not match the electronic reporting data entry form [2]. For some jurisdictions, electronic reporting systems may not have been revised to accommodate reporting of certain data elements; therefore, those elements cannot be reported electronically. Ongoing training of local staff to account for turnover and changes in duties may improve completeness of reporting [2].

The data cleaning routine does not take into consideration all possible data errors. Information requested specifically for all TB patients less than 15 years of age was sometimes reported for cases 15 years of age or older (Tables 2, 3, and 5), and the date of death may have been indicated for patients who were alive at diagnosis (Tables 2, 3, and 5); these discrepancies are not corrected as part of data cleaning. Therefore, care is warranted when working with NTSS data for reporting or research purposes. Proper subsetting is needed to prevent inclusion of patients who should not be included in a specific subset for analysis, such as patients alive at diagnosis when analyzing date of death, as these exclusions are not built into the dataset and omitting them could result in erroneous results.

Differences in completeness of data reported through the different electronic systems may be due to system configuration or reporting practices within the jurisdictions. The high percentage of missing correctional facility information reported in 2009 (Table 1) was due to data transmission problems experienced by a single reporting jurisdiction. The information for residence in a correctional facility existed in TIMS but was not transferred from TIMS to the jurisdiction’s new reporting field; therefore, some reporting jurisdictions may be recording the date of patient death in the field for death date of patients who were dead at the time of TB diagnosis. Among cases reported in 2009 that were alive at diagnosis and had a date of death recorded, 58% (28/48) had a date of death that matched the date therapy was stopped (data not shown), indicating that the date of death field was used to record the date of death during therapy. Completeness may also have been affected by lack of information or inability to find information in patient records, misinterpretation of data element definitions, or use of a paper reporting form that does not match the electronic reporting data entry form [2]. For some jurisdictions, electronic reporting systems may not have been revised to accommodate reporting of certain data elements; therefore, those elements cannot be reported electronically. Ongoing training of local staff to account for turnover and changes in duties may improve completeness of reporting [2].

Discussion

Principal Findings

Considering the extent of changes the US TB Surveillance System underwent in 2009, TB surveillance data have maintained a high level of completeness, with most data elements showing the same levels of completeness after 2009. New data elements, for which collection and reporting began in 2009 for most reporting jurisdictions, have varied completeness but show an overall improvement from 2009 to 2012. Some new data elements are taking longer to reach a high percentage of completeness at the state and local levels, or are less complete or less concordant in 2012 than they were in 2009. For example, patients who were dead at the time of TB diagnosis should have had a corresponding date of death recorded (the date-of-death data element was introduced in 2009). However, some jurisdictions reported a date of death for patients who were alive at diagnosis, which occurred more frequently in 2012 than in 2009 (Table 5). If a patient is alive at TB diagnosis and dies during therapy, there is no corresponding date of death reported in 2009 (Table 1) was due to data transmission problems experienced by a single reporting jurisdiction. The information for residence in a correctional facility existed in TIMS but was not transferred from TIMS to the jurisdiction’s new reporting...
system. Furthermore, commercial and state-developed reporting systems are responsible for their own validation, which could account for some higher percentages of missing or inaccurate data. TB case surveillance data do not allow for assessment of systems or reporting practices at the state and local level, so it was not possible to distinguish between factors related to systems or reporting practices in this analysis.

In 2009 there was an unexpected and significant decline in the numbers of TB cases reported to NTSS compared to previous years [11]. Changes to electronic reporting systems were not deemed to be a causal factor. Rather, we concluded that the decline in TB cases was a result of decreased TB diagnoses in the United States. Therefore, we did not consider the unexpected decline in TB cases in 2009 to be a factor in our study.

Limitations
This study has several limitations. Limited resources prevented us from conducting a validation study at the local level to compare patient data from medical charts to the data reported to NTSS. This would have been especially valuable to assess data elements that exhibited inconsistency. The data-cleaning routine replaced some validation rules that existed in TIMS but may not have improved the quality of data reported to the CDC. For example, from 2009 to 2012, 2 cases reported as not having initial susceptibility testing done were also reported as susceptible to both isoniazid and rifampin (data not shown), indicating that initial drug susceptibility testing may actually have been done. Because the cases were reported as not undergoing susceptibility testing, the susceptibility results were deleted for these cases during data cleaning and therefore are not reflected in the clean, finalized dataset. Isoniazid and rifampin are important drugs for treating TB and resistance to both defines multidrug-resistant TB. If susceptibility testing was indeed done for isoniazid and rifampin, then drug susceptibility testing should be reported as “done” on RVCT.

Conclusion
Several ongoing efforts have been implemented to improve the quality of surveillance reporting. The CDC initiated a series of trainings in 2010 with the goal of familiarizing state and local reporting jurisdictions with the updated RVCT and reporting requirements [12]. Additionally, in 2011, the CDC conducted a series of trainings on quality assurance of TB data [13]. The trainings culminated in a published manual that is available to reporting jurisdictions and others interested in attaining high-quality surveillance data [14]. A collection of reports showing various aspects of TB data reported to the CDC is available through NTSS to authorized state and local TB program staff. Information provided through NTSS reports includes the numbers of missing and unknown values associated with reported data elements, the frequency of reporting for select elements, when data were last transmitted to the CDC, and a list of elements with no information ever reported for a particular reporting area. State and local TB program staff can use these reports to identify and correct gaps in reported data or to report data errors to the CDC. The National Tuberculosis Indicators Project (NTIP) can also be used to verify and check TB surveillance data reported to the CDC [13]. Reporting jurisdictions can compare their records with NTIP data and use the NTIP to identify discrepancies. The RVCT has an accompanying manual that provides comprehensive reporting guidance for each data element [15]. Furthermore, the RVCT workgroup, composed of CDC and state and local TB program staff, actively pursues clarification and provides guidance on improving RVCT reporting. As state and local TB control programs are often challenged with declining resources and staff turnover, the CDC should periodically provide updated quality assurance and RVCT training webinars and materials to ensure that TB control program staff remain aware of data problem areas and new and existing quality assurance tools and techniques. These efforts, as well as ongoing discussions regarding data quality assurance, will improve the completeness and accuracy of TB surveillance data.

State and local communicable disease surveillance systems vary from disease-specific systems to systems used for reporting an array of diseases and conditions [9]. However, from 2007 to 2010, interoperability and integration of state and local public health disease surveillance systems increased substantially [9]. As public health programs begin to utilize current advances in electronic reporting and embrace new national guidelines related to health information exchange and meaningful use, more electronic surveillance systems will be modified to increase capacity and meet national standards [9,16]. The results of the NTSS transition from a single, stand-alone surveillance system to a variety of different reporting schemes illustrate that major modifications of disease surveillance systems can be done without substantial impact on the completeness of surveillance data.
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Abstract

Background: In tobacco control and other fields, point-of-sale surveillance of the retail environment is critical for understanding industry marketing of products and informing public health practice. Innovations in mobile technology can improve existing, paper-based surveillance methods, yet few studies describe in detail how to operationalize the use of technology in public health surveillance.

Objective: The aims of this paper are to share implementation strategies and lessons learned from 2 tobacco, point-of-sale surveillance projects to inform and prepare public health researchers and practitioners to implement new mobile technologies in retail point-of-sale surveillance systems.

Methods: From 2011 to 2013, 2 point-of-sale surveillance pilot projects were conducted in Washington, DC, and New York, New York, to capture information about the tobacco retail environment and test the feasibility of a multimodal mobile data collection system, which included capabilities for audio or video recording data, electronic photographs, electronic location data, and a centralized back-end server and dashboard. We established a preimplementation field testing process for both projects, which involved a series of rapid and iterative tests to inform decisions and establish protocols around key components of the project.

Results: Important components of field testing included choosing a mobile phone that met project criteria, establishing an efficient workflow and accessible user interfaces for each component of the system, training and providing technical support to fieldworkers, and developing processes to integrate data from multiple sources into back-end systems that can be utilized in real-time.

Conclusions: A well-planned implementation process is critical for successful use and performance of multimodal mobile surveillance systems. Guidelines for implementation include (1) the need to establish and allow time for an iterative testing
framework for resolving technical and logistical challenges; (2) developing a streamlined workflow and user-friendly interfaces for data collection; (3) allowing for ongoing communication, feedback, and technology-related skill-building among all staff; and (4) supporting infrastructure for back-end data systems. Although mobile technologies are evolving rapidly, lessons learned from these case studies are essential for ensuring that the many benefits of new mobile systems for rapid point-of-sale surveillance are fully realized.

**Introduction**

Public health surveillance is necessary for collecting health data and for planning and evaluating programs and policies [1]. In tobacco control and other fields, point-of-sale surveillance of the retail environment is critical for understanding industry marketing of products and informing public health practice [2]. Innovations in mobile technologies provide opportunities to improve existing surveillance methods. Recent studies comparing mobile versus paper-based data collection for surveillance have identified several benefits of mobile technologies, including reduced data loss [3], real-time quality control [3], rapid use of data [3,4], and reduced costs [4]. Mobile phones have the added benefit of being less conspicuous than paper surveys [4]—an important consideration in retail surveillance.

Previous retail assessments of tobacco marketing and related public health topics such as alcohol marketing and food availability have traditionally involved paper surveys completed by trained data collectors within a sample of representative stores [5-9]. More recent studies mention other modes of data collection for tobacco point-of-sale assessment [10-13], but few report their methodology with any detail [6] and none have described the challenges and potential solutions for implementing multimodal mobile systems that incorporate data from different sources. A detailed and well-planned implementation process is critical to ensuring surveillance systems gather up-to-date, accurate information quickly and efficiently, which is especially critical for low-resource environments.

This paper aims to address this gap in the literature by sharing implementation lessons from 2 point-of-sale surveillance projects, with the objective of preparing public health practitioners for the process of implementing multimodal systems using mobile technologies for point-of-sale marketing assessments. First, we describe the background of each project and the mobile systems and tools used. We then describe the preimplementation field testing process, providing examples of challenges and solutions to issues confronted during testing. We summarize by providing lessons learned for implementing mobile technologies for point-of-sale surveillance.

**Project Descriptions**

From August 2011 to May 2013, our research group conducted 2 point-of-sale surveillance projects in Washington, DC, and New York City. The goals of these projects were (1) to capture point-of-sale marketing information to educate communities about tobacco marketing in their neighborhoods and inform policy and (2) to assess the feasibility of multimodal mobile data collection tools for point-of-sale surveillance.

**Washington, DC, Point-of-Sale Surveillance Project**

The Washington, DC, project was funded by the District of Columbia (DC) Department of Health and Truth Initiative (known as the “American Legacy Foundation” at the time of this project) and ran from August 2011 to March 2012. This project was a traditional research study, in which researchers hired and trained paid professional fieldworkers to collect data on tobacco advertising in all outlets licensed to sell tobacco (n=1061) in DC, a mid-sized urban city of approximately 650,000 people, with a large African-American population. More details on the study can be found elsewhere [14-17].

**New York City Point-of-Sale Surveillance Project**

The New York City (NYC) study was funded by Truth Initiative and was conducted from February to May 2013. This study was a community-based participatory research project and involved a comprehensive survey of all outlets within selected census tracts in Central Harlem, a predominantly low- to moderate-income, African-American community with a total of approximately 156 outlets that serve a local population of 165,000 people over a 2.1-mi² area [18-20]. The study included the formation of an academic-community partnership between researchers from Truth Initiative, Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public Health, and community representatives with experience in tobacco control work in Harlem. Local students recruited through a nonprofit Boys & Girls Club were paid a small stipend for conducting data collection. More details on this study can be found elsewhere [21].

Both projects were designed to include some or all of the following components:

1. **Audio or voice recording data**: Responses to survey questions (by selecting or typing a response or by voice recording) on tobacco advertising on the exterior and/or interior of outlets;
2. **Electronic photographs**: Images of tobacco advertisements in outlets;
3. **Electronic location data**: Information about the outlet, such as the store name, address, and/or GPS coordinates.

**Surveillance System**

Prior to the commencement of the DC and NYC projects, the authors worked with an information technology service provider...
to develop a flexible multimodal surveillance system to collect data through digital, or nonpaper-based, methods. The system was based on a server-client model in which data could be entered via a mobile device or computer (ie, acting as the “client”) and communicate directly and in real-time with the remote server. Data were transmitted via a wireless local area network or via a mobile phone network.

Software
Software allowed for data collection via mobile technologies utilizing text messaging, email, GPS technologies, and phone-based interactive voice response (IVR), a technology that allows a computer to interact with humans through the use of voice and touchtone input via keypad. The IVR software was written in PHP (a Web-based programming language) and integrated with a telephone provider (Voxeo), communicating via the VoiceXML protocol, which is designed specifically to enable IVR and remote computer systems to exchange data. In addition, a test version of a custom mobile application functional for both iOS and Android operating systems was developed prior to the NYC project. This app was not available for the DC project.

Server and Dashboard
All data from the field were automatically sent to and stored in a secure server. The server provided authorized users with access to a Web interface that contained tools for visualizing and managing data.

Methods

Data Collection Modes
For each project, we chose tools from the multimodal system and software based on project needs, software availability at the time, fieldworker expertise, and the environment in which the project was implemented. For the DC study, primary data collection modes included an IVR-programmed survey taken using any mobile phone and photographs taken with a mobile phone with a built-in camera and emailing capabilities. For NYC, tools included an IVR-programmed survey accessed via mobile phone and the aforementioned mobile app on a smart phone used to take photographs.

A preimplementation field period involved conducting a series of iterative tests to inform decisions and establish protocols around the components of the project, described below. The DC field testing period lasted 7 weeks and included field testing, survey instrument development, and reliability testing. Applying lessons learned in DC, our field testing period for NYC was approximately 2 weeks.

Mobile Phone Selection
Field tests involved photographic or survey data collection at a limited number of stores using a specific mobile phone, with fieldworkers reporting on problems encountered in the field with the device, using that feedback to inform the next series of tests, and repeating the process until final mobile phone criteria were established.

Workflow and User Interface
For both projects, the workflow involved unobtrusively taking photographs and collecting survey data on tobacco advertising for each store exterior and interior. The user interface in this study referred to the fieldworker interaction with the IVR survey, phone cameras, phone email, and mobile app. Different workflows were tested along with varying aspects of the user interface until the most efficient process was established.

For fieldworker training and technical support, we allotted time for initial training on the specifics of tobacco advertising data collection as well as practicing with the technologies, testing the workflow and interface in the field, and establishing a feedback loop between fieldworkers and researchers.

For the back-end data system, researchers and fieldworkers tested different strategies for linking survey, photo, and location data collected from various modes to an individual store, with different solutions developed for each project. As part of the linking and geocoding process, we obtained lists of all businesses licensed to sell tobacco in the area from the city governments, which included business names and addresses. We geocoded addresses for each study utilizing the Master Repository Geocoder from the DC Office of the Chief Technology Officer [22], a free tool available for addresses within the District. For NYC, we utilized ArcGIS Online geocoding services [23], which were free at the time. The research team also worked with the technologist to develop a custom-made, secure online website that allowed for real-time posting and monitoring of data.

To come to decisions on key issues, the full interdisciplinary team—including researchers, project managers, technologists, and field staff—met formally 1-2 times per week to discuss relevant components of the project, identify the specific challenges and decisions to be addressed, and work through each issue utilizing a group consensus-based approach. Relevant materials were provided before or during the meeting. During the user interface and website development phases, the technologist team provided versions of the survey via IVR or updates to the website to be tested by team members and subsequently discussed during meetings to resolve major issues and decide on next steps. Additional discussions were held on a Web forum established during the pilot process to resolve field testing issues (described below) and over email. Smaller or more urgent decisions were often made on a daily basis using these electronic channels or daily debriefs with fieldworkers. Preliminary lessons learned were decided upon by the team and based on the first DC project; they were then further refined after the NYC project for the purposes of this paper.

Results
Below we discuss the main challenges and solutions that resulted from the field testing process, including examples to illustrate how technical and other challenges were resolved for project implementation.

Choosing a Mobile Phone
The choice of a mobile phone will facilitate or hinder usability, visibility, and quality of data collection, thus criteria for phone
selection should be established based on the type of data to be collected and following a series of field tests. For both projects, most mobile phones with cellular service could be used for IVR survey data collection. However, the collection of multiple high-quality photographs and linking photos with survey and store identification data required further criteria for mobile phone selection. Criteria established included the following:

1. **Wireless technologies:** A minimum of 3G cellular connectivity was required. For the NYC project, phones also required Wi-Fi connectivity so fieldworkers could quickly upload photos to the server from the mobile app via a wireless connection as it was often too slow to upload photos over the cellular network.

2. **Operating system:** Either an Android or iOS operating system was required for compatibility with apps that were in development or in use during the projects.

3. **Camera:** A rear-facing camera with a minimum of 5-8 megapixels was required. A higher number of megapixels indicates higher quality photographs. Camera features should allow for the ability to disable the flash and shutter noise, which is essential for being unobtrusive while taking photos in the retail environment. The camera must also allow for geotagging of photos when GPS is turned on.

4. **Display:** The display technology of the phone had to allow for high resolution visibility outdoors and in direct sunlight, preferably with a Super AMOLED touchscreen.

5. **Battery life:** Phone battery life for talk time had to extend through the length of at least one field shift, which was usually 4-6 hours long.

6. **Global positioning system (GPS):** The phone required GPS-enabled receiving capability.

7. **Other features:** Phone had to have a headphone jack for listening to the IVR survey and reducing background noise.

Based on the aforementioned criteria, we chose the Samsung Focus in 2011 for the DC project and the Samsung Galaxy S II 4G in 2012 for the NYC project.

**Workflow and Front-End User Interface**

The field testing process demonstrated that utilizing fieldworker pairs to survey stores was needed for safety purposes and to optimize workflow. Streamlining the field data collection necessitated that the fieldworkers share tasks at each store and required allowing for time and flexibility during data collection to respond to delays or unexpected events. Figure 1 outlines the workflow used in DC and NYC. Based on lessons learned in DC, we added questions to the survey for NYC that allowed fieldworkers time to pause the IVR survey when needed to move around naturally (i.e., from the exterior of the store to the interior).

**Figure 1.** Final optimized workflow for DC and NYC.
**User Interface: IVR Survey**

In developing a streamlined user interface, we established 3 key guiding principles: simplicity, accuracy, and flexibility. Fieldworkers tested different stages of the user interface in the field and evaluated the interaction in light of these principles. The most challenging interface was the user’s interaction with the IVR for the purpose of taking the survey. Audio surveys taken via IVR take longer than pencil-and-paper surveys and make complicated survey questions difficult. IVR questions were tested in training sessions and in the field to identify improvements for shortening each question item’s stem and response categories and improving overall survey flow. Table 1 provides examples of the application of the 3 principles to resolve challenges with the IVR survey.

**Table 1.** Principles and examples for streamlining user interface components for the IVR interface.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Principle</th>
<th>Issues</th>
<th>Solutions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simplicity</td>
<td>Audio surveys via IVR may take much longer than pencil-and-paper surveys and can make complicated survey questions difficult.</td>
<td>Utilize clear and simple language for survey questions; allow for shortcuts and skip patterns where feasible.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy</td>
<td>Fieldworkers are speaking responses and cannot visibly see what is being recorded to check their entry, correct something they misspoke, or that the system misheard.</td>
<td>Incorporate a brief check after each question to assess whether the entry was entered correctly. Upon each answer, the system confirmed the response. For example, if a fieldworker entered “liquor” to the question “what type of store is this?,” the IVR system would immediately say, “You said ‘liquor.’ Is that correct?” If the fieldworker entered “yes,” they would move on to the next question but if they entered “no,” the IVR system would ask the question again and allow the fieldworker to enter the correct answer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flexibility</td>
<td>Background noise makes it hard for fieldworkers to hear survey questions and can also trigger false responses on the IVR if the system mistakes background noise for a response.</td>
<td>Design system to repeat questions until a response is provided.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>With largely closed-ended responses, it was sometimes difficult to capture information on new brands appearing at the point-of-sale or other relevant commentary.</td>
<td>Use headsets and the phone’s keypad to answer questions; mute phone in very loud areas.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In the field, unexpected issues might arise, such as confrontation by a store employee, which require individuals to exit the store or hang up on the survey.</td>
<td>Allow surveyors to provide nonscripted information through IVR open-ended voice responses to specific questions, which may later be coded.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Speaking responses into the phone to answer survey questions via IVR can call attention to fieldworkers, especially in small stores.</td>
<td>Incorporate photos into the data collection process. Photos can provide qualitative data on product information that may not have been captured in the survey and can occasionally serve as a check on survey data.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**User Interface: Photographs**

While the interface for taking and emailing photographs on a mobile phone is straightforward, these activities must be seamlessly integrated into a multicomponent, multimodal data collection workflow so as not to slow down the store assessment process. For the DC project, we established through field testing that only 1 exterior photograph of the main storefront and 1 interior photograph of a checkout countertop area were required. We encouraged fieldworkers to take additional photos to document tobacco advertising; in practice, however, fieldworkers could only email 1 photo at a time given the back-end need for linking photos to store IDs, which made the process time consuming and tedious. For the NYC project, we incorporated this learning from DC by building a basic mobile app that allowed fieldworkers to take and upload multiple photos for each store in a single step. Taking photographs and linking them to individual stores was streamlined within the app by allowing fieldworkers using GPS to view nearby stores in the “list” mode, which listed stores by proximity, or in the “map” mode, which displayed a map populated by nearby stores based on proximity (Figure 2). Fieldworkers could then select the store and take multiple photos, which were easily and automatically linked to each store.
Fieldworker Training and Technical Support

Once fieldworkers were trained on the basics of tobacco advertising, they tested the system with the project manager and in pairs. We established a Web forum during testing and training so that fieldworkers could describe issues that arose in field tests and the team could view daily posts and decide on solutions to common problems. Once protocols were established, fieldworkers underwent a comprehensive technical training with the project manager (Textbox 1).

**Textbox 1. Technology training protocol.**

- Conduct one-on-one instruction between project manager/trainer and fieldworker.
- Review how to use the IVR survey on project phones, how to access various project phone numbers, and how to turn on GPS tracking.
- In DC, review how to take appropriate photos with the project phone, attach the photo (or multiple photos) to an email, and send them to the designated project email addresses linked to the study database; in NYC, review how to use the application to identify stores and how to take and send photos.
- Practice taking the IVR survey in the office using photographs from the field to get comfortable with the survey flow.
- Project manager/trainer accompany each fieldworker independently into local neighborhood stores to practice using the technology in the “real world” setting of a retail outlet.
- After in-field training, project manager and fieldworker debrief to discuss challenges and strategies for how to deal with the technology in the retail environment.
- Provide booster trainings throughout project implementation for fieldworkers having difficulty with the technology.

We also established real-time technical support throughout implementation by ensuring a manager and/or technologist were on call when fieldworkers were working to resolve problems quickly. For example, during the DC project testing, the IVR provider would occasionally shut down. On these occasions, fieldworkers would contact the person on call, who could quickly resolve the issue by notifying the IVR provider and keeping fieldworkers updated.

**Back-End Data Systems**

To link store, survey, and photo data in the DC project, the project manager established store IDs linked to store names and addresses. Fieldworkers then entered the IDs when conducting...
store surveys or emailing photographs. For NYC, the consistent use of accurate store IDs proved challenging among the volunteer fieldworker staff. Because the photo data were linked to store names and addresses through the mobile app, we established a system of linking survey data from the phone surveys and photo data from the mobile app via a timestamp. Figure 3 provides a visual of the ID linking process for each project. Ideally, the linking of survey and photo data to store IDs would be automatic via the use of a mobile app that incorporated survey, photo, and location data collection linked to a more advanced, integrated data infrastructure than was available at the time of these studies.

The full utilization of GPS technologies was limited in each of these projects given the early stages of systems development. For both projects, we conducted geocoding using a geographic information system (GIS) based on store address via a somewhat onerous process that required downloading and cleaning files, uploading files into GIS systems for geocoding, and downloading and cleaning again. For both cities, we used a minimum matching score of 90% to batch geocode the addresses and manually geocoded any matches below 90%. In a later version of the back-end system that was developed subsequent to the DC and NYC projects, all data systems were streamlined so that different sources of data—particularly GPS data based on fieldworker routing—store IDs, and data collected were synchronized automatically.

To develop the website, we worked closely with the technologist, testing different aspects of the site to specify the components of a simple and interactive dashboard that allowed staff to monitor data collection in real-time and to access updated datasets. Components included: a map of stores assessed by ZIP code (Figure 4); a table of individual store observations from the IVR survey updated in real time (Figure 5); photographs with specified identifiers (Figure 6); visuals of aggregate data for each variable in the survey updated in real-time (Figure 7); a copy of the survey and a test version of the survey; a project management calendar; and the ability to export survey and photographic data in standard file formats, such as comma separated values and Microsoft Excel.
Figure 4. Back-end database with map of stores assessed by ZIP code.

Figure 5. Back-End Database with Table of Individual Store Observations Updated in Real Time.
Discussion

Multimodal mobile systems for point-of-sale surveillance present opportunities to collect, analyze, and disseminate retail data in real-time to researchers and community stakeholders. Yet implementation of seemingly straightforward tools requires that researchers and practitioners familiarize themselves with processes that are common to technology development and engineering [24-26]. Below we describe lessons learned from the DC and NYC projects that are applicable to mobile technology implementation projects for point-of-sale surveillance.

Lesson 1: Implementation of Mobile Systems Requires an Iterative Testing Process

Implementation of mobile systems introduces new technical decisions that can be resolved via an iterative testing approach prior to project launch. We utilized quick, continuous, and repeated testing to ensure that the technology, data collection workflow, and user-interface were workable and user-friendly in different situations and for multiple users. This process was critical to identifying technical, individual, and environmental challenges that influenced the performance of fieldworkers and the accuracy of data collection. Studies examining the use of mobile phones for interventional purposes have also noted the need to incorporate rapid, repeated testing and development phases in pilot work [26,27].

Testing time and a budget should be built into a pilot field testing period, with more investment required early on and generally decreasing costs as teams learn from each project. Budgets for pilot field testing mobile data collection will vary by project and may include fieldworker costs (unless volunteers are used), mobile phone costs (ie, phones, cellular and/or wireless service), technologist costs if an outside technology provider is used, and costs for the project management or research team. For these studies, Truth Initiative funded a local technology provider for the initial development of the multimodal mobile system and for support during the field testing and implementation process. Open source software or other resources to develop and implement mobile data collection surveillance studies are also becoming increasingly available [28].
Lesson 2: Workflow and User Interface Decisions Require Attention and Testing

Data collection workflow and the user interface take on increased importance with the use of new technologies for surveillance. Ease of use and usefulness to the end user is closely linked to the performance of a technology [29,30] and to effective implementation of mobile surveillance projects [31-34], thus it is critical to consider the experience of the primary users of the system. Therefore, as the main user of the system, we put the fieldworker at the center of the process for establishing the workflow protocol and streamlining the interface. This helped frame questions about what data to collect from a user-centered perspective of how the information could best be collected using the technology to ensure simplicity, accuracy, and flexibility.

Lesson 3: Training and Implementation Require Close Communication, Feedback, and Ongoing Technical Assistance

Developing feedback loops for consistent communication between fieldworkers, researchers, and the technologist—along with rapid ongoing technical assistance—is critical during testing and deployment to quickly resolve problems and keep field staff committed to using the technology correctly [34-36]. This also assures researchers that data collection and quality will not be undermined by technical glitches. During the iterative testing process, the Web forum and daily debriefs with fieldworkers kept all staff up to date with technical, workflow, or other field problems and allowed for immediate problem solving. This process served as a training ground for fieldworkers who were involved in the early stages of the project and, importantly, allowed for the development of knowledge and skills among all staff for quickly resolving technical glitches and moving the project forward.

Lesson 4: Back-End Data Infrastructure and Automated Systems Require Development and Integration

Automatic collection of data from the field to a back-end server provides many potential benefits, including allowing managers to utilize real-time quality control while data is being collected to improve data accuracy and quickly resolve logistical difficulties. However, these tools require that systems are integrated and, ideally, automatically link different sources of data from the field together for real-time monitoring, integration with GIS systems, and analyses. This process takes time and planning to identify the key issues for each project for integrating data sources, linking data from multimodal mobile sources to store identifiers, ensuring GPS can be collected and used efficiently in GIS systems, and ensuring skilled staff or outside consultants are available to develop and maintain this automated back-end infrastructure. Careful planning for back-end systems can ensure that a key benefit of multimodal mobile surveillance—rapid, automated, and visualized data collection—can be fully utilized.

Limitations

Our findings should be considered with the following limitations:

1. This study was not designed to examine the validity or reliability of mobile phone data collection for surveillance compared with more traditional paper-based methods, so it cannot be assumed these methods lead to improved data quality compared with paper surveys. We have, however, clarified some of the benefits of mobile data collection in comparison with paper surveys.
2. Fieldworkers and staff used their own phones in the early stages of testing until phone criteria were developed and phones were purchased. In projects where staff cannot use personal phones, field testing to establish mobile phone criteria would likely require additional funding or rely more on online research. Given that mobile technology is advancing at a rapid pace, projects that last more than 6 months to 1 year may need to update mobile phone hardware to take advantage of new mobile phone technologies as well as developments in software and automatic data integration, all of which will impact multiple components of a project.
3. Lists of licensed tobacco retail outlets in the geographic areas surveyed were available for these projects. Not all cities or states require or provide such lists, thus field surveying of stores may be necessary in some areas and may require additional strategies for identifying retail outlets and linking data from different sources to specific stores through mobile systems.

These projects were conducted in the United States, thus different or additional lessons may be applicable in international settings. Further, as technology continues to evolve, new lessons may apply.

Conclusions

Mobile technologies may improve surveillance efforts and facilitate rapid policy responses to emerging tobacco products and industry marketing practices. Information on technology implementation in health care and health research is sparse, which may be one factor in the limited number of large-scale implementation efforts despite a growing literature indicating promising findings from technology and health pilot studies [37]. Implementing new technologies with an iterative testing framework that (1) ensures a smooth workflow and user-friendly interfaces; (2) allows for training, ongoing communication, and feedback among all staff; and (3) supports infrastructure for back-end data integration is critical for successful system performance.

This is the first study to examine implementation needs for conducting multimodal mobile tobacco retail surveillance. Although mobile technologies are evolving rapidly, these implementation lessons are relevant for those who want to harness the strengths of any new mobile system for point-of-sale surveillance or collection of other types of neighborhood observational data. Findings suggest the need for further research examining mobile surveillance implementation challenges, as well as funding for developing and implementing systems that allow public health practitioners and researchers to improve surveillance by taking advantage of the communications tools of the twenty-first century.
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Abstract

Background: The foundation of best practice in health promotion is a robust theoretical base that informs design, implementation, and evaluation of interventions that promote the public’s health. This study provides a novel contribution to health promotion through the adaptation of the agenda-setting approach in response to the contribution of social media. This exploration and proposed adaptation is derived from a study that examined the effectiveness of Twitter in influencing agenda setting among users in relation to road traffic accidents in Saudi Arabia.

Objective: The proposed adaptations to the agenda-setting model to be explored reflect two levels of engagement: agenda setting within the social media sphere and the position of social media within classic agenda setting. This exploratory research aims to assess the veracity of the proposed adaptations on the basis of the hypotheses developed to test these two levels of engagement.

Methods: To validate the hypotheses, we collected and analyzed data from two primary sources: Twitter activities and Saudi national newspapers. Keyword mentions served as indicators of agenda promotion; for Twitter, interactions were used to measure the process of agenda setting within the platform. The Twitter final dataset comprised 59,046 tweets and 38,066 users who contributed by tweeting, replying, or retweeting. Variables were collected for each tweet and user. In addition, 518 keyword mentions were recorded from six popular Saudi national newspapers.

Results: The results showed significant ratification of the study hypotheses at both levels of engagement that framed the proposed adaptations. The results indicate that social media facilitates the contribution of individuals in influencing agendas (individual users accounted for 76.29%, 67.79%, and 96.16% of retweet impressions, total impressions, and amplification multipliers, respectively), a component missing from traditional constructions of agenda-setting models. The influence of organizations on agenda setting is also highlighted (in the data of user interactions, organizational accounts registered 17% and 14.74% as source and target of interactions, respectively). In addition, 13 striking similarities showed the relationship between newspapers and Twitter on the mentions trends line.

Conclusions: The effective use of social media platforms in health promotion intervention programs requires new strategies that consider the limitations of traditional communication channels. Conducting research is vital to establishing a strong basis for modifying, designing, and developing new health promotion strategies and approaches.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e21) doi:10.2196/publichealth.5014
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Introduction

Background

Communication is a core component of many effective health promotion interventions and change processes at individual and community levels [1]. In the social media age, the emergence of eHealth communication is expected to significantly enhance the efficacy of health promotion programs. The evolution of social media stimulated a shift of the communication equation from a top-down, expert-to-consumer approach to a nonhierarchical, dialog-based strategy. Consequently, communication has become an individual and community enabler in terms of achieving development goals, including health development [2]. Korda [3] indicated that an important characteristic of Web-based interventions is the sense of empowerment that it endows people and groups as they make decisions related to health; this feature is a positive influence on communities and individuals who are actively aiming for healthy behaviors and lifestyle changes. With these considerations in mind, we investigated the use of the agenda-setting function of health promotion interventions in the social media era. Specifically, we examined the effectiveness of Twitter as a social media platform in influencing agenda setting among users in relation to road traffic accidents in Saudi Arabia.

Road Traffic Accidents

Globally, road traffic accidents result in 1.24 million deaths and 20 to 50 million injuries per year, many of which cause permanent disabilities [4]. In Saudi Arabia, the 544,000 yearly accidents cause 7153 fatalities and more than 39,000 injuries [5]. Eighty-one percent of deaths in Ministry of Health hospitals are the result of road traffic accidents [6]. The World Health Organization recommendations emphasize the consideration of road safety as a public health issue [7], with a focus on persuading policy and decision makers to place road traffic accidents on their agendas as a major problem and implement measures for improving related interventions.

Maximizing the effectiveness of social media for the promotion and protection of health necessitates intervention programs based on a thorough scientific understanding of how communication and media action theories and models are prioritized [8,9]. Agenda-setting theory has been examined within the sphere of social media and shows promise for the promotion of effective health practices [10,11,12].

According to Kaplan and Haenlein, social media is “a group of Internet-based applications that build on the ideological and technological foundations of Web 2.0, and that allow the creation and exchange of User Generated Content” [13]. This definition covers many types of social media including Twitter, Facebook, and Instagram. These platforms have powerful characteristics which make them effective channels for communication-based activities. An interesting development in recent years is the significant increase in the availability of social media; this growth is expected to continue [14].

The development of social media has been recognized as an opportunity for the promotion of the public’s health demonstrated through the concept of infodemiology, a term coined by Eysenbach [15]. Infodemiology is the melding of health informatics and epidemiology and has been defined as “the science of distribution and determinants of information in an electronic medium, specifically the Internet, or in a population, with the ultimate aim to inform public health and public policy” [16,17].

Infodemiology is based on the idea that the vast quantities of communication data generated by social media can be used for public health [16]. We live in a digital world where people communicate using Internet channels supported by highly advanced technologies. These communication channels are characterized by an ability to track activities and collect information and data about them. For example, social media platforms generate data that reflect people’s behaviors and record, in real time, large parts of their daily life, including their health status [16,18]. When suitable metrics and measures are applied, these data can provide valuable information that can inform policies, strategies, and decisions for public health at the level of policy makers and of the population [17].

These data provide a new level of information that was not measurable before this era [17]. Currently, only a small proportion will be analyzed (in 2013, only 5% of these data were analyzed [19]) due to a lack of methods and measures for collecting, analyzing, and interpreting such data [16,17,20]. Nevertheless, infodemiology advances our understanding and provides methods that can move public health to a new level of practice and research [16,17]. Applications of infodemiology can harmonize the research and practice of public health through the analysis of so-called “big data” in the era of social media [16,17]. Examples of infodemiology applications include tracking user activities on microblogging platforms such as Twitter [16]. This study explores user activities on Twitter in relation to public health and as such can be positioned in the context of infodemiology.

Twitter

Twitter is “an information network made up of 140-character messages called Tweets” [21]. It is a social and microblogging service that enables participants to post messages and follow others’ posts. Outside China, 53% of the Internet population has Twitter accounts, and 69% of online adults browse Twitter [22]. The 2015 statistics for Saudi Arabia show that in a population of 28 million, more than 18 million are Internet users [23], 60% of whom have Twitter accounts and 33% of Internet users are active Twitter users [22]. Apart from being among the top-ranked countries in terms of registered users, Saudi Arabia is number one globally in terms of visitation rates (logged-out users) [22].

Agenda-Setting Theory

Lippman [24] first expressed the idea of agenda setting, which was subsequently developed by Lasswell [25] and Cohen [26], culminating in agenda-setting theory through the work of McCombs and Shaw [27]. The core concept of agenda setting assumes that media stimulates the awareness of people regarding certain issues. This assumption is grounded on two main principles: (1) media shapes and filters reality before presenting
it to people and (2) these channels determine the priority with which individuals regard salient issues [28]. Rogers and Dearing [29] proposed an agenda-setting model that comprises three components: media agenda, public agenda, and policy agenda. Each of these agendas represents issues that are the chief concerns of a particular stakeholder. The interrelationship among these components forms the core of agenda-setting theory [30]. Figure 1 shows the process of agenda setting among the three main components according to Rogers and Dearing’s model [29].

As indicated in the model, media agenda setting refers to traditional media organization decisions on which issues to discuss through their channels. Public agenda setting revolves around the issues that are considered important to the general public. Policy agenda setting involves official organizations or government agencies that determine which issues are important and worthy of discussion [31].

Figure 1. The three main components of the agenda-setting model.

**Agenda Setting for Health Promotion**

Kozel et al [32] developed agenda setting in the context of public health and health promotion through the process of health promotion agenda-setting [12,32,33,34]. Agenda setting is about the interrelationship of the domains of policy, media, and public agendas; health promotion agenda-setting is about how health issues move through agendas to the point that they become actionable by policymakers [35]. Health promotion agenda-setting shifts the focus from the traditional health education target of individual risk behavior change to the formulation and adoption of innovative health policies which advocate for the public’s health at population level [12,32]. Kozel et al [12,34], in response to an identified gap—the omission of agenda setting from health promotion planning models relating to innovation and diffusion—have developed a model of the health promotion agenda-setting process. The construction of this model includes the interrelated constructs of the media, policy, and public agendas with the integration of the seven responsibilities of health educators: assessment, planning, implementation, coordination, evaluation, acting as a resource person, and advocating for health [34]. Through the development of health promotion agenda-setting, including lessons learned from its practical application, a range of factors has emerged that enhances the diffusion of health promotion and disease prevention innovations [33]. These include characteristic factors such as demographic descriptors; design factors such as strategies and methods used; and mechanism factors such as shared vision, synchronicity, salience, and social justice [33]. Kozel et al [33] identify ten key activities for agenda setters to use in practice, two of which are tailoring strategies to prioritize a health issue in a population and sustaining salience of an issue in the domains of policy, media, and public agendas. The application of health promotion agenda-setting in practice enables a comprehensive, planned, innovative, and sustainable course of action which facilitates prioritization of public health problems and the identification of alternative solutions [12]. Health promotion agenda-setting contributes to health promotion leadership and provides a mechanism through which to improve the formulation and adoption of health policy.

In addition to the work by Kozel and colleagues on the development and application of health promotion agenda-setting, the concept and components of agenda setting have been used in public health and health promotion in a range of areas [36-42]. Understanding, researching, and implementing the use of agenda
setting for health promotion practice will improve its performance and boost intervention outcomes [12]. This is particularly important in the era of social media, a relatively new addition to the media landscape that warrants further exploration in the context of agenda setting.

**Agenda Setting in the Social Media Era**

Agenda-setting initiatives have been extensively studied and developed by researchers and practitioners. New frames and models have been proposed with emphasis placed on the ideal match between changes people and societies are undergoing in the social media era and agenda setting for public health [43]. Given that social media was nonexistent during the introduction and early development of agenda-setting theory, this has not been comprehensively investigated in previous research [44].

Simple application of agenda setting in the era of social media does not reflect the complex process of communication resulting from the use of social media platforms [44]. We argue that understanding agenda-setting theory in the social media era should cover two levels of engagement: the first centers on agenda setting within the social media sphere and the second is related to the position of social media within the classic agenda-setting process implemented in the real world. Here we propose social media in the agenda-setting context as an independent body governed by its own agenda.

**Social Media Agenda Setting**

As proposed by Dearing and Rogers [45], agenda setting is best understood as a process of interaction; it therefore revolves around the flow of agendas from one component to another. Within the agenda-setting process, an important task is to identify who owns specific agendas and who interacts with other stakeholders.

**Individual Agenda**

Social media offers numerous platforms where people can communicate and interact. One of the most important changes in agenda setting within the social media realm is the shift in power towards the public in terms of control over communication; this shift was triggered by the fact that with social media technologies, individuals become active producers instead of functioning merely as receivers of information. Bekkers et al [46] argue that Web 2.0 has shifted political mobilization from a traditional mass-oriented movement to one driven by individuals and small groups of people.

Furthermore, individuals differ significantly in how they respond to the media agenda [47]. The power that individuals have gained in the social media era enables them to directly communicate their arguments, opinions, and agendas to the world. Supported by highly interactive features and user-generated content, social media platforms allow individuals to control what they receive, from whom, and how much according to their interests [48]. Tran and Johnson [49] claim that one of the opportunities provided by social media to agenda-setting research is the empowerment of individuals in developing their personal agendas [49]. We argue that such opportunity extends not only to development but also to influence over agendas. In real communities, an individual is a member of the public and thus can adopt and influence a given agenda advocated by a specific community. Similarly, an individual can hold membership in any organization and assist this organization by adopting and influencing its agenda. In classic agenda setting, individuals are always regarded as members of the public because influence is acquired through a process called “agenda melding” [39]. Although the emergence of social media does not cancel the role of agenda melding, it may extend the role of individuals by assigning them effective positions within the social process. This perspective is supported by the findings of Althaus and Tewksbury [50] and Conway and Patterson [51], who illustrated the differences in the power of individuals to control communication between traditional and social media.

**Organizational Agenda**

Social media has also redistributed the power to control communication at the organizational level. The nature of social media has allowed many types of organizations—not only media and policy institutions—to contribute to agenda setting. Similar to the shift in power at the public and individual level, changes at the organizational level have translated to organizational influence over and interaction with various agendas.

The effect of the presence of health organizations on these platforms has been explored in recent studies [52,53]. These studies include the examination of factors such as those associated with the organizations’ ability to engage and measures that directly affect the organizations’ influence [53].

The organizational agenda is not a new concept. Berger [31] pointed out that organizations are effective agenda-setting actors that can establish agenda through funding, lobbying, and advertising, thereby influencing the specific issues that are discussed in societies.

The authors propose to regard organizations as essential stakeholders in agenda setting because they can interact with different community actors, including the public, media, and policy makers.

**A New Contributor to the Agenda-Setting Process**

As previously stated, the nature of social media with its two-way communication platforms and channels differs completely from that of traditional one-way mass communication channels. The social media age has driven changes in the manner by which information is disseminated. This era has decentralized traditional communication, thereby diminishing its power in shaping the issues that people think about [49]. Researchers have examined the relationship between traditional media (eg, newspapers and television) and social media (eg, Twitter and YouTube, a video-sharing website) [48,54]. The findings suggest that the social media realm is an independent arena that can affect and be affected by traditional media [54]. Research confirms traditional media’s influence over the social media agenda and vice versa [45,46,55].

McCombs [47] and Meraz [56], among others, have highlighted the manner by which social media influences agenda setting within the traditional media realm. An interesting finding is that the influence of social media not only covers the traditional
media agenda but also extends to public and policy agendas [49]; these new channels affect the entire agenda-setting process. In exploring the relationship between social media and other agenda-setting components, many researchers distinguish social media from traditional media. An example is the separate examination of social media’s influence on public and policy agendas [57]. McCombs [47], who pointed out that social media redesigned agenda setting, supports this approach by adding a new contributor (i.e., social media) to the process.

Collectively, the aforementioned studies focused not only on the discrepancy between traditional and social media in their effectiveness as communication tools but also on the independence of social media as an agenda-setting channel. Their findings suggest that studying social media as part of traditional media in the agenda-setting context is an unsuitable framework from which to understand the complexity of the agenda-setting process within the arena occupied by modern media innovations. About 70% of journal articles that explored agenda setting in the social media age are concentrated in intermedia agenda setting between new and traditional media [49]. Yet, the findings on social media as an independent channel [55] lend support to the claim that social media redistributed the power of agenda setting by adding a new domain to classic agenda-setting theory. We argue that social media can be regarded as a separate body within the agenda-setting process, as ideas from this perspective have been previously put forward in the literature. Meraz, for example, proposed social media as a new component of agenda setting, although he treated the new channels within as traditional media [56]. On these grounds, we propose a model for agenda setting in the social media era that reflects two levels of engagement: agenda setting within the social media sphere and the position of social media within classic agenda setting. The capability of the proposed model was assessed on the basis of the hypotheses formulated in this work.

**Study Hypotheses**

Hypothesis 1 (H1) revolves around the agenda-setting process within social media and suggests a new model fitted to the uniqueness of agenda setting under a social media interface. H1 maintains that individual and organizational agendas constitute a new body of plans and schemes instead of falling within the category of media and policy agendas (see Figure 2).

To validate H1, we put forward the following subhypotheses:

- **H1-1a:** Individual accounts are the most dominant accounts.
- **H1-1b:** Organizational accounts are more dominant than media and policy accounts.

We used three measures to determine the validity of H1-1a and H1-1b: rank scale measures for retweet impressions, total impressions, and total amplification multipliers (see Table 1 for definitions of terms). Data on contributor interactions were used as support measures. Two measures were adopted to differentiate between public and individual personal agendas: the average of total impressions and the amplification multiplier. The total impressions indicates the accumulated number of times a tweet was received, and the average is a measure of how a single account can be an influential factor in agenda setting compared with other account types. We therefore propose an additional subhypothesis:

- **H1-1c:** Individual accounts represent individual personal agendas in addition to public agendas.

**Table 1.** Dataset variables.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terminology</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>Number of times a tweet is reposted or forwarded</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deliveries</td>
<td>Number of accounts to which a tweet is posted initially (equal to the number of followers the user has at that time)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total impressions</td>
<td>Number of accounts that received the tweet; this includes direct post, retweets, and replies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweet impressions</td>
<td>Number of impressions retweets of this tweet have generated</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amplification multiplier</td>
<td>The rate of amplification based on the tweet spread by retweets ([\text{total exposure – impressions}] / \text{impressions}) + 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The data on contributor interactions were also used to determine the degree of influence of individual accounts as targets. We assume that when an account is targeted by other account types, these accounts represent individual agendas rather than public agendas. To examine nonaccount agendas, a critical requirement is determining that influence goes beyond accounts with special characteristics. For example, degree of influence is not restricted by a specific level of popularity. We thus propose H1-2:

**H1-2:** No correlation exists between account popularity and an account’s degree of influence; that is, tweets that are extensively disseminated can be created by accounts with only a few followers.

We used the correlation between two pairs of measures to test H1-2: the correlation between deliveries (number of times a tweet was received) and retweet impressions and that between impressions and the amplification multiplier.

Hypothesis 2 (H2) is related to the position of the social media agenda within classic agenda-setting theory. The theory posits that social media are new components incorporated into the three main elements of the classic agenda setting proposed by Rogers and Dearing [29] (Figure 3).

Determining the validity of H2 necessitates an investigation into the relationship between the social media agenda and the three other agenda types (media, public, and policy). However, the data collected in this study are useful only in exploring the
relationship between Twitter as a social media platform and newspapers as traditional media channels. The collected data also lack many of the characteristics required from evidentiary sources (i.e., a 90-day data collection period is a short time frame.). Despite these limitations, the data can provide valuable insights into the interaction between Twitter and newspaper agendas.

H2 is articulated thus:

H2: The trend of social media mentions is similar to that of newspaper mentions.

Figure 2. Adapted model of agenda setting within social media.

Figure 3. Proposed agenda setting model in the social media era.
Methods

Design
This study is part of exploratory research aimed at testing the capability of traditional communication theories in understanding social media platforms related to health promotion practice.

Exploratory research is preliminary research that contributes to the formulation and identification of hypotheses that show some merit in being followed up by confirmatory research [58,59]. The formulation of this hypothesis is not usually restricted, and a more flexible approach is used [59,60]. This study suggests appropriate hypotheses that fit with the aim of the study overall. In addition, the statistical tests used to examine these hypotheses, the analysis procedures employed, and the intervention that developed as part of the study harmonize the spirit of exploratory research [59,60].

Textbox 1. Examples of intervention tweets and tweets by other users that mention the keywords road traffic accident.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Intervention tweets:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Good health is a major resource for social, economic, and personal development and an important dimension of quality of life.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• 81% of all deaths in Ministry of Health hospitals are due to road traffic accidents.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Road safety is a public health issue which involves health as well as other sectors that have the responsibility to be engaged in road traffic accident prevention.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tweets by other users:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Your life is a candle; do not extinguish it. Stats: it is estimated that the number of traffic accidents will reach 1 million in the next 8 years.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Traffic accidents cost SR 1.9 trillion (US $518 billion) globally each year.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Did you know that in Saudi Arabia one person every hour is killed in a traffic accident?!!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Data Collection

Twitter data can be accessed directly from service profiles. Many third-party providers also offer Twitter statistics and analysis services. For instance, Tweetreach offers licensed access to the full Twitter “firehose” through Gnip, a licensed data reseller [65]. Increasing numbers of researchers are using these tools [66-72]. Account type was used as a variable for determining the most effective contributors to promoting road traffic accident agendas. Mentions of specific keywords as well as related variables (who tweeted messages, when messages were tweeted, to whom tweets were addressed, and how messages were tweeted) were the indicators used to measure contribution.

To validate the hypotheses, we collected data from two primary sources: Twitter activities and Saudi newspapers. As previously stated, keyword mentions served as indicators of agenda promotion; for Twitter, interactions were used to measure the process of agenda setting within the platform. Data from both sources were collected in a 90-day period from January 1 to March 31, 2014. Three Arabic keywords that are highly associated with road traffic accidents were considered in the analysis. The English translations of these keywords are “traffic accidents,” “the traffic accidents,” and “road accidents.” Tracking mentions of predefined keywords have been used in previous studies although for different research purposes [71,73,74].

In collecting the Twitter data, we used the Tweetreach service to collect all tweets that contained the keywords. Many researchers have used this tool. For example, it has been employed in examining the use of Twitter as a platform for sharing information about medical events [75,76] and as a tracker and analysis tool in evaluating the effect of public health campaigns such as tobacco control social media advocacy [77].

In this study, we set up operators to filter tweets: only those expressed in the Arabic language were included, and tweets to and from Arab states other than Saudi Arabia were excluded. The final dataset comprised 59,046 tweets (16,071 regular tweets, 2783 replies, and 40,193 retweets) and 38,066 contributors. For each tweet and contributor, variables were collected. A total of three datasets were obtained from Twitter trackers: tweet data, retweet data, and contributor data.

In collecting the newspaper data, we used Google Advanced Search to gather information on six popular Saudi national newspapers: Al-riyadh, Okaz, Al-Madina, Al-Yaum, Al-Watan, and Al-Jazirah. Across these newspapers, 518 keyword mentions were recorded. All the datasets were extracted and prepared using Excel spreadsheets (Microsoft Corp.).
**Classification**

The classification of data from social media, particularly Twitter, is coherent with the concept of infodemiology as described by Eysenbach [16,17] within which the study is framed/positioned.

For H1, we developed a classification to code the 2364 filtered users into four types of accounts. Individual accounts refer to any account owned by one person. Organizational accounts are those owned by a group or organization but not by media or policy organizations. Media accounts are accounts related to the media, including traditional media (programs or organizations) or news. Policy accounts are nonindividual accounts created for policy purposes or owned by political organizations.

Most of the accounts were classified in a straightforward manner as one of the authors is familiar with the Saudi environment; however, we needed to check profiles and tweets for some accounts. To validate the classification, an external observer independently classified 20% of the sample, made up of randomly chosen users from the list. The kappa [78] indicating interrater reliability was .87, indicating excellent agreement between our classification and that made by the external observer. The benchmark scale for strength of agreement proposed by Fleiss et al [79] was adopted in evaluating agreement between the study classification and that of the external observer (<40, poor; .40-.75, intermediate-good; >75, excellent).

**Preparation and Analysis**

**Tweet Dataset**

From the 59,046 Twitter activities, we obtained data on 16,073 regular tweets (not retweets or replies) that mentioned any of the three Arabic keywords. Each tweet was linked to user name, time, and variables listed in Table 1.

To isolate the influential tweets, tweets with no retweets were excluded (2895 tweets). From the dataset, we extracted the account users. A retweet impression indicates the ability of a user to reach audiences that extend beyond his/her direct followers. For users with more than one tweet we selected the tweet with the highest retweet impressions (1818 tweets). By manually checking the Twitter profiles of users, we filtered out all but user accounts owned by Saudi individuals or organizations with mainly Saudi audiences. Users on the list of 1115 were classified into the four account types.

The first step in the analysis was determining the degree of influence of the groups by calculating the total impressions for each classification type. Total impressions can be an informative measure of reach, which includes all the times at which a tweet was received (including receipt by the user’s followers). Users with numerous followers can be influential in the Twitter community because of previously built influence. These users can be called Twitter influentials. To evaluate the ability of ordinary users to influence other users, we also analyzed retweet impressions, which show the total number of times a tweet was indirectly received. This is a strong measure of degree of influence, even among users with a limited number of followers.

Subsequently, a simple rank scaling measure was applied to all the users on the list. We summed the total values of all the account types. For each of the three statistics (total impressions, total retweet impressions, and retweet impressions rank scaling), we calculated the percentage of the classification types and determined the average of the retweet impressions for these classifications. This multiple test technique allows more accurate assessment in examining the study hypotheses.

**Retweet Dataset**

From the primary Twitter dataset, we obtained a list of 38,066 contributors who mentioned the keywords during the 90-day data collection period. For each contributor, we used multiple variables, including the number of retweets by user, number of impressions, and amplification multipliers. Tweetreach defines impressions as the “number of timelines that received the tweet directly from the user” and the amplification multiplier as the “rate of amplification, based on how far that contributor’s tweets spread due to the retweets and replies.” The amplification rate is calculated as follows [80]:

\[
\frac{[(\text{total exposure} – \text{impressions}) / \text{impressions}] + 1}{[\text{number of retweets} + \text{number of replies} + 1]}
\]

Users with amplification multipliers below 1.2 were filtered out in accordance with the Tweetreach evaluation [81]: “anyone with an amplification multiplier of 1.2x or higher is doing quite well at spreading conversation.” The final list included 1246 users who were coded in the classification stage. To analyze the data, we computed the total of the amplification multipliers calculated for the percentages of each classification type. We also calculated the average of the amplification multipliers for each type.

**Contributors Dataset**

Eysenbach [16], in relation to the concept of infodemiology, considers that advanced methods are required to explore the data from social networks and analyze the structures of interactions for public health. This study, rather than just identifying the presence of relationships between users on Twitter, interprets the data of contributor interactions to investigate the proposed hypotheses.

Based on total delivery ranks, we used the data on 40,193 retweets to extract data on 2665 retweets. These were all retweets over the average of deliveries, which was 2888.5. For each retweet, we identified users who retweeted a message and those who created the retweeted message. After filtering for both lists of users, 1951 unique users were classified. Type codes were used to identify 1382 users who interacted with one another.

Using R open source statistical computing and graphics software [82] we performed network analysis to explore the influence relationship among the four types of accounts. Statistics of edge interactions were calculated for each relationship, and a visualization graph was created.

**Mention Trends**

From the Twitter and newspaper data, we extracted two lists: total number of mentions in the examined newspapers and total number of mentions on Twitter. To normalize the data, all the
values were divided by the maximum value in each data column, after which the data were plotted on a simple line graph. Visually, similar spikes (ie, increases in mentions) were identified in the trend mentions of the newspapers and Twitter.

### Results

#### Individual and Organizational Agenda

Among the 1115 users who posted regular tweets, the number of individual accounts was considerably higher than the number of other accounts. On the basis of the total of the three measures, individual users accounted for 76.29%, 67.79%, and 96.16% of retweet impressions, total impressions, and total amplification multipliers, respectively, as shown in Table 2.

#### Table 2. Percentage totals of the three measures for the four account types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account types</th>
<th>Retweet impressions rank scale (%)</th>
<th>Total impressions (%)</th>
<th>Amplification multipliers (%)</th>
<th>Average (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>76.29</td>
<td>67.79</td>
<td>96.16</td>
<td>80.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>11.94</td>
<td>15.23</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>9.06</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>9.34</td>
<td>11.15</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>6.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>5.83</td>
<td>3.81</td>
<td>4.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As determined from the three measures, the organizational accounts dominated the media and policy accounts in terms of retweet impressions and total impressions but not in total amplification multipliers. This result indicates that policy accounts are more influential than organizational accounts based on the amplification multiplier measure.

The average of the three totals (presented in Table 2) support H1-1a and H1-1b, which project individual accounts as the dominant type and organizational accounts as more influential than media and policy accounts.

#### Individual Personal Agenda

In relation to the hypothesis on the power of individual accounts to influence the agendas of other Twitter users, the results do not revolve around the differentiation between individual and public agendas. Total statistical results are usually an informative indicator of mass influence, independent of the value added by the number of accounts to the total. To determine the influence of a single account, therefore, we calculated the average retweet impressions to examine the influence of both individual and public agendas. The averages indicate sustained influence of the individual agenda, which registered 72% influence in terms of total impressions and 96% in terms of the average amplification multiplier. On the basis of the contributor interactions, we assume that when an account is targeted by other account types, these accounts represent individual agendas rather than public agendas, especially when targeted individuals are not influencers or opinion leaders, as indicated by H1-2. As previously presented, the data show that the individual accounts registered 59.33% influence.

#### Table 3. Contributor interactions (based on retweeting relationship). For each account type, the table illustrates how much the tweet was retweeted by other account types.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Account type</th>
<th>Individual (n)</th>
<th>Organizational (n)</th>
<th>Media (n)</th>
<th>Policy (n)</th>
<th>Total (n)</th>
<th>Percentage (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual</td>
<td>672</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>267</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>1112</td>
<td>80.46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Organizational</td>
<td>132</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>235</td>
<td>17.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Media</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>1.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Policy</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>294</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>1382</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percentage (%)</td>
<td>59.34</td>
<td>14.47</td>
<td>21.27</td>
<td>4.92</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Influence of Agenda, Not Account**

As proposed, a critical requirement here is to evaluate whether influence goes beyond accounts with special characteristics. The influence of agendas, rather than the influence of accounts, was validated by two correlations. The number of deliveries and retweet impressions exhibited a very weak correlation...
the impressions and amplification multipliers showed a strong correlation ($r=0.01$).

**Figure 4.** Line graph of the mention trends of Twitter and newspapers.

**Discussion**

**Overview**

Available evidence reflects the importance of communication technologies and the Internet in daily life and social interaction [43,46]. The characteristics and features of social media facilitate the powerful effects of such platforms in terms of disseminating information, framing opinions, and mobilizing action [43,46,83].

Among the many effective features of social media, user-generated content is critical to the positioning of new channels within the agenda-setting process. Other social media functions that influence agenda-setting dynamics are the sharing of content and the selection of the type of information that users want to receive [3].

Based on a simple classification scheme, Twitter accounts can be either personal or organizational. This study suggests that in many cases, the emergence of agenda setting among social media users (eg, Twitter users) occurs through the advocacy of individual personal agendas. On social media platforms, individuals can influence the public and organizations through their own agenda. In other words, individuals can function as independent actors in agenda setting. In a similar vein, social media platforms enable organizations and the public to influence individual perceptions and behaviors through their agendas.

From the viewpoint of health promotion, agenda setting is an effective approach to achieving best practice aims and objectives [10,11,12]. Agenda setting can hold more potential than behavioral change strategies, as confirmed by road safety research and interventions [33,84,85]. This is demonstrated through the impact of influencing social policies [84,86], persuading policy and decision makers [7], orienting media coverage [11], enhancing the advocacy process, and maximizing the diffusion of innovations [12]. In addition to influencing health policy actions, the outcomes can result in positive changes in the behaviors of individuals [87]. This indirect approach is based on the view that human behaviors are not isolated from social and community contexts [38]. The evolution of the social media age encourages health promotion practitioners and organizations to maximize the benefits of innovations arising from such developments.

This exploratory study centers on the importance of a comprehensive understanding of best practices for health promotion. It does so by suggesting a novel contribution to health promotion through the development of an adapted agenda-setting approach in the social media era and within its platforms.

**Agenda Setting in the Social Media Era**

Health promotion needs a more creative approach to research and practice in using the agenda-setting function [33]. This is more challenging in the social media era where understanding
such theories requires more advanced research to keep pace with the evolution of this domain.

Unlike classic agenda setting, agenda setting as a process of interaction within the social media sphere involves different actors. With evolving tools and powerful features, social media provides a unique social space characterized by rich platforms where community members can communicate and interact. Agenda setting in the context of social media remains a communication process, but it differs from traditional communication [49] in that any individual or organization can be part of the social media communication dynamic. Agenda setting via social media is a new sphere of social interaction that represents any member who desires to participate in the process. Moreover, the growth of social media use among communities enables this sphere to influence daily life.

Given this backdrop, we suggest two levels of understanding in exploring agenda setting in the social media era. First, we propose social media as an independent agenda-formulating body within the agenda-setting process. Second, we recommend the exploration of agenda setting within social media. Figure 5 illustrates the development stages of these proposed adapted models.

Figure 5. The development stages of the study proposed models built on two levels of understanding of the agenda setting process.

Individual and Organizational Agendas
We argue that within Twitter, agenda-setting participants can change, unlike the fixed nature of participants in classic agenda setting. This variability is attributed to the power shift towards new actors, such as individuals and organizations, as indicated in previous research [46,48,49]. We hypothesized that individuals serve as new actors in the process and that they can formulate their own personal agendas instead of adhering only to the public agenda. In addition, media and policy agendas, as part of organizational agendas, may extend to the agendas of different organizations.

The results suggest that the individual agenda dominated over the other agenda types and that organizations exhibited stronger influence than that wielded by media and policy groups. Although the data of amplification multiplier measure showed that policy accounts are more influential than organizational accounts, this influence is limited to retweets of other accounts only, which means policy accounts hold more ability to enhance the diffusion of tweets by influencing nonfollower users. In spite of this, each of the three measures used to evaluate the influence of the account types presented analogous results from various calculation methods and different variables. We believe this feature strengthens the evidence supporting the formulated hypotheses because it rectifies the limitations of one indicator or its measures.

Individual Personal Agenda
For the individual agenda, the analysis derived different statistics which confirm that power is not restricted to the public agenda but extends to individual personal agendas. The averages of the total impressions and amplification multipliers suggest the influence of the personal agenda. The contributor interactions also support this finding, as indicated by the strong influence of the individual agenda as a target. The findings of the data analyses also highlight the influence of the public agenda, but the statistical results do not demonstrate specific differences between personal and public agendas. Agenda melding among individuals was reflected by the data on contributor interactions (672 interactions recorded).

Influence of Agenda, Not Account
This study aimed to examine the effectiveness of agenda setting as a theory in the social media era. Therefore, a critical requirement was to consider the influence of agenda with reference to the type of account rather than account influence. The dynamics of interactions on Twitter are affected by many factors and will be/are reflected in the data [88]. A highly influential account would have generated strong bias in such an examination if it affected the values calculated on the basis of the study data. The correlation results confirm that the popularity of accounts was not an issue in the derived data values.
Influentials Significance in Agenda-Setting Process

Although influentials or opinion leaders are beyond the scope of this work, they remain essential participants in any social communication process, including agenda setting [89]. In early theories such as the two-step flow [90] and diffusion of innovations [89], influentials have a significant impact on influencing the agenda and enhancing its diffusion. It is suggested by Kozel et al [33] that it is crucial for health promotion agenda-setting practices to develop strategies that enhance the diffusion of health promotion agendas through all agenda-setting process components. In addition to amplifying the diffusion of influence, these influentials can play a key role in sustaining the salience of specific issues, which contributes to effective agenda-setting processes [33]. The data yielded by the measures used in this study show the high impact of influentials on the agenda among users, which will increase the interrelation dynamics of influencing the agenda among different account types. Thus, using influentials is one of the strategies that can be efficient in health promotion agenda-setting practices on social media platforms. The role of influentials requires further research which is beyond the scope of the current study.

Twitter and Newspaper Agenda

We hypothesized a relationship between newspapers and Twitter and illustrated this association via a line graph of mention trends over the platform. Nevertheless, the collected data cannot illuminate a clear direction for this relationship and do not exclude external factors that can affect the trends. This hypothesis was intended as a starting point in exploring the incorporation of the social media agenda in the classic agenda-setting process. This relationship has been studied and validated through various analysis techniques and methodologies [44,45,48,49,55,91]. Furthermore, examining causality is a crucial component of determining the direction of the relationship between new and traditional media in agenda setting [48,92].

Nonetheless, this relationship is only part of the model proposed in this work and therefore requires further examination [44,83]. Particularly interesting focal issues in this regard are the agenda-setting interaction between social media and the public agenda and that between social media and the policy agenda [44].

Limitations

We have proposed an alternative perspective from which to understand agenda setting in the social media age. Supported by the data collected, we adopted well-defined measures that reflected a positive evaluation of the study’s hypotheses. We have applied multiple hypothesis testing methods which can support authenticity of the study as is recommended for any exploratory research [59]. Nonetheless, it is crucial in scientific research that any exploratory research must be carefully examined by confirmatory research [59].

The nature of data on social media results in limitations which can affect any infodemiology study. These include, for example, the lack of strong representation of the population and the lack of accuracy of some information provided on such platforms [17].

Furthermore, the statistical procedures and measures used require replication and/or repetition to establish a solid foundation for the implications of the results. As indicated by McCombs [45], such studies are limited by variables related to time, place, and the selection of measurement and analysis tools; a repeated examination of a model and the replication of ideas are thus critical requirements in the validation of results. Utilizing agenda setting in the field of health promotion will encounter many challenges in research and practice [93].

Many factors and variables must be considered, guided by a more in-depth understanding of the process of agenda setting in relation to its possible applications [93]. This will provide valuable strategies and themes for the successful application of agenda setting in promoting the public’s health [93].

For the public health and health promotion domain, further research may include different health topics with larger data samples and modified methods. At the organizational level, the findings suggest more dominance for health organizations in the agenda-setting process within social media. Further research related to strategies and best practices is required for such organizations to close the gap that has already been identified [53]. Moreover, such research may consider extending the infodemiology framework to development efforts addressing more topics, languages, and platforms.

Conclusion

The results indicate that media platforms are a promising avenue that can enhance the efficacy of intervention programs. However, the effective use of such platforms will necessitate new strategies that address the limitations of traditional communication channels. More efforts towards modifying health promotion strategies and developing new approaches should be initiated. For such development, conducting research is vital to establishing a strong basis for the design, formulation, and implementation of agendas. Social media augments the effectiveness of this approach by shifting power towards reachable individual participants. In turn, agendas become more accessible and more easily used as tools or targets of influence. Finally, organizations that promote the public’s health will benefit considerably from actively participating in the agenda-setting process through the formulation of the organizational agenda.
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Examples of intervention tweets and tweets by other users that mention the keywords road traffic accident (Arabic texts).
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Abstract

Background: Social media platforms are increasingly seen as a source of data on a wide range of health issues. Twitter is of particular interest for public health surveillance because of its public nature. However, the very public nature of social media platforms such as Twitter may act as a barrier to public health surveillance, as people may be reluctant to publicly disclose information about their health. This is of particular concern in the context of diseases that are associated with a certain degree of stigma, such as HIV/AIDS.

Objective: The objective of the study is to assess whether adverse effects of HIV drug treatment and associated sentiments can be determined using publicly available data from social media.

Methods: We describe a combined approach of machine learning and crowdsourced human assessment to identify adverse effects of HIV drug treatment solely on individual reports posted publicly on Twitter. Starting from a large dataset of 40 million tweets collected over three years, we identify a very small subset (1642; 0.004%) of individual reports describing personal experiences with HIV drug treatment.

Results: Despite the small size of the extracted final dataset, the summary representation of adverse effects attributed to specific drugs, or drug combinations, accurately captures well-recognized toxicities. In addition, the data allowed us to discriminate across specific drug compounds, to identify preferred drugs over time, and to capture novel events such as the availability of preexposure prophylaxis.

Conclusions: The effect of limited data sharing due to the public nature of the data can be partially offset by the large number of people sharing data in the first place, an observation that may play a key role in digital epidemiology in general.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e7) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4488
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Introduction

The Sharing of Health Information on Twitter

Twitter is a popular microblogging platform where users publicly share information, including personal thoughts and emotions. Everyday, hundreds of millions of tweets are posted on Twitter. This offers a large potential source of information for public health purposes. The sharing of information about personal health is now widely recognized to be a broad phenomenon that occurs in almost any field imaginable [1].
Examples include the sharing of vaccination behavior [2], the sharing of marijuana consumption [3], the sharing of weight loss attempts [4], or the sharing of suicidal thoughts [5]. Moreover, this large pool of available data can be used to estimate the most common side effects of certain pharmaceutical products [6,7]. In this study, we will focus on identifying human immunodeficiency virus (HIV)-infected individuals currently undergoing drug treatment, and on their personal experiences, specifically, with regard to drug toxicities.

We chose a specific question that a priori seemed difficult: to identify infected individuals that would communicate about their HIV status, and more specifically, about their treatment. Drug adverse effects have been a source of concern, both for the medical establishment, and for HIV-infected individuals, due to their prevalence [8,9], and because treatments have to be taken for life. There is a general agreement that toxicity can also affect treatment adherence. Newer agents are increasingly associated with lesser rates and severity of adverse drug effects; however, the user community remains highly sensitive to this central aspect of treatment that influences the quality of life. Information and beliefs can spread rapidly, and influential voices and vehicles of opinion may alter the perception of the community on treatment adequacy.

Filtering Tweets for the Study

The study that we present is based upon tweets filtered by specific keywords related to HIV and HIV treatments. Our work builds on a growing body of literature that uses combined human and computational approaches to assess health and disease dynamics from digital media [2,10]. Our goal was to determine if there are common adverse effects related to a particular HIV treatment, and to establish overall user sentiment (a positive, neutral, or negative perception) associated with the content of the tweet. Through our study, we defined methods to identify populations of interest. We used crowdsourcing (Amazon Mechanical Turk) to rate tweets to create training samples for our machine learning algorithms. On the analytical side, these algorithms were used to identify most of the tweets posted by our identified community (hereafter, referred to as “signal”): users with HIV whose tweets included references to treatments, symptomatic descriptions, opinions, and feelings. The final filtering of identified tweets was again obtained through crowdsourcing. Despite the limited number of tweets and individuals that may communicate publicly about HIV treatment experiences, we found a surprisingly large proportion of reports of drug toxicity, a high level of precision on drug-specific effects, and a general negative perception of treatment. We believe that monitoring of social media will be informative for the field, and broadly applicable to the surveillance of other therapies with long duration of use, even for those targeted at diseases that are associated with considerable stigma.

Methods

Dataset

For this study, we purchased 39,988,306 tweets posted between September 2010 and August 2013. We purchased the data from Gnip Inc, an official Twitter data reseller, which has recently been acquired by Twitter Inc. These tweets represent the full and unbiased stream of data during that period of time. A tweet was included in the dataset if at least one of the following keywords was contained within the tweet: Sustiva, Stocrin, Viread, FTC, Ziagen, 3TC, Epivir, Retrovir, Vireamune, Edurant, Prezista, Reyataz, Norvir, Kaletra, Isentress, Tivicay, Atripla, Trizivir, Truvada, Comtrivir, Vexsa, Epicom, Complera, Stribild, HIV treatment, HIV drug, anti-HIV, triple therapy HIV, or anti HIV. These keywords were chosen in line with the listing of main antiretroviral agents in use [11]. AZT was dropped because of its extreme noise to signal ratio (as azt is one of the most used words in Hungarian). For technical reasons, the search query had to be limited in the numbers of search terms used.

Processing of Tweets

For each collected tweet, we created a list of all the distinct tokens that the tweet contained. If at least one keyword matched at least one item in the list, we kept that tweet. This step reduced our data sample to about 1.8 million tweets, mainly due to the presence of compound words such as giftcard, triggered by the keyword FTC, which represented a large source of noise. Moreover, a subsample of tweets containing the keyword FTC presented a large bias toward information related to the Federal Trade Commission. We decided to discard this subsample from the data.

Hereafter, “signal” denotes our identified tweets posted by patients, and “noise” denotes tweets about unrelated topics, such as objective sentences concerning new discoveries or recent information about HIV in general.

Our statistical sampling analysis (Figure 1 shows this) started with loose criteria to reduce the noise in our sample. We used computational algorithms to randomly select different sets of tweets that contained words from potential noisy sources and sets of tweets that did not contain these “noisy” words. These sets of tweets were manually annotated by two of the authors (CA and TB) as either noise or signal. In the case of a slight indication of subjectivity, the tweet was annotated as signal. If the differences between the two types of sets (ie, containing or not containing specific noisy words) were significant in terms of signal content, we discarded tweets from our dataset that contained those noisy words (for more details, see below under the subheading “Identification of Signal Through Consecutive Filters”). Although we expected to discard some signal tweets through this cleaning process, it provided robustness to our procedure, as it allowed us to increase the percentage of signal tweets in the remaining sample. This higher purity of signal allowed a higher number of crowdsourced signal tweets to define training samples.
Identification of the Community

The goal of the data curation that we pursued was to purify the original noisy sample of tweets to a sample containing only signal. To do this, we defined a set of features that transformed a tweet into quantitative information (i.e., number of words in the tweet, number of adverbs, etc.). Moreover, these features were selected based on their separation power between objective information and subjective sentences charged with personal references. In a further step, we combined these features into a single output through a machine learning algorithm.

Training Samples

To define training samples for the classes of signal, noise, and non-English, we performed a crowdsourcing request of 4000 tweets. There were two Amazon Mechanical Turk workers that rated these tweets. We asked the two workers whether they believed the tweet fulfilled one of the following four criteria: (1) talking about personal medication; (2) talking about medication, but not personally; (3) talking about completely irrelevant topics to our study; and (4) tweet not in English. If both workers agreed on their respective answers concerning a given tweet, we kept the tweet for our analysis. Tweets rated as category (1) were used as signal, and categories (2) and (3) as noise. We had an agreement of about (3118/4000) 77.95% between workers that rated our tweets. Moreover, we used tweets rated as non-English as a control sample in order to remove foreign language tweets. We removed non-English tweets with a method described in see Multimedia Appendix 1.

Machine Learning Classifier

We utilized the Toolkit for Multivariate Analysis library [12] to define our machine learning classifier. We computed the signal efficiency versus noise rejection for four types of classifiers: (1) Boosted Decision Trees with AdaBoost (BDT), (2) Support Vector Machines (SVM), (3) Boosted Decision Trees with Bagging (BDTG), and (4) artificial neural networks. The figure of merit that we used to optimize our classifier was the noise rejection efficiency at a signal efficiency of 90%. We used this point on the receiver operating characteristic curve because it represents an optimal threshold to keep a large fraction of relevant signal tweets, while removing noise at a level that permits a final human validation. This further crowdsourcing was the final step in our identification of signal and was applied right after the machine learning algorithm.

Annotation of Side Effects and Sentiment Scores

An important aspect of analysis of Twitter data that cannot easily be obtained through other digital media (e.g., search queries from Google or Bing) is the possibility to attribute an overall "sentiment". For this study, we hand-rated tweets on a sentiment scale ranging from -5 to 5, in steps of 1. The former indicates an extremely negative sentiment and the latter an extremely
positive sentiment. The following tweets are examples from the final dataset.

5: Hey guys I m officially undetectable!!!! Take that #hiv! CD4 went up bout 150 pts also! yay!! #atripla
4: Whoever invented Atripla (and it s component parts - it s three drugs in one) are geniuses. I love you.
3: and more exciting and totally separate from this weekend, I am moving drug combinations from Atripla.
2: I hear Truvada makes you fat like a Tellystubby. I am sooooo excited to finally be able to look like my hero, Tinky Winky!
1: @TheBodyDotCom Taking Good food #nutrition as part of myother side effects.

0: So, you better all get started taking Truvada (like I already do). It s OK, coz the FDA say so. hmmm
-1: #Atripla vs #HIV These meds seem to be getting short andwas still flying.
-2: Atripla is a B**CH when you have to be up early in thefor 6 hours!
-3: Oh boy here goes that feeling I hate.... #Atripla
-4: I think I ll pass on the Atripla again today though.
I feel weak but my future is so bleak I just want to waste away.

(There were no tweets that we felt met out criteria of an extremely negative -5 rating.) Our measure of sentiment, $P$, is the average of the sentiments of all tweets in a given time window, after having assigned a systematic uncertainty of 1 to each rating, which lead to a total uncertainty in the average of $1 / \sqrt{N}$. The sample of pure signal tweets was annotated by one of the authors (CA). Side effects were transcribed with no previous knowledge of drug toxicities.

Identification of Signal Through Consecutive Filters

After we applied the cleaning process described above, our dataset contained a larger fraction of possible signal tweets. In this section, we detail the steps taken to reach a sample that contained only signal tweets (Figure 1).

In a first step, we selected three random samples of 500 tweets containing tokens t.co, bit.ly, and starting with the term HIV. In Twitter, the tokens t.co and bit.ly are used as part of hyperlinks. We selected also one random sample of 500 tweets not containing these words. For the three filters, we found 0, 1, and 1 possible signal tweets in the first samples, respectively.

There were 24 possible signal tweets that were found in the last sample where the tokens t.co, bit.ly, and starting with HIV were excluded. From this, we derived that $7.4 \pm 2.7$ possible signal tweets were expected to be found in 500 tweets taken from the original 316,081. The subsample with t.co, bit.ly, and starting with HIV contained a very low fraction of possible signal tweets, and was discarded from the dataset. Our findings indicate that these tokens appear within tweets addressing an objective idea.

In a second step, we checked tweets containing http, news, or buy. We selected three random samples of 140 tweets and found zero tweets in each of the three cases. As we found 24 possible signal tweets in a total of 500 tweets, we expected $6.7 \pm 2.6$ possible signal tweets in 140 tweets, assuming a Poisson distribution. We computed the probability to discard a possible signal tweet if we removed tweets containing http, news, or buy to be $4 \times 10^{-6}$. After we discarded tweets containing http, news, or buy, our dataset was reduced substantially.

In the final step, we separated two samples of 150 tweets containing free, buy, de, e, que, en, lek, la, obat, da, majka, molim, hitno, mil, or africa. These tokens were selected on the basis of forming part of foreign dictionaries, belonging to retailing companies selling their products, or seemingly forming part of news. We found zero possible signal tweets in both cases.

Then, we estimated that the probability of losing possible signal tweets was less than $5 \times 10^{-6}$, if we removed tweets containing at least one of this large set of words. Following the aforementioned processing of tweets, the sample was further reduced to 37,337 tweets, or about 0.933% of the original sample size of 40 million tweets. Figure 1 presents a visualization of the various filters applied to our dataset in the cleaning process.

To identify tweets posted by our community of interest, we continued to filter the sample of 37,337 tweets. An SVM classifier, trained using the variables (see Multimedia Appendix 1) personalcount, tagnoun, sis noise, sis signal, bigrams noise, is english, common noise, common signal, and ncharacters, allowed to reduce the noise of the aforementioned sample by (481/603) 79.8%, while keeping (26/30) 87% of the signal tweets (see Multimedia Appendix 1, Figure S1). We were confident with the performances of our classifier, as the results obtained using a different testing (cross-check) sample agree within the statistical uncertainties. The classifier used was trained using 603 noise and 49 signal tweets, respectively. The performances of this classifier were tested and then validated using two different sample sets that contained each 603 noise and 30 signal tweets, respectively.

The output of our classifier is a real number between 0 and 1. Higher values indicate higher probability of being signal. In order to estimate the threshold to apply to our sample, we used the annotated signal tweets and computed the 90% signal efficiency threshold to be 0.45. Therefore, we parsed our entire sample of tweets through our classifier and kept only those tweets with classifier outputs larger than 0.45. As a result of this filtering, our remaining sample was reduced to 5443 tweets that we sent for crowdsourcing rating. Finally, after crowdsourcing, our pure sample of signal contained 1642 annotated tweets.

Results

Analysis of the Identified Community

The selection described above allowed the identification of users that tweet about their daily lives in the context of HIV. There were 512 unique users that posted the tweets identified as signal. We identified 247/512 (48.2%) male users, 83/512 (16.2%) female, and 182/512 (35.5%) that were unidentified gender. Gender was annotated manually either by first name (if conclusive) or by self-reported identification (if available).

About half of users also identified their location. Half of these
self-identified locations were in the United States, mainly from New York City and San Francisco. Most of the other locations were from countries with English as the official language, including the United Kingdom, South Africa, and Canada.

The identified community has a large average follower count of about 2300. When looking at the number of within-community followers, for example, the followers of each user who are also in the same community, we find that almost half of the users have no followers within the same community, and several users have almost 100 followers in the community. Furthermore, we studied the friendship relationship between our followers: Are the users that are followed by another member of the community following said follower? The results indicate that indeed the distribution of these reciprocal relationships is very similar to the one only considering followers, which indicates the strong ties of friendship within our community. Nevertheless, the user friendship network is far from being fully connected, it represents 1516 edges and a structure of 245 subgraphs of connected components.

Figure 2. Number of tweets that contain specific mentions as a function of time, from September 2010 until August 2013. Each bin spans a total of 60 days. Panel (a) notes the seven most tweeted drugs separately, and groups the rest of drug mentions under the label "Other". Panel (b) highlights the increase in Truvada tweets at the time of Federal Drug Administration approval of Pre-exposure prophylaxis (PrEP). Specific tokens (on blue) support the association.

Fixed-dose combination pill (Atripla), and of the post exposure prophylaxis regimens (Truvada), is associated with renal toxicity [14] and, in particular in the post exposure setting, with nausea and vomiting [15]. Other drug regimens, such as those including protease inhibitors, are commonly associated with gastrointestinal intolerance. Also, about (27/353) 7.6% of the selected relevant tweets indicate no side effects and that a specific drug was well tolerated. The summary representation of adverse effects attributed to specific drugs or drug combination accurately captures well-recognized toxicities [8,16] (Figure 3 shows this).
Analysis of User Sentiment
Central to this work was the analysis of the observed dynamics of tweets under the concept of sentiment, for example, the expressed emotion associated with the tweet content. Figure 4 shows the computed $\Psi$ over the studied time. We captured an average negative sentiment of -0.178; from a total of 1347 tweets, 348 were rated as negative sentiment, 220 as positive, and 772 as neutral. We also assessed the sentiment associated with tweets specifically referring to adverse effects (Figure 4, left image). From 357 tweets referring to side effects, 238 were associated with negative sentiments, 78 positive, and 37 as neutral. Around May 1, 2012, the number of tweets associating adverse effects peaked at 54, while the average number was 20. This fact was paired with a negative sentiment at that time. Tweet sentiment dynamics appear to differentiate across specific drugs, as illustrated in Figure 4 (right image) with the comparison between Atripla (259 sentiment ratings) and Complera (8 sentiment ratings).
Discussion

Using Social Media Data for Public Health

There has been increasing interest on the use of social media data for public health and medicine. Digital epidemiology [1,17] utilizes data from sources such as search engines (Google, Bing, etc), public Internet resources such as Wikipedia [18], and social online networks to track the dynamics of health and disease. Specifically, data from Twitter has been used for the analysis of influenza epidemics [19,20] and influenza vaccine sentiments. More recently, there has been increasing attention to the potential of Internet-based analytics for post marketing assessment of drug toxicity [2,6]. Analysis data from search engines can reconstruct known toxicities based on users queries. Importantly, pharmacovigilance using search query data can expand the spectrum of adverse effects for a given drug or drug interaction on the basis of “guilt by association” [21].

There is little scientific experience in the analysis and use of social media data for HIV. This contrasts with the clear interest that this approach could have for the understanding of global or local epidemiology, for social behavioral studies, and for research on prevention. A study by Young et al [22] served to explore social media for identification of HIV risk through tweets. From more than 550 million tweets, they extracted 9800 geolocated tweets that mapped to areas of high HIV prevalence. On the basis of their study, it has been suggested that an early warning indicator for HIV incidence could emerge by combining HIV prevalence and Twitter data [23].

We aimed here to conduct a first study, to our knowledge, on the possibility that HIV-infected individuals would tweet about their disease, and more specifically, about their experience with drug treatment. It is probable that the specific analysis of drug toxicity, and in particular the possible identification of expanded spectrum of adverse effects, could have been more efficient and successful through the study of queries in search engines such as Google or Bing. However, exploring these questions via analysis of Twitter data offered two unique features: (1) the possibility to capture the emotional context of the tweet, and (2) the estimate of the number of individuals (followers on Twitter) that could be influenced by the content of those tweets.

Extracting Information From Tweets

Extracting information from tweets requires a significant investment in filtering strategies to separate signal from noise. We placed particular attention on removing tweets that were not written by the identified population (ie, the community of infected individuals). We also went through a number of validation steps that included crowdsourcing and human intervention to assure the validity of filters and support identification of toxicities and hand-rating of sentiments. After applying data cleaning, machine learning, and human rating to an initial dataset of 40 million tweets, we identified 1642 tweets and 512 unique users disclosing personal information in the context of HIV. Although these numbers are not large, individuals that do tweet about their HIV drugs are heavily followed on Twitter, with an average number of followers of almost 2300. Analysis of the target community also revealed strong ties of friendship. This sizable landscape of contacts and possible influence becomes particularly relevant when we examined the sentiment associated with their treatment, as those perceptions can spread broadly to influence the community. As expected, relevant hubs were cities like New York and San Francisco.

The interest of Twitter and of social online networks rests on the fact that information has a personal character that can be captured as “sentiment”. Tweets can be tagged as expressing a positive, negative, or neutral sentiment. About (137/531) 25.8% of tweets on drugs were scored as “negative”. Up to (424/1491) 28.43% of the tweets concerned adverse drug effects, and (281/424) 66.2% of those were scored as negative. It was clear from the data that the concerns expressed in those tweets were accurate as to the nature of the toxicities associated with different components of the anti-HIV combination treatment.
For example, the description of adverse effects of efavirenz-containing drugs (Sustiva, Atripla) reconstructs well-established patterns of the neuropsychological toxicity of this compound [8]. The analysis also allowed capturing the rates of reporting, and the associated sentiment in time among those that described side effects. These analyses discriminated across drugs in terms of general acceptance (negative vs neutral-positive sentiments) over time.

The analysis also identified the response of the community to unique events. In Spring 2012, we observed a peak of tweeting about Truvada, at the time that this drug was approved by the Federal Drug Administration for use as post exposure prophylaxis. Although increased media attention would result in increased Twitter communication, we observed that increasingly negative sentiment scores accompanied the increase in tweets, including for tweets referring to adverse effects. This underscores the interest for public health stakeholders promoting new preventive measurements to track these potentially influential signals from online social networks.

The limits of the study are derived from the low numbers of individuals actually reporting on HIV drugs through Twitter. However, as discussed above, the reporting of toxicities is accurate in regards of what is known about those drugs. Different also from search engines, where individuals are actively searching for information possibly related to new adverse events, the content of tweets may simply reflect the awareness of symptoms and signs that have already been announced by health care professionals or in Web resources. The reporting may also reflect preconceived notions of shared beliefs from the community. This observation is in line with the work of Freifeld et al [6] that analyzed 4401 tweets of potential adverse events to 23 medical products and found a r=0.75 correlation with consumer-reported Federal Drug Administration Adverse Event Reporting System reports at the System Organ Class level. However, whatever is reported, it indeed reflects on contemporary sentiments among users and their followers. Moreover, previous studies using Twitter were limited by only accessing a small fraction of the tweets. In contrast, we acquired from a specialist service all tweets containing the keywords for the study interval, and we therefore have a full representation of the data for the period of the study. There is also increasing skepticism regarding the use of online social media data as the sole source of information. There has been considerable debate on the recent failure of Google Flu to accurately match influenza trends as compared with the sentinel data from the US Center for Disease Control and Prevention [24]. We believe that our approach that combines automated filters, crowdsourcing, machine learning, and extensive manual validation and scoring may bring more reliable results, even if at the cost of lesser automation. The approach would apply and be a useful addition to real time surveillance of other therapeutic interventions at the population level.
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Abstract

Background: Electronic cigarette awareness and use has been increasing rapidly. E-cigarette brands have utilized social networking sites to promote their products, as the growth of the e-cigarette industry has paralleled that of Web 2.0. These online platforms are cost-effective and have unique technological features and user demographics that can be attractive for selective marketing. The popularity of multiple sites also poses a risk of exposure to social networks where e-cigarette brands might not have a presence.

Objective: To examine the marketing strategies of leading e-cigarette brands on multiple social networking sites, and to identify how affordances of the digital media are used to their advantage. Secondary analyses include determining if any brands are benefitting from site demographics, and exploring cross-site diffusion of marketing content through multi-site users.

Methods: We collected data from two e-cigarette brands from four social networking sites over approximately 2.5 years. Content analysis is used to search for themes, population targeting, marketing strategies, and cross-site spread of messages.

Results: Twitter appeared to be the most frequently used social networking site for interacting directly with product users. Facebook supported informational broadcasts, such as announcements regarding political legislation. E-cigarette brands also differed in their approaches to their users, from informal conversations to direct product marketing.

Conclusions: E-cigarette makers use different strategies to market their product and engage their users. There was no evidence of direct targeting of vulnerable populations, but the affordances of the different sites are exploited to best broadcast context-specific messages. We developed a viable method to study cross-site diffusion, although additional refinement is needed to account for how different types of digital media are used.

KEYWORDS

electronic cigarettes; content analysis; social networking sites; marketing
Websites, aided by images of doctors or celebrities, are unsupported by scientific evidence. Misinformation can be easily spread in many arenas online, and social networking provides a convenient and cost-effective venue for e-cigarette promotions of non-scientifically supported claims.

There are countless social networking sites with unique technological features and user demographics that can be attractive for selective marketing. The growth of e-cigarettes occurred as social media and other Web 2.0 sites became an important platform for commercial advertising. It is no surprise that e-cigarette brands, especially smaller ones that have no affiliation with larger tobacco companies and no sizable advertising budgets, took to social media to market their products. Recent e-cigarette studies have typically examined product health effects (eg, [10,11]). Few studies, however, have examined e-cigarette marketing within social media. In one example, Huang et al [12] found that e-cigarette tweets were mostly commercial (90%), and were posted by a small group of active accounts. They concluded that Twitter served as an important platform for e-cigarette marketing.

Social networking sites such as Facebook or Twitter are inherently built to support social networks. Whether posting messages to a Facebook wall or sending updates on Twitter, interactions between users are the foundation of all activity on these sites. The distinction in how users of different sites interact depends on the digital media affordances the sites focus on. Affordances are the actionable relationships between an actor and an aspect of the environment that offer the actor the potential for action [13]. This concept has been extended to human-computer interactions and applied to product designs, such as graphical user interfaces [14]. The concept of affordances is especially important as new technologies continue to be developed.

Web 2.0 tools provide an abundance of ways to interact, and social networking sites use these tools to great advantage. Kietzmann and colleagues’ well-cited work [15] describes seven functional blocks of social networking sites: identity, conversations, sharing (of content), presence, relationships, reputation, and groups. Each site varies in the degree to which they use or promote these functions. For example, every Instagram post has a picture, and sharing is at the core of the site. Twitter, on the other hand, allows users to micro-blogging by producing 140 character tweets that promote sharing and conversations. Facebook and Google+ combine various digital media, wrapped together to create a general social networking platform, focusing on relationships and identity. Indeed, Facebook friends are not the same as Instagram friends, and spreading messages on Twitter is different than doing the same on Google+. These differences in digital media afford unique ways by which users on these sites interact, and can result in different kinds of relationships being developed [16].

Social networking sites also have varying user demographics. A Pew 2013 report on social media [17] revealed that Facebook has an increasingly older population (users 65+). Twitter has high adoption by African Americans, women are 4 times more likely than men to be Pinterest users, Instagram is also popular among women, and LinkedIn is popular for higher-income households. Research using different methods of collecting demographic data, such as connecting self-reported user names with ethnicity based on US Census data, report similar results for Twitter [18] and Facebook [19]. There are other demographic trends, but it is clear that each social networking site has different levels of usage and appeal for certain demographics. These variations in social networking site demographics allow marketing companies to customize their advertisements and possibly target sub-populations based on their social networking tendencies.

The unique affordances and demographics of each social networking site, especially how they are used by online marketers, is the focus of this paper. In this study, we explore the possibility of e-cigarette brands potentially taking advantage of social networking site demographics and targeting vulnerable sub-populations, such as underage youth. We will also see if and how e-cigarette brands utilize different digital media in their marketing strategies. As such, we ask two primary research questions: (1) Are e-cigarette brands exploiting the affordances of each site in their marketing? And (2) Are e-cigarette brands targeting sub-populations (eg, women, teenagers) by taking advantage of the demographic differences of different social networking sites?

We also study how different social networking sites potentially interact with one another, for example when posting a tweet to one’s Facebook wall. To our knowledge, no studies have examined the diffusion of information across multiple social networking sites. However, Pew’s latest (2014) survey indicates that 52% of online adults use two or more social media sites, rising from 42% in 2013 [20]. Given our plans to collect information across multiple social networking sites, we are also interested in determining if viable methods can be developed to identify how users and information might cross the boundaries between different platforms. There are many implications in this line of study, including diffusion of messages, how different technologies can change message content, and roles that people might serve in bridging social networks from different sites, to name a few. This leads to our final exploratory research question: Are there identifiable instances of users and information crossing different social networking sites?

**Methods**

**Data**

This study examined four social networking sites and two e-cigarette brands that maintain a presence in each site for marketing and advertising. Data from each of the four sites were collected from October 20, 2012 through April 14, 2015. The sites were chosen based on popularity (from current eBizMBA.com rankings), differences in the affordances of the platform’s technologies, accessibility of data, and user demographics [20,21]. The final set of sites included Facebook (general purpose, with increase usage among seniors), Twitter (text micro-blog, with high adoption by Afican Americans), Google+ (general purpose), and Instagram (picture based, with high adoption by women). E-cigarette brands were chosen based on activity in multiple social networking sites and general online presence. The two choices were Blu (owned by Lorillard, then...
by Reynolds Tobacco, and finally by Imperial Tobacco in 2014) and V2 (owned by VMR). Currently, Blu and V2 are two of the top three e-cigarette brand websites based on activity, according to traffic tracker Compete.com, with similarly high social media activity. Blu also has the highest advertising expenditures, comprising more than 75% of all e-cigarette advertising expenditures in 2012 [22]. These two choices also allow us to see potential differences between a tobacco industry-owned brand (Blu) and a privately owned brand (V2).

Data were collected by establishing connections to each social networking site via the platform’s Application Programming Interface (API). An API allows external software to make requests for data and post information and to perform tasks that are made allowable by the service. Custom software was written to communicate with the API of each of the four social networking sites. The 3 main objectives were to:

1. Gather any available long-term historical data, primarily any content posted by Blu or V2 and related information, such as users who shared or commented on such posts. This process was conducted a single time.

2. Gather recent data as it was being posted. This task was the same as objective 1 but only collected recent data (about 3–4 days old), as many social networking sites limit the amount of data that can be requested. This process was executed every 3–4 days.

3. Gather related data unique to each site, as their methods of online interactions are different. For example, the data collection included retweets on Twitter, comments on Facebook, shares on Google+, likes on Instagram, and so on. Users who performed these actions were also recorded, along with any available demographic information. This process was executed every 3–4 days, in parallel to objective 2.

All data collected were publicly available since any person with an Internet connection is able to view data that has been retrieved through this mining software. The primary data being collected were content posted on the social networking sites. Demographic information came from users’ self-reported data in the site and was only collected if the user had made it public. Personal information such as emails, phone numbers, or addresses was not collected. This study was reviewed by the University of Southern California Health Sciences Institutional Review Board, which found that it does not qualify as Human Subjects Research and thus is not subject to the requirements of 45 CFR 46.102.

Analysis

We analyzed the content posted on each of the social networking sites and parsed data according to e-cigarette brand and social networking site. Our primary method of analysis was Term Frequency-Inverse Document Frequency (TF-IDF) weighting—a commonly used statistical method in information retrieval to calculate word relevance for a document across a large corpus [23]. TF-IDF classifies documents by examining each word and calculating its occurrence frequency. TF is the measure of importance of a single term in one document, as determined by its frequency (usually normalized by the total number of words in the document). The TF score is balanced by the IDF, which counts the number of documents a term appears in across the entire corpus, and takes the inverse. Thus, IDF measures the discriminating power of a term. In short, TF-IDF classifies any single document by terms that frequently appear in it but do not appear in many other documents. More advanced techniques can also build from this foundation, although they were not used in this study. We used the Simstat 2.6.2 software package and its associated content analysis component, WordStat 6.1.23, to support the analyses.

We conducted an exploratory network analysis of users who had posted content or interacted with one of the e-cigarette brands in one of the four social networking sites. To examine the possibility of cross-platform diffusion of e-cigarette messages, we ran the test in two steps. First, we identified usernames from each site that had an identical matching username in another site. While this tactic did not guarantee certainty that the different users are the same, it provided a starting approximation. We then analyzed content posted by the identified users in the different sites. Using the names that were found in multiple sites, we confirmed it was in fact the same person via identical profile pictures or personal descriptions, and then examined whether their activity on one site (eg, liking a Blu post on Facebook) resulted in sharing the content on another site (eg, posting the same message on Twitter).

Results

Table 1 describes the data, including total counts of posted content on each of the four social networking sites. Table 2 is a list of the top 20 terms used based on TF-IDF score. These are the top terms based on frequency and number of cases they appear in (representing how unique they are for each possible brand/site combination). The terms help contextualize the cases. As we are studying four social networking sites and two e-cigarette brands, there are 8 possible brand/site scenarios, or cases, that any given term can appear in. For example, the term *ecig* is used by both companies in all four sites, and thus has a count of 8 for number of cases, also called an 8-case scenario. In another example, the term *RT* is used by both companies but only on Twitter, and thus has a count of 2 for number of cases.
Table 1. Summary of posted data collected.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Google+</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>9915</td>
<td></td>
<td>371</td>
<td></td>
<td>638</td>
<td></td>
<td>7861</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blu</td>
<td>6313 (2106) a</td>
<td>64% (61%)</td>
<td>335</td>
<td>90%</td>
<td>342</td>
<td>54%</td>
<td>4753</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v2</td>
<td>3602 (1343) a</td>
<td>36% (39%)</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>10%</td>
<td>296</td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>3108</td>
<td>40%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFacebook data includes posts by other users to be displayed on the e-cigarette brand page. Number in parenthesis represents posts made by the e-cigarette brands, ie, Blu and V2.

Table 2. Top terms based on TF-IDF scores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>% Total</th>
<th>No. cases</th>
<th>% cases</th>
<th>TF-IDF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RT</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>0.50%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUCIGS</td>
<td>1827</td>
<td>0.80%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>4111</td>
<td>1.80%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HREF</td>
<td>559</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLU</td>
<td>1302</td>
<td>0.60%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NOFOLLOW</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REL</td>
<td>409</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUCRM</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DM</td>
<td>325</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OT</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUNATION</td>
<td>556</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLASS</td>
<td>466</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAVE</td>
<td>503</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PWD</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>0.00%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>12.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WARD</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>25.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VAPORIZER</td>
<td>206</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SXSW</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>37.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HASHTAG</td>
<td>412</td>
<td>0.20%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>62.50%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BLUFREEDOM</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>0.10%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>50.00%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HTTPS</td>
<td>589</td>
<td>0.30%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>75.00%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In contrast, a 1-case scenario shows words that are only found in a single brand/site case (eg, BLUCRM or PWD in Table 2). In other words, those terms were only used by a single company on a single site. These terms are helpful in explaining why only one brand might be applying a specific marketing strategy on a single site. Applied to only a single case out of eight possibilities, it is the most conservative classification of the case by the terms found. These terms are unique, based on either the brand’s usage or how the technology supports certain features. We found 163 terms that fit the 1-case scenario and classified each according to 15 possible categories. The categories were developed through an exploratory examination of the data, and the terms were coded by two of the authors. The authors agreed on the categories of 121 of the terms (74%). The remaining disagreements in classifications were discussed until a mutual agreement had been reached for all 163 terms. The most frequent categories found in the data were: 68% of Blu’s terms on Twitter were for user interactions; 84% of Blu’s terms on Facebook were for political information; and 73% of V2’s terms on Twitter were links to their homepage. No strong content data were found to help classify either brand’s activities on Google+ or Instagram, or for V2 on Facebook.

The results showed that Blu and V2 had contrasting strategies in their social networking site presence. In the 1-case data, V2 focused primarily on Twitter (94% of all of V2’s 1-case terms), with the majority of interactions aimed at connecting followers to their home website. V2 did not have any notable 1-case discriminating content on Facebook, Google+, or Instagram. On Twitter, V2’s content remained focused on website advertisement, although interactions with users were also included. Blu had unique content in both Twitter (66%) and Facebook (28%). Unlike V2, Blu’s use of Twitter focused on interacting with users on a wide range of topics, from product support to general conversation. On Facebook, Blu’s posts centered on political activities (eg, suggestions to email state representatives or city council members, information on rallies, etc.).
etc). Blu had no significant unique activity on Google+ or Instagram. Here are content examples from several of the top categories:

(Blu/Twitter/User interaction) @anonymized_username but that doesn’t say, "I’m either really embarrassed or really proud to wear this at Christmas".

(Blu/Twitter/Event info) We’ve seriously had Fun Fun Fun giving out these @funfunfunfest tix #FFFfest

(Blu/Facebook/Political info) Did you see where a local Wisconsin legislature wants to pass a bill ensuring e-cigs are allowed to be used in public? Hit LIKE if you support this!

(V2/Twitter/Website) If you want to try some NEW flavors on your V2 battery, check out our clearance section!

(V2/Twitter/User interaction) @anonymized_username Nice V2 stash! Happy vaping! :)

A second follow up was conducted to investigate the terms in each brand/site with the highest raw frequency by removing any discriminating factor based on IDF. In addition, we filtered out site-specific terms (eg, RT in Twitter or href in Google+) to focus on terms that are topic-specific (ie, focused on e-cigarettes). Without the IDF discriminator or site-specific terms, these data provide a broad view of all general-purpose terms that are used in each site, according to each brand. We were able to see what themes and concepts the e-cigarette brands were broadcasting to their followers, regardless of which site they were using. The results are shown in Table 3.

Table 4 is a matrix showing the number of users that share a presence between two given sites. The diagonal shows the total number of users that had activity within a single site. A small percentage of matched screen names were found between profiles of users in the different sites. In terms of raw frequency, Instagram/Twitter had the most matches, followed by Instagram/Facebook, and Twitter/Facebook. We selected the top three users found in each site case, with six possible cases (three pairs of two), for 18 potential users. All users were confirmed to be the same across sites by either identical images or profile descriptions. In each of the 18 cases, we found that no identical content crossed site boundaries.

Table 5 shows non-content interactions between users and an e-cigarette brand, separated into three types: 1) comments, which include text responses to posted content, 2) likes/plusoners, which includes a single supporting action that is collectively aggregated, and 3) sharers/retweets, which are actions where users repost existing content. These actions were not fully inclusive, as we only collected those that were relevant to this study.

Table 3. Top terms by raw count, with website coding terms removed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Blu</th>
<th>V2</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Facebook</strong></td>
<td><strong>Google+</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blu</td>
<td>vaping</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blucigs</td>
<td>blunation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cigarettes</td>
<td>blucigs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ward</td>
<td>blufreedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New</td>
<td>blu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecigs</td>
<td>rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>electronic</td>
<td>freedom</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day</td>
<td>ecigs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cigs</td>
<td>rewards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Org</td>
<td>freedom</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Cross-site users.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>Google+</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Facebook</td>
<td>18504</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Twitter</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>2048</td>
<td>128</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Instagram</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>3613</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Google+</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Non-content interactions between users and e-cigarette brands. The numbers in parentheses represent the ratio of comments to original posts on Facebook and Instagram.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform</th>
<th>Count</th>
<th>Google+ Count</th>
<th>Instagram Count</th>
<th>Twitter Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Comments</td>
<td>26612</td>
<td>Blu 18582 (2.94)</td>
<td>V2 8030 (2.23)</td>
<td>Blu 2127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Likes</td>
<td>54029</td>
<td>Blu 37231</td>
<td>V2 16798</td>
<td>V2 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retweets</td>
<td>14781</td>
<td>Blu 13879</td>
<td>V2 902</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

Exploring the Results

The 1-case data provides valuable information in determining some of the most discriminating terms used by each e-cigarette brand, for the different social networking sites. It also reveals early evidence of how the two e-cigarette brands differ in their social media marketing strategies, with V2 focusing on marketing products on their website and Blu using Twitter for user interactions and Facebook for political activity information. The 163 terms were able to show that specific combinations, specifically Blu/Twitter, Blu/Facebook, and V2/Twitter, were being utilized by each brand for a particular type of marketing. However, the limited data—only 163 terms—does not provide enough information for deeper investigations. Therefore, we viewed the data through several other lenses. First, we examined the n-case data to include all possible terms (Table 2). In many of these cases, there were technologically driven explanations for the high discriminating power of some of the terms. For example, RT has the highest TF-IDF score and is found in only two case scenarios (Blu/Twitter and V2/Twitter). However, this is not unexpected, as it is only used in Twitter as shorthand for “retweet”. Similarly, terms such as href or nofollow are webpage-coding syntax used only in Google+ to create links to external sites, usually to images or videos. Interestingly, Instagram is the only site where coding terms are not used, another artifact of the available technology. As an image-based platform, there would be no need for text to contain any additional image links for each Instagram post. Other types of links seen in Facebook or Google+ were not seen in Instagram captions. Overall, the n-case results suggest that properties inherent to specific platforms can dictate the types of discriminating content found.

We continued to broaden our view by removing the discriminating IDF and also filtering out technology-specific terms (Table 3). These results help provide additional evidence of the marketing strategies of each e-cigarette brand on the different sites. When looking at the terms for V2, we found a similar theme as in the 1-case results: V2’s focus is on brand marketing, different products, and directing users to their website. In the case of Blu, we again confirmed some of the findings from the 1-case view. Terms such as thanks, customer, and help in Twitter were indicative of interactions with their followers. The only political term, ward (in context of geopolitical boundaries), was found only in Facebook. Interestingly, we saw a theme across Blu’s social networking site presence, containing the terms bluNation and blufreedom in Google+, Instagram, and Twitter. Blu’s social media strategy appears to focus more on community and lifestyle, contrasting sharply with V2’s efforts to market products and direct users to their website. Blu’s efforts are more engaging than V2, possibly leading to more conversations and additional activities across the sites. Table 5 shows evidence of user engagement; user comments represent actions when users are responding in conversation to an original post, as compared to likes or redirects, which typically only require a single mouse click. In both sites where comments were recorded (Facebook and Instagram), Blu followers commented at higher rates than V2.

The cross-platform network analysis found several meaningful results (Table 4). First, the users on Google+ appeared to share no connection with any of the other sites. One possible reason for this is that Google+ does not explicitly require a traditional screen name that serves as an alias, but instead concatenates what the user inputs for a first and last name. Because extra steps are needed to create a pseudonym, users are more likely to retain Google+’s universal naming scheme, resulting in different aliases used than on other sites. Second, the highest number of overlapping screen names was between Instagram and Twitter. We had expected Facebook to be one of the overlapping pairs based on the high number of collected Facebook users and Pew’s survey of users with multiple social media accounts [20], leading to a much greater potential for matches. However, as Instagram and Twitter have a more distinct focus on their media usage—short text for Twitter, images for Instagram—it is possible that users would overlap in their usage of these two sites rather than the more general social networking tools of Facebook. Overall, we expect that our results are likely to represent the minimum amount of overlapping users, as it is likely that users might maintain different online identities and change their screen names in different sites.

The content analysis of cross-platform posts yielded no results where activity from a user on one site led to sharing that...
message on a different site. While our methods were sound, we found several limitations to consider. When we searched for identical content between Instagram and another site, either Twitter or Facebook, we found that an image-based post would be difficult to forward to another site; the user would need to save the image and repost it, otherwise the caption text would not make sense out of context. Conversely, a message on Twitter without an image would not be posted on Instagram. Also, it is important to consider that the nature of one’s network of friends on each site might be distinct. Different sites might be used to develop and maintain different relationships [16]. People might be using Facebook to connect with close family and friends who may not be supportive of smoking/e-cigarette use, therefore making Facebook an unbecoming platform to post about e-cigarettes. Twitter, on the other hand, allows users to connect directly with the staff and management of e-cigarette companies, which makes it easier for them to communicate and seek support directly through tweets. This is also apparent from the increased focus of the companies on Twitter use (V2=94%, Blu=66%). Another limitation was in attempting to study any content posted on Facebook, as most users had made their accounts private.

While not directly related to our research questions, we were also able to observe some of the consequences of each brand’s marketing strategy. We compared the available interactions that users could have with each e-cigarette brand for the four websites; these included Facebook’s comments and likes, Google+’s plusoners and resharers, Instagram’s comments and likes, and Twitter’s retweets. In every case, Blu’s followers always had higher percentages of interactions (see Table 5). This suggests that Blu’s efforts at interacting with their user base, rather than V2’s strategy of directing traffic to their website, is more successful at engaging users, eliciting responses, and raising interest. These strategies might be based on the differences between an independent brand and one owned by a tobacco company. Additional studies with other brands will be necessary to determine if parent-company ownership has any effect.

Addressing the Research Questions

In addressing the first research question—Are e-cigarette brands exploiting the affordances of each site in their marketing?—we found evidence that Blu and V2 were using the sites in different ways, likely utilizing the affordances made available. The methods by which each brand interacted with its audience, advertised products, or relayed information aligned with the affordances of each platform. We could see Blu’s usage of Twitter as a medium to interact with its followers, frequently mentioning users by name, and directly conversing with them. Twitter’s @user_mention function, and an interface that allows users to immediately see Blu’s interactions with them, all support an interactive environment. Facebook’s “wall” feature offers a different format, in which users immediately see all other posts connected to a single parent discussion message. This affords a system whereby mass broadcasting is effective, reflected in the high number of political announcements and news events posted, with almost no direct user interaction. Kietzmann et al’s [15] view of Facebook’s affordances reflects this, as they note the importance of relationships over conversations. Twitter, on the other hand, prioritizes conversations over relationships, supporting Blu’s usage. V2 similarly utilized Twitter functions for easy interaction with individual users, although they consistently used all of the sites as a way to link users back to their homepage.

In addressing the second research question—Are e-cigarette brands targeting sub-populations (eg, women, teenagers) by taking advantage of the demographic differences of different social networking sites?—we found no data suggesting direct targeting of sub-populations based on social networking site. The results of the 1-case view found it was likely that some of the sites were being used in different ways, but not in a manner consistent with focusing on any specific demographics. We followed up by analyzing the data from each site during specific holidays that might show a favoring of announcements or advertisements for one site over another and combined this information with the trends in different demographics reported by Pew on each of the sites [20]. For example, we examined the content during Mother’s Day, Father’s Day, Cinco de Mayo, and Black History Month, but found that the companies either ignored the holiday or were consistent in their celebration notices across all sites.

In addressing the third research question—Are there identifiable instances of users and information crossing different social networking sites?—we found a small percentage of users that had identical screen names on multiple sites, with the highest percentage being from Instagram/Twitter (128). These numbers differed from Pew’s report that multi-site users tended to use Facebook with another platform [20], although the numbers are too small to provide real contradictory evidence, and our study used a conservative comparison of screen names and profiles. We found no direct results of users acting on content by Blu or V2 leading to posting the same content on another site. We also discovered that matching user activity across different platforms can be problematic, as different types of activity were collected based on what is available from each site: Facebook’s posts, comments, and likes; Twitter’s retweets, Instagram’s comments and likes; and Google+’s resharers and plusoners (Table 5). Our findings will greatly support future research in multi-social networking site studies, as we can build on how to find users, analyze content, and normalize different activities.

Conclusion

The purpose of this study was to examine the marketing strategies of leading e-cigarette brands on multiple social networking sites. We found that the two brands, Blu and V2, utilize different methods in how they interact with their customers. While Blu tends to be more conversational, V2’s focus is to direct people to their website. We did not find any evidence that either brand targets vulnerable populations in their strategies. However, we are able to see that Blu harnesses the affordances of different sites to conduct different types of marketing to their customer base. Our results demonstrate that a content analysis of multiple social networking sites can serve to identify how companies or brands can vary their marketing strategies based on the available technologies. We plan on expanding the foundation of this methodology to further
understand potential diffusion of information across multiple sites.

There are several limitations in this study. Primarily, we focused on only two e-cigarette brands. While their dominant online presence made them attractive candidates, we are also interested in following up with additional brands. Similarly, we only chose four social networking sites. Other social networking sites such as Pinterest, Tumblr, and LinkedIn were considered but were not included due to various limitations. We also did not interview any of the users in the study for specific reactions to or comments on the messages by the e-cigarette brands. Presenting the user side and experience would help provide additional context to the media messages. However, two of the authors are involved in a parallel project that, informed by some of the results of this pilot, will involve such interviews. Relatedly, we limited our content to publicly available data. While this affords easy access since all of the text or images posted can be viewed by anyone online, we do not know the impact on the larger online audience, which includes users that restrict access to their accounts. Therefore, the ability to generalize the results should be limited to public user accounts. Lastly, our content analysis focused on individual terms and we did not develop a synonym set of conceptually equivalent themes prior to the analysis. While this allows for a cleaner analysis, it risks over-representation of certain concepts.

We strongly believe cross-platform studies will be a vital area of research in the future. There are apps available that allow users to streamline their post activity by broadcasting content, whether text, image, or other media, to multiple social networking sites at once (eg, Everypost, HootSuite). New social networking sites are also continuing to be developed, especially as technology provides new opportunities in other hardware, such as mobile phones or wearable devices. A fast-paced arena makes single-platform studies very narrow and difficult to generalize, as more of the population continues using multiple social networking sites [20]. Additionally, public health campaigns have begun utilizing social networking sites as a platform for their causes, although not always with the desired outcomes [24]. As researchers, we must be able to adapt to the changing landscape of social media tools. In particular, public health researchers should be made aware what sites might be susceptible to potentially dangerous marketing strategies. Our research in multi-social networking site marketing should only be considered a first step in understanding this type of analysis. New tools in social media will require constant vigilance by those in public health to not only understand new arenas, but also to quickly develop strategies for prevention and intervention. Researchers need to understand what tools are available to establish counter-measures, whether against demographic targeting or misinformation. Public health campaigns should be carried out across the social networking sites that will best reach influential users able to spread and diffuse messages across many sites. Researchers must know what affordances need to be focused on and how users are affected, rather than blindly choose their platforms and audience.
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Abstract

Background: Travel-related barriers to human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) care, such as commute time and mode of transportation, have been reported in the United States.

Objective: The objective of the study was to investigate the association between public transportation use and HIV care attendance among a convenience sample of Atlanta-based, HIV-positive men who have sex with men (MSM), evaluate differences across regions of residence, and estimate the relationship between travel distance and time by mode of transportation taken to attend appointments.

Methods: We used Poisson regression to estimate the association between use of public transportation to attend HIV-related medical visits and frequency of care attendance over the previous 12 months. The relationship between travel distance and commute time was estimated using linear regression. Kriging was used to interpolate commute time to visually examine geographic differences in commuting patterns in relation to access to public transportation and population-based estimates of household vehicle ownership.

Results: Using public transportation was associated with lower rates of HIV care attendance compared to using private transportation, but only in south Atlanta (south: aRR: 0.75, 95% CI 0.56, 1.0, north: aRR: 0.90, 95% CI 0.71, 1.1). Participants living in south Atlanta were more likely to have longer commute times associated with attending HIV visits, have greater access to public transportation, and may live in areas with low vehicle ownership. A majority of attended HIV providers were located in north and central Atlanta, despite there being participants living all across the city. Estimated commute times per mile traveled were three times as high among public transit users compared to private transportation users.

Conclusions: Improving local public transit and implementing use of mobile clinics could help address travel-related barriers to HIV care.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e10) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4525
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Introduction

Importance of Regular Human Immunodeficiency Virus Care Engagement

Men who have sex with men (MSM) accounted for 67% of all new human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) infections in the United States in 2012, despite accounting for only 3% of the population [1,2]. Regular medical care utilization among HIV patients is important in maintaining viral load suppression, reducing transmission to others [3-5], and improving survival over time [5,6]. Among newly diagnosed cases in Georgia in 2011, an estimated 46% were regularly engaged in HIV care and 45% had achieved viral suppression within 15 months of diagnosis [7]. Similar estimates in HIV care engagement were observed among a large cohort of MSM in Atlanta [6].

Transportation Factors as Barriers to Human Immunodeficiency Virus Care

Transportation-related factors, such as travel distance and commute time, have been reported as substantial barriers to general medical care and attending HIV appointments [8-15]. Transportation assistance was reported as an unmet need among 16% of those who needed it in a cross-sectional, nationally representative study of HIV-positive individuals engaged in care [16]. Travel distance and mode are both important predictors of commute time [17] and can influence travel times differentially by neighborhood, depending on availability of public transportation, household vehicle ownership, and traffic congestion patterns [18,19].

Compared to traveling by car, using public transportation is often associated with longer commute times and reduced convenience and flexibility in travel [17,20]. This is especially important in cities like Atlanta with limited public transportation and a strong dependence on travel by car [21]. Longer commute times can be a deterrent to attending care visits, especially with competing household and job responsibilities [8]. In Atlanta, the Metropolitan Atlanta Rapid Transit Authority (MARTA) has been the primary source of public transportation infrastructure for both bus and rail since the 1970s. MARTA, as well as other transit systems in the metro area, serves mostly urban areas in the city [22,23].

Atlanta has historically been a highly segregated city with respect to race and income [24], with differential access to public transportation. A general north-south pattern exists; with predominantly lower income, black neighborhoods in south Atlanta and mostly white neighborhoods in north Atlanta. Neighborhood contextual factors, such as availability of resources and socioeconomic deprivation, have been shown to be associated with negative physical and mental health outcomes [25-27]. Our study objectives were two-fold. First, we investigated whether public transportation use is associated with HIV care attendance and whether the association varies by region of residence (north vs south) in Atlanta. Second, because taking public transportation can strongly affect commute times, we also estimated the relationship between travel distance and commute time by mode of transportation. Identifying areas where travel-related factors might be barriers to HIV care can be beneficial in planning targeted structural interventions to improve health care utilization.

Methods

Study Methodology

Recruitment

The Engage Study, a cross-sectional study of self-identifying HIV-positive MSM, was designed to investigate structural and psychosocial barriers to HIV care among MSM living in the Atlanta area. A convenience sample of men was recruited from October 2012 to June 2013 from two sources: (1) based on participation in previously conducted Atlanta-based studies on HIV, and (2) from Facebook. Men who previously participated in the Atlanta-based studies and had a known positive HIV test were contacted by phone and email for recruitment. Individuals interested in participation were then sent a Web link to the Internet eligibility screener by email. Participants from Facebook were recruited based on banner advertisements targeting men who were interested in other men and lived within 50 miles of Atlanta. Those who clicked on the banner advertisements were directed to the Internet eligibility screener.

Individuals were eligible for participation if they reported being 18 years of age or older, being told they were HIV-positive by a health care provider, having sex with at least one other man in their lifetime, and living in the Atlanta area. All consenting participants were directed from the Internet eligibility screener to the questionnaire administered using a Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA)-compliant Internet survey software platform, SurveyGizmo (Boulder, CO) [28]. The Emory University Institutional Review Board approved the study protocol (approval number: IRB00060430). More details on study methodology have been previously described [29].

Measures

The Web-based questionnaire collected information on demographic characteristics, potential structural (eg, public transportation use, health insurance status) and psychosocial barriers (eg, perceived HIV-related stigma, disclosure of HIV status, self-perceived community perceptions of HIV) to HIV care engagement, and characteristics related to HIV care experiences (eg, number of attended care appointments with the most recently attended HIV provider). We also collected information about home address at the time of the interview and location of the last HIV care provider, which was used to estimate travel distance and commute time to attend care visits. We geocoded all addresses using ArcGIS 10.2 (Redlands, CA). Participants were also asked about mode of transportation used to regularly attend care. Those reporting normally traveling by train, bus, or foot were considered to be public transportation users; otherwise, they were considered private transportation users.

To estimate travel distance and commute time between participant residence and last attended HIV provider, we used the Google Maps Directions application programming interface. Distance and commute time were calculated for each pair of...
origin-destination points (ie, residence and provider locations) based on the most optimal route chosen by Google maps. Travel parameters were calculated separately for those who took public transportation versus those who did not. Those who did not take public transportation were assumed to travel by car. All travel parameters were calculated assuming a departure day and time of Friday, March 7, 2014 at 10:00 AM. Latitude-longitude coordinates for residence were anonymized before entered into Google Maps to protect confidentiality of participants.

Since our research objectives focused on assessing differences in effect estimates across region of residence, we stratified the results by residence in north versus south Atlanta. Interstate highway 20 served as a coarse boundary for these regions, as it is often used to distinguish between areas of differing socioeconomic status, such as racial composition and average household income [24] (Figure 1 shows this).

We obtained information on household vehicle access, which we used as a proxy for vehicle ownership, from the US Census Bureau [30] and data on availability of public transportation bus and train routes from the Atlanta Regional Commission [31].

Figure 1. Geographic boundaries defining regions of residence used in analyses.

Analytic Methods

Descriptive Statistics

Descriptive statistics were computed for transportation-related factors, demographic characteristics, and the number of attended HIV care appointments in the previous 12 months, overall and by region of residence (north vs south). We reported medians and interquartile ranges (IQR) for continuous variables, and counts and frequencies for categorical variables. Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests were used to evaluate differences in continuous variables across region of residence. For categorical variables, differences were assessed using the Mantel-Haenszel chi-square test.

Modeling

Public Transportation and Human Immunodeficiency Virus Care Attendance

A Poisson regression model estimated the rate of attended HIV care-related visits with the most recent provider in the past 12 months (using attended HIV care appointment counts) as a function of whether or not public transportation was taken to attend care, and examined whether the association was modified by region of residence in the city. The offset variable represented eligible days to receive HIV care in the past 12 months, and was coded as the natural log of 365 days unless date of diagnosis was less than a year before the survey was completed, in which case it represented the number of days between the date of the survey and date of diagnosis.

Race was considered an important confounding variable, and thus was included, a priori, in the final, multivariable model. Mode of transportation, region of residence, and the interaction between the two variables were also retained in the final model, since they were the primary explanatory variables of interest. For other covariates, bivariate associations with the outcome of interest were assessed, and variables with \(P\) values of less than 0.1 were eligible for possible inclusion in the final multivariable model. Except for the variables included a priori in the analysis, backward selection was used to determine which
variables should be retained in the final model, using a cutoff of $P<.05$. The multivariable Poisson model was built using SAS 9.3 (Cary, NC).

In a post-hoc analysis, we examined spatial relationships between estimated commute time, the network of available public transportation routes in Atlanta, and areas with low household vehicle ownership. Using ArcGIS 10.2, we utilized kriging to interpolate commute time associated with traveling to the last attended HIV provider. Because we did not ask participants directly about individual household vehicle ownership, we used US Census data as a marker for study areas with poor access to a vehicle. We defined vehicle ownership as having access to one or more vehicles in the household (a proxy for ownership); census tracts with < 87% household vehicle access were considered areas of low ownership. We based this cutoff on results from the 2009 National Household Travel Survey, which estimated that approximately 13% of US households were without access to a vehicle in large urban areas [32]. Using GeoDa (Tempe, AZ), local Moran’s I statistics with significance testing (alpha = .05) evaluated local spatial autocorrelation to identify clusters of low vehicle ownership geographically.

**Travel Distance and Commute Time**

We used a linear regression model to describe the relationship between travel distance and commute time, stratified by mode of transportation used to attend appointments. For each mode of travel, the intercept represented initial investment in time; the slope provided information on the increase in commute time for each mile traveled. No other covariates were of interest, and therefore, were not included in the final model.

---

**Results**

**Descriptive Statistics**

A total of 213 eligible MSM participated; 205/213 (96.2%) participants reported ever receiving HIV care, among which 184/205 (89.7%) reported valid location data on home address and last HIV provider to enable calculation of road distance and commute time between the two. A total of 178/184 (96.7%) respondents who traveled less than 100 miles and lived within 50 miles from the center of Atlanta were used in the final analysis dataset.

The median age of participants was 34 years old, over half of participants reported an annual household income of less than US $20,000, and about two-thirds identified as black/African American race (Table 1). Participants attended a median of 3 appointments with their most recent HIV care provider in the previous 12 months, and about a third of participants reported missing at least one appointment. Overall, (72/178) 40% reported using some form of public transportation to attend care; median commute time was 22 minutes and median travel distance was about 9 miles.

Participants living in south Atlanta were significantly more likely to report black race ($P<.001$), have lower annual household income ($P=.04$), and not have health insurance at the time of the survey ($P=.03$). Greater reported use of public transportation ($P=.002$), travel distance ($P=.003$), and commute times ($P<.001$) associated with attending HIV care visits were observed in south Atlanta, compared to north Atlanta. Participants in south Atlanta were also more likely to live in census tracts with low vehicle ownership, but this difference was not statistically significant ($P=.05$).
Table 1. Demographic characteristics reported among a convenience sample of HIV-positive MSM linked to care in Atlanta, Georgia, 2012-2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic characteristics</th>
<th>Overalla</th>
<th>North Atlantaa</th>
<th>South Atlantaa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n  %</td>
<td>Mean visits</td>
<td>n  %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People living in tracts with low household vehicle ownership</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 87%</td>
<td>64 36</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>41 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 87%</td>
<td>114 64</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>85 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Taking public transit (bus, train, foot) to attend care visits b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>72 40</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>42 33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>106 60</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>84 67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age in years</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; 35 years</td>
<td>91 51</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>65 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; 35 years</td>
<td>87 49</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>61 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>60 34</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>52 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>107 60</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>66 52</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less</td>
<td>32 18</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>20 16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At least some college</td>
<td>144 81</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>104 83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Annual household income b (US)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt; $20,000</td>
<td>93 52</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>61 48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt; $20,000</td>
<td>79 44</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>62 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Current health insurance status b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>102 57</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>78 62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>74 42</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>46 37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Numbers may not sum to total because of missing values. Percentages may not add up to 100 due to rounding.
b Statistically significant differences observed across region of residence, alpha = .05.

Modeling

Public Transportation and Human Immunodeficiency Virus Care Attendance

Of those living south Atlanta, the adjusted rate of HIV care attendance was 25% lower among those who took public transportation to attend care visits, compared to those who took private transportation (aRR: 0.75, 95% CI 0.56, 1.0; Figure 2 shows this). No significant association was observed among those living in north Atlanta (aRR: 0.90, 95% CI 0.71, 1.1). The multivariable model adjusted for race, annual household income, and health insurance status reported at the time of the interview. Although the interaction between region of residence and use of public transportation was not significant, stratified results are presented because we hypothesize that factors related to socioeconomic status (SES), such as reasons for taking public transportation to attend visits, might vary depending on region of residence.

To explore this hypothesis, we examined interpolated commute times across urban areas of Atlanta with respect to census tracts with low car ownership and the network of available public transportation in the city (Figure 3 shows this). Interpolated commute times greater than the overall mean (34 minutes) were observed in much of south Atlanta. A majority of attended HIV providers were also located in north or central Atlanta, which may have driven longer commute times observed for participants living in south Atlanta.

Further, positive spatial autocorrelation was observed in a cluster of census tracts with low car ownership in south Atlanta. Within the auxiliary interstate highway 285 (often used as a boundary for urban vs suburban/rural areas of Atlanta), there are 6.6 miles of available public transportation per 1000 population in south Atlanta and 4.4 miles of available transit per 1000 population in north Atlanta.
Figure 2. Adjusted association between public transportation use and rates of HIV care attendance in the past 12 months, by region of residence, among a convenience sample of HIV-positive MSM linked to care, Atlanta, Georgia, 2012-2013. Final multivariable model controls for race, annual household income, and health insurance status reported at the time of interview.

Figure 3. Relationships between interpolated commute time and network of public transportation routes (left), and interpolated commute time and low car ownership (right), among a convenience sample of HIV-positive MSM linked to care, Atlanta, Georgia, 2012-2013. Locations of HIV providers attended by participants are denoted in pink triangles, and locations of participant residences, which have been anonymized, are represented by dark blue dots.

Travel Distance and Commute Time
The modeled estimates showed that the relationship between travel distance and commute time varied by mode of transportation taken to attend HIV care visits (Table 2 and Figure 4 show this). The model explained 93% of the variance of the data around the estimated regression equation. The estimated initial time investment associated with commuting
was over 4 times higher among public transportation users (27 minutes) compared to private transportation users (6 minutes). Among those who took private transportation, each mile of travel resulted in an additional minute of commute time; by contrast, the rate of increase in commute time per mile traveled was 3 times as high among those who took public transportation. Estimated commute times were consistently longer for public transportation users; differences in commute times for key distance values are provided in Table 2.

Table 2. Modeled estimates for initial time investment, rate of increase in commute time per mile traveled, and differences in overall commute time (for key distances) by mode of transportation taken to attend HIV care visits among a convenience sample of HIV-positive MSM linked to care in Atlanta, Georgia, 2012-2013.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of transportation</th>
<th>Initial investment (minutes)</th>
<th>( \Delta ) Commute time per mile traveled (minutes)</th>
<th>Modeled commute time (minutes) for miles traveled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1 mile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public(^a)</td>
<td>26.5 (23.6, 29.5)</td>
<td>3.0 (2.8, 3.3)</td>
<td>29.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Private(^a)</td>
<td>6.2 (4.5, 7.9)</td>
<td>1.0 (0.9, 1.1)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Change in modeled commute times by mode of transportation for key travel distances, miles, listed in table: 22.3 minutes, 30.3 minutes, 40.3 minutes, 50.4 minutes.

Figure 4. Linear relationship between travel distance (miles) and commute time (minutes) to HIV care appointments, stratified by use of public transportation to attend HIV care appointments, among a convenience sample of HIV-positive MSM linked to care, Atlanta, Georgia, 2012-2013. In each of the estimated regression equations below, \( t \) represents commute time in minutes, \( d \) represents travel distance in miles, and the intercept represents the estimated time investment made in taking a specified mode of travel to attend HIV appointments.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

In this study, we investigated commuting patterns related to attending HIV care visits, a topic which has not been extensively explored among HIV-positive MSM in Atlanta. Among those living in south Atlanta, using public transportation was associated with lower rates of HIV care attendance, compared to using private transportation. Participants in south Atlanta had greater access to public transportation (miles/1000 population), but traveled longer and further to attend HIV appointments and may be more likely to live in areas with low vehicle ownership. Both initial time investment and rate of increase in commute time per mile traveled to attend HIV visits were significantly higher among those who took public transportation, compared to those who did not.

Although not statistically significant, geographic differences in the association between public transportation use and care attendance could signify that transportation was more of a barrier to attending HIV care visits in south Atlanta. Because the sample size was limited, a larger study may have detected statistically significant differences in the association. We hypothesize that if the geographic differences in effect estimates exist, they may be driven by factors related to SES, such as differing reasons for taking public transportation, or differences in availability of medical resources around the metro area.
Although using public transportation is often associated with longer and more variable commute times and reduced flexibility in travel, there may be many reasons why public transportation is preferred, including: (1) concerns related to traffic congestion and pollution, (2) cost reductions associated with traveling by car, (3) convenience, if residence is in an urban area with access to public transit and limited space for private vehicle parking, and (4) not having another means of travel [17,20,33,34]. Out of these four reasons, the first three are related to convenience, or choice to take public transportation, while the fourth is associated with necessity because of lack of vehicle ownership. Because levels of household vehicle ownership may be higher in north versus south Atlanta, we hypothesize that those living in south Atlanta might be more likely to take public transportation out of necessity, and people living in north Atlanta might choose to take public transportation out of convenience. Although we did not directly measure reasons for taking certain modes of transit in the present study, exploring differences in reasons for taking public transportation in the future may be helpful in understanding complex patterns and dynamics between travel and medical care utilization.

When we examined a combination of population-based transportation-related factors with the Engage Study data to get a clearer picture of reasons for taking public transportation across Atlanta, we found that south Atlanta had overlapping geographic areas of longer estimated commute times to attend HIV care visits, low car ownership, and greater access to public transportation. Historically, south Atlanta also has a majority black population and greater levels of poverty compared to other areas of Atlanta [24], and along with downtown Atlanta, also has a greater burden of HIV compared to other areas of the city [35]. National data also show disproportionately greater use of public transportation among minorities and individuals from low-income households, suggesting socioeconomic differences in travel behaviors [36]. Therefore, transportation-related barriers to HIV care may be more prevalent in economically disadvantaged communities in south Atlanta where there is a greater need for HIV medical care utilization.

Although reasons for taking public transportation are highly correlated with SES, controlling for census tract-level car ownership and individual-level race and income in this analysis did not explain the observed association between public transportation use and HIV care attendance in south Atlanta. Individual-level household vehicle ownership could have explained the association if the participants are not representative of their census tract of residence. However, information on individual-level vehicle ownership was not available. Alternatively, there may have been one or more unmeasured factors associated with neighborhood economic disadvantage and deprivation, which explain the differential results between north and south Atlanta, and this should be further explored.

Differences in the density of available medical resources may have also helped drive the geographic differences in effect estimates. In particular, there were very few attended HIV providers located in south Atlanta, compared to north Atlanta. This is consistent with another study, which found poorer spatial accessibility to HIV providers in south Atlanta, where HIV prevalence is high [37]. Having fewer available providers in an area where residents are potentially more reliant on public transit as a sole means of travel might amplify travel-related barriers. Exploring this idea further in future studies through focus groups may help elucidate important drivers of travel-related barriers to HIV care.

Although this is a hypothesis-generating study with exploratory objectives, the results justify exploring in the future whether travel-related barriers affect medical care attendance differentially by region of residence among Atlanta-based, HIV-positive MSM. Larger studies which collect information on individual car ownership and any unmeasured factors which could potentially explain the differential effect estimates would help inform whether interventions related to improving spatial access might be beneficial. For instance, if transportation did indeed differentially affect HIV care attendance, the use of mobile clinics, as well as expansion of public transportation networks and more frequently operating bus and train routes, could be helpful in mitigating travel-related barriers.

Mobile vehicles used for HIV testing have been accepted by patients both in and out of the United States [38-40], but have rarely been used to administer HIV care, despite such an option being suggested to reduce transportation and socioeconomic barriers to medical care [41]. Mobile clinics have been used to provide other types of medical care previously, and have been associated with improved health care utilization [42], and potentially, fewer visits to the emergency department [43], after implementation.

Improving public transportation connectivity to other parts of the city, where preferred HIV clinics may operate, is key to increasing mobility of lower income communities that may be less likely to own a vehicle. Increasing frequency of existing public bus and train routes may also cut down on commute times and improve the level of convenience associated with taking public transportation. However, expansion of public transit in Atlanta has continually been a contentious issue among the public [23,44]. The original plan for a public transit system was published in a 1961 report by the Atlanta Region Metropolitan Planning Commission, and included an expansive, 66 mile rail network and covered five counties in the metro area [21,22]. Unfortunately, the plan was not approved by voters and eventually resulted in the 48 mile rail and 91 route bus system that it is today [22]. Despite limited availability of funds to expand the current public transportation network, incorporating discussions about public health during transit planning would be helpful in serving communities, which may benefit from greater access to medical resources they may need.

**Limitations**

There are several limitations to this study. First, the cross-sectional study design does not lend itself to making inferences on temporality or causality. Second, because a large proportion of participants were recruited on the Internet, HIV status was self-reported and could not be verified. However, we suspect little to no misclassification of HIV status because the study survey contained extensive questions about provider location and HIV care engagement. The primary outcome, number of attended HIV care visits in the past 12 months, was...
self-reported, and therefore, is subject to information bias. We hypothesize that the number of attended appointments might be overreported, but do not suspect that misclassification was differential with respect to travel parameters.

The relationship between travel-related factors and HIV care attendance may be confounded by level of disease progression, which should be incorporated in future analyses. Results were generated from a convenience sample, which may not be representative of all HIV-positive MSM living in Atlanta, limiting generalizability of results. Obtaining more information on mode of transportation used to attend visits, including whether the patient carpooled with someone or received a ride and reasons for taking certain modes of transit, would have added to the results. In addition, using population-based estimates of vehicle access as a proxy for household vehicle ownership for participants may not have been appropriate due to convenience sampling. Finally, home and provider locations are based on self-report and are subject to information bias.

Conclusions

Using public transportation, compared to private transportation, may have been a barrier to HIV care among a sample of Atlanta-based, HIV-positive MSM living in south Atlanta. We hypothesize that reasons for taking public transportation and availability of HIV providers may differ across regions of residence in Atlanta, and, thus, could help explain the differences in the observed association by region. However, this hypothesis should be further explored in future studies.

The results from this analysis add to the current knowledge about travel and transportation-related barriers to HIV care, may inform the design of larger population-based studies which further explore potential neighborhood-level characteristics driving differences in travel-related barriers, and could provide guidance on potentially beneficial interventions which address gaps in care among Atlanta-based, HIV-positive MSM.
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Abstract

Background: Recent studies have demonstrated that high human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) prevalence (2.1%) rates exist in “high-risk areas” of US cities that are comparable to rates in developing nations. Community-based interventions (CBIs) have demonstrated potential for improving HIV testing in these areas, thereby facilitating early entry and engagement in the HIV continuum of care. By encouraging neighborhood-based community participation through an organized community coalition, Project LINK sought to demonstrate the potential of the CBI concept to improve widespread HIV testing and referral in an area characterized by high poverty and HIV prevalence with few existing HIV-related services.

Objective: This study examines the influence of Project LINK to improve linkage-to-care and HIV engagement among residents of its target neighborhoods.

Methods: Using a venue-based sampling strategy, survey participants were selected from among all adult participants aged 18 years or more at Project LINK community events (n=547). We explored multilevel factors influencing continuum-of-care outcomes (linkage to HIV testing and CBI network referral) through combined geospatial-survey analyses utilizing hierarchical linear model methodologies and random-intercept models that adjusted for baseline effect differences among zip codes. The study specifically examined participant CBI utilization and engagement in relation to individual and psychosocial factors, as well as neighborhood characteristics including the availability of HIV testing services, and the extent of local prevention, education, and clinical support services.

Results: Study participants indicated strong mean intention to test for HIV using CBI agencies (mean 8.66 on 10-point scale [SD 2.51]) and to facilitate referrals to the program (mean 8.81 on 10-point scale [SD 1.86]). Individual-level effects were consistent across simple multiple regression and random-effects models, as well as multilevel models. Participants with lower income expressed greater intentions to obtain HIV tests through LINK (P<.01 across models). HIV testing and CBI referral intention were associated with neighborhood-level factors, including reduced availability of support services (testing P<.001),
greater proportion of black/African Americans (testing and referral \(P<.001\)), and reduced socioeconomic capital (testing \(P=.017\) and referral \(P<.001\)). Across models, participants expressing positive attitudes toward the CBI exhibited greater likelihood of engaging in routine HIV testing (\(P<.01\)) and referring others to HIV care (\(P<.01\)). Transgender individuals indicated greater intent to refer others to the CBI (\(P<.05\)). These outcomes were broadly influenced by distal community-level factors including availability of neighborhood HIV support organizations, population composition socioeconomic status, and high HIV prevalence.

**Conclusions:** Project LINK demonstrated its potential as a geotargeted CBI by evidencing greater individual intention to engage in HIV testing, care, and personal referrals to its coalition partners organizations. This study highlights important sociocultural effects of US-based CBIs to improve HIV testing and initiate acceptable mechanisms for prompt referral to care among a vulnerable population.
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**Introduction**

**Background**

Community-based interventions (CBIs) are a feasible, sustainable approach to increase widespread human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) testing and improve entry and engagement in the HIV continuum of care [1,2]. Ideally, engagement in care is a seamless, coordinated process commencing with individual testing, diagnosis, and treatment initiation. Yet those at highest risk of HIV infection are the most challenging to engage and susceptible to delays across the care continuum. HIV testing delay is frequent in US men-who-have-sex-with-men (MSM) populations, with an estimated 19-26% of MSM unaware of their status [3]. Delayed testing is associated with a lack of awareness or denial of perceived risk for infection, age, and race/ethnicity [3,4]. Racial and ethnic minorities are at increased risk of delayed referral to HIV care and treatment following diagnosis [5,6]. Rates of delayed testing rates remain high; in 2013, 23.6% of newly diagnosed HIV patients in the United States were classified as Stage 3 (acquired immune deficiency syndrome, AIDS) at diagnosis [7]. Treatment delay is more common among black/African Americans, immigrants, and uninsured individuals [8]. Between 20% and 40% do not link to HIV care within a year of diagnosis, a delay which is associated with higher rates of virologic failure, increased morbidity and mortality, and immune system damage resulting from delayed receipt of antiretrovirals [9].

Recent studies have demonstrated that high HIV prevalence (2.1%), comparable with HIV rates in developing nations, are present in “high-risk areas” of US cities, particularly in neighborhoods characterized by high poverty and HIV prevalence [10]. These “hot spot” areas are experiencing local, yet generalized, HIV microepidemics. Notably, many of these areas are located within 12 major metropolitan areas that account for approximately 44% of all estimated AIDS cases, signifying the challenges facing continuum of care access and delivery [11]. Thus, it is important to look at health care service delivery in these areas and examine the extent to which these options are culturally compatible and socially sensitive to the needs of those who could most benefit from geographically targeted HIV prevention and care. Previous studies have identified the importance of recognizing the spatial distribution of HIV burden [11,12], HIV service provision and continuum of care objectives [13-15], and also of the spatial and ecosocial dimensions of the development and delivery of CBIs targeting HIV transmission [1,16,17].

**Project LINK**

Project LINK was an initiative supported by the Atlanta AIDS Partnership Fund and the Community Foundation of Greater Atlanta to increase HIV testing in an area of Atlanta, Georgia, characterized by high poverty and HIV prevalence. LINK’s goals were to identify residents living with HIV and directly connect those living with HIV to appropriate medical care and treatment programs. In addition, LINK created a model for building lasting partnerships between community and HIV/AIDS outreach agencies. The project was initiated as a result of numerous meetings with community partners and local residents concerned about the high HIV prevalence rate in their neighborhood. Collectively, all parties reviewed HIV/AIDS data, held discussions on community needs and assets, and worked to identify specific strengths and potential contributions of the selected agency partners to the delivery of HIV prevention and care in the selected neighborhoods.

Development of the intervention thus occurred through a process of community-based participatory research [18]. Community members and leaders were invited to attend a series of meetings with the funder, technical advisors, and evaluative team to discuss factors that may be influencing high HIV prevalence rates in the target neighborhoods for the intervention, a process that has proven to be effective in eliciting critical intervention points [19]. These conversations led to an inventory of structural, social, and individual-level factors that aligned well with the sociocultural model [20]. Thus, the intervention was informed by this theoretical framework based on community consensus and resulting activities that focused on addressing such factors across levels. As a result of these planning activities, 5 community partner agencies were selected to collaborate with the selected community to increase the capacity of local residents and agencies to conduct HIV prevention and linkage-to-care activities: the Center for Black Women’s Wellness, Inc (CBWW), the Atlanta Harm Reduction Coalition (AHRC), AID Atlanta, Positive Impact, and SisterLove, Inc.
High-Impact Prevention [21], an intervention approach adopted by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) in 2013 to improve the effectiveness of HIV prevention efforts, maximizes the relevance of proposed interventions through consideration of the cost effectiveness and feasibility of full-scale implementation, as well as assessment of coverage, interactions, and combinations. Project LINK utilized this same strategy in bringing together various types of service providers while supporting partnership development and linkage systems to ensure that those in need of HIV services had access to a comprehensive range of resources appropriate for their needs, accessible to those at greatest risk. Each of the participating agencies had a long history of providing culturally competent programs and integrative service delivery for HIV/AIDS prevention, testing, counseling, and linkage to HIV case managers and mental health services. Each agency had a specific role related to HIV testing and subsequent coordinated referral and linkage to in-house clinical care. In addition, supportive programs such as the evidence-based “HealthyLove” HIV prevention party (SisterLove) [22,23]; needle exchange (AHRC) [24,25]; women’s support groups (CBWWW, SisterLove, and AIDS Atlanta) [26]; and mental health counseling and domestic violence prevention and response training (Positive Impact) [27] were components of the agencies’ service delivery package. These were offered to residents at neighborhood schools, churches, housing complexes, and community meeting locations, in addition to street outreach conducted by the agencies’ mobile units.

The community partners developed Project LINK to normalize routine HIV testing and to provide coordinated linkage to HIV care among the participating partner entities serving residents in the target neighborhoods. LINK focused on engaging residents living in an area comprising 2 target zip codes within a generalized HIV high-prevalence cluster (≥1.0% HIV case prevalence) and few established HIV continuum-of-care resources [12]. For this study, we also identified a secondary catchment area of 5 adjacent zip codes within the cluster, directly abutting the 2 target zip codes. The initiative sought to reach about 5000 residents over a 1-year period.

Methods

Study Design and Sample

The purpose of this study is to assess the influence of the Project LINK CBI to improve linkage-to-care and HIV engagement in a selected area of Atlanta that demonstrated a high HIV prevalence burden and limited health care services in its census tracts. Individuals enrolled in this study were selected from survey sessions that were randomly scheduled over a 10-month demonstration period. This resulted in questionnaire collection at 31 unique LINK-organized community activities and programs during this period. Outcomes related to intention to utilize CBI HIV testing resources and to refer other CBIs were included in surveys administered at 23 of these postimplementation activities within the process evaluation phase of the CBI. Eligibility criteria specified inclusion of men and women aged 18 and over who had the ability to read and write English. Respondents selected a gift card, t-shirt, transit card, or some other health-promotion item for their participation. The Emory University Institutional Review Board approved the protocol (00005278) prior to study inception.

Study Measures

The questionnaire included items on HIV testing and referral to the CBI, in addition to sociodemographics, perceptions, and attitudinal factors. Our primary outcome of interest was participants’ willingness to engage in routine HIV testing through the CBI, measured by the item, "On a scale from 0 (definitely not) to 10 (definitely so), rank your likelihood of getting your next HIV test with a LINK agency in the next 6 months." To assess the potential of the CBI to motivate participants to refer others to its services, we included the item, "On a scale from 0 (definitely not) to 10 (definitely so), rank your likelihood of getting others involved in Project LINK."

Individual-Level Factors

We estimated the impact of multiple, nested influential factors on the CBI’s key outcomes of interest, HIV testing, and LINK service referral. Demographic factors from survey responses included race, income, gender, and age. For the purposes of this study, race was coded as "white" and "nonwhite." Household income responses included 6 categories in US $20,000 increments from “less than US $20K per year” to “over US $100K per year,” and were treated as a continuous variable for our analyses. Gender was included in our models as a three-level categorical variable with levels "male," "female," and "transgender." Age was measured in years, and was incorporated into our models as a continuous covariate.

Exploratory Factor Analysis

Psychometric items were drawn from previous HIV behavioral research demonstrating excellent internal consistency and validity of items [20,28]. The questionnaire included measures assessing attitudes about the LINK initiative, HIV/AIDS, social norms, and community involvement [1,29,30]. Subscale development utilized principal component analyses with varimax rotation, followed by assessment of components’ internal consistency. Because some item responses were missing (3.6%), we conducted Little’s Missing Completely At Random (MCAR) test to analyze the overall pattern on surveys and subsequently performed mean imputation.

Neighborhood-Level Factors

To assess the CBI’s success in promoting linkage to HIV support in underserved communities, we explored the relationship between LINK service utilization and the availability of HIV services, support, and educational organizations. Previous research provided a comprehensive catalog of HIV service offerings in both the 2 CBI target area zip codes and the surrounding neighborhoods [12]. Using their reported residential zip code, each participant was connected to the total number of discrete, permanent HIV-related services available in their community [13]. Discrete services included HIV case management, HIV medical treatment/services, HIV testing and counseling, community education and outreach, mentoring and support services, etc. and separate services from the same provider were counted separately. Only services provided prior to the initiation of Project LINK were included in this count.
HIV prevalence was estimated for each zip code using census-tract-level HIV diagnosis counts from 2005 to 2007. These census-tract-level HIV counts were aggregated to zip-code-level counts using Esri ArcGIS version 10.2 [31]. Counts from census tracts overlapping more than one zip code were split by area. HIV prevalence was computed by dividing the aggregate HIV diagnosis count by the zip code population, as measured in the US Census 2000 [32].

Other neighborhood-level factors were included to reflect the socioeconomic composition of the community. These variables included the proportion of black/African American residents, the proportion of residents aged 25 years or more, the proportion of male residents over 18 who have graduated high school, median income, male employment rate, and the proportion of vacant households. These community characteristics were obtained at the zip code level from the US Census Bureau’s Census 2000 [32].

Statistical Analyses
We first computed descriptive statistics for characteristics of our sample of CBI participants and for questions eliciting participant impressions of the CBI. We then computed descriptive statistics for our 2 outcome measures, willingness to engage in routine HIV testing through the CBI, and intention to refer others to the CBI. To compare these outcomes between participants living in the 2 primary target zip codes, those living in the 5 secondary catchment zip codes, and those living outside the target areas, we utilized analysis of variance (ANOVA) post hoc pairwise analysis with Tamhane adjustment.

Next, we employed random-intercept linear mixed models to examine the effect of individual- and neighborhood-level covariates on CBI utilization and referral outcomes. Baseline differences among participants from different zip codes were adjusted for through the incorporation of random intercepts for each zip code. To focus analysis on effects relating to individuals within the CBI area, only participants from the 2 target and 5 secondary catchment zip codes were included in the multilevel analysis. Because 7 zip codes did not admit multiple neighborhood effects in a single model, separate models were fit for each neighborhood-level covariate, each regressing a single neighborhood-level covariate and all individual-level covariates on a CBI outcome. To assess the stability of individual-level effects, multiple linear and random-intercept (by zip code) models were also fit using only the individual and psychosocial variables, excluding neighborhood-level variables. Random-intercept models used the *xtreg* procedure with maximum likelihood estimation in Stata version 13 [33]. Participants with missing outcome responses were excluded by listwise deletion. Variance inflation factors were used to assess all models for multicollinearity; no issues were discovered. For all hypothesis tests, results were considered statistically significant if $P<0.05$.

Results
Sample Characteristics
Of the 597 respondents selected at the 23 postimplementation activities, 414 (69%) lived within the 2 primary LINK target zip codes, 37 (6.2%) within the 5 secondary catchment zip codes, 101 (17%) lived outside the targeted area, and 45 (7.5%) did not list a home zip code. Table 1 describes the sociodemographic characteristics of the sampled participants, together with the characteristics of the participants living within the 2 target zip codes and the 5 secondary catchment zip codes (Table 1). The CBI participants included a majority of black/African American (88.8%, n=530) participants in the age range of 40-59 years (63.7%, n=380; Table 1). Respondents were evenly split between male and female participants (47.6%, n=284 versus 45.2%, n=270). In addition, the sample included 27 transgender persons (the majority male-to-female). Most respondents obtained high-school diplomas or general educational developments (56.8%, n=339), yet many were also unemployed (54.6%, n=326) and had annual household income less than US $20,000 per year (78.2%, n=467).
Table 1. Participant sociodemographic characteristics.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>All respondents</th>
<th>Target area and secondary catchment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Frequency (%)</td>
<td>Frequency (%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Age</strong>(^b,c)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-29 years</td>
<td>78 (13.1)</td>
<td>56 (12.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30-39 years</td>
<td>85 (14.2)</td>
<td>58 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40-49 years</td>
<td>213 (35.7)</td>
<td>175 (38.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50-59 years</td>
<td>167 (28.0)</td>
<td>133 (29.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≥60 years</td>
<td>35 (5.9)</td>
<td>23 (5.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>19 (3.2)</td>
<td>6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>284 (47.6)</td>
<td>218 (48.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>270 (45.2)</td>
<td>207 (45.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender: M to F</td>
<td>22 (3.7)</td>
<td>15 (3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender: F to M</td>
<td>5 (0.8)</td>
<td>3 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>16 (2.7)</td>
<td>8 (1.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>29 (4.9)</td>
<td>12 (2.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonwhite</td>
<td>531 (88.9)</td>
<td>415 (92.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>37 (6.2)</td>
<td>43 (9.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian/Asian American/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>11 (1.8)</td>
<td>5 (1.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic/Latino/Chicano</td>
<td>1 (0.2)</td>
<td>0 (0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>African American/black</td>
<td>530 (88.8)</td>
<td>421 (93.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian/white</td>
<td>20 (3.4)</td>
<td>6 (1.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaska Native</td>
<td>6 (1.0)</td>
<td>3 (0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiracial/Multicultural</td>
<td>10 (1.7)</td>
<td>7 (1.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>19 (3.2)</td>
<td>9 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sexual orientation</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>512 (85.8)</td>
<td>400 (88.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LGBTQQ(^d)</td>
<td>69 (11.6)</td>
<td>42 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>16 (2.7)</td>
<td>9 (2.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Relationship status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>387 (64.8)</td>
<td>299 (66.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married/domestic partner</td>
<td>105 (17.6)</td>
<td>67 (14.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced/separated</td>
<td>69 (11.6)</td>
<td>60 (13.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>26 (4.4)</td>
<td>21 (4.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Missing</strong></td>
<td>10 (1.7)</td>
<td>4 (0.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Educational attainment</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K-8 grade</td>
<td>71 (11.9)</td>
<td>52 (11.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-school graduate/general educational development</td>
<td>339 (56.8)</td>
<td>282 (62.5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical/Vocational or Associates</td>
<td>100 (16.8)</td>
<td>81 (18.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Individuals in our sample provided insight on their motivations to attend the LINK activities (Table 2). Most common reasons provided were to obtain medical and scientific information (36.5%, n=218) and meeting others who share similar HIV/AIDS concerns in the community (25.3%, n=151). A majority of respondents also expressed strong approval of LINK activities (64.0%, n=382) and 57.0% rated Project LINK as excellent/outstanding (n=340).
Table 2. Participant CBI impressions.\(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Motivation to attend CBI activity</th>
<th>All respondents (n=597)</th>
<th>Target area and secondary catchment (n=451)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Frequency (%)</td>
<td>Frequency (%)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Get the latest scientific/medical information</td>
<td>218 (36.5)</td>
<td>168 (37.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meet others who share my concerns</td>
<td>151 (25.3)</td>
<td>119 (26.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sense of obligation to my community</td>
<td>88 (14.7)</td>
<td>58 (12.9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Learn about volunteer opportunities</td>
<td>58 (9.7)</td>
<td>46 (10.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other(^b)</td>
<td>52 (8.7)</td>
<td>42 (9.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing</td>
<td>30 (5.0)</td>
<td>18 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Rating of this event/activity

| Excellent/outstanding | 382 (64.0) | 302 (67.0) |
| Good/very good        | 179 (30.0) | 131 (29.0) |
| Fair/poor             | 8 (1.3)    | 6 (1.3)    |
| No opinion            | 10 (1.7)   | 4 (0.9)    |
| Missing               | 18 (3.0)   | 8 (1.8)    |

Overall impression of Project LINK

| Excellent/outstanding | 340 (57.0) | 268 (59.4) |
| Good/very good        | 226 (37.9) | 167 (37.0) |
| Fair/poor             | 6 (1.0)    | 5 (1.1)    |
| No opinion            | 15 (2.5)   | 8 (1.8)    |
| Missing               | 10 (1.7)   | 3 (0.7)    |

\(^a\)The italics are used to emphasize the percentage of nonresponders for each item.

\(^b\)Multiple responses given included write-in comments such as accompanying friend/relative, treatment/testing, compensation, life change, and community service.

The 2 primary CBI target zip codes and 5 secondary catchment zip codes differed in the availability of HIV continuum-of-care services. Within 1 primary target zip code, there were no HIV services available to residents. The other primary target code had 10 HIV services located within the area (eg, testing, support). The number of available HIV services identified within the 5 secondary target zip codes ranged from only 3 or 4 in 3 of the zip code areas to 49 in 1 zip code area.

Psychosocial Factors

Psychosocial subscale items and results of the exploratory factor analysis are detailed in Table 3. Chosen subscales include LINK Attitudes about the risks of HIV and benefits of LINK involvement, degree of psychological LINK Engagement, Negative Participatory Norms associated with HIV testing and the CBI, Perceived LINK Social Support, and Identification with LINK Brand (Table 3). The scales exhibited excellent psychometric properties including strong internal consistencies across domains (alpha=.733-.940). Responses to the items were rated on a 5-point scale and subscale scores were summed; higher scores indicated higher levels of the attribute.
Table 3. Factor subscales for psychosocial domains.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor</th>
<th>Factor characteristics and questions</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINK attitudes</strong>&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>I benefit from Project LINK services.</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I like getting involved with Project LINK.</td>
<td>.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My community will really benefit from Project LINK.</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My involvement will improve my community's trust in Project LINK.</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My involvement in Project LINK will improve my health.</td>
<td>.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My participation in Project LINK would be very good.</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would participate in Project LINK activities because it would help to prevent AIDS.</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel that my involvement in Project LINK is making an important difference.</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV testing is a benefit of getting involved.</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>HIV is a serious concern in my immediate community.</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINK engagement</strong>&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>Getting involved in the Project LINK effort is liberating.</td>
<td>.77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project LINK is a social justice effort.</td>
<td>.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Project LINK will reduce health disparities.</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel a sense of purpose in this cause.</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is fun to be involved with the Project LINK.</td>
<td>.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I feel a sense of belonging through my participation in this effort.</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My involvement is helping to protect the rights of others.</td>
<td>.67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am advancing the public's health and well-being through my support of this cause.</td>
<td>.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I am as source of HIV/AIDS information in my community.</td>
<td>.62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Being involved with the Project LINK helps me to feel empowered.</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I experience a sense of community in this cause.</td>
<td>.59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would be very concerned about the outcome of any effort of which I am affiliated.</td>
<td>.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>It is extremely important to make the right choice in selecting a volunteer organization.</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The Project LINK effort is very different from others.</td>
<td>.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Negative participatory norms</strong>&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>I think my friends would negatively judge me if I sought HIV testing.</td>
<td>.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I tend to be worried about what people think of me, even if I do not know them.</td>
<td>.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Participating in Project LINK seems risky.</td>
<td>.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think some of my family members would be upset if I participated in Project LINK.</td>
<td>.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>People negatively judge those who participate in Project LINK.</td>
<td>.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Even if I wanted to participate in Project LINK, I just do not have the time.</td>
<td>.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I generally do what my family expects of me.</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>If people heard of my participation with the Project LINK, they would form an opinion of me.</td>
<td>.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In general, I am among the last of my circle of friends to try new things.</td>
<td>.55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>LINK social support</strong>&lt;sup&gt;d&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>If I decided to participate in Project LINK, I probably would tell my partner.</td>
<td>.61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I would do something even if members of my social group disagreed with my actions.</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>I think my work colleagues would approve of my involvement.</td>
<td>.54</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Factor characteristics and questions | Loading
--- | ---
Most people important to me think my involvement in Project LINK is good. | .50
I think my doctor would approve of my involvement in Project LINK. | .49
My immediate family is supportive of my involvement in Project LINK. | .48
If my pastor supported Project LINK, I would be inclined to get involved. | .42
Prior to joining any organization, I prefer to consult a friend who has experience with that group. | .64
Hearing that somebody else is involved with the Project LINK tells me a lot about that person. | .58
When it comes to deciding whether to join a new organization, I rely on experienced friends or family members for advice. | .56
Being active with the Project LINK would help me to express who I am. | .47
You can tell a lot about a person by their community affiliations. | .37

**LINK brand perception**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Factor characteristics and questions</th>
<th>Loading</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prior to joining any organization, I prefer to consult a friend who has experience with that group.</td>
<td>.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hearing that somebody else is involved with the Project LINK tells me a lot about that person.</td>
<td>.58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>When it comes to deciding whether to join a new organization, I rely on experienced friends or family members for advice.</td>
<td>.56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Being active with the Project LINK would help me to express who I am.</td>
<td>.47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>You can tell a lot about a person by their community affiliations.</td>
<td>.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Linkage to HIV Testing**

Most participants felt comfortable obtaining an HIV test with designated LINK providers, as indicated by high mean intention to test for HIV using a LINK agency (mean 8.66 on 10-point scale [SD 2.51]). One-way ANOVA by residence within CBI target areas (primary, secondary, outside of target area) found statistically significant differences among persons living in the LINK target area, those living adjacent to the primary intervention zone, and those coming from outside the designated zip codes with desire to use CBI HIV testing resources ($F_{2,447}=11.6$, $P<.001$). Tamhane post hoc analyses indicated that respondents living in the 2 CBI target zip codes expressed greater intention to engage in routine HIV testing through the CBI compared with those living outside the target and secondary catchment zip codes (difference=1.6, $P=.004$).

The results of the multiple regression and random-intercept models with individual-level covariates are presented in Table 4 and model parameters in Table 5. Figure 1 shows the individual predictors of HIV testing. The multiple regression model incorporates all individual and psychosocial independent variables (race, income, gender, age, and the 5 psychosocial scales), but no neighborhood-level factors. The individual-level random-intercept model adds a random intercept for zip code to the previous model. Results from the multilevel models containing all individual-level covariates and a single neighborhood-level covariate are detailed in Table 6. Figure 2 shows the adjusted neighborhoods predictors of HIV testing. Full results for individual and psychosocial effects in the multilevel models are given in Multimedia Appendix 1. The coefficient estimates for individual and psychosocial covariates are very similar across multivariable models (Tables 4 and 6). Among the demographic covariates, lower income is associated with greater willingness to test in all models ($P<.01$ across models). Older individuals have increased testing intention in the multiple linear model ($P=.02$). Among the psychosocial factors, favorable “LINK attitudes” ($P<.01$ across models), “LINK engagement” ($P<.05$ across models), and “Identification with LINK brand” ($P<.05$ across model) were all associated with increased desire to obtain routine HIV testing through LINK.

Within the target area and secondary catchment, participants living in zip codes with fewer available HIV services ($P<.001$), lower HIV prevalence ($P=.01$), greater proportion of black/African Americans ($P<.001$), smaller proportion of those 24 years or older living in the community ($P<.001$), and reduced median household income ($P=.02$) were associated with increased desire to obtain HIV testing through LINK, after adjustment for individual factors (Table 5).
### Table 4. Individual-level predictor models for HIV testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Multiple linear model</th>
<th>Random intercept model</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient (95% CI)</td>
<td>Standardized coefficient (95% CI)</td>
<td>P value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>8.41 (5.86 to 10.97)</td>
<td>8.92 (8.70 to 9.13)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (white ref)</td>
<td>0.07 (-1.13 to 1.26)</td>
<td>0.01 (-0.20 to 0.22)</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income</td>
<td>-0.59 (-0.97 to -0.21)</td>
<td>-0.40 (-0.67 to 0.14)</td>
<td>.003</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (Male ref)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.20 (-0.25 to 0.64)</td>
<td>0.10 (-0.12 to 0.32)</td>
<td>.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender</td>
<td>0.83 (-0.29 to 1.94)</td>
<td>0.17 (-0.06 to 0.39)</td>
<td>.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01 to 0.40)</td>
<td>0.23 (0.01 to 0.44)</td>
<td>.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK attitudes</td>
<td>0.38 (0.16 to 0.60)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.15 to 0.58)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK engagement</td>
<td>0.31 (0.09 to 0.53)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.09 to 0.53)</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative participatory norms</td>
<td>-0.00 (-0.23 to 0.22)</td>
<td>-0.00 (-0.23 to 0.22)</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK social support</td>
<td>0.09 (-0.14 to 0.32)</td>
<td>0.09 (-0.14 to 0.32)</td>
<td>.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK Brand Perc.</td>
<td>-0.02 (-0.24 to 0.21)</td>
<td>-0.02 (-0.23 to 0.20)</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Income recorded in US $20K categories from 1 (<US $20,000) to 6 (>US $100,000).

### Table 5. Model parameters for individual-level predictor models for HIV testing.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Listwise deleted</th>
<th>σ_u (95% CI)</th>
<th>σ_e (95% CI)</th>
<th>Rho (95% CI)</th>
<th>LR test of σ_u=0 (P)</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple linear model</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td>1586</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random intercept model</td>
<td>421</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>0.54 (0.09 to 3.14)</td>
<td>2.00 (1.86 to 2.16)</td>
<td>0.07 (0.00 to 0.59)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>1545</td>
<td>1595</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 6. Multilevel predictor models for HIV Testing.*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adjusted Neighborhood-Level Predictor**</th>
<th>Neighborhood variable</th>
<th>Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>Standard. Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Model parameters</th>
<th>LR test of σ_u=0 (P)</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of HIV support services</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.08 to -0.03)</td>
<td>-0.39 (-0.59 to -0.19)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>&gt;0.99</td>
<td>1535</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV prevalence</td>
<td>-0.61 (-0.11 to -0.01)</td>
<td>-0.32 (-0.58 to -0.06)</td>
<td>.01</td>
<td>0.03 (0.00 to 0.16)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>1541</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American population (%)</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01 to 0.04)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.14 to 0.57)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥ 25 years (%)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.13 to -0.03)</td>
<td>-0.39 (-0.62 to -0.15)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1.00</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male high-school graduation rate (%)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.17 to 0.00)</td>
<td>-0.26 (-0.53 to 0.00)</td>
<td>.05</td>
<td>0.02 (0.00 to 0.16)</td>
<td>.07</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male employment (%)</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.06 to 0.01)</td>
<td>-0.25 (-0.55 to 0.06)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.14</td>
<td>1543</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income (US $K)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.13 to -0.01)</td>
<td>-0.34 (-0.61 to 0.06)</td>
<td>.02</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.16</td>
<td>1540</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant homes (%)</td>
<td>0.04 (-0.06 to 0.14)</td>
<td>0.16 (-0.21 to 0.35)</td>
<td>.41</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>.12</td>
<td>1545</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Each multilevel model includes a single neighborhood-level variable together with all individual and psychosocial variables (N=421; 63 listwise deleted).
**Adjusted for race, income, gender, age, and the 5 psychosocial variables
Figure 1. Individual predictors of HIV Testing.

Figure 2. Adjusted neighborhoods predictors of HIV Testing.
**Participant Network Referral**

Along with HIV testing intentions, participants also expressed a strong desire to refer other persons to LINK (mean 8.81 on a 10-point scale [SD 1.86]). One-way ANOVA found significant differences in willingness to refer others among participants living in different areas ($F_{2,397}=5.812$, $P=.003$). Tamhane post hoc analysis indicated that participants residing in the 2 CBI target zipcodes expressed greater intention to refer others to LINK than those residing outside the target and secondary catchment zip codes (difference=0.8, $P=.01$).

The results of individual-level multivariable and random-intercepts models for CBI referral are detailed in Table 7 and model parameters in Table 8; multilevel neighborhood-factor models are provided in Table 9. Figures 3 and 4 show individual predictors of CBI referral and adjusted neighborhoods predictors of CBI referral, respectively. All models incorporate all individual and psychosocial covariates (race, income, gender, age, and the 5 psychosocial scales). The random-intercepts model further includes a random intercept for zip code, and the multilevel neighborhood-factor models include random intercepts as well as 1 neighborhood factor in each model. Full results for individual and psychosocial covariates in the multilevel models are given in Multimedia Appendix 1. The likelihood ratio test for null variance of the random intercept was statistically significant for referral to LINK services ($P<.01$ across models; Table 7). Individual-level coefficients are similar among these models (Tables 7 and 9). The results demonstrate that transgender individuals were more willing than men to refer members of their social network to LINK services ($P<.05$ across models). Participants living in zip codes with greater proportion of black/African Americans living in the CBI area ($P<.001$), greater proportion of vacant homes ($P=.002$), and reduced median household income ($P<.001$) were associated with increased desire to initiate referrals to LINK.

### Table 7. Individual-level predictor models for HIV service referral.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Predictor</th>
<th>Multiple linear model</th>
<th>Random intercept model</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Coefficient (95% CI)</td>
<td>Standardized Coefficient (95% CI)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>9.07 (6.79 to 11.35)</td>
<td>8.90 (8.71 to 9.10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Individual</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race (white ref)</td>
<td>-0.32 (-0.41 to 0.76)</td>
<td>-0.06 (-0.24 to 0.13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Income$^a$</td>
<td>-0.10 (-0.36 to 2.39)</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.25 to 0.12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Gender (male ref)</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>0.28 (-0.12 to 0.67)</td>
<td>0.14 (-0.06 to 0.34)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transgender</td>
<td>1.35 (0.31 to 2.39)</td>
<td>0.27 (0.06 to 0.48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>0.08 (-0.10 to 0.26)</td>
<td>0.09 (-0.11 to 0.29)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Psychosocial</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK attitudes</td>
<td>0.32 (0.11 to 0.53)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.11 to 0.51)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK engagement</td>
<td>0.36 (0.16 to 0.56)</td>
<td>0.36 (0.16 to 0.55)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Negative participatory norms</td>
<td>-0.12 (-0.31 to 0.79)</td>
<td>-0.12 (-0.32 to 0.08)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK social support</td>
<td>0.20 (-0.15 to 0.41)</td>
<td>0.19 (-0.02 to 0.40)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LINK brand Perception</td>
<td>0.22 (0.03 to 0.40)</td>
<td>0.21 (0.03 to 0.39)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Income recorded in US $20K categories from 1 (<US $20,000) to 6 (>US $100,000).

### Table 8. Model parameters for individual-level predictor models for HIV service referral.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Listwise deleted</th>
<th>$\sigma_u$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>$\sigma_e$ (95% CI)</th>
<th>Rho (95% CI)</th>
<th>LR test of $\sigma_u=0$ ($P$)</th>
<th>AIC</th>
<th>BIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Multiple linear model</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>1198</td>
<td>1239</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random intercept model</td>
<td>451</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>0.31 (0.10 to 0.97)</td>
<td>1.62 (1.50 to 1.76)</td>
<td>0.03 (0.00 to 0.21)</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>1196</td>
<td>1244</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 9. Multilevel predictor models for HIV service referral. \(^a\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Neighborhood predictor (^b)</th>
<th>Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient (95% CI)</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Rho (95% CI)</th>
<th>LR test of (\sigma_u = 0) (P)</th>
<th>AIC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adjusted Neighborhood-Level</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Predictor</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of HIV support</td>
<td>-0.02 (-0.06 to 0.01)</td>
<td>-0.18 (-0.46 to 0.10)</td>
<td>.20</td>
<td>0.01 (0.00 to 0.27)</td>
<td>.27</td>
<td>1196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV prevalence</td>
<td>-0.02 (-0.06 to 0.03)</td>
<td>-0.08 (-0.33 to 0.17)</td>
<td>.53</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>.009</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black/African American</td>
<td>0.02 (0.01 to 0.04)</td>
<td>0.35 (0.16 to 0.55)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
<td>1191</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>population (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age ≥ 25 years (%)</td>
<td>-0.03 (-0.09 to 0.03)</td>
<td>-0.14 (-0.44 to 0.16)</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>0.02 (0.00 to 0.21)</td>
<td>.11</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male high-school graduation</td>
<td>-0.05 (-0.14 to 0.03)</td>
<td>-0.17 (-0.44 to 0.10)</td>
<td>.22</td>
<td>0.03 (0.00 to 0.16)</td>
<td>.006</td>
<td>1196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male employment (%)</td>
<td>-0.01 (-0.05 to 0.03)</td>
<td>-0.11 (-0.50 to 0.29)</td>
<td>.60</td>
<td>0.02 (0.00 to 0.27)</td>
<td>.17</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Median household income</td>
<td>-0.07 (-0.11 to -0.03)</td>
<td>-0.33 (-0.53 to 0.14)</td>
<td>&lt;.001</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
<td>1193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(US $K)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacant homes (%)</td>
<td>0.08 (0.03 to 0.13)</td>
<td>0.31 (0.12 to 0.49)</td>
<td>.002</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>&gt;.99</td>
<td>1194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Each multi-level model includes a single neighborhood-level variable together with all individual and psychosocial variables (N=451; 145 listwise deleted).

\(^b\) Adjusted for race, income, gender, age, and the 5 psychosocial variables.

Figure 3. Individual predictors of CBI Referral.
Discussion

Summary of Main Findings
This study found that Project LINK participants were extremely positive about their experience with the CBI, and expressed high intentions to use LINK resources to obtain an HIV test and to refer others to the CBI. Both of these outcomes were significantly higher for participants living in target areas compared with those living outside the target and adjoining regions. In addition, for participants in the target and secondary catchment areas, several individual- and neighborhood-level factors were found to be associated with intentions to use LINK resources for HIV testing and with desire to refer others to the CBI. Reduced income, older age, positive attitudes about the CBI, and increased engagement with LINK were all associated with increased desire to use LINK testing resources. On the neighborhood level, intention to test with LINK was associated with reduced availability of support services, reduced HIV prevalence, greater proportion of black/African Americans in the neighborhood, reduced proportion of adults aged 24 years or older, and reduced median household income. Desire to refer others to Project LINK was found to be associated with transgender individuals, positive attitudes about LINK, LINK engagement, identification with the LINK brand, greater proportion of black/African Americans in the neighborhood, reduced median neighborhood household income, and a greater proportion of vacant homes in the neighborhood.

Interpretations and Comparison With Prior Work
These results suggest that Project LINK successfully contributed to HIV testing intentions and HIV service referral among those living in a geographically targeted area characterized by high poverty and HIV prevalence and low availability of HIV services [12]. Greater intention to test and engage others in testing and care referral are critically important outcomes for the realization of continuum of care objectives such as normalized population-level HIV testing, and subsequent referral to and prompt entry into care [9,34].

Living in high-stress neighborhood conditions has been associated with increased risk for HIV/sexually transmitted infection transmission [35], sexual risk behavior, and substance abuse [36]. Recognizing that these factors have contributed to the high HIV prevalence in the LINK-targeted neighborhoods, the CBI partners sought to develop an intervention that was relatively easy to implement through mobile delivery of their existing services to improve community access to diagnosis and care. As a result, those living in the intervention area could select from a menu of 24/7 LINK offerings such as partner-delivered medical and mental health services, domestic violence support groups, family counseling, and individual or group-based “Healthy Love” sexual health and well-being training, all delivered in familiar settings such as homes, schools, churches, community centers, and corner “store front” organizations.

The findings suggest that Project LINK events successfully attracted the enthusiastic participation of the community it served, including those challenged by the environment they

Figure 4. Adjusted neighborhoods predictors of CBI Referral.
lived in that was characterized by poverty, transportation limitations, and high unemployment. Among the psychosocial factors assessed, we found that positive attitudes about HIV testing and the CBI are critically important for facilitating linkage to testing and referrals to the CBI services.

Notably, LINK drew the participation of black/African American transgender women (transwomen) who represent a highly vulnerable group for HIV transmission [37]. With an estimated 60% of annual HIV infections diagnosed among MSM and transwomen, LINK’s culturally sensitive service delivery approach appeared to resonate with the transgender population [38]. The data indicate that transgender individuals showed significantly higher intention to refer others to LINK, even after adjustment for other individual-, psychosocial-, and neighborhood-level covariates. The sample of transgender individuals was small (n=27), so we are cautious of generalizing this result, but we feel that it indicates this CBI model's success in providing a safe and comfortable service environment for those who are marginalized and/or disenfranchised with existing health care options.

Distal neighborhood-level factors played a role in promoting HIV testing intentions and referral to the CBI services [39]. Stronger outcomes were observed among those living in predominately black/African American tracts. We believe these factors can be linked to the messages delivered by LINK partners and others that black/African Americans are disproportionately affected by HIV/AIDS and account for a higher proportion of people living with HIV at every stage from new infection to death [40]. Thus, living in an area with a high case rate among black/African Americans alters individuals’ perceptions of their perceived vulnerability to HIV and motivates testing and referral to care and treatment services [41].

We also observed a strong indicator that neighborhood disorder, as evidenced by the density of nearby vacant households, is associated with HIV testing and referral [42]. We assert that this may be indicative of the presence of drug activity including injection drug use and extent of “crack houses” in the neighborhood, both associated with greater concentration of HIV risk behavior and prevalent cases [43-45]. Our study corresponds with previous evidence that intravenous drug users living in lower income areas may be more likely to utilize neighborhood prevention programs than those living in more affluent areas [46]. Thus, our findings evidence the need for targeted community interventions such as LINK in similar high-stress neighborhoods, and reflect the efficacy of LINK in reaching these neighborhoods.

On the individual level, those persons facing the extreme poverty were more likely to intend to obtain HIV testing. There was no difference in testing intentions between men and women, or between white and black/African American participants. Because intention to utilize LINK resources for testing was high on average, especially in the primary target area, this reflects the successful targeting of individuals with the highest need for linkage to care, regardless of race or gender. Although the small number of zip codes in our sample does not allow for effective separation of the neighborhood-level effect across heterogeneous neighborhoods, the large number of significant neighborhood-level factors suggests that community structure plays an important role in the success of targeted HIV care linkage interventions. Among those participants residing in the target area, the reduced availability of local HIV support services resulted in much greater willingness to use LINK for HIV testing. In this respect, we argue that LINK offers a model for reaching historically marginalized populations through its geographically focused, socially compatible service delivery approach [2]. The results also reflect the reality of effectively promoting HIV prevention in communities with considerable challenges; our theoretical orientation was validated by the findings that suggested direct and indirect effects of multiple levels of influence on HIV testing intentions and referral patterns.

The results of this project indicate the importance of including CBIs as options for HIV prevention planning that seeks to increase access to HIV testing and delay the time for linkage to care. Timely linkage to and retention in care is key to ensuring that patients living with HIV reach an undetectable status, which in turns helps to decrease the transmission of new infections. Furthermore, decreasing the waiting time for accessing care also increases the likelihood of people actually beginning therapy, and increasing their chances for improved health while living with HIV. Finally, the outcomes of the project support ensuring that communities and their members are not only engaged when it comes to accessing HIV testing, but are also engaged in the planning, site selection, and coordination of both HIV testing events and activities, as well as strategic planning to ensure linkage to care for any services that will take place within their communities [47]. Thus, CBIs should continue to be used for prevention work in communities, especially when targeting improvements in HIV testing and linkage to care. Linkage strategies should consider incorporating community-level engagement to support timely linkage and retention in care. Bringing services into communities and enabling easy access to neighborhood-based services closer may help reach the immediate linkage-to-care goals of the National AID Strategy and the CDC’s High-Impact Prevention programmatic policy.

Limitations

We recognize the limitations associated with self-report, which is susceptible to social desirability bias. In addition, our random sampling approach within venues hosting LINK activities and events is effective for describing associations within the population of attendees [48]. However, this sampling technique together with the locality of the study restricts the ability to generalize results to other neighborhoods, cities, or to nonattendees. Furthermore, privacy concerns limited available address information to only zip-code-level data. While census tracts are generally considered the gold standard for neighborhood-level analysis, zip codes have been successfully used to characterize neighborhood factors in many recent studies in which census-tract-level data are unavailable [49-52]. Although this pilot initiative demonstrated feasibility and acceptability of the concept utilizing attitudinal and intention data, no behavioral data on actual testing were collected. This
is an important next step in examining the efficacy of this project.

Conclusions
Project LINK used a targeted approach to reach marginalized populations that prompted greater intention to engage in HIV testing, care, and referral to community partner organizations serving those in the selected neighborhoods. Our study findings indicate that community/neighborhood and psychosocial factors are critical to future efforts to increase routine HIV testing intentions in underserved areas and enhance efforts for subsequent referral to care. Yet, this project also highlights the need for additional, long-term assessment to evidence the impact of CBIs on care continuum outcomes. The results from this study demonstrate the promise of CBIs to reach individuals within a 1st year of diagnosis for subsequent improvements in HIV-related health outcomes.
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Abstract

Background: Gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM) account for a disproportionate burden of new HIV infections in the United States. Mobile technology presents an opportunity for innovative interventions for HIV prevention. Some HIV prevention apps currently exist; however, it is challenging to encourage users to download these apps and use them regularly. An iterative research process that centers on the community’s needs and preferences may increase the uptake, adherence, and ultimate effectiveness of mobile apps for HIV prevention.

Objective: The aim of this paper is to provide a case study to illustrate how an iterative community approach to a mobile HIV prevention app can lead to changes in app content to appropriately address the needs and the desires of the target community.

Methods: In this three-phase study, we conducted focus group discussions (FGDs) with MSM and HIV testing counselors in Atlanta, Seattle, and US rural regions to learn preferences for building a mobile HIV prevention app. We used data from these groups to build a beta version of the app and theater tested it in additional FGDs. A thematic data analysis examined how this approach addressed preferences and concerns expressed by the participants.

Results: There was an increased willingness to use the app during theater testing than during the first phase of FGDs. Many concerns that were identified in phase one (eg, disagreements about reminders for HIV testing, concerns about app privacy) were considered in building the beta version. Participants perceived these features as strengths during theater testing. However, some disagreements were still present, especially regarding the tone and language of the app.

Conclusions: These findings highlight the benefits of using an interactive and community-driven process to collect data on app preferences when building a mobile HIV prevention app. Through this process, we learned how to be inclusive of the larger MSM population without marginalizing some app users. Though some issues in phase one were able to be addressed, disagreements still occurred in theater testing. If the app is going to address a large and diverse risk group, we cannot include niche functionality that may offend some of the target population.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e18) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4449
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Introduction

In 2011, gay, bisexual, and other men who have sex with men (MSM) accounted for 62% of new HIV infections in the United States, despite comprising only 2% of the population [1]. To increase identification of new HIV infections and linkage to HIV treatment among MSM, it is recommended that MSM test for HIV at least three to four times per year [2]. However, despite current HIV prevention efforts, most MSM do not test that frequently, with only 20% of MSM testing at least three times per year [3]. This gap identifies a need for new and innovative HIV testing and HIV prevention solutions.

One possible opportunity for innovative HIV prevention is the use of Internet-based interventions and mHealth (the use of mobile phones for medical and public health-supported interventions) [4-9]. mHealth HIV interventions are becoming increasingly popular and include interventions that use mobile text messaging and mobile phone apps [4,10-24]. A study by Muessig et al identified 55 unique mobile apps that address HIV prevention or HIV care, but these apps were not frequently downloaded or highly rated by their users [21]. Even though mobile apps for HIV intervention are a popular platform for developers, it is challenging to encourage app users to download these apps and use them regularly. In order to address this, Muessig et al suggest that prior to building an app, developers should use an iterative data collection process to obtain input from the target audience about app preferences and app evaluation [21].

When disseminating research-based HIV prevention interventions to communities, a disconnect between the research environment and the community can reduce the effectiveness of the intervention and lead to underutilization [25]. Community-based and community-centered approaches towards building research-based interventions can help address the gap between science and practice by ensuring that the interventions are appropriate and driven by the community’s needs and desires [26]. When building mHealth interventions, this means interventions should be developed from community-identified needs [4]. An iterative research process that centers on the community’s needs and preferences (as suggested by Muessig et al) [21] may increase the uptake, adherence, and ultimate effectiveness of mobile apps for HIV prevention. In this study, we outline the use of a community-driven approach to gather data from MSM in order to build an HIV prevention mobile app. This paper describes how the community-driven approach was used to develop an app that was reflective of the reported needs and desires of the community. We outline an iterative app development process in which multiple rounds of interaction with the target community are used to inform and refine the app content and look. We previously published a report of findings from one round of data collection from focus group discussions (FGDs) with MSM addressing men’s preferences for using a mobile HIV prevention app [27]. In the current paper, we build on our previously published work to focus specifically on how multiple rounds of data collection and interaction that constituted the community-driven process allowed us to build a mobile HIV prevention app for MSM that was reflective of their stated needs and desires. The current paper focuses on data from two rounds of data collection, focusing more on the second round of FGDs to illustrate how participant perceptions of the app intervention shifted (or did not shift) after the intervention went through the additional round of app content building. The overall purpose of this paper is to provide a case study to illustrate how an iterative approach to a mobile HIV prevention app can lead to changes in content to appropriately address the preferences of the target community. To achieve this, we present themes that emerged from the data and examine how discussions of these themes shifted at different phases of the study process and how this ultimately lead to the creation of an app that was more likely to be used by the target audience.

Methods

Ethics

This study was approved by Emory University’s Institutional Review Board. In this three-phase study, we used FGDs to collect formative data and theater test the app.

Study Population and Recruitment

Methods for recruitment and a description of the FGDs with MSM during phase one have been previously described [27]. We conducted research with three populations: (1) MSM in Atlanta, Seattle, and rural US regions; (2) HIV testing counselors in Atlanta and Seattle; and (3) key informants including primary care providers as well as key stakeholders at community-based organizations, health departments, and other government agencies at local, county, state, and federal levels. From August to December 2013, we recruited MSM using flyers and Facebook advertisements. Flyers were posted in a variety of venues in Atlanta and Seattle (eg, restaurants, bars, coffee shops, gyms) that MSM are known to frequent. Facebook advertisements targeted men living in Atlanta, Seattle, and rural US regions who reported being interested in men in their profiles. In Atlanta, men recruited through Facebook have been reported to be behaviorally comparable to men recruited through other venues [28]. Rural locations were determined by zip codes and defined as geographical areas with population densities of less than 1000 people per square mile using data from the US Census Bureau [29]. The flyers and advertisements provided a link to an online screening survey through SurveyGizmo (Widgix LLC) to determine eligibility for the study. Participants meeting eligibility criteria for MSM in all three geographical regions were self-identified gay or bisexual men aged 18 years or older who owned or had ever owned a smartphone and had never had a positive HIV test. HIV testing counselors were recruited through flyers sent to organizations, clinics, and health departments in Atlanta and Seattle where HIV testing is performed. HIV testing counselors met eligibility criteria if they were aged 18 years or older, provided HIV testing and counseling services to MSM in Atlanta or Seattle, and owned or had ever owned a smartphone. All participants who completed the online survey and were eligible and interested provided email addresses and phone numbers and were later contacted to participate in an FGD. Some MSM were asked to participate in only one FGD (either in phase one or phase three), and others were asked to participate in both; these participants were randomly selected. Key informants were strategically chosen...
to provide additional insight into preferences of the users and future collaborations for a smartphone-based HIV prevention app.

**Study Procedures**

**Overview**

Other app development studies have used a variety of methods to examine and evaluate mHealth interventions (eg, pre-post test design, interrupted time-series design, randomized controlled testing) [30]. In this study, we applied a simple iterative qualitative approach using FGDs and a beta version of the app to collect preliminary data for building an intervention. The number of FGDs conducted among each population in phases one and three of this study is described in Table 1.

### Table 1. Outline of focus group discussions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase group discussions</th>
<th>Atlanta</th>
<th>Seattle</th>
<th>Rural</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Phase one</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDs with MSM</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDs with counselors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase one total</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase three</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDs with new MSM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDs with repeat MSM</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FGDs with counselors</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phase three total</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Phase One: Focus Group Discussions and Key Informant Interviews**

For phase one of this study, we conducted FGDs with MSM and HIV testing counselors to get opinions about what should be included in the HIV prevention app, to understand if and how MSM would use the app, and to determine how the app could be incorporated into HIV counseling sessions. We completed four in-person FGDs with MSM (n=28), one online FGD (OFGD) with rural MSM (n=10) [31], two in-person FGDs with HIV testing counselors (n=13), and 14 key informant interviews. The OFGD used a chatroom-based format in Adobe Connect (Adobe Systems Incorporated), a real-time Web-based meeting client. All FGDs lasted approximately 1.5 hours and were conducted by two trained facilitators (one in Atlanta and one in Seattle) who were familiar with the goals of the mobile HIV prevention app.

All FGDs addressed MSM’s general preferences for apps, HIV testing barriers and facilitators, and ways in which an HIV prevention app could address these barriers and facilitators to increase the frequency of HIV testing among MSM. During FGDs, facilitators walked through six images of screenshots to discuss potential functions for a mobile HIV prevention app. Functionality was described by the facilitator, and participants rated each function, providing feedback on why they felt that function would be useful or not useful. Participants also provided suggestions for how to improve each function and the app overall and identified additional functions that should be included.

We also conducted key informant interviews by phone to determine what is feasible and preferable in building the mobile app intervention. Key informants viewed a design document with the same wireframe images of the app. Feedback addressed feasibility of building the app and assessed key informants’ interest in collaborating on building the app.

**Phase Two: Building a Beta Version of the HIV Prevention App**

During phase two, we partnered with Keymind, a division of Axiom Resource Management Inc, to build a beta version of the app. A preliminary analysis of data from phase one was used to build the beta version using a Web-based interactive platform. The mock-up included six major components: (1) navigation aids and pages for personalizing user registration, profile, and privacy and security settings; (2) an interactive HIV testing plan for assessing user testing preferences; (3) a site locator for finding HIV testing facilities; (4) an event tracker for recording sexual encounters, HIV testing dates, and other information relevant to sexual health; (5) frequently asked questions for providing additional HIV prevention tips; and (6) a point system for collecting app interaction credits and donating small denominations of money to organizations focused on HIV and/or lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender equity.

**Phase Three: Theater Testing**

After completion of the beta version of the app, we conducted FGDs to theater test the app and solicit opinions on functionality of the app and how it could be used by MSM to improve HIV prevention. We conducted six FGDs with MSM (n=34), two in Atlanta, three in Seattle, and one OFGD with rural MSM. Two of the six FGDs were with MSM who had participated in the first round of FGDs, and four were with newly recruited MSM. We also conducted two in-person theater testing FGDs with newly recruited HIV testing counselors (n=9), one in Atlanta and one in Seattle.
Results

Descriptive Statistics

We conducted 15 FGDs with 70 MSM and 22 HIV testing counselors. Nine of the 70 MSM participated in both phases of FGDs. Participant demographics are described in Tables 2 and 3.

Building on Phase One Results

This three-phase process produced results that enabled researchers and developers to build a detailed design document outlining the functionality of an HIV prevention smartphone app for MSM. Detailed results from FGDs with MSM from phase one have been previously described [27]; however, other data from phase one have not been previously reported. In the first phase of FGDs, MSM described three categories of functions that the app should include: education, interactive engagement, and social networking. MSM also discussed the importance of the tone and privacy of the app. Counselors stated that the app could be a resource during HIV counseling sessions because it could provide educational information, details for risk behavior assessments, previous test dates, etc. Key informants identified potential benefits of the app including benefits for MSM and HIV prevention organizations. Key informants liked that the app could help promote testing and educate MSM about testing, but they also felt that the app should include information about pre-exposure prophylaxis and nonoccupational postexposure prophylaxis and offer more help creating risk reduction plans. Informants also talked about the benefits the app could have for promoting organizations using a locator and potentially allowing MSM to provide feedback on their testing experiences. These informants also identified which functions would be feasible and which would not. For example, we included a wireframe of a function that would validate test results, but community-based organizations and health departments said they do not have the capacity to validate test results on a mobile app. Key informants expressed interest in collaborating and promoting the app.

We used these data from phase one to inform the beta version of the app, resulting in an increased willingness of MSM to use the app during theater testing. Some concerns that were discussed in phase one were addressed in the beta version (eg, disagreements about HIV testing reminders, concerns about app privacy), while others still existed (eg, over functionality, using friendly versus clinical language). We use examples of three app functions (HIV testing reminders, privacy settings, and sex diaries) to explain how the feedback changed throughout the study process. We then examine participant desires for personalizing the app and their willingness to use it.

Data Analysis

All in-person FGDs were audio-recorded and transcribed verbatim. OFGDs were automatically downloaded to a readable text file. Key informant interviews were not recorded or transcribed, but detailed notes were used to inform the analysis of transcripts from FGDs. Analysis was conducted using MAXQDA version 10 qualitative data analysis software (Verbi GmbH). We conducted a thematic analysis, examining both inductive and deductive themes within the transcripts. After multiple close readings, we created a preliminary codebook of all salient themes. Provisional definitions were given to each code, and four analysts applied each code to a single transcript.

The coded transcripts were merged for comparison, and code definitions were revised based on coding disagreements. This process was repeated until a final codebook was created and all four analysts applied codes consistently. Once the final definitions of the codebook were established, analysts consistently applied the codes to all of the fifteen transcripts from both sets of FGDs. Seven of the fifteen transcripts were double-coded with two analysts each coding the same transcript. Eight of the transcripts were coded by one analyst. Double-coded transcripts were merged and codes were reconciled; differences among coders were resolved by consensus. Data were also coded by functionality, with a separate set of inductive codes being applied to all transcripts from phase one and from theater testing. After multiple purposeful and focused readings of coded text, thick descriptions were created for each theme. The descriptions identified common concepts, patterns, and unique ideas expressed in the FGDs. Themes were analyzed separately based on the FGD phase, participant group (MSM or counselors), and location (Atlanta, Seattle, or rural) and were compared and contrasted between groups.
Table 2. MSM participant demographics and HIV testing behaviors.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Atlanta n=26</th>
<th>Seattle n=26</th>
<th>Rural n=16</th>
<th>Total n=70</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, mean (range)</td>
<td>32.2 (23-53)</td>
<td>40.9 (19-67)</td>
<td>30.8 (19-48)</td>
<td>35.3 (19-67)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%) a</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic white/Caucasian</td>
<td>16 (62)</td>
<td>21 (78)</td>
<td>14 (88)</td>
<td>51 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic black/African American</td>
<td>8 (31)</td>
<td>1 (4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>9 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>9 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay/homosexual</td>
<td>24 (92)</td>
<td>26 (93)</td>
<td>14 (88)</td>
<td>64 (91)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>2 (7)</td>
<td>2 (13)</td>
<td>6 (9)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Has had HIV test, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV tests in last 12 months, mean (range)b</td>
<td>1.8 (0-4)</td>
<td>1.1 (0-4)</td>
<td>0.7 (0-2)</td>
<td>1.4 (0-4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time since last HIV test, n (%) b</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Less than 3 months ago</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
<td>8 (30)</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>19 (30)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3-6 months ago</td>
<td>9 (38)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>16 (25)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6-12 months ago</td>
<td>4 (17)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>2 (17)</td>
<td>11 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 1 year ago</td>
<td>2 (8)</td>
<td>4 (15)</td>
<td>5 (42)</td>
<td>11 (18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>More than 5 years ago</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>6 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV test site (all that apply), n (%) b</td>
<td>18 (75)</td>
<td>19 (70.4)</td>
<td>6 (50.0)</td>
<td>43 (68)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based organization</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Doctor’s office</td>
<td>19 (79)</td>
<td>20 (74.1)</td>
<td>7 (58.3)</td>
<td>46 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At home</td>
<td>3 (13)</td>
<td>6 (22.2)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>10 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>3 (13)</td>
<td>6 (22.2)</td>
<td>1 (8.3)</td>
<td>10 (16)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aFor reporting of race in Seattle (n=27).

bAmong MSM who have ever been tested for HIV.
Table 3. HIV testing counselor participant demographics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Demographic</th>
<th>Atlanta (n=13)</th>
<th>Seattle (n=9)</th>
<th>Total (n=22)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age, years, mean (range)</td>
<td>35.9 (23-50)</td>
<td>38.3 (33-50)</td>
<td>37.0 (23-50)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic white/Caucasian</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>4 (44)</td>
<td>5 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Hispanic black/African American</td>
<td>11 (92)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>12 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>4 (44)</td>
<td>4 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
<td>12 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>6 (50)</td>
<td>2 (22)</td>
<td>18 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender queer</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual orientation, n (%)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heterosexual</td>
<td>7 (58)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>8 (38)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gay/homosexual</td>
<td>4 (33)</td>
<td>6 (67)</td>
<td>10 (48)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bisexual</td>
<td>1 (8)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>2 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (11)</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV counseling experience, years, mean (range)</td>
<td>2.6 (0.5-9)</td>
<td>3.6 (0.25-12)</td>
<td>3.0 (0.25-12)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Atlanta race demographics are reported on only 12 participants.

The Impact of HIV Testing Reminders on App Privacy

Privacy and security were salient themes in both rounds of FGDs. In phase one, MSM and counselors in all locations expressed concerns about the privacy of the app. This theme was especially salient when discussing the function of having the app provide reminders for HIV testing:

> It’s a matter of privacy with the reminders. I personally don’t care if people see my phone when the notification is going to come up. But some people don’t want that kind of stuff visible. [Atlanta FGD 1, round 1]

> I still don’t like the idea of having to explain this reminder if my phone is in a visible area... Push notifications are too visible. [rural OFGD, round 1]

MSM in phase one provided suggestions for how to address these concerns about privacy. One suggestion was to use discreet language to refer to an HIV test, for example, making it too vague for anyone else to understand. Participants also offered suggestions for increasing privacy through how the reminder could be delivered (eg, text message, email, app alerts and banners), but participants within groups disagreed on which would be best, concluding that the best solution would be to offer customization for reminders:

> I would also agree with what the other comments were around either an email or a text. And I think you should be able to also go in and set your own reminders to say I’d like to get an email every three months to be like hey, you should get tested. I think that would be helpful. I don’t like popups. So I find them to be annoying. But I know for other folks, one of the things I would say is that you have to make sure this app is customizable in a lot of different ways because, just around the table, we all have very different preferences around how we use apps. [Atlanta FGD 2, round 1]

> I think [reminders are] a good option but overall I think people's preference is so individualized that it would depend on the user the kinds of reminders they prefer. [rural OFGD, round 1]

In addition to suggesting customization for the mode of delivery for the reminders, participants also suggested the ability to customize the message itself in order to increase privacy. This would enable participants to choose from a list of messages or write in their own discreet message.

When we created the beta version of the app, we applied these suggestions and included customized delivery options for reminders, a list of customized messages to choose from, and the option for the app user to write in his own message (Figure 1). We also provided the option of not receiving reminders. In theater testing, this customization solved the concerns about privacy regarding reminders. Participants who were in both sets of FGDs commented on how their issues from the first round of FGDs had been addressed:

http://publichealth.jmir.org/2015/2/e18/
I think it’s great. It’s personal, we were worried about this last time, about privacy and personally… I like the fact that there’s no reminders there…some people don’t want to be reminded. The message is cool, This is exactly what we were worried about like I said last time, and it totally solves that problem. [Atlanta FGD 12, round 2, repeat MSM]

MSM who were participating in FGDs for the first time during theater testing expressed that they liked this function and identified which option would be best for them, with different participants choosing different options and describing them as safer in terms of privacy.

Figure 1. Reminder options.

Additional Privacy Settings
While MSM and counselors focused on the reminders when discussing privacy in the first round of FGDs, they also expressed more general concerns regarding the privacy of the app, including the ability for others using the phone to access the app and the security of the data entered into the app. Many participants wondered what would happen with the data and who would have access to it. In theater testing, we added features to secure privacy, including password protection and three privacy setting options: storing the data locally on the phone, storing the data privately in one’s personal cloud, or sharing data anonymously with researchers. Participants really appreciated these options, “Giving people these options will probably cater to everyone” [rural OFGD, round 2]. Nearly all participants stated that they would choose the option of anonymously sharing their data, especially if this would help their community or researchers, help to improve the app, or help app users learn more about patterns of app users in their communities. However, regardless of the reason why a participant would share anonymously, all participants stated that they would only share anonymously if they felt secure in knowing that the data were still protected:

I think it does the most good for society as the larger public health emphasis and all of your data is still protected. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

I like the idea of having a general idea of how people are behaving locally, but still want to maintain privacy. [rural OFGD, round 2]

I would probably be more likely to do [option] three [to share data anonymously], only that I think I would get more out of the app that way. [Seattle FGD 9, round 2, new MSM]

Many participants in multiple FGDs advocated so strongly to share data anonymously that they suggested this be the default setting. Alternatively, they suggested forcing app users to address the security settings by having this pop-up on the app when it is first downloaded. Otherwise, participants stated that most app users will simply use the default setting. Being prompted to address the security settings when first downloading
the app was also perceived as increasing the overall feeling of security of the app:

*If security is the concern it also indicates to them that you thought about security and that this is being addressed upfront rather than like I had to find the security settings* [Seattle FGD 13, round 2, repeat MSM]

**Sex Diaries and App Tone**

In phase one and phase three of this study, MSM disagreed on the tone of the app. This difference occurred between groups and geographical locations, but also within groups. In the first round of FGDs, some participants wanted more fun and friendly language and functionality, identifying that this would make the app more user-friendly and less judgmental. Other participants identified wanting more clinical language and language and functionality that was more authoritative. This was perceived as increasing the credibility and trustworthiness of the app.

When creating the beta version of the app, we tried to have content and language that addressed both of these needs. Some functionalities (like descriptions of HIV tests) were straightforward, and while we attempted to use simple, easy-to-understand language for this section, it was not written using sexy language. However, other functionality, like sex diaries in the feed (Figure 2), used more fun and sexy language. The sex diaries were meant to help app users track sex partners and experiences to identify risk behaviors, including condom use and substance use during sex. Some MSM in all three locations strongly expressed support for this feature. Participants liked this function because they felt it was fun and might encourage users to be more engaged with the app, possibly encouraging users to try other pieces of the app:

*It does sound like a certain degree of fun, this app overall, like maybe because you’re using this feature of the app, you’ll be more likely to use the other features of the app.* [Seattle FGD 9, round 2, new MSM]

Participants also found value in this function because they felt it added accountability by being able to keep track of sexual behavior patterns:

*I like the idea of tracking your behavior....I think that that’s important when you’re creating a testing plan to know when and what did you do and when do I need to go get tested. And then, even after I get tested, have I passed the window period or not, so I’ll know if I get tested, do I need to get tested in another couple of weeks, another month or whatever.* [Atlanta FGD 12, round 2, repeat MSM]

*I like it a lot. It makes it feel more like a personal app. Keeping track of things simply adds to the ownership of the whole thing....People keep a food diary to become healthier. Maybe a sex diary would lead to healthier choices....And keep one accountable to themselves.* [rural OFGD, round 2]

Many participants in multiple FGDs liked this feature so much they felt we should center the entire app on this function, use the sex diary for marketing, and call it “My Little Black Book.”

*P14: I love the black book idea. I’d market the hell out of this aspect, and use it as tool for HIV testing as the secondary.*

*Moderator: How do others feel about that?*

*P18: But, P14, the whole point is HIV testing. P14: I know, but use the fun part of it to get people recording and thinking about their activities and then use that history to encourage testing. ...more of a cover on the testing things.*

*P22: That's true. A Black Book app would be a good angle on it. Maybe Black Book could be incorporated into the title?* 

*P14: Take the clinical aspect out of it.*

*P19: I feel this is getting a little off-track.*

*P18: Then again, point. See the list of stuff you've done, and be like, "I should get tested."

*P14: Yea... I’m not suggesting dropping the testing, but the dairy aspect puts your history in your face, makes you think about it more.* [rural OFGD, round 2]

Despite the overall positive reaction to this feature in many of the FGDs, not all participants liked this feature. Some, like P19 stated in the OFGD, felt that it took away from the main point of the app.

Even when participants found value in the sex diary function, some participants felt that this function asked for too much from app users and they did not want to put that type of information into their phone:

*Are you really going to go to the effort of putting in the dirty details?* [rural OFGD, round 2]

Sometimes these concerns were related to app user motivation, but participants also identified privacy as a concern regarding this type of sensitive information:

*I was the one advocating for blunt use of language but at the same time no one would write that to themselves on the off chance that their mother picked up the phone, but still it’s useful information...even for your own personal diary or your own personal use.* [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

*It’s just very personal. It’s up to the individual, I mean, I certainly wouldn’t put anything like that on my phone, but somebody that wants to get that detailed and it’s their own personalization, I guess.* [Atlanta FGD 12, round 2, repeat MSM]

Some participants (especially those in Atlanta) disagreed with this feature even further and did not find value in its use. Some of these participants stated that they would delete the app if this were a function on it, even if this function were optional. These participants felt that this function took away from the main point of the app and would encourage MSM to brag to their friends about the number of sex partners they had had:

*Some people are like, ‘I don’t wanna go there’... ‘I’m just gonna go to the clinic and get tested.’* [Atlanta FGD 12, round 2, repeat MSM]
Some participants who disagreed with this function felt that it would have been improved by a more professional tone:

And this may be just a personal preference for me but I would keep the language... extremely clinical... if I were going to use it I’d want it to be something where I could just put the facts down so that I could have a reminder if I needed it. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

This disagreement about the sex diary is an example of the tension between making the language and tone of the app overly clinical and over-sexing the language and functionality of the app so that it offends people and deters them from using the app. There was no expressed solution to solve this disagreement, but participants recognized that this tension is a sensitive issue that can make or break an app:

I think there is a fine line between keeping it real and being accessible and trivializing. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

Participants discussed the importance of personalizing the app. This was evident in the appreciation of customized features like the reminders and the privacy settings. Participants who approved of the sex diaries also stated that they felt it made the app more personal and added to the ownership of the whole thing. In addition to functionality that personalized the app, participants also stated that the language that the app used was personal:

The personal pronouns lend the user towards a sense of ownership of the whole thing. [rural OFGD, round 2]
Something that sort of personalizes, like you’ve got MY feed, MY test plan using the word my. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

Using titles for functions such as “My Test Plan” helped participants to take ownership over these functions and identified that these were functions that could be customized and personalized to fit each app user’s individual needs. Participants liked this type of language so much that they suggested that the title of the app include a personal pronoun to stress the importance of ownership. According to participants, ownership applied to the ability to customize and personalize app functions, but it also contributed to the ownership of one’s sexual health and HIV risk through increased self-responsibility.

**Willingness to Use the App**

Overall, participants felt that the app seemed easy to use and the information was easy to digest. Participants appreciated the simple, straightforward language as well as infographics and suggested including more of these. Participants recognized that men most likely to use or need the app are men who are more sexually active, who have concerns about their HIV risk, or who do not already have a HIV testing plan established.

One of the biggest challenges identified by participants in getting men to use the app is maintaining interest and motivation to use the app:

> It seems like one of those apps that you download and you play it for about ten minutes after you downloaded it and then just kind of sat there on your phone until you get the notification. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

Even though some participants expressed that this might not be an app that they would use constantly, participants did see the importance for having this app available when they really needed it:

> But I think too if you do have an accident or you have engaged in high risk behavior…and you’re scared and you don’t have a plan in place you might turn to this out of curiosity to help build a plan. It would be a good anonymous way to...create a plan and find out as much as you want to find out too. But...I wouldn’t play on it every day but again we’ve all had. [Atlanta FGD 8, round 2, new MSM]

Participants also offered suggestions for what could help motivate MSM to use the app more regularly. One idea was to incentivize app use. In the beta version, we included incentives in the form of reward points that would contribute to donations for organizations, but participants stated that there should also be incentives that benefit the app user directly:

> I was trying to think of what would get me or get some people I know to do it, and it might be like, I was wondering if you could do, you know, fifty points and we’ll send you a pack of condoms, or a hundred points and you get no cover charge at this club,...I think [the reward points are a] great thing, I don’t know if it’s going to motivate as many people as something that’s actually for them. [Seattle FGD 10, round 2, new MSM]

In addition to incentivizing, many participants in multiple FGDs discussed app promotion and advertising as an important way to get users to download the app.

**Discussion**

**Principal Findings**

These findings highlight how using an interactive and community-centered process to collect data on app preferences is fundamental when building a mobile HIV prevention app. Many of the concerns and problems that were voiced in the first round of FGDs were addressed in the beta version of the app with increased acceptability noted in phase three, especially regarding concerns about privacy. Through this process, we learned about the needs and desires that MSM have for a mobile HIV prevention app and gained insight on what would motivate men to download and use the app.

Through the testing, we learned that if this app-based intervention is going to address a large and diverse risk group, we cannot include niche functionality that may offend some of the target population. Even though some participants loved the sex diaries, others said that they would not use the app at all if it was included, even as an optional function. This app is meant to cater to the larger MSM population, so it needs to include more general functionality that everyone agrees is useful while also being customizable so that each app user can have a personalized experience. In the process of building this app, we learned that personalization and customization can improve many components of the app, especially when there are personalized settings to address different user security needs. This personalization along with interactive functionality allows for the app user to take ownership over the app, making HIV testing plans and other features more catered to the app users’ specific needs. According to participants, this act of taking ownership over one’s sexual health within the app may also assist men to take ownership of their HIV risk management in other aspects of their lives.

This concept of personalization and ownership is aligned with Bandura’s social cognitive theory of self-regulation, which states that self-regulation occurs through self-monitoring, judging one’s behaviors in relation to personal and societal standards, and reacting to these judgments [32]. Participants who appreciated the sex diaries expressed the benefits of self-regulation and increased accountability. Participants also recognized other areas of the app that encouraged this type of accountability, such as the use of personal pronouns (eg, My Test Plan). These findings support current recommendations that mHealth interventions should be guided by existing theories of behavior change [33]. HIV prevention apps may benefit from applying this cognitive theory of self-regulation through increased personalization, accountability, and ownership of app functionality.

**Limitations**

Although recruitment by race is reflective of the larger geographical demographics [34] with more black MSM...
participating in Atlanta, we do not have enough racial variation to make any conclusions based on race. Participants represented an older population of MSM with an overall mean age of 35. We do not know how the results would have differed if they were more reflective of the attitudes of younger MSM, and given the increase in HIV among young MSM, this represents a knowledge gap in the current study. Participants in Seattle also had a higher mean age than participants in Atlanta and we do not know if this contributed to any differences between geographical groups. In addition, recruitment of men who identify as gay or bisexual and who identify as seeking other men on Facebook may not represent MSM in general. Including only MSM who own smartphones may also not be representative of MSM in general; however, targeting MSM who owned smartphones allowed us to include participants who would be most likely to use the app. Since these are qualitative findings, we are not trying to generalize study results or quantify differences between groups. However, we were able to understand app preferences using populations in two different US cities as well as rural regions, where population demographics, culture, and HIV prevention efforts vary. OFGDs with rural men were limited to the online environment. All participants needed to have access to a computer with Internet. Furthermore, the facilitator did not have nonverbal cues to assist with probing questions. Still, the OFGDs were useful in capturing insight from a population that we would have otherwise not been able to include in this study. Overall, this study addressed perspectives and attitudes on willingness to use an HIV prevention app and to determine the best approach for functionality and content of the app; however, this study did not address usability testing. While usability testing is important to ensure that the target population will use the app, since this paper describes an early stage of app development, the aim of the OFGDs was to determine preferences for content and functionality rather than design and interface. Future testing of the app will address other factors that influence app usability.

Conclusions
Despite these limitations, this study reflects the need for a community-driven approach that includes multiple rounds of data collection and theater testing when developing apps or other mHealth interventions for HIV prevention. Building an HIV prevention app is expensive and requires time and resources. To maximize app uptake and usage, it makes sense to build the best app possible, and the definition of best app should be defined by the community it aims to serve. Through this process, we learned how to be inclusive of the larger MSM population without marginalizing some app users. We also learned how to personalize the app so users take ownership and feel comfortable with its security. This community-driven process increased an overall willingness to use the app and provided important insight into how to build an HIV prevention app that MSM want to use.
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Abstract

Background: Tobacco remains the world’s leading preventable cause of death, with the majority of tobacco-caused deaths occurring in low- and middle-income countries. The first global health treaty, the Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), outlines a set of policy initiatives that have been demonstrated as effective in reducing tobacco use. Article 11 of the FCTC focuses on using the tobacco package to communicate tobacco-caused harms; it also seeks to restrict the delivery of misleading information about the product on the pack.

Objective: The objective of this study was to establish a surveillance system for tobacco packs in the 14 low- and middle-income countries with the greatest number of smokers. The Tobacco Pack Surveillance System (TPackSS) monitors whether required health warnings on tobacco packages are being implemented as intended, and identifies pack designs and appeals that might violate or detract from the communication of harm-related information and undermine the impact of a country’s tobacco packaging laws. The protocol outlined is intended to be applicable or adaptable for surveillance efforts in other countries.

Methods: Tobacco packs were collected in 14 countries during 2013. The intention was, to the extent possible, to construct a census of “unique” pack presentations available for purchase in each country. The TPackSS team partnered with in-country field staff to implement a standardized protocol for acquiring packs from 36 diverse neighborhoods across three cities in each country. At the time of purchase, data on price and place of acquisition of each pack was recorded. The field staff, according to a standardized protocol, then photographed packs before they were shipped to the United States for coding and archiving.

Results: Each pack was coded for compliance with the country-specific health warning label laws, as well as for key design features of the pack and appeals of the branding elements. The coding protocols were developed based upon prior research, expert opinion, and communication theories. Each pack was coded by two independent coders, with consistency of personnel across the project. We routinely measured intercoder reliability, and only retained variables for which a good level of reliability was achieved. Variables where reliability was too low were not included in final analyses, and any inconsistencies in coding were resolved on a daily basis.

Conclusions: Across the 14 countries, the TPackSS team collected 3307 tobacco packs. We have established a publicly accessible, Internet archive of these packs that is intended for use by the tobacco control policy advocacy and research community.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e8) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4616
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Introduction

Policy Approaches to Tackling the Global Tobacco Epidemic

Tobacco use kills six million people each year and remains the leading preventable cause of death around the globe [1]. Almost 80% of tobacco-related deaths occur in low- and middle-income countries [2]. The World Health Organization’s Framework Convention on Tobacco Control (FCTC), the first global health treaty, outlines the evidence-based policies that countries should adopt in order to eliminate tobacco use [3]. The surveillance system outlined in this paper pertains to Article 11 of the FCTC, which requires that parties to the FCTC implement effective packaging and labeling measures to increase public awareness of the negative health impacts of tobacco products.

The Cigarette Pack as a Powerful Communication Platform

The cigarette pack is on display not only when cigarettes are purchased, but also each time a smoker retrieves a cigarette from the pack [4]. A person who smokes a pack of cigarettes per day might look at a pack over 7000 times a year [5]. Moreover, it is not only smokers who are exposed to cigarette packs. Packs are in public view much of the time, either in the hands of smokers, left out at a social gathering, or prominently displayed in retail settings [5]. The cigarette pack has long been a key marketing method to attract new smokers and retain current ones [6-8]. As restrictions on tobacco marketing and advertising tighten, so tobacco packs have become an ever more important channel for brand advertising [6].

In addition to promoting smoking and prompting purchase of a specific brand, cigarette packs can also be used to provide important health information to smokers and the wider public. A growing number of countries are implementing health warning labels (HWLs) on cigarette packs, consistent with Article 11 of the FCTC [9]. As of September 2014, 77 countries or jurisdictions had adopted and finalized graphic HWL requirements [10]. HWLs have been associated with increased awareness of smoking risks; reduced appeal of smoking and smoking initiation among youth; increased motivation and intention to quit among smokers; increased cessation behaviors; increased use of cessation resources; increased likelihood that ex-smokers will remain abstinent; and reduced consumption levels among smokers [11-15]. Moreover, HWLs have been found to be a prominent and trusted source of health information for both smokers and nonsmokers [5,16]. Not all health warnings are, however, equally effective. Exposure to health warnings that are larger, placed on the front upper face of the tobacco package, and that contain pictures, are more effective than smaller text-only warnings [5,8,17,18]. While the impact of all warnings has been shown to lessen over time, pictorial warnings are less impacted by the “wear-out” effect [16,17]. Larger warnings allow for more information, such as cessation resources, to be provided to the consumer [15]. Graphic warnings that elicit a strong emotional response have been shown to be better remembered and reduce the urge to smoke [19].

In addition to adding warnings to packs, a number of countries now prohibit descriptors such as “light”, “mild”, and “low tar” on tobacco packaging on the basis that such terms can deceptively imply that these products are less harmful than other products. In the place of these descriptors, tobacco companies are using proxy terms (such as “smooth”), colors, and design elements to convey (falsely) that some products are less harmful than others [6,9,20-22].

Study Overview

The Institute for Global Tobacco Control (IGTC) at the Johns Hopkins Bloomberg School of Public Health has developed the Tobacco Pack Surveillance System (TPackSS), to monitor whether required health warnings on tobacco packages are being implemented as intended, and to identify pack design features and appeals that might violate or detract from HWLs.

TPackSS was designed to be implemented in the 14 low- and middle-income countries with the greatest number of smokers [1]. The overall goal of the project is to collect one of every unique pack available for sale in each country. The initiative was developed with funding from Bloomberg Philanthropies through the Bloomberg Initiative to Reduce Tobacco Use [23].

Methods

Development of the Tobacco Pack Surveillance System Protocol

The development of the TPackSS protocol began with an exploratory and planning phase in 2012 to identify strategic goals and systematic protocols for establishing a surveillance system for cigarette packs. Based on discussions with 11 key tobacco control informants, a protocol was developed to collect packs as well as to train data collectors, photograph packs, code packs, and construct a searchable, Internet archive. Each expert consulted is affiliated with a leading academic institution or a public sector research or advocacy organization focusing on tobacco control issues. None of the consultants for this project have ties to the tobacco industry.

Partnering With In-Country Data Collection Teams

In each country, IGTC collaborated with an in-country agency (market research firm; academic research group; nongovernmental organization, NGO; government-related agency; or independent consultant) to conduct field activities (see Table 1).
In-country partners were selected on the basis of having good English communication skills (oral and written), a strong background in research and field collection methods, working knowledge of the cities where data collection would take place, and the ability to define a sampling frame for neighborhoods and potential purchase venues in advance of data collection.

**In-Country Partner Selection**

In-country partners were selected on the basis of having good English communication skills (oral and written), a strong background in research and field collection methods, working knowledge of the cities where data collection would take place, and the ability to define a sampling frame for neighborhoods and potential purchase venues in advance of data collection.

**Creation of the Sampling Framework for Each Country**

The goal in constructing our sampling frame of tobacco vendors in each country was to maximize diversity in packs collected.

The country’s most populated city and two additional cities of the next nine most populated cities were selected in each country based on cultural, geographic, religious, and linguistic diversity. An underlying philosophy of the Bloomberg Initiative is to focus on places with the greatest number of smokers, so as to maximize the potential impact of any given tobacco control intervention. Given this, we chose to focus data collection on diverse, populous cities within countries of interest. We recognize potential limitations in our sample’s focus on populous cities in terms of the possibility of excluding packs of products that are (almost) only consumed in rural areas.
Training In-Country Field Staff

One of two TPackSS staff traveled to each country to train in-country field staff. Training was delivered in the initial city in which data collection took place in each country. For Egypt and Pakistan, social and political conditions at the time made travel from the United States inadvisable, and, therefore, in-country staff were trained in Dubai, United Arab Emirates. In each country, training took place over five days and included an overview of the project and its goals, hands-on instruction, and supervision with how to carry out data collection procedures, create a data inventory, and take standardized photographs of the tobacco packs collected. TPackSS staff accompanied in-country field staff for purchases in at least four neighborhoods in the initial city. In-country staff were also provided with detailed training reference documents (see Multimedia Appendix/ces 1-4) and remote access to staff for questions throughout the process of data collection, cataloging, and image creation.

Pack Collection

Our aim in this project was to maximize breadth and collect one of every different/unique brand presentation available for sale in the tobacco vendors visited across 36 different neighborhoods in each country.

Within each city, 12 distinct neighborhoods were identified for tobacco vendor sampling. In-country field staff used a variety of local and national resources, including census and property value data, to create a sampling frame of low, moderate, and high socioeconomic areas within the metropolitan boundaries of each city. In each of three socioeconomic strata per city (high, medium, low), we selected four neighborhoods that were diverse in terms of geographic locale and residential composition. Thus, tobacco packs were acquired through purchases made at vendors from a total of 36 different neighborhoods in each country.

Unique packs were defined as tobacco packs that had at least one difference in an exterior feature of the pack. Any pack with a different design or feature, including packs differing in stick count, size, brand name presentation, colors, cellophane, and inclusion of a promotional item was considered to be “unique”. Packs that were exactly the same except for different iterations of the country’s warning labels were not considered to be distinct. Although the majority of packs were easily identified as unique (ie, Marlboro Red was identified as distinct from Marlboro Blue), some packs had minor differences that were more difficult to discern, such as differences in cellophane wrapping around the pack or variations in smaller pack features like brand logo.

In addition to cigarette packs, we also collected cigarros de palha (straw cigarettes from Brazil) and packs sold with promotional items, where these were sold alongside cigarettes. Promotional items were defined to be products that contained a tobacco pack and an additional item such as a lighter, ashtray, or hard tobacco pack carrying case. In countries where bidis or kreteks were sold, these were also purchased.

The initial (index) purchase was always made from a large tobacco vendor in the first sample city, where a broad array of tobacco products was available. We expected the index store purchase to be the largest purchase in each country. In-country staff identified the initial/index vendor in advance of the first day of data collection.

At the initial purchase, every distinct pack available for purchase was acquired, and the price was recorded for each item purchased. The purchase of packs required two field staff. One field staff member worked systematically to review and select every unique cigarette pack on display. The other staff member...
recorded price and organized purchased packs so that information on pricing of each pack was retained. After identifying and purchasing one of each distinct pack that was visible, field staff asked the vendor whether there were any additional packs for sale that were not visible, and if available, these packs were also purchased. Where itemized receipts were not provided, staff hand-recorded pack identification numbers (IDs) and price paid before leaving the place of purchase/store. Where permissible, staff took a photo of the tobacco pack display from which packs were identified and purchased. After the purchase, staff used a tablet-based data entry system using the application doForms [24] to record descriptive details about the purchase including city, socioeconomic neighborhood, number of packs purchased, type of vendor, and date of purchase (see Multimedia Appendix 2). Forms were completed and saved and uploaded once Wi-Fi became available.

After the purchase in the initial store, the team returned to the field office where each pack was placed in an individual bag and labeled with a unique ID convention that identified for each pack the country, city, socioeconomic status of the neighborhood, and an assigned pack ID number (see Multimedia Appendix 2). The pack price, type of vendor, and the brand name were also added to the label. Photographs were then taken of the front panel of each pack alongside the ID label and uploaded to a tablet computer to create an archive of purchased packs. Brand families were identified by in-country field staff and were defined as a group of brands (ie, Marlboro Red, Marlboro Blue) that are related and have a parent brand (ie, Marlboro). Brand family folders were created on the tablet, and each purchased pack’s front panel image was added to its designated brand family folder. Any pack whose image was in the tablet reference archive was not purchased from subsequent vendors visited. For each country, packs were verified for duplicates upon receipt of the physical packs in Baltimore, Maryland.

The two field staff then visited the 35 remaining neighborhoods (across the 3 cities), and in each neighborhood one vendor was purposively selected based on having a large product inventory. Using the tablet, field staff systematically reviewed all packs available and purchased any pack that did not already appear in the image archive. In the event that the identified vendor did not have any new packs, field staff visited up to three more vendors in the same neighborhood, and made a purchase from the first of these vendors to have any new packs, before moving to the next neighborhood.

Data Inventory Creation

Research Electronic Data Capture (REDCap) [25] was used to manage inventory data. REDCap provides an interface for validated data entry and creates audit trails for tracking data manipulation. In-country field staff undertook initial entry of data on the packs purchased as soon as possible after the purchase was made. IGTC staff checked REDCap data entry regularly during data collection. The data entered on each pack were: pack ID, brand name (Roman as well as any lingustic characters), price, date of purchase, type of tobacco product, manufacturer as presented on the pack, and place of manufacture as presented on the pack. Data access groups were created for each in-country team and user rights were revoked at the completion of data entry to prevent accidental data deletion and to reduce data errors (see Multimedia Appendix 3).

Photographing the Packs

In-country staff created pack images by using a detailed protocol (see Multimedia Appendix 4). Field staff were provided with all photography equipment, including camera, tripod, and lighting equipment. Training on the photography process was covered in one day, with daily practice and review by TPackSS staff during the first week of data collection.

In-country staff took nine standard images of each pack: one direct image of the front panel; one 45 degree angle photo of the front and side panel; one each of the back, top, bottom, and both side panels; one of the opened pack; and one of the cigarette stick. In addition to these nine standard images, in-country staff also captured any other text, including branding on the cellophane and branding revealed when a pack is opened (eg, under the lid). The photos were organized into individual folders by their respective unique identifiers and folders were uploaded to a cloud-based storage application, where they were downloaded by TPackSS staff in Baltimore and checked for image quality. Any images that did not meet protocol standards (eg, improper lighting, unclear text) were identified by TPackSS staff and were retaken by in-country field staff. After initial quality control, TPackSS staff in Baltimore edited each image individually for sizing and brightness necessary for upload to the TPackSS website.

Shipping and Receiving the Packs

All packs were shipped to Baltimore from the country of purchase to facilitate coding for warning label compliance, design features, and pack appeals. Approval was obtained from the US Food and Drug Administration and the Federal Trade Commission to import and store packs for research purposes. Packs were (and continue to be) stored in the TPackSS offices in labeled and catalogued boxes in locked filing cabinets.

As shipments of packs arrived at the TPackSS office in Baltimore, information on the packs was added to a spreadsheet on Google Drive that included the pack unique ID, information about arrival and storage, price paid for the pack, date purchased, vendor of purchase, brand name, brand name in Roman characters (where the initial name was not in Roman characters), tax stamp presence, product type, health warning rotation, verification that the physical pack matched the website pictures, and faces of the pack that had text where translation was necessary. The original inventory data captured by in-country field staff was verified through this process. Missing and duplicate packs were also identified. All packs within a country were systematically checked for the presence of duplicates by comparing each pack to every pack in its respective country.

In the few instances of missing packs upon arrival in Baltimore, staff followed up with in-country partner agencies, and if possible, duplicates of packs missing from the physical dataset were purchased and sent to TPackSS researchers. There were a total of 17 missing packs from the collection upon receipt of shipment (10 from India, 3 from Russia, 1 from Turkey, and 3 from the Philippines). We received 12 replacement packs in
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During the codebook development process, two members of the research team coded packs in order to assess the reliability of the variables at each stage. Where differences in coding interpretation were identified, codebook questions were clarified. The research team also considered the codebook variables in light of available packs from each country to anticipate coding challenges not obvious from laws alone. Challenges were recorded, discussed, and resolved by the research team.

**Creating a Codebook for Features and Appeals**

In addition to compliance with tobacco packaging and labeling laws, we also coded each pack for its physical, textual, and visual aspects (features and appeals). Unlike country-specific codebooks to assess compliance with HWL laws, there is one common “Features and Appeals” (F&A) codebook used for all countries (see Multimedia Appendix 6). In order to develop the codebook for F&A, we reviewed the tobacco control literature on packaging and marketing [6,7,27-29]. We also consulted existing coding systems for tobacco packaging F&A, such as the Chatterbox website [30]. We sought to integrate relevant concepts from the published literature on brand appeal, market development, and audience segmentation into our F&A codebook.

Each pack was coded for “features”, which pertain to design elements of the pack including the shape and size of the pack, color, size descriptors, Web presence, the type of opening, and any wrapping or container. The outside and the inside of the pack were both considered, as was the product (stick) itself. We also coded for any evidence of various common “appeals” associated with the tobacco products. Product “appeals” are connections and connotations created in marketing efforts in order to create reasons for a person to purchase (or desire to purchase) a given item (Figure 1 shows this). The TPackSS “appeals” codes are assessments of sociocultural connotations made via various visual elements of branding on the pack to create positive sentiments about the product among a target audience [30]. Product “appeals” can appear both on and inside the pack, on any wrapping or additional packaging, as well as on the stick. We looked for both lexical (words) and images that convey specific appeals. Our appeals codes included (but were not limited to): technology, luxury, femininity, masculinity, youth, nationalism, and United States.

An initial draft of the codebook was developed and then refined to improve objectivity and reliability of coding categories. The coding development and refinement involved test coding sample packs from all 14 countries and a wide variety of pack shapes and opening styles. In addition, we consulted in-country professionals with expertise in tobacco control, communications, and marketing, on the interpretation of culturally significant imagery, and how to objectively code for elements of nationalism and cultural appeal.
Coding the Packs Overview

Packs were first coded for compliance with HWL requirements. Only packs displaying a HWL that had been issued by the country in which the pack was purchased and that was in rotation at the time that packs were collected were coded for HWL compliance.

A subsequent and separate process was undertaken for coding packs for F&A. All packs collected (regardless of existence of appropriate HWL) were coded for F&A. In each instance, two independent coders coded every pack. The coders all went through extensive training in tobacco control policy and packaging features, and to the extent possible, the coders were involved in the development of the various codebooks.

TPackSS staff completed all coding using the physical packs rather than the images. To retain a high level of coding quality, coding was limited to approximately 4 hours per day. At the beginning of coding for any country, a team meeting was held to present and discuss the HWL compliance codebook with coders. When necessary, codebooks were revised for clarity and coding issues were resolved.

Over time, one pair of coders specialized in HWL compliance coding, and two sets of coders specialized in F&A coding. All differences or discrepancies within the coding pairs were discussed in regularly held review meetings so as to resolve differences and refine and improve the coding processes. All coding discrepancies and subsequent resolutions were recorded and stored in a central repository. REDCap was used for data entry [25].

In addition to individual pack coding, we also undertook summative and comparative consideration of groups of packs. For HWL compliance, we compared all packs to be coded within each country by warning label and looked for differences in size, color, warning image distortion (such as being stretched or only showing part of the image), placement on the pack, and initial consideration of content. For F&A, we gathered brands across countries and considered all elements of brand consistency and the impact of health warning placement on brand display. In each instance, this was undertaken as a group process with notes taken about notable elements and possible patterns throughout the sets of packs being considered.

Data Management and Quality Control

Database management began with raw data imported from doForms and REDCap and ended with a frozen analytic file with a corresponding codebook. All data were stored in Stata 13 in 2013 to 2014 [31] and then Stata 14 [32] in 2015. Data were accessible only to the database administrator and the database administrator was accountable for all corrections, addition, deletions, and merging of data. Data were routinely backed up on an encrypted external hard drive.

Data audit trails were produced for every addition, deletion, and change of the original data. Multiple data validation checks (eg, extraneous values, outliers, and abnormalities), data verification within a dataset (eg, simple range and constraint validation), and cross-dataset checks (eg, data redundancy and consistency checks) were performed.

For each country, there are five initial datasets that were merged after data cleaning to form a master relational dataset. In order of their generation, the datasets are: (1) Field data; (2) Intake data; (3) HWL compliance; (4) Brand Names and Owners; and (5) F&A. Each pack’s unique identifier enabled the merging of different datasets into one master relational database. Field data were verified and cross checked against Intake data. Intake data were verified and cross checked against HWL compliance coding, and so forth. Consulting tobacco brand and tobacco brand owner websites validated brand names. Consulting Euromonitor International [33], a market intelligence report based upon tobacco market research, also validated brand names. For the purpose of this study, “Owner of the Brand” is defined as the entity that holds an active trademark registration of the brand in the particular country and/or would be responsible for the pack in instances of any legal or business related challenges, absent other information. A consultant who utilized portfolios of brands and trademark registry databases validated brand owners.

Because the F&A and HWL compliance data were both entered by independent coding pairs, any discrepancies were reconciled through a process of review by a third trained reviewer. All reconciliations were performed within 24 hours of entering the data for F&A coding and every other day for HWL compliance coding.

Pack measurements (ie, pack height and warning label height) in the HWL compliance codebook required special attention.

Figure 1. Illustrative photo of collection packs.
Coders measured packs with standardized rules and rounded measurements to the closest millimeter (mm). Given that it was infrequent, although not rare, to get exactly the same measurement between coders, a difference of 1 mm was averaged, while a difference greater than 1 mm required measurement by a third reviewer. Bland-Altman plots were created to assess random error and systematic error in the coder’s measurements [34]. Quality checks were also performed on the HWL compliance data to ensure impossible data were not being entered (eg, width of the warning label greater than the width of the pack).

To assess data reliability in the F&A and HWL compliance codebook, Cohen’s kappa, prevalence adjusted kappa (PABAK), and interclass correlation coefficient were calculated as appropriate for each country [35-39]. Each coder’s entry for a record was compared against the final merged record to assess how frequently coders were agreeing with the final record. The PABAK statistic takes into account low-prevalence bias that skews the Cohen’s kappa. By evaluating both of these statistics, we identified variables with low agreement (< 80% agreement). A 2-sided alpha of < .05 was considered statistically significant. Variables with low agreement were flagged and coders were routinely provided feedback on variables for which there was low agreement. This feedback was used to clarify instructions for the codebook. Follow-up was performed to ensure agreement of these variables improved as coding progressed.

**Developing a Health Warning Label Compliance Score**

Article 11 of the FCTC outlines mechanisms by which parties to the treaty can increase the effectiveness of their tobacco packaging and labeling. Key elements include location; size; use of pictorials; color; rotation; message content; language; source attribution; and information on constituents and emissions.

We operationalized HWL compliance through four overarching categories that related to requirements across the study countries: (1) Warning location; (2) Warning size; (3) Text size in the warning; and (4) Warning label elements (such as color or content of warning). All four key requirements were assessed for 10 countries. For the four remaining countries, only 3 of the 4 categories pertained to the country’s law, and so only these elements were included in the compliance measure (Table 3). The compliance score was calculated as number of compliant packs divided by number of packs with a warning label in rotation at the time of collection. In addition, a composite compliance score was determined by dividing the number of packs compliant on all four key requirements by the total number of packs coded for each country. The compliance results are outside of the scope of this protocol paper.
### Table 3. HWL compliance measures as related to elements of countries' laws.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Warning type &amp; location</th>
<th>Warning size</th>
<th>Warning text size</th>
<th>Warning label elements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>Text warnings on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front and back</td>
<td>18 point font</td>
<td>Black text on white background or white text on black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>Picture-based warning on back of the pack</td>
<td>100% of the back</td>
<td>Proportion and graphic parameters of images provided by the Brazilian Health Surveillance Agency must be unchanged</td>
<td>White text on black rectangular background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>Text warnings on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front and back</td>
<td>4 mm tall text</td>
<td>Color contrast between the text and background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>Picture-based warning on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>50% of the front and back</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Text printed on black background; quit line and standard warning printed on yellow background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>Picture-based warning on front of the pack</td>
<td>40% of the front</td>
<td>Warning must be 0.75 to 1 ratio of its vertical to horizontal length</td>
<td>Red and white text on black background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>Text warnings on a “part of the package that is easily read”</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>3 mm tall text</td>
<td>Black text on background that is a shade of white with black border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>Picture-based warning on front and text warning on back of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front and 100% of the back</td>
<td>10 point font on front; 9-11 point font on back</td>
<td>Yellow text on front and back; black background on back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>Picture-based warnings on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>40% of the front and back</td>
<td>2 mm tall text</td>
<td>Black text on white background</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>Text warnings on front of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front</td>
<td>Text must comprise at least 50% of the warning</td>
<td>Black text on white background with black border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>Text warning on front and picture-based warning on back of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front and 50% of the back</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Black border on front and back; black text on white background on back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>Picture-based warnings on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>55% of the front and back</td>
<td>Size and positioning of text must appear as it does in examples provided by the Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Content must appear as it does in examples provided by the Ministry of Health</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>Picture-based warning on front and picture-based warning on back of the pack</td>
<td>65% of the front and back</td>
<td>Not applicable</td>
<td>Black border on front and back; black text on back</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>Text warning on front and picture-based warning on back of the pack</td>
<td>50% of the front and back</td>
<td>Must occupy no less than 40% of the area within the black border of the health warning</td>
<td>Black text on white background with black border</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>Text warnings on front and back of the pack</td>
<td>30% of the front and back</td>
<td>2 mm tall text</td>
<td>Black text on white background</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Results

#### Packs Collected

Across the 14 countries, we collected 3307 tobacco packs. We collected 3006 cigarette packs, 55 bidi packs, 234 kretek packs, 3 cigarros de palha (straw cigarettes), and 9 promotional items. Product type was determined by labeling on the pack. We collected the most packs from the Russian Federation (n=505) and the fewest packs from Egypt (n=58). We will be analyzing data on compliance with HWL requirements, pack F&A, and pricing of products in separate analyses to be published at a later date.
Table 4. Packs collected in each country and each city.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Number of packs collected</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bangladesh</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>China</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Egypt</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>India</td>
<td>169</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>215</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pakistan</td>
<td>394</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philippines</td>
<td>144</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russian Federation</td>
<td>505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnam</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>3307a</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*aTotal includes packs from China city 4=50 & city 5=51 packs

**Creating a Website**

The TPackSS searchable Internet archive is now publicly available [40] (Figure 2 shows this). This dynamic archive houses images of all the tobacco packs purchased in the 14 countries. The intention is for this archive to be used by the tobacco control community to monitor compliance with existing HWL laws, understand innovation in pack design and brand promotion, and advocate for policy change that can prevent future harm from tobacco use.

Future plans for the website include uploading the key compliance, design, and F&A variables for each pack, and incorporating the capacity to view the site in multiple languages.
**Discussion**

TPackSS data collection will be repeated at a minimum of two years following the previous data collection, for those countries where the warning label or packaging requirements have changed. This will facilitate comparisons of packaging pre and post policy implementation.

In addition to creating the Internet archive, we are compiling country-specific fact sheets on HWL compliance to support policy advocacy. We are also creating resources (country specific and comparative) related to various aspects of the F&A. The fact sheets will be downloadable from the TPackSS website [40]. We have made our field protocol documents, health warning compliance codebooks, and F&A codebook available on the project website.
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In-field data collection form for vendor and neighborhood.
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Abstract

Background: Efforts have focused on developing innovative recruitment strategies to engage the most marginalized of populations in public health research. Respondent-driven sampling (RDS) has been found to be an effective sampling strategy for hard-to-reach, hidden populations. Though studies have documented RDS peer referral as challenging, literature contextualizing these challenges is scant and rarely do they discuss the role of Internet technologies.

Objective: The objective of the study was to explore reasons for peer referral challenges in a human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) risk and resilience study among a hidden population of youth, specifically, young transwomen. These findings amplify the unique opportunities Internet technologies bring to public health research and methodology.

Methods: We conducted focused, semistructured, qualitative interviews with 16 young transwomen to investigate the reasons why youth did or did not refer peers to an RDS study for transwomen ages 16-24 in the San Francisco Bay Area. Qualitative interview data were coded and analyzed using grounded theory.

Results: Participants discussed specific barriers and facilitators related to four factors that include study design, study implementation, community characteristics, and individual characteristics, which contributed to RDS peer referral challenges.

Conclusions: Our grounded theory analysis identifies important considerations for future RDS studies with hidden youth populations. Exploring research participants’ experiences is integral in strengthening future epidemiologic research efforts that plan to use RDS to sample and estimate the hidden epidemics among at-risk youth and transgender women. Additionally, Internet technologies and Web-based adaptations offer solutions to traditional RDS peer referral challenges, having the potential to increase accessibility and use among hidden youth populations.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e9) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4573
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Introduction

Accessing Transgender Women

Access to hard-to-reach, hidden populations is often limited, but necessary to characterize epidemics among key populations at risk for human immunodeficiency virus (HIV) [1,2]. However, such populations are often difficult to sample [3]. Respondent-driven sampling (RDS), an adaptation of chain-referral sampling [4], has been used to sample diverse hard-to-reach, hidden populations. Transgender women are a population disproportionately impacted by HIV around the world [5] and are considered a hidden population due to gender-based stigma toward this group. RDS studies have been quite successful in reaching transwomen, individuals who not identify with the gender associated with their assigned male sex at birth, for HIV research [6-9], but gaps in specific subpopulations remain.

Research has emerged finding that younger transwomen are also at high risk for HIV [10], but there have been calls for more rigorous population-based studies to assess local epidemics and determine current risk. Younger people in general are a group particularly difficult to recruit using RDS [11-15]. A RDS-evaluation study comparing field data to population data found that being younger was one of only four factors associated with being underrepresented in the RDS data [15]. RDS for finding hidden youth populations has been even more problematic. For example, it took 12 waves of recruitment to achieve a sample size of 259 young women with multiple sex partners in a South African study [12]. It took over three years to recruit a sample of 450 young men who have sex with men (YMSM) using respondent driven sampling in a recent U.S. study [13].

Purpose of the Analysis

The purpose of this analysis was to fill a gap in the literature by examining the referral experiences of youth participants in an RDS study. Specifically, we sought to address the following research question. “What barriers and facilitators did young transwomen encounter in RDS peer referral?” We discuss how these findings amplify the unique opportunities Internet technologies bring to public health research and methodology and considerations for future applications of RDS peer referral among hidden youth populations.

Methods

The SHINE Study

The SHINE study is the first longitudinal study, to our knowledge, of HIV risk and resilience among young transwomen, ages 16-24 [16], in the San Francisco Bay Area. We conducted six focus groups with participants and confirmed feasibility and acceptability of RDS in this hidden, hard-to-reach population. After nine months of RDS implementation, seeds were not propagating, leading to few peer referrals. In order to boost recruitment, we later incorporated direct referrals from community-based organizations, outreach at events, and online outreach through social networks to identify new seeds until a cohort of 300 individuals were enrolled. Participants were compensated for their participation at each data collection time point (baseline, 6-month, and 12-month) in the amounts of US $50, $70, and $100, respectively. At the end of participants’ baseline visit, study staff explained RDS peer referral procedures. Participants were provided with three referral coupons and earned US $20 for each successful referral.

Participant Recruitment, Procedures, and Analysis

We conducted focused, semistructured, qualitative interviews with a subsample of 16 participants of the parent study via telephone. Participants were purposively sampled in order to obtain diversity in ability/willingness to provide study referrals to peers in age, race/ethnicity, and socioeconomic status. Participants were not paid. Interviews lasted 10-15 minutes and took place during a time that was most convenient for the participant. The interview guide was iterated in order to maximize coverage of participant experiences through theoretical sampling to reach theoretical saturation [17] and to address the following research question, “What barriers and facilitators did young transwomen encounter in RDS peer referral?” The interview guide assessed the following constructs: friendship networks, social isolation; knowledge, attitudes, motivation, and behavior related to peer referral; and peer referral successes, challenges, and improvements.

Results

The Participants

The age range of the 16 participants was 17 to 24 years old, with a mean age of 21.25 years. The majority, (10/16) of the subsample, were young transwomen of color, with 12% (2/16) identifying as African American, 25% (4/16) as Asian/Pacific Islander, 19% (3/16) as Latina, and 6% (1/16) as mixed race. There were (50%) 8/16 participants that reported having...
completed a high school education or less. There were (50%) 8/16 participants that reported a monthly income of US $0-$500. About a third (n=5) of participants were unable to refer a peer, and two-thirds referred 1 or more peers.

Qualitative data revealed specific barriers and facilitators participants encountered while referring their peers. These factors include study design, study implementation, community characteristics, and individual characteristics to explain participants’ perspectives on RDS peer referral. Table 1 is a qualitative matrix showing how participants’ interviews (in columns) were categorized across factors and specific codes (in rows). Table 1 is organized by the number of peer referrals participants made, ranging from unsuccessful recruiters (or those who referred no peers), to moderately successful recruiters (or those who referred 1-2 peers), and, finally, successful recruiters (or those who referred 3 or more peers). For example, Participant A was an unsuccessful recruiter, who made no peer referrals, and reported that the incentives for peer referrals were inadequate (denoted by the “x” in that row for that column) in the Study design factor. Participant A went on to report that the referral process was confusing and that the community was small (in the Study implementation and Community characteristics factors, respectively). Table 1 presents the qualitative analysis of factors that served as barriers or facilitators to participants’ ability to refer their peers.

Table 1. Qualitative matrix of factors and codes by participant and their number of peer referrals.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of referrals&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Unsuccessful recruiters</th>
<th>Moderately successful recruiters</th>
<th>Successful recruiters</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Participant</td>
<td>A B C D E F G H I J K L M N O P</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study design</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Narrow age eligibility</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inadequate incentives</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adequate incentives</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Study implementation</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper coupons-difficult to retain</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paper coupons not effective</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Referral process confusing</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maintaining a close relationship with staff</td>
<td>x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actively following up with peers</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community characteristics</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small community size</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling saturation</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Participation as stigmatizing</td>
<td>x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Individual characteristics</td>
<td>x x x x x x x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social anxiety and discomfort</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Altruism and reciprocity</td>
<td>x x x x</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Each column noted by letter represents one participant.

Study Design

The study’s eligibility criteria created a challenge for participants who wanted to refer other peers. There were five participants that reported that the study’s age eligibility criterion was too narrow (ages 16-24 years old). This negatively impacted participants’ ability to refer peers who were too old for the study, but who made up a substantial part of their social network. There was one participant that reported little access to social settings where other young transwomen were present. She explained,

_I don’t really hang out with younger trans youth._ [Study participant]

Participants reported the study’s double incentivizing system as both a facilitator and a barrier for referring peers. The US $20 per enrolled participant referral incentive was seen as a good or adequate amount for 11 participants. Though, three participants expressed that the incentive was inadequate. There was one participant that explained that in relation to the amount of work and time it might take to make a successful referral, the incentive was less motivating.

_I am in the upper limit of the age range for the SHINE study, and most of my friends are [older]. You know, I don’t really hang out with younger trans youth._ [Study participant]
Study Implementation

Participants identified the study’s referral coupons, referral training, and the relationship with study staff as important to their ability to recruit their peers. For example, three participants who had referred 5 or more peers noted that maintaining a close relationship with research staff supported their referral efforts. There was one participant that even shared that the rapport she developed with research staff over time motivated her to actively seek out potential participants in their network. This participant said that as a result of rapport with study staff, she sought “to be the best possible referral person ever”. Additionally, good rapport with participants helped participants form a better understanding of the study, its objectives, and eligibility criteria. There was one participant that said,

I definitely felt more comfortable when I was completely bought on board with what was going on and what it was about as well as what to say and how to get people in. [Study participant]

Additionally, five participants who successfully referred peers were more likely to report practicing active follow-up with peers they gave coupons to. Types of active follow-up these participants implemented included telephone calls, short message service texts, and accompanying referrals to their study visits. Some took the initiative to schedule appointments with study staff for their peers to ensure their follow through.

For two participants, paper coupons were difficult to retain because they were struggling with residential instability; thus, holding onto paper coupons was challenging. There were two participants that reported that the paper coupon was not an effective referral tool. There was one participant that said,

People disregard most of the coupons nowadays. Just like okay, I will just put it somewhere and forget about it. [Study participant]

Additionally, seven participants reported that they were confused about how to refer peers or how important it was to refer; as a result, participants often felt little responsibility to refer peers. There was one participant that said,

I am not going to go to somebody and like ‘Hey, how is it going?’ and just hand them out coupons. It is just a little weird, I think. [Study participant]

Another participant said that she “was not particularly sure how much information [she] could give out”. Whereas another participant said,

It wasn’t in mind that I needed to tell them. I feel like I was not so informed about the SHINE Study, and I didn’t think I needed to recruit. [Study participant]

Community Characteristics

Participants identified a number of important community/population-specific factors that impacted their ability to refer peers. Specifically, the size of the community, sampling saturation, and participation in research as stigmatizing, emerged as barriers to successful referrals.

There were 11 participants that reported that the young transwomen population overall was very small, which made it very difficult to refer peers. For those who lived outside the metropolitan areas of San Francisco and Oakland, referrals were particularly difficult because the population was even smaller. There was one participant that explained,

I think a lot of girls who also participated in this study live in different areas of the Bay Area. So if you don’t live in San Francisco or you don’t live in Oakland, your network of girls would be a lot smaller. [Study participant]

There were 9 participants that reported that the study had reached a point of sampling saturation, saying that most or all of their friends were already enrolled. There was one participant that commented, “I know a lot of people, but a lot of the people I reached out to have already contacted the SHINE study”. Another participant shared, “the challenge [with referring peers] is finding someone who hasn’t already done the SHINE Study”.

Additionally, two participants expressed the belief that participation in research can be stigmatizing. There was one participant that elaborated,

I think [young transwomen] are vulnerable [because] like the study is like a medical experience, like a mental health experience. I think a lot of trans people have a negative impression toward the medical profession. Or like just a general anxiety about it. Like I don’t know, it might feel like going to the doctor without really meaning to, I guess. [Study participant]

These participants were influenced by negative experiences with medical and mental health institutions in the past and a deep concern around protection of one’s privacy.

Individual Characteristics

At the individual level, a number of participants reported experiencing social discomfort around RDS referrals, while others reported altruism as a motivator for peer referral. There were four participants that expressed that they had feelings of social anxiety and discomfort associated with referring peers. There was one participant that explained,

People stress me out, and I don’t like to talk to people. I don’t get social cues. I don’t know; I am just bad at it. I just like to go home and watch Netflix. It’s just not my personality to try to get people to do things. That is why I am not in sales. That is why I sit in front of a computer and program all day, where I don’t have to talk to people. [Study participant]

Participants also reported altruism and reciprocity, which helped to motivate their own participation in the study, and subsequently helped motivate some youth to make peer referrals. There was one participant that said,

[The study] is pretty fascinating. In like since it is specifically for [young] transwomen, I was pretty impressed. So like I think, it was an honor to be a part of it...I would be willing to do it without receiving anything, I don’t really care for it. Because, I like, I feel like the purpose and the goal is more important. [Study participant]
There were seven participants that reported that their own participation in this study was motivated by helping the community of young transwomen and they, in turn, would benefit from the impact of the study’s findings.

Discussion

Principal Findings

These data identify specific factors that serve as barriers and facilitators to RDS peer referral among young transwomen and suggest important considerations for future RDS studies with hidden youth populations. Contrary to adult RDS studies that found low monetary incentives to be inadequate for generating peer referrals, data in this study found that the majority of participants reported the US $20 incentive as adequate. Previous RDS studies conducted in adult populations have experienced challenges in successfully incentivizing peer referrals [18,19]. An RDS study of HIV risk among international MSM travelers offered a secondary incentive for peer referrals in the amount of US $10 [18]. Participants in this study did not respond to that level of monetary incentivization, which prompted study investigators to instead offer participants a raffle entry for prizes of US $500. Another study found that even at that level of incentivization, raffling large monetary sums was not effective among an adult sample of cannabis users [19]. Finding that this level of incentivization was effective for youth supports future RDS studies with youth populations.

With regard to RDS implementation, participants identified challenges around the use of paper coupons and confusion around the referral process. Methodological developments in RDS studies have expanded to include the use of Web adaptations of RDS, referred to as webRDS, which may help to address these challenges [11,20]. WebRDS uses an Internet portal to assign unique identifiers to participants and enable them to generate electronic coupons and linked email messages, which can be sent to peer referrals [20]. Because few public health studies have utilized webRDS [11,18,21-23], a rigorous exploration of webRDS among hidden youth populations may ameliorate challenges we found associated with the use of paper coupons. There was one study that observed that when presented with the choice, study participants strongly preferred electronic coupons to paper coupons [18]. The success of electronic coupons in this study has even suggested that electronic referrals may enhance random selection of peers if participants were not limited to in-person meetings to transfer paper coupons [18].

Broadly, our data found that youth participants were influenced by research-related, relationship, and interactional factors rather than the adequacy of monetary incentives. For example, we found that participants who maintained close working relationships with research staff were more motivated and, as a result, able to successfully refer peers. There was one study that found that though youth often want the potential benefits of research, they vary in their cognitive ability to understand important research details and procedures [24]. Our findings underscore the importance of providing a supportive environment with multiple engagement opportunities for youth participating in research, similar to other published work calling for increased engagement with youth and adolescent communities to address perceived barriers to participation [25,26].

Related to research participation in general, we found that youth participating in research can be stigmatizing and is important for understanding the use of RDS among hidden populations. This is especially true for research studies with vulnerable and marginalized youth that rely on the assumption that participants be “out” as trans, at the very least to themselves and the researchers [27]. Literature has identified many barriers to research participation among socially disadvantaged groups, such as medical mistrust, fear of authority, stigma, mistreatment, or exploitation; these reasons were especially salient for racial, gender, and sexual minorities [3,28-30]. Moreover, HIV research studies have struggled to sample adolescents due to HIV-related perceived stigma and negative social consequences [27]. WebRDS may create opportunities to address these larger research-related issues, making research more accessible and youth-friendly [11]. WebRDS has been found to address some of these challenges around communicating with potential peer referrals by affording youth the ability to recruit peers through passive or active strategies, using the approach that they prefer most [11]. WebRDS may alleviate the social anxiety and discomfort participants reported related to recruiting peers and possibly aid in protecting their anonymity or the confidentiality of their gender identity [11].

Limitations

There are a number of limitations to this study. The small size of this subsample limits the generalizability of these results to both the large cohort of the parent study as well as the population. Though purposive sampling was used to generate a range of experiences in recruitment, it is subject to selection bias. The extent to which social desirability bias influenced participants’ discussion with researchers about the quality of the research experience is a possibility. Additionally, these data are constrained by brief one-time interviews centered on a specific topic, RDS peer referral. Despite these limitations, these findings highlight the import in examining the experiences of research participants themselves. Most importantly, these data seek to inform and bolster future epidemiologic research efforts that use RDS to sample and estimate the burgeoning HIV epidemic among at-risk youth and transgender women.

Conclusions

Our findings identified important considerations for the implementation of RDS in communities of young transwomen. Qualitative data identified specific factors related to study design and implementation and community and individual characteristics that impacted participants’ implementation of RDS peer referrals. Specifically, these findings identify strategies that may strengthen future RDS peer referrals and epidemiologic surveillance methods for sampling young transwomen.

Future research building on the methodology and best practices of RDS implementation is necessary to understand and improve the sampling of vulnerable and hard-to-reach minority youth in public health research. More qualitative studies examining the challenges of RDS peer referral may help to build a larger
literature base of RDS best practices. Public health practitioners and researchers can then refer and reflect on these studies to help overcome RDS peer referral challenges they may encounter. Additionally, future studies assessing webRDS in comparison with traditional in-person RDS could reveal important findings about when and for which population Internet technologies play a critical role in reaching.
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Abstract

Background: Paper-based adverse drug reaction (ADR) reporting has been in practice for more than 6 decades. Health professionals remain the primary source of reports, while the value of patients' reporting is yet unclear. With the increasing popularity of using electronic gadgets in health, it is expected that the electronic transmission of reports will become the norm within a few years.

Objective: The aims of this study are to investigate whether short messaging service or texting can provide an alternative or supplemental method for ADR reporting given the increasing role of mobile phones in health care monitoring; to determine the usefulness of texting in addition to paper-based reporting of ADRs by resident physicians; and to describe the barriers to ADR reporting and estimate the cost for setting up and maintaining a texting-computer reporting system.

Methods: This was a pre-post cross-sectional study that measured the number of ADRs texted by 51 resident physicians for 12 months from the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology and the Department of Adult Medicine of a tertiary government hospital in Manila, Philippines, with 1350-bed capacity. Reports were captured by a texting-computer reporting system. Prior to its implementation, key informant interview and focus group discussion were conducted. Baseline information and practice on the existing paper-based reporting system were culled from the records of the hospital’s Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee. A postintervention survey questionnaire was administered at the end of 12 months.

Results: Only 3 ADRs were texted by 51 resident physicians in 12 months (reporting rate 3/51 or 6%). By contrast, 240 ADRs from the paper-based reporting system from 848 resident physicians of the study hospital were collected and tabulated (reporting rate 240/848 or 28.3%). Texting ADRs was not efficient because of power interruption, competition with the existing paper-based reporting system, and unforeseen expiration of prepaid text loads/credits. The 3 ADRs texted were a report of vivid dreams and nightmares, a report of disturbing dreams and memory lapses, both of which were due to montelukast use, and a report of hepatitis from an isoniazid/rifampicin fixed-dose combination. Nineteen of 51 resident physicians (37%) registered in the reporting system responded to the postintervention survey. The most common reasons for not reporting ADRs were no adverse reaction identified 11/19 (58%) and restrictive reporting syntax 4/19 (21%). All doctors preferred a free form of reporting. The direct cost of the texting-based reporting system was calculated to be US $5581.40 and the indirect cost was US $9989.40. The total cost for texting-based ADR reporting system for 12 months was US $15,570.79.
Conclusions: Reporting of ADRs via texting could be lower compared with an existing ADR paper-based system. Problems of Internet connectivity, reporting syntax, and expiration and reliability of text loads/credits should be addressed while implementing a text-based ADR reporting system in a developing country.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e12) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4605
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Introduction

Toward the early 1970s, pharmacovigilance evolved as a critical field in drug development and regulation after the drug thalidomide showed serious adverse reactions in humans but not in animals. As an offshoot of this disastrous incident, in 1968, the World Health Organization (WHO) established the Program for International Drug Monitoring in Uppsala, Sweden [1]. The program created an adverse drug reaction (ADR) monitoring system based on spontaneous reporting by health care professionals. In the early 1980s, regulators, pharmaceutical manufacturers, and physicians realized that prolonging the approval of new drugs is as harmful as allowing marketing of drugs without postmarketing surveillance. Regulators also realized that rare ADRs, effects from drug-drug interactions, drug-disease interaction, and self-medication toxicities can only be elucidated in the real world of drug treatment rather than in clinical trials. This paved the way to the science of pharmacoepidemiology and the practice of pharmacovigilance.

To promote and encourage postmarketing surveillance, various strategies, regulatory policies, and even laws were created to facilitate the reporting of suspected ADRs. The major task for assuring drug safety was given to the pharmaceutical companies. However, this resulted in a conflict of interest and a restrained willingness to pass judgment on a drug’s culpability. A case in point is cerivastatin. After the release of cerivastatin on February 18, 1998, the dataset of ADRs grew, but important analyses of these data remained internal to Bayer Corporation [2]. Bayer modified the label of cerivastatin 5 times during the 3 years the drug was available to try to improve its safety before ultimately withdrawing it from the market. Reports of ADRs are often inadequately recorded or defined. This was proven by Loke and Derry in 2001 in their systematic review of the reporting and recording of ADRs in 185 randomized clinical trials. They found that 25 of the 185 trials (13.5%) did not mention anything about ADRs [3]. When ADRs such as clinical events or patient symptoms were mentioned in the reports, details on how they had been recorded were given in only 14 of 95 (15%) and 18 of 104 (17%) trials, respectively [3].

After 4 decades, postmarketing surveillance of newly marketed drugs has become a vital step in drug development, demanding the same attention and rigor as the other steps. It has also led to the science of pharmacovigilance, which is defined as “activities relating to the detection, assessment, understanding and prevention of adverse effects or any other drug-related problem.” Together with the WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug Monitoring, Uppsala, WHO promotes pharmacovigilance at the country level. At the end of 2010, 134 countries have become part of the WHO pharmacovigilance program. Recently, pharmacovigilance has become synonymous with patient safety and care in relation to the use of medicines [1]. Although spontaneous ADR reporting is the mainstay of safety evaluation in the postapproval phase, a high level of unquantifiable underreporting by doctors remains an insurmountable problem of the system [4].

Another systematic review involving 37 studies across 12 countries was carried out in 2006 to numerically estimate the underreporting of ADRs using spontaneous reporting. The median underreporting rate was 94% (interquartile range 82-98%) [5]. There was no significant difference in the median underreporting rates calculated for general practice and hospital-based studies [5]. Despite more than 5 decades of spontaneous reporting, underreporting still remains a major drawback. Health professionals remain the primary source of reports, while the value of patients’ reporting is yet unclear. With the increasing popularity of using electronic gadgets in health, it is expected that the electronic transmission of reports will become the norm within a few years [6]. Ines in 1986 [7] published the earliest body of evidence on ADR reporting in the Philippines. This aforementioned study revealed that ADR reporting established in 1967 by the Philippine Medical Association has not been successful in gathering information on ADRs for the last 20 years of its existence. The author proposed in her study a change in the attitudes of patients and doctors toward ADRs and the adoption of newer strategy of reporting. Furthermore, a confidential and reliable mechanism of review and assessing the reports was recommended.

In the era of computers, cyberspace, and rapid connectivity, it is reasonable to explore the potential use of short messaging service, more commonly known as “texting,” in reporting ADRs. The use of mobile phones in health delivery services and care is not new. In 2008, mobile phone texting for pharmaceutical care in a hospital was implemented in China [8]. The system was called the “Mobile Pharmacy Service System.” The text messages sent by the system to patients consisted of the following: (1) reminders about medication from the day following discharge, (2) practical information about medicines, and (3) information about ADRs. Baron et al [9] published in 2013 a pilot study on the use of mobile phone-based tools for adverse event notifications after a vaccination program in Cambodia. A total of 184 patients from the study were texted for their clinical status 48 hours after their vaccinations. Fifty-two (28.3%) did not reply but 101 (54.9%) sent an immediate text response, and 31 (16.8%) sent a text reply after additional prompting. The study concluded that texting can also be a useful tool for notification by patients or health users in Cambodia, especially in an urban setting [9].
roughly 50 million are registered text message users and a staggering average of 195 texts were sent per user per month in the same year [10].

Our study aimed to test the usefulness of texting in conjunction with paper-based reporting of ADRs by resident physicians and to describe the barriers to ADR reporting; to determine the rate of texts reporting ADRs by resident physicians of 2 departments in a government tertiary care hospital; to determine the most commonly reported ADRs and the suspect drugs; and to estimate direct and indirect costs of texting for reporting ADRs.

Methods

Study Site and Design

This was a pre-post cross-sectional study with text-based ADR reporting system as the intervention. The study covered a period of 12 months from April 2011 to March 2012 excluding 3 months of preparatory work on the computer-texting system. The University of the Philippines-Philippine General Hospital (UP-PGH), a major government tertiary care hospital with 1350-bed capacity in the city of Manila, was chosen as the study site. The selection of the UP-PGH was based on the following criteria: presence of an active Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee, high prescriptions based on annual patient admissions, a roster of health providers that remains relatively constant every year, and a higher probability of tracking down any patient reported to have an ADR. Two purposively selected study sites in the hospital, namely the Department of Adult Medicine and the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, were included in the study. The choice of these 2 departments was based on the expected high rate of prescribing of medications. Information materials and registration forms of the texting-based ADR reporting were disseminated 2 weeks prior to the launch of the project. Fifty-one resident physicians from the Department of Adult Medicine and the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology signed the informed consent and were subsequently registered to the texting-based reporting system. Furthermore, information about the resident physician was entered in their registration directory, including their mobile phone numbers, age, gender, department, and year of residency. Key informant interview, review of hospital records, and focus group discussion (FGD) were conducted prior to the implementation of the texting-based reporting system. After 12 months, a 2-paged survey questionnaire was administered to the 51 resident physician registered in the texting-based reporting to obtain their perception toward the new reporting strategy. In the same session, respondents were further probed about some of their replies to the questionnaire, which needed clarification. Moreover, during the entire study period, ADRs from the paper-based reporting system from all of the 848 resident physicians of the study hospital were collected and tabulated. In addition, direct and indirect costs were estimated using local currency and subsequently converted into US dollars.

Creating the Internet-Based Reporting System With a Mobile Phone Interface

An information technology (IT) consultant was commissioned to create the texting-computer reporting system. It took 2 IT providers and almost 12 months of configuring the computer with the texting interface before the final form was ready for installation. The system utilized all the 3 local cellular phone companies that provide texting services in the country. All text messages received by any of the 3 mobile phone companies were automatically captured and sent to the database stored in the system. Anyone sending a report to the system was automatically acknowledged by a text message. The reporting system was given the acronym “DIMES,” or the “Drug Information and Monitoring Event for Safety.” A reporting syntax was required to be followed by the reporters for their texts to be accepted by the system. The database in the system was also structured following the same order. The system was accessible 24 hours a day and 7 days a week and was configured to set an alert if there was a cluster of similar ADRs from one or more drugs or one drug repeatedly reported for several ADRs entering the system. The system administrator regularly reviewed the database for any signals or technical glitches. The research team used the Naranjo algorithm to produce a causality determination guideline for the study group [11]. The team also drafted a user’s manual to help the study group understand the technical features of the texting system and troubleshoot glitches. For the first 5 months of implementation, advisories on recent drug withdrawals and emerging profiles of new ADRs were sent to all texting-based registrants. These advisories were intended to serve as prompts indicating that the system was active and functioning.

Results

Result of the Key Informant Interview

Our key informant was a former director of the Philippine Food and Drug Administration (FDA). According to her, the Philippines was one of the earliest countries in Southeast Asia to become a member of the WHO Collaborating Centre for International Drug Monitoring in February 1995. The administration regularly sends ADR reports generated from its paper-based reporting system to Uppsala, Sweden. Initially, the members of the National Adverse Drug Reaction Advisory Committee assessed the reports for possible causality using global introspection. Our key informant directly supervised this committee’s operation for many years before her retirement. According to the key informant, the committee disbanded in 2006, after which almost no ADR reports were recorded. In 2007, the Philippine FDA launched a WHO-supported pharmacovigilance strategy, “Bantay Gamot,” or “Drug Watch.” Drug Watch is a paper-based consumer-reporting scheme, which continues to effectively receive reports on the substandard quality of drugs. In 2010, the Philippine FDA collaborated with Department of Health Information Management System to establish an online ADR reporting system. However, many health professionals and pharmacovigilance officers from drug companies reported difficulty with opening the site, a major drawback to its effectiveness. In 2011, the Philippine FDA received 2032 ADR reports, of which 691 were sent to Uppsala, Sweden. The UP-PGH’s Pharmacy and Drug Committee was one of the regular contributors to the Philippines FDA.
Result of the Focus Group Discussion

Ten resident physicians from the 2 study sites participated in the FGD. A summary of the findings from the discussion is shown in Textbox 1.

Textbox 1. Results of the focus group discussion describing the knowledge, attitude, and practice of resident physicians toward drug prescribing and adverse drug reactions.

Knowledge of drug prescribing

- The most commonly prescribed drugs were antihistamines, steroids, chemotherapeutics, ferrous sulfates, contraceptives, metronidazole, insulin, and analogues.
- The usual number of drugs taken per patient is between 2 and 3.
- 75% of prescriptions are orally administered.

Knowledge of ADRs

- Overall, ADRs are very rare and are usually managed on an outpatient basis.
- Common types of reactions are anticipated side effects (9 of 10), and unforeseen events (1 of 10).
- ADRs from contrast media should be included as source of ADRs.
- The issue of therapeutic failure due to substandard generics should be included.

Physicians’ knowledge and attitude toward patients reporting ADRs

- Patients already report adverse reactions to their doctors using text messaging mostly about their follow-ups or consulting earlier than scheduled.
- Patients usually consult for drug-related allergies.
- Female patients (including female relatives of male patients) report ADRs more than males.
- Doctors believe that patients are not in a good position to report ADRs.
- Physicians tend to only ask about known side effects.

Attitude toward reporting of ADRs

- Possible barriers to reporting ADRs include loss of the plan/texting ability due to payment/credit expiration, no mobile phone, no transportation money, paperwork, no signal, rejection of texts because they are too long.
- Factors facilitating adverse drug response reporting are good rapport with the doctor, clear symptoms, giving the responsibility to female relatives, use of a specific telecommunications provider, and providing feedback to the doctor.
- Participation concerns regarding the texting-based system include availability of journal articles as support to alerts, assurance that the texting-based system will not replace the doctor or pit one doctor against another.

All resident physicians were receptive to using texting to report ADRs. They also suggested using texts to send clinical evidence from journals. Not surprisingly, all the participants had used texting to remind patients of their clinic visits and to reply to patients’ queries about dosing and drug administration. Most agreed that reporting is time consuming and all reporters expect to receive feedback on their reports.

Results of Texting-Based and Paper-Based Reporting

Figure 1 shows the ADR results of both the texting-based and paper-based reporting systems in the hospital. A total of 277 ADR reports from the paper-based system of the UP-PGH were recorded the year before the implementation of the texting-based reporting system. No paper-based ADR report was available in September 2010. The reports came from the 848 resident physicians of all departments and sections of the hospital. The reporting rate from the paper-based system prior to the implementation of the texting-based system was 32.7% (277/848).

During the implementation of the texting-based system, a total of 240 ADR reports were recorded from the paper-based system giving a reporting rate of 28.3% (240/848). However, the texting-based reporting system obtained only 3 ADR reports from the 51 resident physicians of the 2 preselected specialty departments of the study hospital, which translated to a reporting rate of only 6% (3/51). Most of the ADRs received by the hospital from the paper-based reports were liver dysfunctions and jaundice from antituberculosis drugs and reports of allergies. Conversely, ADR reports from texting-based system consisted of one report of vivid dreams and nightmares and one other report of disturbing dreams and memory lapses both from montelukast. There was also one report of hepatitis from an isoniazid/rifampicin fixed-dose combination.
Figure 1. Timeline of the study before and immediately after the implementation of the texting-based reporting system and the adverse drug response reports received during this period. SMS: short messaging service.

Limitations of the Texting-Computer Hardware of the Reporting System

Numerous technical glitches were encountered, mostly brought about by fluctuating mobile phone connectivity, frequent power interruptions, and insufficient phone loads/credits. Unfortunately, these episodes of disconnection were not observed during the 2-3 months of pretesting the system; they only became evident toward the middle of the study. There were no explanations for the absence of cellular connectivity on certain days. In addition, prepaid loads/credits of the phones were already used up even 2-3 weeks before their expiration dates. To decrease the likelihood of missed reports, 1 cellular company, which was not the service provider of any of the 51 registered resident physicians, was removed from the system. The removal was done to decrease the number of phones that needed to be reloaded. Expiration of text loads/credits could have been avoided had the system been enrolled in a postpaid plan. A postpaid plan entitles the subscriber to a 4-digit mobile phone number that is easily remembered. Unfortunately, a subscriber needs to have 20,000 Philippine pesos (PhP) worth of text messages or calls per month to qualify for a postpaid plan.

Postintervention Activity

Table 1 summarized the results from the postinterventions survey among resident physicians who registered in the texting-based system. Only 37% (19/51) submitted the completed questionnaire. The major reason for not reporting ADR was the absence of an identifiable ADR (11/19; 58%) followed by the restrictive reporting syntax (4/19; 21%).
Table 1. Postintervention survey among resident physicians registered in the text reporting on their perception toward the adverse drug reaction texting-based reporting (N=19).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey questions</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Resident physicians who received advisories</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>12 (63)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>5 (26)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No reply</td>
<td>2 (11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for not reporting via text</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No identified ADRs</td>
<td>14 (74)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reported through paper based</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No answer</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reasons for not reporting ADR via any reporting method</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No identifiable ADRs</td>
<td>11 (58)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Constraining text syntax</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Presence of paper-based</td>
<td>4 (21)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of time</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of perceived need</td>
<td>1 (5)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fear of litigation</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Cost Estimates
The direct and indirect costs of the text-based reporting system were computed. For the direct cost, the cost of the computer, 3 mobile phones, and a one-time cost of the subscriber identification module (SIM) cards were included in the computation. The total direct cost was 240,000 PhP or US $5581.40 at an exchange rate of US $1 to 43.00 PhP. The indirect cost included the prepaid phone loads for 12 month at 19,544.00 PhP (US $454.51), the IT consultancy fee of 50,000.00 PhP (US $1162.79), and the honorarium of the system administrator of 360,000.00 PhP (US $8372.09) for 12 months. The total indirect cost was 429,544.00 PhP (US $9989.40). Adding the direct and indirect costs, the total estimated cost was 669,544.00 PhP or US $15,570.79 to establish and run the texting-based reporting for 1 year.

Discussion
Preliminary Findings
The Philippine FDA handles the Adverse Drug Reaction Spontaneous Reporting System in the Philippines. According to our key informant, underreporting of ADRs has perennially hampered the reporting system in the Philippines. Historically, the system has received only 1000-3000 reports per year. Yet, in 2003, drug sales from the largest drug retailer in the Philippines amounted to nearly 43 billion PhP [12]. ADR reporting to vary from 7% of all hospital admissions in the UK to 13% of all admissions in medical clinics in Sweden [13]. In New Zealand, 12.9% of all hospital admissions were due to adverse drug events [13,14]. To improve the detection of previously unknown serious ADRs, the US FDA introduced the MEDWATCH program in 1993 [13]. Approximately 1 year from its introduction, the number and quality of ADR reports to the FDA increased. However, this rise was attributed to increased reporting from pharmacists. Physician reports declined slightly during this period. Although the medical literature is rich on studies about ADRs, there is none on the use of texting as a strategy for reporting them. To our knowledge, our study is the first look at texting as an alternative method of reporting ADR. In addition, our study was conducted on the premise that reporting of ADRs can be improved with the use of a ubiquitous and popular communication technology such as texting. However, our study found no increase in the number of ADR reports using texting. Our study also revealed that texting was highly dependent on a reliable telecommunication services, which entails a relatively large amount of monthly postpaid plan of 20,000.00 PhP or US $435.00. In addition, efficient syntax reporting plays a critical role in reporting ADR in texting-based reporting system.

The reporting rate from the texting-based system (3/51; 6%) of our study was absolutely lower compared with the reporting rate from the paper-based system (240/848; 28.3%). Our finding should be regarded with caution because the calculation of the reporting rate for both the texting-based and paper-based systems used a different total number of resident physicians (51 vs 848). The texting-based system only received ADR reports from 2 departments of the study hospital, whereas the paper-based system covered all specialty departments and sections of the hospital. These 2 departments were purposively selected because of their higher use of medications compared with purely surgical departments. The reporting rates were used simply to describe the state of both reporting system. Nevertheless, more studies are needed to verify and validate the efficiency of a texting-based reporting system as an alternative system in ADR reporting.
Brewer and Colditz in 1999 [15] observed that spontaneous reporting systems could be effective in revealing unusual and rare events that occur with the use of medications. However, they showed that spontaneous reporting systems were not reliable for detecting ADRs occurring far from the time of intake or in a population not commonly exposed to the drug. Brewer and Colditz [15] recommended the use of other methods, such as clinical trial data, medical records, and computerized databases of medication users and nonusers to complement spontaneous reporting. Huang et al [16] reviewed in 2014 the postmarketing drug surveillance for adverse drug events worldwide. It showed 2 systems of surveillance in the UK using administrative claims or electronic medical records and most pharmacovigilance being conducted on behalf of a regulatory agency. To access existing data, either a common data model or a centralized model could be used. Aside from studying existing databases as data sources for detecting ADRs, methods for reporting ADR such as texting were explored by our study. However, results from our study showed that texting could be unreliable due to consumable phone loads/credits and an unpredictable power supply. Nonetheless, these obstacles may be less common in more economically developed countries.

Resident physicians were probed about their reply of “no identified ADR” as a reason for not reporting. About a third of the respondents did not find it necessary to report known and accepted adverse reactions to a suspect drug. The rest really admitted to not identifying any ADR during the 12-month study period. The observation that few ADR reports were due to “unrecognized adverse events” was likewise reported in a study by Hartigan-Go in 2002 [17]. Hartigan-Go [17] reported that sometimes the adverse event is misconstrued as part of the healing action. This suggests that physicians and other health professional prescribing medications should be regularly educated on the principles and rationale of pharmacovigilance and be reminded on how important it is to quantify even known ADRs to drugs in their local clinical setting. Contrary to our expectations, fear of litigation was never considered a deterrent to reporting.

However, there is still room for studying the use of texting for reporting ADR by other health professionals, such as nurses and clinical pharmacists, provided the observed obstacles and problems are resolved. More people reporting will help generate the 20,000.00 PhP required for the postpaid plan that will ensure uninterrupted Internet service. Lastly, texting might be best suited for timely dissemination of drug information bulletins, drug advisories, or as a tool for reminding patients on their follow-up visits. A study by Kew in 2010 [18] found that texting via mobile phone was an effective method for collecting weekly symptom reports during a clinical trial, reminding trial patients to attend face-to-face visits and completing more complex paper-based evaluation.

**Conclusions**

In summary, the reporting rate of ADRs using texting-based ADR reporting system may be lower compared with the paper-based ADR reporting system. Unreliable telecommunication services, frequent electrical interruptions, reporting syntax, and expiring prepaid loads/credits should be addressed when setting up a texting-based ADR reporting system in a developing country.
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Abstract

Background: Little is known about the effects of human fetal exposure when a new drug is authorized unless it was specifically developed for use in pregnancy. Since many factors may contribute to adverse fetal effects, having comprehensive information about in utero exposures will enhance our ability to make correct determinations about causality.

Objective: The objective of the study was to assess the extent to which women, recruited without the intervention of health care professionals (HCPs), will provide information, suitable for research purposes, via the Internet or by phone on some potential risk factors in pregnancy.

Methods: To pilot direct-to-patient research for pharmacovigilance, we conducted a prospective, noninterventional study of medication use and lifestyle factors as part of the Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European ConsorTium (PROTECT) Consortium. Consenting women who self-identified as pregnant and residing in the United Kingdom (UK), Denmark (DK), The Netherlands, or Poland were recruited and could then choose to provide data every 2 or 4 weeks via the Internet or a telephonic interactive voice response system (IVRS). Self-reported drug use was compared with pharmacy register data in DK and with electronic health records in the UK.

Results: Recruited women were on average older and more highly educated than the general population. Most respondents chose a frequency of every 4 weeks (56.99%, 1177/2065). Only 29.83% (464/1555) of women with due dates occurring during the study provided information on pregnancy outcome. For those responding by Internet, over 90.00% (1915/2065) reported using >1 pregnancy-related medication, 83.34% (1721/2065) reported using >1 other medicine, and 23.53% (486/2065) reported only over-the-counter medications, not counting herbals and dietary supplements. Some respondents (7.16%, 148/2065) reported that they chose not to take a prescribed medication (mostly medicines for pain or inflammation, and for depression) and 1.30% (27/2065) reported using medicines that had been prescribed to a friend or family member (oxycodone, paracetamol, and medications for acid-related problems). Relatively few respondents reported using fish oil (4.60%, 95/2065), other dietary...
supplements (1.88%, 39/2065), herbal products (7.07%, 146/2065), or homeopathic products (1.16%, 24/2065). Most medications for chronic conditions that were listed in the Danish prescription registry were also self-reported (83.3%, 145/174 agreement), with larger discrepancies for medications indicated for short-term use (54.0%, 153/283 agreement) and pregnancy-related medications (66.1%, 78/118).

Conclusions: Self-reported information on medication use as well as other potential teratogenic factors can be collected via the Internet, although recruitment costs are not insubstantial and maintaining follow-up is challenging. Direct data collection from consumers adds detail, but clinical input may be needed to fully understand patients’ medical histories and capture birth outcomes.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e22) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4939
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Introduction

Prenatal Exposure to Harmful Medications

The use of medication during pregnancy may be essential for the health of the mother, but some have the potential to cause harm to the fetus, which can be delayed in presentation. Prenatal exposure to harmful medications can be related to a variety of adverse outcomes, including congenital malformations, preterm birth, intrauterine growth restriction, spontaneous abortion, late fetal death, neonatal death, or developmental disabilities (behavioral, neurological, motor, intellectual, or sensory) that only become apparent in later infancy or childhood, or even later like the rare vaginal adenocarcinomas that were detected among young women who had prenatal exposure to diethylstilbestrol [1].

Unless the medicine is intended to treat pregnancy-specific conditions, at the time of initial authorization, information with respect to reproductive toxicity is usually only available from animal studies. Pregnant women are often excluded or discontinued from premarketing clinical trials in humans, so the safety of many drugs in pregnant women has not been established at the time of drug licensing [2]. Consequently, some important drugs are contraindicated or have special warnings because their safety during pregnancy has not been studied sufficiently. In addition, women who are concerned about conventional drug use in pregnancy may turn to alternative therapies, such as homeopathic or herbal medicines, which they perceive as being “natural” and somehow safer. Many of these alternative drugs are not regulated and information about safety in pregnancy is often lacking. Many pregnancies are unplanned and inadvertent exposure of the fetus to prescription or nonprescription medications may have already occurred by the time the woman realizes she is pregnant. Because organogenesis occurs early in pregnancy, first-trimester exposures are of particular interest as detrimental effects on the fetus may have already occurred before a pregnancy is confirmed [3,4]. Therefore, good postmarketing information on drug use and other possible risk factors and pregnancy outcome is needed, not only to provide information on which drugs may be unsafe, but very importantly on which drugs are probably safe.

The majority of data available on medications used during pregnancy and lifestyle factors are usually collected either from health care professionals, through direct patient questioning by an interviewer (frequently a midwife), or making use of prescription or dispensing records. In most situations, women tend to present for medical attention once it appears the pregnancy is viable, making it difficult to get accurate information about all medication exposures that occur early in pregnancy [5]. Using researchers to collect information is time consuming and expensive, and can only be performed at relatively infrequent times during the pregnancy, which may lead to lost information [6]. In addition, women may be reluctant to report accurate information about lifestyle behaviors already identified as being potentially harmful to a fetus, or which are in themselves illegal, in a face-to-face interaction. There is some evidence that using the Internet may overcome these issues related to collection of potentially sensitive information, for example, a study on sexually transmitted diseases using an anonymous Internet questionnaire successfully collected data on the number of sexual partners and cocaine use [7].

Purpose of Pilot Study

This pilot study was designed to explore (1) whether women would be willing to volunteer for Internet-based research without any encouragement or direct involvement of their health care providers, (2) if they would provide information prospectively on exposure to medications and other factors that may affect birth outcome, and (3) if so, to assess whether this information was complete and accurate enough to be useful for pharmacovigilance.

Methods

Study Eligibility Requirements

To be eligible for study entry, women had to be pregnant; resident in 1 of 4 countries in the European Union (Denmark, DK; The Netherlands, NL; Poland, PL; or the United Kingdom, UK); to be proficient in the predominant language of their country of residence; to have access to the Internet or a telephone; and to be of an age to provide legal consent (16 years of age in the UK, 18 years elsewhere). Ethical review and review of data protection plans were reviewed as necessary in all countries, and the data protection plan was also reviewed by the European Medicines Agency and the European Data Protection Supervisor [8]. The study was promoted using a variety of methods including Internet announcements, email to members of pregnancy clubs, flyers placed in pharmacies, and radio and television interviews.
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Study Participants

Women were invited to respond by Internet or interactive voice response system (IVRS), using the predominant natural language in each of the 4 study countries. The IVRS system was developed in addition to Internet-based systems to facilitate participation regardless of Internet access, thus making the study available to women without access to computers, or the requisite computer skills. In NL and the UK, women could use either method for enrollment and informed consent, but in DK, informed consent by Internet was required even for subsequent participation by IVRS. In PL, the IVRS system was not offered because women were required to print, sign, and return the informed consent to the university coordinators, necessitating using the Internet system. Those who chose to participate by Internet were also offered the choice of responding to questionnaires every 2 or 4 weeks. Following study entry, women provided contact information, chose a personal identification number, and reminder method (text and/or email). Women could enroll at any time during their pregnancy, as long as it was prior to delivery, recognizing that not all women would be able to be followed throughout their entire pregnancies. Study data were collected using a study number and were maintained on a server that was separate from where contact details were stored.

Participants were recruited between October 1, 2012 (recruitment week 1) and January 31, 2014 (recruitment week 70) in DK, NL, and the UK; follow-up ended on March 28, 2014. Because of difficulties in arranging ethical approvals, the start date in PL was delayed until May 20, 2013 (recruitment week 34). Data were collected on medications used to treat illnesses including prescription and nonprescription medications, vaccines, x-rays, and various lifestyle factors, recreational drug use, and herbal products during current pregnancy or in the month preceding it; additionally, we collected basic demographics, education and ethnicity, and current and previous pregnancy history. Participants were also asked if they had used any medications that were not prescribed for them (borrowed medications) or had decided not to use medications that were prescribed. Follow-up questionnaires, provided at 2- or 4-week intervals as decided by the participant, asked about any changes to use of medications, and a final outcome questionnaire sought information about the birth outcome, including the presence of any birth defects. Participants were asked to tell us about medication use through a series of checkboxes of top 10 lists of medications that are commonly used during pregnancy specific to each country, as agreed by the study team. These lists were organized into medical conditions as a memory aid. Participants were also able to report other medication use as free texts.

In the UK, study participants were asked to provide their consent for linkage with primary care electronic health records (EHRs) in an effort to provide some validation of self-reported data, and in DK, consent for linkage with the national registries was mandatory for participation. Medications were classified according to their over-the-counter (OTC) or prescription status in DK, and applied to all other countries. Thus, medications were classified as available by prescription only (Rx only), available OTC, but may also be available by prescription in some countries depending on dose and various prescribing practices for pregnant women (OTC and Rx, or OTC or Rx), and OTC products not available by prescription (OTC only.) Those medications that were reported as being used during pregnancy and which can be obtained OTC and by prescription included acetylsalicycine, acetylsalicylic acid, acyclovir, benzynamine, budesonide, fexofenedine, fluticasone, ibuprofen, lanoprazole, loperamide, pantoprazole, and paracetamol.

Results

Study Participants

Overall, 2521 women were enrolled in this study. Figure 1 shows a flowchart showing recruitment and retention through study close. There were 14 women (0.55%, 14/2521) who chose to provide information via IVRS and only 1 actually completed the baseline questionnaire, but did not provide information on birth outcome. Hence, results reported here are for those who participated via the Internet.

Internet Results

Of 43,068 people who clicked on the website, 23,536 (54.64%, 23,536/43,068) stayed for at least 30 seconds, and 2507 (10.65%) of 23,536 women enrolled and provided informed consent (DK 770; NL 568; PL 316; the UK 853). Some women discontinued participation before completing the baseline questionnaire, leaving 2065 who completed at least baseline data (DK 639; NL 476; PL 241; the UK 709). There were 43.00% (888/2065) of those who completed the baseline questionnaire that chose to respond every 2 weeks and 56.99% (1177/2065) every 4 weeks. The age distribution of participants in comparison to the general population of each country is shown in Table 1. Most participants reported themselves to be white (95.93%, 1981/2065 in all 4 countries). The educational status of participants, shown in Table 2, reveals that participants reported being highly educated, with 38.74% (800/2065) having completed some university or postgraduate education, and a particularly high rate of postgraduate education in PL. Most women had at least one previous pregnancy that resulted in a live birth, but 42.95% (887/2065) of participants were reporting their first pregnancies (38.3%, 245/639 in DK; 47.3%, 225/476 in NL; 50.6%, 122/241 in PL; and 41.6%, 295/709 in the UK); 23.00% (475/2065) of women enrolled were in their first trimester of pregnancy, 52.34% (1081/2065) in their second trimester, and 24.65% (509/2065) in their third trimester.
Figure 1. Recruitment and retention. WEB (Web, World Wide Web) is a method of accessing information over the medium of the Internet; IVRS: interactive voice response system; EDD: expected date of delivery.

Table 1. Age of participants and referent population in each country.

| Age in years at end of pregnancy | n (%) | Mean (SD) | Denmark a | | The Netherlands b | | Poland c | | United Kingdom d |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| | | | PROTECT f | | National | PROTECT f | | National |
| | | | | | | | | |
| <20 | 43 (6.7) | 31.5 (4.6) | 639 | 1 (0.2) | 1 (0.2) | 2257 | 1 (0.4) | 29 (0.3) | |
| 20-24 | 214 (33.5) | 30.9 (5.1) | 55,225 | 750 (1.35) | 6912 (11.21) | 17,112 (30.98) | 19,319 (34.98) | 9769 (17.68) | 2083 (3.77) |
| 25-29 | 237 (37.1) | 30.9 (5.1) | 55,225 | 750 (1.35) | 6912 (11.21) | 17,112 (30.98) | 19,319 (34.98) | 9769 (17.68) | 2083 (3.77) |
| 30-34 | 118 (18.5) | 30.9 (5.1) | 55,225 | 750 (1.35) | 6912 (11.21) | 17,112 (30.98) | 19,319 (34.98) | 9769 (17.68) | 2083 (3.77) |
| 35-39 | 26 (4.1) | 30.9 (5.1) | 55,225 | 750 (1.35) | 6912 (11.21) | 17,112 (30.98) | 19,319 (34.98) | 9769 (17.68) | 2083 (3.77) |
| >40 | | | | | | | | | |

aThe Birth Register at Statens Serum Institut; also see website [9].
cCentral Statistical Office of Poland [10,11]
dUK Office for National Statistics, Age England & Wales 2013
eNA: not available
fPROTECT: Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European ConsorTium
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Table 2. Educational levels of respondents compared with national statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Not stated</th>
<th>University and some post graduate</th>
<th>Some 3rd level education (university, etc)</th>
<th>School and higher level exams</th>
<th>Legal part of school and 1st level of exams (age 16 years)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Denmark</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROTECT</td>
<td>639</td>
<td>18 (2.8)</td>
<td>74 (11.7)</td>
<td>296 (46.7)</td>
<td>18,488 (32.88)</td>
<td>18 (2.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>56,328</td>
<td>8639 (15.33)</td>
<td>18,488 (32.88)</td>
<td>17,431 (30.94)</td>
<td>8201 (14.55)</td>
<td>3569 (6.33)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>The Netherlands</strong></td>
<td>476</td>
<td>22 (4.6)</td>
<td>110 (23.1)</td>
<td>161 (33.8)</td>
<td>183 (38.4)</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>2159</td>
<td>376 (17.41)</td>
<td>905 (41.91)</td>
<td>551 (25.52)</td>
<td>304 (14.08)</td>
<td>23 (1.06)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Poland</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PROTECT</td>
<td>241</td>
<td>4 (1.7)</td>
<td>21 (8.7)</td>
<td>56 (23.2)</td>
<td>158 (65.6)</td>
<td>2 (0.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>17.0 million</td>
<td>4.2 million (24.4)</td>
<td>8.0 million (47.1)</td>
<td>0.6 million (3.7)</td>
<td>3.3 million (19.5)</td>
<td>0.9 million (5.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>United Kingdom</strong></td>
<td>709</td>
<td>89 (12.6)</td>
<td>153 (21.6)</td>
<td>251 (35.4)</td>
<td>213 (30.0)</td>
<td>3 (0.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National</td>
<td>40.0 million</td>
<td>17.8 million (44.4)</td>
<td>8.7 million (21.8)</td>
<td>13.2 million (33)</td>
<td>0.3 million (8.0)</td>
<td>0.3 million (0.8)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aData from Statistics DK, Births 2012
cThe national figures for PL do not correspond completely with the educational levels used in PROTECT since level 4 for the national figures includes licentiate which is included in level 3 for PROTECT. Data source: Central Statistical Office of Poland Housing Census 2011 for women age 15 and over [10,14].
dThe national figures for the UK are for women from 2011. The UK national figures for post graduate education not available.
ePROTECT: Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European ConsorTium

Medication Use During Pregnancy

There were 92.7% (1915/2065) of women that reported using at least one pregnancy-related medication including fertility medications, iron tablets, multivitamins, and folic acid. Excluding those pregnancy-related medications, 83.34% (1721/2065) of women reported using 1 or more medicines (range 1-16) during pregnancy or in the month preceding it. Figure 2 shows the distribution of number of medications by woman and country. Of all reported medications, 42.46% (2333/5494) were reported as being used “as needed” and 53.82% (2957/5494) were reported as being taken daily. Recognizing that some women reported more than one reason for their medication use, the most frequent reason for all reported medication use was for nervous system disorders (71.86%, 1484/2065), followed in descending order by 62.76% (1296/2065) for alimentary tract and metabolism, 38.01% (785/2065) for respiratory issues, 30.89% (638/2065) for genitourinary system or as sex hormones, and 25.66% (530/2065) as anti-infectives for systemic use.

The top 10 most frequently used medications and medication changes during pregnancy are shown in Table 3. There were 1230 (59.56%) of 2065 women who took at least one prescription medication (Rx) and may also have used OTC medications. By contrast, 23.58% (487/2065) women reported using medications generally available OTC, but never using any medications only available by prescription. These included 7.16% (148/2065) of our respondents, who reported that they chose not to take a medication that had been prescribed for them. The two most frequently reported indications for which a woman decided not to take a medication or decreased her dose (in consultation with her caregiver) were antidepressants and anti-inflammatories. Only 1.30% (27/2065) women reported using medicines that had been prescribed for a friend or family member, but not for them. The most frequent medications that were reported as having been shared were analgesics (oxycodeone and paracetamol, n=4) and drugs for acid-related problems (n=8).
Table 3. The 10 most frequently reported medications used during pregnancy or during the month prior to pregnancy, and changes during pregnancy (rank ordered).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Medications used during pregnancy or month prior to pregnancy</th>
<th>Rank order of top 10 medications</th>
<th>Medication</th>
<th>Changes during pregnancy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>n/N %</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>OTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antibiotic</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pivmecillinam</td>
<td>67/2065 3.24%</td>
<td>5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidepressants</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citalopram</td>
<td>34/2065 1.65%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoxetine</td>
<td>30/2065 1.45%</td>
<td>7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sertraline</td>
<td>39/2065 1.89%</td>
<td>10&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antidiabetics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insulin aspart</td>
<td>27/2065 1.30%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metformin</td>
<td>48/2065 2.32%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antifungal</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clotrimazole</td>
<td>135/2065 6.54%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-inflammatories and pain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acetylsalicylic acid</td>
<td>48/2065 2.32%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diclofenac</td>
<td>16/2065 0.77%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ibuprofen</td>
<td>149/2065 7.21%</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracetamol</td>
<td>1483/2065 71.82%</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Paracetamol combination</td>
<td>80/2065 3.88%</td>
<td>9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tramadol</td>
<td>28/2065 1.36%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Anti-infectives</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amoxicillin</td>
<td>165/2065 8.00%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluconazole</td>
<td>64/2065 3.10%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimigraine</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sumatriptan</td>
<td>31/2065 1.50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digestive disorders</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metoclopramide</td>
<td>47/2065 2.28%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alginic acid</td>
<td>291/2065 14.09%</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ispaghula (psylla seeds)</td>
<td>90/2065 4.36%</td>
<td>8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lactulose</td>
<td>101/2065 4.89%</td>
<td>6</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omeprazole</td>
<td>80/2065 3.88%</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordinary salt combinations (eg, calcium carbonate)</td>
<td>173/2065 8.37%</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ranitidine</td>
<td>51/2065 2.46%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ear, nose, and throat/decongestant</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Xylometazoline</td>
<td>93/2065 4.50%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reproductive</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clomifene</td>
<td>57/2065 2.76%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medications used during pregnancy or month prior to pregnancy</td>
<td>Rank order of top 10 medications</td>
<td>Changes during pregnancy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>--------------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>n/N</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>Rx</td>
<td>OTC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>----------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>------------------</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethinyl estradiol</td>
<td>5/2065</td>
<td>0.24</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hormonal contraceptives for systemic use</td>
<td>73/2065</td>
<td>3.54</td>
<td>4&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Progesterone</td>
<td>59/2065</td>
<td>2.86</td>
<td>7&lt;sup&gt;c&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Respiratory</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beclomethasone</td>
<td>30/2065</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salbutamol</td>
<td>96/2065</td>
<td>4.64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terbutaline</td>
<td>32/2065</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thyroid</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Levothyroxine sodium</td>
<td>83/2065</td>
<td>4.02</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>Decreased, but not stopped  
<sup>b</sup>Tied for place  
<sup>c</sup>Probably represents use in the month before pregnancy

**Figure 2.** The number of different medications taken per woman by percentage in each country. Includes prescription and nonprescription medications; excludes herbas, fish oil, homeopathic, multivitamins, iron, vaccinations, and antimalarials. Denmark: DK, The Netherlands: NL, Poland: PL, United Kingdom: UK.

Use of Anesthetics, Cosmetic Surgery, and Alternative Medicines During Pregnancy

In addition to prescription medications, 7.31% (151/2065) of women reported using an anesthetic during pregnancy, with most (n=128) having received local anesthetics. Very few women (0.44%, 9/2065) reported having undergone a cosmetic procedure during pregnancy. Relatively few women used alternative medicines and dietary supplements during pregnancy (Table 4). The most frequently cited products were herbal (7.07%, 146/2065), followed by fish oil (4.60%, 95/2065).
Recreational Drugs During Pregnancy

Very few women (0.82%, 17/2065) reported using recreational drugs during pregnancy and among those recreational drug users, cannabis was by far the most widely used (65%, 11/17). The majority of women reported that they did not use any alcohol during pregnancy (76.90%, 1588/2065).

Retention and Data Quality

Study retention was relatively low with only 464 (29.84%) of 1555 women providing information on pregnancy outcome among those with due dates (plus 1 week) occurring while the study was active (Figure 1). Those who provided some follow-up were slightly more likely to continue in the study if they were taking 5 or more medications compared to those who dropped out after baseline (45.95%, 522/1136 vs 41.4%, 385/929). Further compared with those who continued in the study, women who discontinued participation after completing the baseline questionnaire were more likely to have been smokers at baseline (6.8%, 63/929 vs 2.46%, 28/1136), and to have volunteered to provide information monthly rather than every 2 weeks (64.7%, 601/929 vs 35.3%, 328/929), and were less likely to have completed university level coursework (71.8%, 667/929 vs 78.96%, 897/1136) or to be currently taking medications (3.5%, 33/929 vs .96%, 11/1136). There were no apparent differences between age, gravidity, or alcohol use for those who dropped out quickly compared with those who provided some follow-up.

In absence of source data verification, it is not possible to confirm the accuracy and reliability of all the data provided. Nevertheless, it was possible to compare self-reported data with available information in 2 countries, because all 639 participants in DK could be linked to their EHRs using the 10-digit civil registration number, and 79.0% (674/853) of women enrolled in the UK consented to EHR linkage. In the UK, the Health Improvement Network (THIN) database of pseudonymized primary care records was compared with the patient generated records. Because THIN is only a sample of the UK population, only 18 women were successfully linked to their EHRs in THIN and had data recorded during the period when the Pharmacoepidemiological Research on Outcomes of Therapeutics by a European ConsorTium (PROTECT) study subject was pregnant; 2 of those women were still pregnant at the close of PROTECT data collection.

We compared self-reported pregnancy outcome to the EHRs in the UK for 16/18 women who had reached their due date within the study period. Of the 16 whom we were able to match, 2 (12%) had an outcome (birth) noted in both PROTECT and their EHR. There were 8 (50%) of 16 women that had a pregnancy outcome recorded on EHR only, and 3 (19%) of 16 women reported only in PROTECT. In addition, information about the pregnancy outcome was not available in either PROTECT or the EHR for 3 of the 16 women (19%). It is possible that the THIN EHR may have been updated with information on their pregnancy outcomes after the data were provided for this study.

When data were compared from PROTECT with similar information for the women in the Danish Pharmacy register and from THIN in the UK (Table 5), some underreporting of medications was evident for women in PROTECT for chronic conditions, short-term conditions, and pregnancy-related medications. A small number of women also reported not taking prescribed medications, which may explain some differences between self-reports and database reports.

Table 5. Compatibility and discrepancy between PROTECT self-reported prescription use and electronic health care data in DK and the UK based on the whole follow-up period, NPROTECT/NDATABASE (%).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DK n=639</th>
<th>UK n=18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drugs for chronic conditions</td>
<td>145/174 (83.3)</td>
<td>145/170 (85.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drugs for occasional or short-term use</td>
<td>153/283 (54.1)</td>
<td>153/276 (55.4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pregnancy-related medications</td>
<td>78/118 (66.1)</td>
<td>78/114 (68.4)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a Adjusted for self-reported decision not to take a prescribed medication.

b None of these respondents in the UK reported a decision not to take a prescribed medication.
Discussion

Principal Findings

There is incomplete information about the efficacy and safety of treatments used by the broad array of patients seen in everyday clinical practice [15]. Could direct-to-patient research help fill that gap for pregnant women with information that could be used to investigate possible risk factors for negative birth outcomes in order to guide expectant mothers and their clinicians to make healthy pregnancy choices? Could direct-to-patient data also be used to understand treatment benefits and risks to inform decisions about personalized medicine [16]? This study shows that some pregnant women will volunteer to participate in pharmacovigilance-type studies and will report medications used in pregnancy, including both prescription and nonprescription medications, as well as other life style factors, like alcohol and drug use. A comparison of our respondents with demographics from each of their countries shows that our volunteers were broadly representative of the population density in each country, as well as age and parity, although they were more educated than their peers, and in some countries, were not as ethnically diverse as the underlying population (eg, 94.5%, 670/709 white in this study vs 86%, 48.2 million/56.1 million in the UK) [17]. To the extent that biologic responses to medication are not heavily dependent on education and ethnicity, these data would support the use of direct-to-patient research, as it may have benefits for understanding both safety and effectiveness. Further, it appears that interactive voice response is not a popular method for consumer responses. In this study, the IVRS was only chosen by 14 patients and of those, only 1 provided any usable data.

Recruitment and Retention

Loss to follow-up was high in this study, which without substantial improvement would lessen the value of direct-to-patient research for pharmacovigilance. This study, however, employed very minimal patient reminders, only unvarying reminder emails and/or text messages a few days before, and once after, a follow-up form was expected. No patient incentives were used and the Web study portal only provided study-related information and no other information to attract or maintain the interest of study participants. Using only these straight forward methods for retention, only 55.01% (1136/2065) of the subjects who enrolled in this study provided study-related information and no other information to attract or maintain the interest of study participants. Using only these straight forward methods for retention, only 55.01% (1136/2065) of the subjects who enrolled in this study provided any follow-up, which may reflect, in part, the difficulty of filling out a detailed questionnaire and perhaps the unwanted focus on lifestyle factors that may negatively affect birth outcome. Only 29.83% (464/1555) of the women provided information about birth outcome. Among those who provided some follow-up, the loss-to-follow-up rates were more than doubled among women who enrolled in the second and third trimesters when compared to those who enrolled in the first trimester.

To further explore reasons that would affect recruitment and retention, we convened a small focus group of 45 first-time mothers in their first pregnancy from the DK, NL, PL, and the UK to assess their willingness and interest in participating in a study like PROTECT. Although most women reported that they would participate in a study like this purely for altruistic reasons, one of the most frequent comments was that some form of modest compensation would enhance the appeal of participation.

Prescription Reporting

Getting detailed, interpretable reports about medication use was challenging. We asked about medication use according to the indication for which it was being used, did not ask about dosage or route of administration, and did not distinguish between prescription and nonprescription medication because that varied from country to country and could change at any time during the study. Instead, we used a list of nonprescription medication for DK (the only country that was able to provide such a list) and applied that assumption to the other 3 countries, recognizing that in some countries, pregnant women receive prescriptions for medications that are available OTC in order to have those medications paid for by their insurance. We provided machine-prompts on the questionnaires for the top 10 medications in each country for each indication to guide data entry for medications, which was challenging to compile in 4 countries as proprietary names of the same products varied by country and by whether a prescription was required for a particular medication and dose. Nearly 25% (3136/12,699) of the medications used were reported as free text, rather than using the drop-down list available on the questionnaire for this purpose, which required substantial manual review and recoding. More consumer-friendly computerized methods of acquiring data about medication use would be helpful for future research.

Strengths of Direct-to-Patient Research

Despite the challenges we encountered in distinguishing medications that were obtained by prescription and those that were not, the extensive reporting of medication use here is a strong advantage for understanding the causal relations of drugs and adverse events. About 4 of 5 women (80%) reported using at least one medication during or immediately before pregnancy, a figure that is in line with some other estimates [18-22] and higher than others (eg, 50%) [23]. Our estimates may be higher than some other studies because our recruitment materials and informed consent documents described our interest in understanding medication use during pregnancy. Nonetheless, the information that our respondents provided corresponds fairly well with other reports. For example, a recent study of medications used by Medicaid recipients during pregnancy showed the most commonly dispensed medications during pregnancy were antibiotics and anti-infectives (nitrofurantoin, 21.6%; metronidazole, 19.4%; amoxicillin, 18.0%; azithromycin, 16.9%) and an antihistamine (promethazine, 13.5%) [23], whereas another US study showed the most commonly used prescription medication components during the first trimester of pregnancy were progestins from oral contraceptives, amoxicillin, progesterone, albuterol, promethazine, and estrogenic compounds [18]. In our study, the most common prescription medications were anti-infectives (amoxicillin) and antibiotics (pivmecillinam), as well as respiratory medication (salbutamol), thyroid medication (levothyroxine sodium), and hormonal medication (contraceptives). Interestingly, we noted that respondents might not always understand the indication for which they are taking prescribed medications. For example, in our validation study in the UK, physicians reported prescribing...
no antidiabetic medications for the 18 women whose records were matched with PROTECT, yet 1 woman self-reported taking an antidiabetic medication.

Our estimate that 40.73% (841/2065) of pregnant women used nonprescription medicine is not much different from the limited published literature [19], even though the reference estimate may not include the identical nonprescription medications that were used in this study. In the US study of medications used during the first trimester of pregnancy, the most commonly used OTC medications included anti-inflammatory and pain medications (acetaminophen and ibuprofen) and medication for digestive disorders (docusate) [18], as did our study (paracetamol and ibuprofen; alginic acid and ordinary salt combinations like calcium carbonate). Of note, the methodology used here provided rich information about intermittent use of medication as well as nonprescription and complementary medication use, the details of which are rarely available from other sources. This pilot study gives some indication that women are willing to report their use of herbal medications, although the estimates from these 4 study countries (7.07%, 146/2065 of our respondents self-identified as using herbals during a pregnancy) are lower than the 6% and 11% reported in 2 US studies [20,21], and the 55% reported in Italy in 2009 [22].

Conclusions
Taken as a whole, it appears that direct to consumer (or patient) is a useful method for learning about use of prescription and nonprescription medication use, including medications that may be administered in hospitals, emergency rooms, or as outpatients, and in some cases, these patient-reported data are more complete than reliance on existing data like prescription registers and EHR [23]. Further, using the Internet to collect data directly from patients/consumers makes it easier to collect data regularly during a study. This steady data collection may reduce recall bias, which is particularly useful when investigating potential effects of medication use during pregnancy on birth outcomes, since such effects are largely dependent on gestational age at the time of exposure. In addition, because women could enter the study as soon as they became pregnant, it provides valuable information on exposure during the early weeks of pregnancy, which might not be available, or complete, using more traditional interview methods.

Could patient-reported information be a complete substitute for other types of pharmacovigilance? Although there appears to be some underreporting about medication use and perhaps herbals, self-reporting of prenatal exposures provides a more complete picture of factors which may contribute to an adverse outcome than does reliance purely on existing traditional methods of collecting data. The value of having information on medication use as well as other exposures that may not be readily available is appealing, for example, anesthesia, travel vaccinations, as well as other behaviors that patients may be reluctant to report directly to their physicians, such as use of recreational products like cocaine and marijuana. Such a rich data source would enhance our ability to evaluate individual teratogens as well as to look at various exposures, which may be risky when used in combination during pregnancy. Nonetheless, there are shortcomings to sole reliance on patient-reported data that make it difficult to use in the absence of supplementary data, including (1) accurate and complete product reporting of molecular entity, dose, and manufacturer; and (2) clinician-reported assessment of birth outcomes. Looking toward the future, perhaps the most effective method to assemble meaningful information about potential teratogens would be to combine patient-reported data with information on prescription and/or clinical validation from physicians or health care registers for major events and exposures of special interest.
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Abstract

Background: While cigarette use has seen a steady decline in recent years, hookah (water pipe) use has rapidly increased in popularity. While anecdotal reports have noted a rise in hookah bars, methodological difficulties have prevented researchers from drawing definitive conclusions about the number of hookah bars in any given location. There is no publicly available database that has been shown to reliably provide this information. It is now possible to analyze Internet trends as a measure of population behavior and health-related phenomena.

Objective: The objective of the study was to investigate whether Yelp can be used to accurately identify the number of hookah bars in New York State, assess the distribution and characteristics of hookah bars, and monitor temporal trends in their presence.

Methods: Data were obtained from Yelp that captures a variety of parameters for every business listed in their database as of October 28, 2014, that was tagged as a “hookah bar” and operating in New York State. Two algebraic models were created: one estimated the date of opening of a hookah bar based on the first Yelp review received and the other estimated whether the bar was open or closed based on the date of the most recent Yelp review. These findings were then compared with empirical data obtained by Internet searches.

Results: From 2014 onward, the date of the first Yelp review predicts the opening date of new hookah bars to within 1 month. Yelp data allow the estimate of such venues and demonstrate that new bars are not randomly distributed, but instead are clustered near colleges and in specific racial/ethnic neighborhoods. New York has seen substantially more new hookah bars in 2012-2014 compared with the number that existed prior to 2009.

Conclusions: Yelp is a powerful public health tool that allows for the investigation of various trends and characteristics of hookah bars. New York is experiencing tremendous growth in hookah bars, a worrying phenomenon that necessitates further investigation.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e19) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4809
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Introduction

Hookah Smoking Perceived Less Dangerous Than Cigarettes

In recent years, cigarette use has had a dramatic steady decline [1-3], whereas hookah (water pipe) use has rapidly become more popular. National Adult Tobacco Survey data show that 9.8% of adults in the United States report having ever used hookah and 1.5% currently use this alternative tobacco product [4]. Among US high-school seniors, 18% report having used hookah in the past year [5]. There is growing evidence that hookah smoking may be at least as harmful as cigarette smoking [6-8]. Research has shown that the tobacco specifically used for hookah—shisha—delivers tar, nicotine, and carbon monoxide in higher doses than cigarette use [9-11]. Hookah use has also been linked to lung cancer [12], decreased pulmonary and cardiovascular function [13,14], infertility [15], and low birth weight [12]. Furthermore, secondhand hookah smoke contains the same constituents resulting from tobacco combustion, as well as additional chemicals and carcinogens from the charcoal used to heat the product [16,17], thus posing serious health risks not only to the user, but also to hookah bar employees and nonsmoking patrons [7,17,18]. Unfortunately, numerous studies worldwide consistently report that hookah smoking is perceived to be safer and less addictive than cigarettes by both public and health care providers [8,9,19-23].

In the last decade, Internet use in the United States has expanded rapidly as millions of consumers have new ways to access the Internet, from laptops to mobile phone to tablets and other devices [24]. The Internet is used by as many as 93% of high-school students and young adults [25]. The Internet also has emerged as a new resource for tracking public health trends [26]. It is now possible to analyze Internet trends as a measure of population behavior and health-related phenomena. The social media platform Twitter has been analyzed to show how users perceive and respond to emerging tobacco products [27,28]. One database, Google Trends, a publicly available resource, allows users to compare Internet search frequency over time in various regions of the world [29,30]. Researchers have used data drawn from this source to create models that accurately predict chronic disease risk factors such as alcohol consumption by measuring Web search activity [31]. This mechanism has also been used to demonstrate the increasing popularity of hookah smoking in the United States as measured by increased search volume for hookah and related terms [32].

Social Media and Yelp

In recent years, new forms of social media and networking have also risen. Yelp is one such site in which patrons review and share information about businesses and their services, thereby allowing local businesses to publicize themselves to the public [33,34]. Based out of San Francisco, the company has set up online communities in almost every major city in the United States and worldwide. In 2014, it received an average of 135 million visitors per month and more than 67 million total reviews [35]. Yelp is ranked in the top 40 in the United States and top 150 worldwide in number of daily visitors to the website [36].

To date, no study has examined the number, distribution, and potential proliferation of hookah bars. There is no publically available database of hookah bars at either a state or federal level. Yelp has an unharnessed, but immense, potential for providing critical public health data. In this paper, we report whether data from Yelp can be used to accurately answer the following three questions: (1) What is the number of hookah bars throughout a specific geographic region and how accurately can Yelp identify the hookah bars?; (2) What are the distribution and characteristics of hookah bars (such as whether they serve alcohol or have live music)?; and (3) What are the temporal trends in hookah bars?

Methods

Data

Data were provided by Yelp in the form of a spreadsheet file that captured a variety of parameters for every business listed in their database as of October 28, 2014 that was tagged as a “hookah bar” and operating in the state of New York. We also obtained similar data for “wine bar” to serve as a contemporaneous control. These parameters included the business address, categorization within the Yelp database (eg, “bars,” “hookah bars,” “lounges”), business hours, and attributes such as whether alcohol is served, the ambiance, whether Wi-Fi is available, etc. In addition, every review written for each of these businesses was provided in a separate file with the reviewer’s username removed. According to Yelp’s policy, business listings are not removed after the location is determined to be closed. These businesses may feature less prominently in search results, but this did not affect the database file that we received.

Analyses

Two simple algebraic models were created from the data provided by Yelp. The first was created to estimate the date of opening of a hookah bar based on the date of its first Yelp review. To do this, we attempted to determine the actual date of opening for each hookah bar via Internet searches. A precise opening date could be established for 46 hookah bars. Then, the actual date of opening was compared with the date of the first published Yelp review for each hookah bar. The algebraic model compared these differences on a yearly basis and used the average difference between verified date of opening and first Yelp review as the predicted date of opening for each hookah bar. Because of low review frequency in the early years of Yelp, it was not practical or accurate to use the date of the first published review as a predictor of true opening date prior to 2010.

A second algebraic model was created that predicted whether or not a hookah bar had shut down based on the date of its latest Yelp review. The Yelp website allows its users to mark locations as closed, and this information is contained within the Yelp database. We verified that all 24 of these locations were indeed closed with phone calls to the location and Internet searches. We then combed the remaining database to find whether there were other closed locations that had not been marked as such, and 7 were identified with further phone calls and Internet searches. Of the 24 that were marked closed on Yelp, 17 had
not had a Yelp review written in over 1 year. Next, we computed the number of months since the last Yelp review for each hookah bar. The range was 0-65 months, the mean was 6.3 months, the median was 1 month, and the mode was 0 months (49 bars). The model considered a hookah bar as closed if it had not received a review in the past 6 months.

To determine the geographic location of hookah bars, the addresses of all hookah bars in the Yelp database were entered into Tableau Public, a freeware data visualization software program. This allowed for the generation of a heat map that examined the density of hookah bars by zip code. We present only the heat map for New York City here as it captures 121/137 (88.3%) of the hookah bars in New York State.

The reviews received by hookah bars in New York were examined in a summative fashion by examining the total number of reviews received each month from the date of the first review to October 2014. This was compared with the number of reviews received by all of the wine bars in New York, which served as a control.

### Results

#### Opening Dates of Hookah Bars in New York State

The Yelp database identified 137 hookah bars in the state of New York. Using a variety of aforementioned search methods, the opening date was identified for 46 currently open hookah bars. A total of 43 of the 46 opened after Yelp’s founding in 2004 and thus could be used for comparison. For bars that opened in 2010 or later, the date of the first Yelp review was a reliable proxy measure for the date of the bar opening to within 6 months (Table 1). For reviews written after January 1, 2014, only a 1-month correction factor was necessary. The date of the first Yelp review for each hookah bar was identified and this information was used to create an algebraic model that predicts the date of opening. The model predicts that 83 of the 113 (73.5%) currently open hookah bars were founded in 2009 or later, whereas the empirical data found that 40 of 43 (93%) bars opened in 2009 or later (Figure 1).

### Identifying Closed Hookah Bars

The Yelp database identified 24 hookah bars as closed. An algebraic model was created, using the date of the most recent Yelp review for every hookah bar in the database, to predict whether a hookah bar was open or closed. Any hookah bar that did not have a Yelp review within the last 6 months was predicted to be “closed.” A comparison of the model with the Yelp database data is provided in Tables 2 and 3. The specificity of the model is 94.7% (compared with 100% for the Yelp database “closed” tool), whereas the sensitivity of the model is 90.3% (compared with 77.4% for the raw Yelp data); the model identifies more closed bars, but makes more errors by falsely stating that bars are closed when they are open.

### Table 1. Length of time between hookah bar opening and first Yelp review by year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Real year opened</th>
<th>Number of hookah bars</th>
<th>Difference between date opening and first Yelp review (months)$^a$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>34.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>—</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2008</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2011</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2012</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>3.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2014</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Difference calculated for the 43 hookah bars where date of opening could be verified and where the date was after Yelp’s founding (ie, after October 2004).
**Figure 1.** Distribution of new hookah bars by year. Actual data represents the 43 hookah bars for which a date of opening could be identified. The algebraic model uses the date of the first Yelp review for each of the 137 bars in NY (New York) to approximate its date of opening.

---

**Table 2.** Contingency table: Yelp-determined open/closed status of hookah bars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Yelp marked closed&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Yelp marked open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed hookah bars&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open hookah bars</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>“Yelp marked closed/open” refers to whether Yelp has marked the hookah bar as open or closed in their database.

<sup>b</sup>The closed/open hookah bar cells reflect the true status based on telephone calls and Internet searches.

**Table 3.** Contingency table: Model determined open/closed status of hookah bars.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Model marked closed&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</th>
<th>Model marked open</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Closed hookah bars</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open hookah bars</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup>The algebraic model uses the date of the last review for the hookah bar to estimate whether it is open or closed. Bars that have not received a review within the last 6 months are estimated to be closed.

**Hookah Bar Locations**

The location and distribution of the hookah bars were also examined. An overwhelming majority (121/137) of the hookah bars in the state of New York are located in one of New York City’s 5 boroughs. The majority are clustered in Queens (n=43), Manhattan (n=43), and Brooklyn (n=26). Figure 2 shows a heat map with the locations of hookah bars by zip code. The greatest cluster occurs in zip code 11103, a subdivision of Astoria, Queens, a 0.71-mi<sup>2</sup> area [37] with 17 hookah bars. The zip codes 10002, 10003, and 10009 comprise Manhattan’s Lower East Side and 10001-10006 comprise Astoria, Queens, according to the United Hospital Fund classification [38]. These are the 2 neighborhoods in New York with the highest density of hookah bars.

Unique characteristics of the hookah bars were examined (see Multimedia Appendix 1). The information provided ranges from whether the bars accept credit cards (115/137, 83.9% yes) to whether patrons describe the ambience as “trendy” (20/137, 14.6% yes).

Finally, temporal trends were evaluated by analyzing the individual reviews received by each hookah bar. The first review of a New York hookah bar occurred on August 20, 2005; the number of hookah bar reviews has grown manifold since then. From August 2005 to August 2008, there were an average of 7.2 reviews of hookah bars per month. From August 2013 to 2014, this number jumped to 118.8. We compared the cumulative number of reviews for hookah bars with those for wine bars to control for the growth rate of Yelp. From October
2008 to 2014, the total number of hookah bar reviews increased 17-fold, compared to a 10-fold increase for wine bars.

Figure 2. Heat map of location of hookah bars in New York City by zip code.

Discussion

Principal Findings

In this study, we used a dataset provided by Yelp to create a simple algebraic model that identifies when a hookah bar was founded based on the date of its first review. The model estimates that there have been more new hookah bars from 2012 to 2014 than the number that existed prior to 2009. While others have anecdotally noted the evidence of rapid expansion of hookah bars [39], we have taken this a step further by identifying the year-by-year expansion seen in New York. This suggests that retailers in the form of new hookah bars have met the increase in demand for hookah. Salloum et al [32] used the novel mechanism of Internet search queries to demonstrate the expanding popularity of hookah use. The rapidly increasing frequency of reviews for hookah bars relative to wine bars on Yelp shown here seems to corroborate this. Others have conducted more traditional surveys and analyses that agree with the notion that there is high demand for hookah [5,40,41].

We also used the Yelp data to map the locations of hookah bars in New York, and specifically focused on the distinct clusters in New York City because this was where the vast majority of hookah bars were located. One cluster was Astoria, Queens, which contained 27 hookah bars, and another was the Lower East Side, which contained 22. This finding is thought provoking because a large population of college students reside in this area and a large population of immigrants [42], especially Arabs, reside in Astoria [43]. This is significant because these populations typically have high rates of tobacco use [44,45]. Others have corroborated the idea that hookah bar expansion tends to occur near colleges [46] and to attract adolescents [47]. It is not entirely surprising that business owners would want to set up shop in areas with high demand.

Limitations

There are several limitations to this study. The first is that the precision of our algebraic models was limited by the temporally skewed data. The earliest verified date of opening of a hookah bar in New York City in our database is 1977 (the hookah component was not added until the 2000s); Yelp, however, was founded in October 2004, and this specific bar did not appear until January 2006. Thus, the model could only say that a bar was likely to have been founded “pre-2006.” It is inherently more accurate with newer bars and there is a higher level of uncertainty about the opening date of bars founded before 2009, for which the model could not accurately identify the opening date to within a year. In addition, 38 of the 46 hookah bars that we could identify had an official opening date that occurred in 2010 or later. It is possible that there is some form of recency effect occurring, as we are more likely to be able to identify more newly opened hookah bars that may have promoted themselves via the Internet. This is reflected in Figure 1, as few bars were identified with an opening date prior to 2009 and yet the model predicted many bars to have opened in that range based on their first date of Yelp review. Yelp’s expanding popularity ensured that a hookah bar was likely to have a review posted on Yelp within the first 6 months of its opening from 2010 to 2013, and within a month from 2014 onward, which results in higher confidence with the more recent data. Our comparison of hookah bar review frequency with wine bar frequency is a relative control, as it is unclear whether they have been increasing or decreasing in popularity. Thus, this comparison can only serve to provide some context for the rate of increase in hookah bar reviews. Next, our algebraic model
was intentionally designed to be simplistic. This allows for a robust and rapid estimation of whether a hookah bar is open or closed and when it was founded based simply on the date of its first and most recent reviews. As a drawback, however, it is not as precise as could potentially be achieved with more comprehensive measures.

Yelp is a powerful tool and is getting still more popular; we noted a 20-fold increase in monthly reviews for hookah bars between January 2007 and 2014. In spite of this, there have been very few public health studies that utilize its vast database, and only one that used it in the context of hookah. Primack et al [48] utilized Yelp to locate hookah bars in municipalities with clean air laws. Sussman et al [34] coded Yelp reviews in Los Angeles, California, for Vape shops to analyze consumer beliefs and behaviors. Other medical studies that use Yelp data focus on analyzing reviews of physicians who are listed on Yelp [49-51] and on food safety [52,53].

Yelp offers both public health researchers and potentially local health departments the ability to quickly and accurately spot trends. We found that on average, beginning in 2014, a new hookah bar will appear on Yelp within 1 month of its opening. This allows for rapid identification of an expanding market. This could be particularly useful for local health departments. In New York City, for example, the health department is very active in enforcing health standards; they recently undertook an operation to identify which hookah bars were serving shisha-containing tobacco, which is a violation of the 2002 Smoke-Free Air Act [54]. Utilization of Yelp data would be beneficial because it would allow health departments to rapidly identify new bars. The same would apply to researchers seeking to measure the effects on working in a hookah bar or track their expanding popularity.

Some data contained within the Yelp database are more immediately useful than others are. It is readily apparent how knowledge of location of the hookah bars could be useful to researchers, health departments, and policy makers. However, there is a trove of other data collected for every hookah bar which includes whether they have parking, television, live music, offer outdoor seating, accept credit cards, or if they serve alcohol. Whether there are important findings or implications contained in these data remain to be seen, but it is clear that Yelp is an important, but underutilized, public health tool.

Conclusions

In summary, the findings presented in this paper corroborate that data from Yelp do in fact accurately identify the supply of hookah bars and their distribution and characteristics, as well as allowing for monitoring changes in their presence over time. In the state of New York, these data demonstrate both an increasing number of such venues and substantial geographic clustering. As emerging health epidemics like hookah use grow, public health officials and researchers would be well served to consider innovative sources such as Yelp for data analysis.
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Abstract

Background: Health care quality is often linked to patient satisfaction. Yet, there is a lack of national studies examining the relationship between patient satisfaction, patient-reported outcomes, and medical expenditure.

Objective: The aim of this study is to examine the contribution of physical health, mental health, general health, and total health care expenditures to patient satisfaction using a longitudinal, nationally representative sample.

Methods: Using data from the 2010-2011 Medical Expenditure Panel Survey, analyses were conducted to predict patient satisfaction from patient-reported outcomes and total health care expenditures. The study sample consisted of adult participants (N=10,157), with sampling weights representative of 233.26 million people in the United States.

Results: The results indicated that patient-reported outcomes and total health care expenditure were associated with patient satisfaction such that higher physical and mental function, higher general health status, and higher total health care expenditure were associated with higher patient satisfaction.

Conclusions: We found that patient-reported outcomes and total health care expenditure had a significant relationship with patient satisfaction. As more emphasis is placed on health care value and quality, this area of research will become increasingly needed and critical questions should be asked about what we value in health care and whether we can find a balance between patient satisfaction, outcomes, and expenditures. Future research should apply big data analytics to investigate whether there is a differential effect of patient-reported outcomes and medical expenditures on patient satisfaction across different medical specialties.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e13) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4360
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Introduction

Value-based health care has become a buzzword for health care reforms across the globe. In the United States, the Affordable Care Act has placed huge emphasis on health care value and quality [1]. Although it has yet to be clearly defined, health care quality is often linked to patient satisfaction [2-4]. Beginning on October 1, 2012, the Center for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) has tied Medicare reimbursements with patient satisfaction, as measured by the Hospital Consumer Assessment of Healthcare Providers and Systems (CAHPS) survey. The CAHPS survey measures the following 5 aspects of patient satisfaction or perception of health care experiences: (1) access to care, (2) provider communication, (3) coordination of care, (4) shared decision-making, and (5) the office staff. Additionally, it contains a global rating item on patient satisfaction. The results of the patient satisfaction survey are estimated to put a hospital at risk of US $500,000 to US $850,000 on average for Medicare reimbursement [5].

One question is “what constitutes value in health care?” Porter posited that health care value is linked to patient-reported outcomes (PROs) and expenditures [6]. PROs are patients’ self-reported health status based on their perceptions of their health conditions. PROs, in addition to information from clinical assessments, have become a critical component of medical assessment by directly receiving information from the patient’s perspective [7]. Some argue that understanding PROs is critical to understanding patient satisfaction [8]. PRO instruments, such as SF-12 v2, can measure various outcomes including physical health, mental health, and general health.

While PROs have become increasingly important in assessing health care value, the second part of the value equation is cost or expenditures in health care. Prior research has showed mixed findings between expenditures and patient satisfaction [9-12]. Fenton et al [11] found that higher inpatient utilization, lower emergency department utilization, higher total medical expenditures, higher prescription drug expenditures, and fewer emergency visits are associated with higher patient satisfaction. However, a review of the literature found no consistent relationship and the majority of studies only found a small association between expenditures and satisfaction [10].

Research has suggested that a number of sociodemographic characteristics correlate with patient satisfaction, but there is not a strong consensus [13]. Several studies demonstrated that older patients, patients with better functional status, and clearer communication from doctors are related to greater patient satisfaction [9,11,14-16]. Rahmqvist and Bara [17] also found that older patients were more satisfied than younger patients [17], yet critiques suggested that the magnitude of age as a predictor of satisfaction is small [18]. Additionally, greater patient satisfaction has been associated with lower levels of education and income [17-19]. However, Hall and Dornan [18] found no relationship among income, ethnicity, sex, or family size with patient satisfaction.

Methods

Study Design

Overview

Data from the longitudinal study of adult respondents to the 2010-2011 longitudinal panel Medical Expenditures Panel Survey (MEPS) [20] served as a basis for the comprehensive assessment of health care value and health care quality in this study. The MEPS is a nationally representative survey, sponsored by the Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality, which measures access, use, and cost of health care services. The survey consists of 3 major components, namely, (1) the household, (2) the medical provider, and (3) insurance. The household component samples were drawn from the respondents to the National Health Interview Survey by the National Center for Health Statistics. This study utilized data from the household component and included respondents aged 18 years or older. A list of all the variables used in this study is shown in Multimedia Appendix 1, and Multimedia Appendix 2 contains all of the covariates included in the analyses. Capitalizing on MEPS’s longitudinal panel survey design, we sought to predict patient satisfaction from PROs and total health care expenditures, controlling for demographics, prior health status, and clinical characteristics.

Medical Expenditures

The MEPS collects data on various categories of medical expenditures such as prescription drugs, emergency patient visits, and inpatient hospital stays. The variable total expenditure is an aggregate of medical expenditures in various categories. In this study, we used total health care expenditures (EXP) from Year 1 (2010) as an independent variable.

Patient-Reported Outcomes

The MEPS also contains PROs data. Specifically, it contains data from the SF-12v2, which measures patients’ self-reported functional health status and well-being. The SF-12v2’s physical health component score (PCS), the mental health component score (MCS), and the general health perceptions (GH) score from Year 1 were also included as independent variables in this study. The PCS and MCS possible scores range from 0 (worst health) to 100 (best health). To put GH in the same direction as the PCS and MCS scoring, we reverse coded the original GH such that the possible scores range from 1 (worst health) to 5 (best health). Although sociodemographics and other nonmodifiable characteristics may influence patient satisfaction, they are not very useful for implementing changes in health care. Modifiable characteristics such as patient outcomes and health care expenditures are more useful for attaining actionable changes and reform in health care, yet there is a shortage of research in this area. There is also a lack of longitudinal, national studies examining the relationship between PROs, medical expenditures, and patient satisfaction. This study aims to fill this gap by investigating this relationship using a longitudinal, nationally representative sample, adjusting for various sociodemographics and health-related characteristics.
Patient Satisfaction

We used the CAHPS’s single-item global rating of satisfaction in Year 2 (2011) as a dependent variable. This global patient satisfaction item (SAT) reflects patients’ rating of their health care from all physicians and health care providers in the last 12 months when the patients were taking the survey. It is not a recall of a certain visit at a specific time (e.g., at 3 month or 5 months ago), rather it represents a patient’s average experience of all health care encounters within the last 12 months. The possible scores range from 0 (worst health care possible) to 10 (best health care possible). The survey was administered using computer-assisted personal interviewing technology.

Covariates

Based on a literature review, we identified a list of potential confounders from the MEPS data to be the covariates and adjusted for them when investigating the contribution of PROs and total health care expenditure to patient satisfaction. The list of potential confounders is included in Multimedia Appendix 2, which contains patients’ age, sex, education, race, ethnicity, income, insurance coverage, provider characteristics, prior health status, and different clinical conditions. The covariates selected for the regression analyses were confounders that showed significant associations with patient satisfaction.

Data Analysis

The MEPS utilized a multistage, probability clustering sample design that enabled comprehensive examination of the US population. The sampling weight, stratification, clustering, multiple stages of selection, and disproportionate sampling from the MEPS were taken into account in the analyses so that the findings reported represented the entire US population. Sampling weight took into account the differential probability of sample selection and adjusted for nonresponses and missing data. Descriptive statistics were conducted to examine SAT, PCS, MCS, GH scores, EXP, and different service categories of medical expenditures across clinical conditions. We also performed descriptive statistics on all potential confounders and flagged those that had significant associations with patient satisfaction to be included as covariates in subsequent regression analyses.

To investigate the contribution of PCS, MCS, GH, and EXP on patient satisfaction, we conducted logistic regressions with adjustment of covariates and reported the odds ratio with associated 95% CI. We recoded the PROs, satisfaction, and expenditure variables into low/high SAT, PCS, MCS, GH, and EXP prior to running the logistic regressions. All statistical tests were two sided, were set at an alpha level of .05, and were conducted using SAS 9.3. Institutional review board (IRB) and/or ethics committee approval was not required as the MEPS data are freely available to the general public online.

Results

Demographics

The entire study sample consisted of adult participants (N=10,157), which represented 233.26 million adults (aged ≥ 18 years) in the United States. The mean age was 47 years (SE 0.28, range 18-85). Approximately 52% (121 million/233.26 million) were female and the majority were white (81%, 188 million/233.26 million) and black (12%, 27 million/233.26 million). About 15% (34 million/233.26 million) were Hispanic, approximately 34% (79 million/233.26 million) were unemployed, and nearly 12% (27 million/233.26 million) spoke non-English at home (Table 1).
Table 1. Demographics of the sample from MEPS (weighted N=233.26 million; unweighted N=10,157).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Weighted n (millions)</th>
<th>%</th>
<th>Unweighted n (millions)</th>
<th>%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>2385</td>
<td>72.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>51.7</td>
<td>916</td>
<td>27.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Race</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
<td>188</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>7060</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1992</td>
<td>19.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American Indian/Alaskan native</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>805</td>
<td>7.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian/Pacific Islander</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple races</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ethnicity</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2475</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black (not Hispanic or another race)</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>11.4</td>
<td>1950</td>
<td>19.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian (not Hispanic or another race)</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>794</td>
<td>7.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other race (not Hispanic or another race)</td>
<td>161</td>
<td>69.1</td>
<td>4938</td>
<td>48.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hispanic</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>2475</td>
<td>24.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>85.5</td>
<td>7682</td>
<td>75.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Employment status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employed</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>6465</td>
<td>63.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not employed</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>33.8</td>
<td>3653</td>
<td>36.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Marital status</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>5172</td>
<td>50.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>612</td>
<td>6.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Divorced</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>1173</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>312</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never married</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>26.8</td>
<td>2888</td>
<td>28.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Currently smoke</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>1732</td>
<td>18.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No</td>
<td>176</td>
<td>81.7</td>
<td>7606</td>
<td>81.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Language spoken at home</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>English</td>
<td>205</td>
<td>88.3</td>
<td>8009</td>
<td>79.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spanish</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>1555</td>
<td>15.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another language</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>542</td>
<td>5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Highest level of education</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High school or less with no degree</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>1986</td>
<td>20.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High-school graduate or GED</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>29.9</td>
<td>3239</td>
<td>32.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Associates degree, beyond college, but no degree</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>2359</td>
<td>23.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
This nationally representative adult population had a number of health conditions. About 32% (74.97 million/233.09 million) had high blood pressure and 5% (12.31 million/233.11 million) had coronary heart disease. Approximately 4% (8.52 million/233.20 million) had previously experienced a stroke. Almost 30% (70.59 million/233.07 million) had high cholesterol and 24% (56.34 million/233.18 million) had arthritis. There were 10% (23.48 million/233.20 million) diagnosed with cancer.

The sample population visited a variety of providers; however, most visited a general/family practice physician (71%, 60.69 million/86.00 million) and internal medicine physicians (20%, 17.10 million/86.00 million) within the last 12 months. About 68% (101.57 million/150.09 million) stated that their providers always showed respect for their treatment, whereas 3% (3.89 million/150.09 million) stated that their providers never showed respect. Almost 96% (161.35 million/168.25 million) indicated that their providers explained treatment options but 4% (6.90 million/168.25 million) did not. Approximately 67% (156.18 million/233.26 million) had private insurance, 18% (41.31 million/233.26 million) had public health insurance, whereas over 15% (35.77 million/233.26 million) were uninsured. A detailed breakdown of the number of responses for each variable is not provided here but can be obtained by contacting the authors.

**Medical Expenditures**

The 2010 annual total health care expenditure in the US was over US $1.11 trillion and the average total health care expenditure per adult was US $4752.39 (Table 2). The total medical expenditures for emergency visits, hospital stay, dental care, and prescription drugs were US $7.17 billion, US $41.21 billion, US $62.87 billion, and US $252.45 billion, respectively. The US medical expenditures, by major service categories, by disease conditions are displayed in Table 2. Table 3 presents the descriptive statistics for medical expenditure, outcomes, and patient satisfaction.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Area</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SE</th>
<th>Median</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Emergency visits</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>38.19</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3406</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.95</td>
<td>11.80</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>77.89</td>
<td>16.52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.73</td>
<td>11.30</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1092</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>60.23</td>
<td>14.10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>701</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cholesterol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>36.29</td>
<td>4.89</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>34.52</td>
<td>5.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>936</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>42.72</td>
<td>5.41</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>48.23</td>
<td>9.12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysterectomy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>52.49</td>
<td>9.38</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart attack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>56.23</td>
<td>11.52</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>732</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hospital stay</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>233.94</td>
<td>29.24</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>28,798</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>498.17</td>
<td>115.31</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>674.49</td>
<td>190.66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>480.89</td>
<td>123.35</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>381.02</td>
<td>96.18</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5155</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cholesterol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>228.66</td>
<td>27.37</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>229.43</td>
<td>41.66</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8923</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>227.38</td>
<td>27.28</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>183.19</td>
<td>33.72</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysterectomy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>214.13</td>
<td>25.81</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7550</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart attack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>572.91</td>
<td>178.98</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dental care</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>235.39</td>
<td>20.11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>252.75</td>
<td>68.19</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10,289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>198.33</td>
<td>57.69</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>180.72</td>
<td>38.08</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3514</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>250.03</td>
<td>75.47</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High cholesterol</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>273.77</td>
<td>22.51</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cancer</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>291.01</td>
<td>31.46</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6192</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthritis</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>259.89</td>
<td>21.74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,692</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asthma</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>203.07</td>
<td>23.56</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hysterectomy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>266.83</td>
<td>23.91</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9674</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heart attack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>188.15</td>
<td>58.59</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5998</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Prescription drugs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High blood pressure</td>
<td>711.50</td>
<td>1934.43</td>
<td>82.76</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>50,667</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary heart disease</td>
<td>2030.00</td>
<td>3209.79</td>
<td>246.04</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>23,355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Angina</td>
<td>2080.50</td>
<td>3269.23</td>
<td>329.06</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>17,576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stroke</td>
<td>1459.00</td>
<td>2902.59</td>
<td>326.25</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>40,940</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emphysema</td>
<td>2150.00</td>
<td>3292.43</td>
<td>334.82</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15,071</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Maximum | Minimum | SE | Median | Mean
----------|---------|----|--------|------
High cholesterol | 779.00 | 1985.17 | 85.30 | 0 | 40,940
Cancer | 691.00 | 2153.63 | 180.58 | 0 | 37,509
Arthritis | 914.50 | 2178.59 | 100.20 | 0 | 50,667
Asthma | 571.50 | 1863.06 | 130.80 | 0 | 31,763
Hysterectomy | 826.50 | 1826.24 | 104.19 | 0 | 40,940
Heart attack | 1858.00 | 3141.72 | 326.99 | 0 | 23,355

Table 3. Descriptive statistics for medical expenditure, outcomes, and patient satisfaction.

Patient-Reported Outcomes
The mean score for PCS, MCS, and GH was 49.28 (SE 0.16), 50.98 (SE 0.14), and 3.55 (SE 0.02), respectively. These scores were significantly correlated with each other (PCS with MCS, \( \rho = 0.16, P < 0.001 \); PCS with GH, \( \rho = 0.96, P < 0.001 \); MCS with GH, \( \rho = 0.62, P < 0.001 \)).

Patient Satisfaction
As measured by CAHPS’s global rating, the mean patient satisfaction score across the national adult sample was 8.30 (SE 0.03). The following were some of the variables that were significantly associated with patient satisfaction: age (\( \rho = 0.25, P < 0.001 \)), current smoking \( (\chi^2 = 29.7, P < 0.001) \), provider showed respect for treatment \( (\chi^2 = 75.5, P < 0.001) \), and provider explained option to person \( (\chi^2 = 21.0, P < 0.001) \). The complete list of all of the variables that were found to be associated with patient satisfaction is provided in Multimedia Appendix 2.

Patient-Reported Outcomes, Medical Expenditures, and Patient Satisfaction
Total health care expenditure was negatively related to PROs; individuals who had lower physical function (\( \rho = -0.43, P < 0.001 \)), lower mental function (\( \rho = -0.11, P < 0.001 \)), and lower general health (\( \rho = -0.51, P < 0.001 \)) had higher total health care expenditures. After adjusting for covariates, we found that PROs and total health care expenditure were highly related to patient satisfaction (Table 4). Higher physical function, higher mental function, higher general health status, and higher total health care expenditure were associated with higher patient satisfaction. The odds of those who had high GH being satisfied were 6 times greater than those who had low GH (adjusted OR 5.98, 95% CI 2.95-12.12). High GH was defined as those who had excellent GH and low GH was defined as those who had poor or fair GH. There was more than a 2-fold difference in patient satisfaction between those who had high and low PCS (adjusted OR 2.54, 95% CI 1.36-4.72) and a 2-fold difference between those who had high and low MCS (adjusted OR 1.95, 95% CI 1.20-3.15). Those who had high EXP being satisfied were 3 times greater than those who had low EXP (adjusted OR 3.20, 95% CI 1.47-6.98). High PCS, MCS, and EXP were defined by those respondents who had \( \geq 75 \) percentile of the scores, whereas low PCS, MCS, and EXP were defined by those with <25 percentile scores.

Table 4. Prediction of patient satisfaction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent variables</th>
<th>n</th>
<th>Adjusted odds ratio(^a)</th>
<th>95% CI</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Physical health component score (PCS)</td>
<td>4782</td>
<td>2.54</td>
<td>1.36-4.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mental health component score (MCS)</td>
<td>4728</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>1.20-3.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General health (GH)</td>
<td>3251</td>
<td>5.98</td>
<td>2.95-12.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total health care expenditure (EXP)</td>
<td>5082</td>
<td>3.20</td>
<td>1.47-6.98</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Covariates are listed in Multimedia Appendix 2.
Discussion

Principal Findings
The purpose of this study was to investigate the contribution of physical health, mental health, general health, and total health care expenditures to patient satisfaction. We found that higher scores of physical health, mental health, and general health were related to higher scores of patient satisfaction. Consistent with previous research, we found that some factors such as age and provider interactions could impact patient satisfaction. Additionally, total health care expenditure was associated with patient satisfaction. Taken together, findings from this study can help providers, payers, policy makers, and the general public better understand the relationship between PROs, health care expenditures, and satisfaction.

General health demonstrated the strongest relationship with patient satisfaction. After accounting for demographics and various factors, we see that greater patient satisfaction is directly related to greater physical and mental health, although the relationship is stronger with physical health. The argument that the relation between higher patient satisfaction and better health is an artifact of the tendency of healthy patients to be satisfied is not new [21]. This stresses the importance of controlling for prior health status as we did in this study and with the inclusion of prior clinical conditions into the model. Previous research found that a functional measure of health predicted greater satisfaction levels immediately following the medical treatment [9]. Differing research results regarding the impact of patient satisfaction on health have been partially attributed to differences in how risk or health have been assessed as well as the time frame as to when the satisfaction scores were gathered [22]. It may be that individuals who are in poor health have to visit a physician more often, increasing the likelihood of a bad or unsatisfactory visit. Prior experience with health care, along with age and mental status variables had been shown to impact patient expectations [23]. Our study emphasizes the importance of controlling for prior health status, prior health care experience, nonmodifiable characteristics, and patient expectations when assessing the effect of patient satisfaction.

Mental health often goes unnoticed or it is dismissed as someone having a bad day. Both identifying mental health issues and addressing problems require training that goes beyond that of a general physician. As a result, a patient or a provider often needs to raise a concern about mental health. A stigma still exists about discussing and treating mental health issues, which may lead patients to be less willing to discuss mental health conditions. Seeing a mental health specialist adds an additional cost for patients that they may want to avoid. Finally, patients might not even notice that they have mental health issues. These may be reasons why mental health is a weaker predictor of patient satisfaction than physical health.

A surprising finding was that total health care expenditures also had a significant relation to patient satisfaction. In a recent review of health care quality, only one third of the 61 studies reviewed found a positive association between higher spending and better health care quality [10], but did not address patient satisfaction directly as a measure of quality. While our findings add to the body of research that suggests an association between spending and patient satisfaction [11], it contradicts other research that states there is no association [9,24]. It is possible that initiatives that improve PROs and control cost at the same time contribute to patient satisfaction. Instead of raising health care expenditures, health policy makers and providers should attend to modifiable characteristics that are within their control such as providing showing respect and providers explaining treatment options to enhance PROs and thus, patient satisfaction.

Limitations
We were limited by the measurement tools in the MEPS, thus limiting the data we could use to measure physical, mental, and general health. Newer instruments have been developed using advanced techniques and these instruments may have better psychometric properties than instruments included in MEPS. The MEPS was administered using computer-assisted personal interviewing technology and the results obtained from this mode of survey administration may be different from those obtained from other modes. Care needs to be taken when doing cross-comparisons of results from different modes in different studies. Furthermore, the definition of health care expenditures reflects the CMS’s definition but might not represent a complete assessment of medical expenditures. We were not able to look at diseases that were not included in MEPS. Even though we had adjusted for nonresponses and missing data in the sample, such adjustment could only be made to a certain degree. The adjustment might not be adequate in the event that nonrespondents differed from respondents. It is well-known that there could be a larger share of nonrespondents having severe illness, impairment, and dealing with poor social economic conditions on a daily basis. Additionally, the majority of the population is white, but within the past few years, the United States has seen a growth of racial and ethnic diversity. Therefore, our findings might not represent underrepresented minorities at this moment in time.

Finally, the concept of patient satisfaction lacks a clear connotation and definition in the literature. It has sometimes been considered as a component of consumer marketing [6] that measures important customer service qualities within the realm of health care. These qualities include effective provider communication, support from physicians, waiting time, fulfillment of patient requests, staff integrity, and shared decision making, and represent multiple dimensions of patient satisfaction. Together, these dimensions of patient satisfaction constitute a patient’s overall health care experience. It is this overall patient health care experience that this study used to define patient satisfaction. It is likely that we were not accounting for everything that comprises patient satisfaction. In the future it would be beneficial to collect different aspects of patient satisfaction data and examine them under a different lens.

Future Research Directions
Future research should consider other modifiable characteristics that may influence patient satisfaction so that changes can be enacted. Often, underrepresented minorities have different experiences with health care than European Americans. Therefore, investigating their perspectives may illuminate group
differences. Finally, future research should apply business intelligence or big data analytics to investigate whether there is a differential effect of PROs and medical expenditures on patient satisfaction across different medical areas.

Conclusions
We found that PROs and total health care expenditure had a strong relationship with patient satisfaction. As more emphasis is placed on health care value and quality, this area of research will become increasingly needed. Critical questions should be asked about what we value in health care and whether we can find a balance between patient satisfaction, outcomes, and expenditures. These questions need to be asked to policy makers, physicians, patients, insurers, and the general public.
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List of all MEPS variables examined in this study.
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Association between patient satisfaction and potential confounders. Variables are rank listed with the strongest relations to patient satisfaction at the top and the lowest relations at the bottom.
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Abstract

Background: The evidence for beneficial effects of recommended levels of physical activity is overwhelming. However, 70% of Australians fail to meet these levels. In particular, physical activity participation by women falls sharply between ages 16 to 25 years. Further information about physical activity measures in young women is needed. Self-administered questionnaires are often used to measure physical activity given their ease of application, but known limitations, including recall bias, compromise the accuracy of data. Alternatives such as objective measures are commonly used to overcome this problem, but are more costly and time consuming.

Objective: To compare the output between the Modified Active Australia Survey (MAAS), the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), and an objective physical activity measure—the SenseWear Armband (SWA)—to evaluate the test-retest reliability of the MAAS and to determine the acceptability of the SWA among young women.

Methods: Young women from Victoria, Australia, aged 18 to 25 years who had participated in previous studies via Facebook advertising were recruited. Participants completed the two physical activity questionnaires online, immediately before and after wearing the armband for 7 consecutive days. Data from the SWA was blocked into 10-minute activity times. Follow-up IPAQ, MAAS, and SWA data were analyzed by comparing the total continuous and categorical activity scores, while concurrent validity of IPAQ and MAAS were analyzed by comparing follow-up scores. Test-retest reliability of MAAS was analyzed by comparing MAAS total physical activity scores at baseline and follow-up. Participants provided feedback in the follow-up questionnaire about their experience of wearing the armband to determine acceptability of the SWA. Data analyses included graphical (ie, Bland-Altman plot, scatterplot) and analytical (ie, canonical correlation, kappa statistic) methods to determine agreement between MAAS, IPAQ, and SWA data.

Results: A total of 58 participants returned complete data. Comparisons between the MAAS and IPAQ questionnaires (n=52) showed moderate agreement for both categorical (kappa=.48, P<.001) and continuous data (r=.69, P<.001). Overall, the IPAQ tended to give higher scores. No significant correlation was observed between SWA and IPAQ or MAAS continuous data, for both minute-by-minute and blocked SWA data. The SWA tended to record lower scores than the questionnaires, suggesting participants tended to overreport their amount of physical activity. The test-retest analysis of MAAS showed moderate agreement for continuous outcomes (r=.44, P=.001). However, poor agreement was seen for categorical outcomes. The acceptability of the SWA to participants was high.
Conclusions: Moderate agreement between the MAAS and IPAQ and moderate reliability of the MAAS indicates that the MAAS may be a suitable alternative to the IPAQ to assess total physical activity in young women, due to its shorter length and consequently lower participant burden. The SWA, and likely other monitoring devices, have the advantage over questionnaires of avoiding overreporting of self-reported physical activity, while being highly acceptable to participants.
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Introduction
There is overwhelming evidence of the health, social, and economic benefits of engaging in recommended levels of physical activity [1,2]. Physical activity guidelines for Australians are to accumulate 150-300 minutes of moderate-intensity physical activity, 75-150 minutes of vigorous-intensity physical activity, or an equivalent combination of both moderate and vigorous activities each week [3]. However, close to three-quarters of the Australian population aged 18-65 years fail to meet these levels [4], a finding common to other developed countries [5]. Research into interventions to increase physical activity levels in the community is therefore warranted. In particular, young women should be targeted for interventions, as women play a large role in influencing household activity levels and the amount of physical activity women engage in falls sharply during the ages of 16-25 years [6].

Physical activity is defined as "any bodily movement produced by skeletal muscles that requires energy expenditure" [7]. It can occur in various forms and contexts, such as actions performed during recreation, sports, work, household chores, and gardening. The health benefits of physical activity include prevention and management of chronic diseases as well as overall reduced mortality and improved mental health [1,2].

Given the importance of physical activity, valid and precise assessment of activity levels are needed to determine activity trends, explore associations between health and physical activity, predict population health outcomes, and evaluate the effectiveness of physical activity interventions [8,9]. However, it is a methodological challenge to accurately measure physical activity in individuals, due to the complexities of daily life [10] and the technical requirements to make meaningful measurements. The burden and inadequate precision of quantifying physical activity levels has created a market for the development of better measuring methods. Various methods to capture levels of physical activity in free-living individuals are available and are categorized under (1) subjective (self-reported) and (2) objective measures. For research purposes, it is important to select reliable and valid measures that can be feasibly administered to individuals.

Self-reported questionnaires, while low cost and simple to administer, can vary in accuracy due to recall bias, social desirability bias, and misinterpretation [11]. A systematic review of physical activity questionnaires recommended 23 questionnaires, identified as having good content validity [8]. One of these was the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ), which is considered to be the most extensively validated questionnaire across 12 countries [12]. The Modified Active Australia Survey (MAAS) is a less commonly used questionnaire to measure physical activity [13], although it has been employed in large Australian national and state surveys [13,14]. The MAAS was developed by shortening the Active Australia Survey, and has been shown to have comparable reliability and validity to the Active Australia Survey [13]. Both the IPAQ and MAAS ask the respondent about the duration, frequency, and intensity of activity in the preceding 7 days, and include activities such as walking, sports, yard and housework, and bicycling. MAAS has the advantage of being considerably shorter than the long-form IPAQ and is relevant to the Australian context. When tested in middle-aged Australian women, it has also been found to have comparable reliability and validity to that reported for the full version of the Active Australia Survey [13]. However, neither the test-retest reliability of the MAAS nor its concurrent validity compared to other questionnaires, such as the widely accepted IPAQ, has been established in younger women.

A variety of noninvasive objective measures is commercially available to assess physical activity levels. One of these is the SenseWear Armband (SWA) activity monitor (Model: MF-SW) (BodyMedia, Inc, Pittsburgh, PA, USA), which is a small, lightweight, multisensor activity monitor worn on the upper arm. It integrates body motion and step count from a three-axis accelerometer while other sensors such as heat flux, galvanic skin responses, and skin surface temperature can provide other data. The SWA has been extensively validated in numerous peer-reviewed publications [15]. However, the SWA is costly and not waterproof, meaning that it cannot record water-based physical activity. To date, a comparison of measures from the SWA and the IPAQ and MAAS has not been conducted in young Australian women. It is also not known whether the SWA is an acceptable method of collecting physical activity measures in this population.

The primary aims of the study in young Australian women were to (1) compare the output from the SWA with self-reported measures of physical activity by IPAQ and MAAS and (2) determine the acceptability of using the SWA to assess levels of physical activity. The secondary aims were to evaluate (1) the concurrent validity of MAAS by comparing IPAQ and MAAS and (2) the test-retest reliability of MAAS.
Methods

Participants
This project was a substudy of the Young Female Health Initiative (YFHI), a comprehensive study of lifestyle, health, and well-being in young women aged 16-25 years living in the state of Victoria, Australia. This study received ethical approval from the Human Research and Ethics Committees of the Royal Women’s Hospital, Victoria, Australia.

Cross-recruitment of participants from previous studies, namely the YFHI pilot [16] and the Vaccine Against Cervical Cancer Impact aNd Effectiveness (VACCINE) studies [17], was the main recruitment method employed. The majority of women in these 2 studies had previously volunteered by responding to advertisements on Facebook. Women were approached for this study if they met the inclusion criteria and had consented to be contacted for future studies. Individuals who expressed an interest in the study from the YFHI website [18] and fulfilled the inclusion criteria also were recruited. The recruitment of 70 participants for this substudy took place from June to September 2012. All participants gave verbal and written informed consent for the study, after the nature and possible consequences were explained.

To be eligible for the substudy, participants needed to be YFHI study participants and to satisfy the following criteria: (1) female, (2) aged 16-25 years, (3) living in Victoria, Australia, (4) provide verbal and written consent, and (5) willing to complete 2 questionnaires and to wear an SWA for 7 consecutive days. Participants were excluded if they were living outside Victoria, were unable to give consent due to a language barrier, had a physical impairment, or if there were any other reasons that would affect the completion of the study.

Procedure
Participants were emailed a link to the online baseline questionnaire containing the MAAS (16 items) and IPAQ (self-administered long-form version; 49 items), and a set of questions on acceptability of the SWA. Questionnaires were administered using the online survey tool, SurveyMonkey [19].

Participants were sent a study package by post containing an information and consent form, an SWA with instructions on its use, and an armband usage log. Participants were instructed to wear the armband on the back of the upper left arm (over the triceps muscle) for 7 consecutive days, removing it only for water-based activities, such as showering or swimming. They were also asked to record on the monitor log provided when the SWA was removed, entering details including the time the armband was removed, the time it was replaced, activities undertaken during that time, and the intensity level of any physical activity (low, moderate, or vigorous). Participants were asked to return the package via registered post, or deliver it directly to the study office.

Participants were emailed a link to the follow-up physical activity questionnaires as completion of the 7-day period wearing the SWA approached. These were identical to the baseline questionnaires, with the addition of feedback questions about the participant’s experience of wearing the SWA.

Participants who completed the study were given AUD $10 in the form of a gift voucher to a retail store as minor compensation for their time.

Analysis of Questionnaires
MAAS asks the respondent the duration, frequency, and intensity of activity in leisure time, household or garden chores, and sedentary behavior in the last 7 days. The MAAS questionnaires were analyzed and scored according to the method described in Brown et al [13]. Participants who scored “none” in the total physical activity were grouped in the low category, to enable comparisons with IPAQ. The IPAQ scoring protocol was used for the IPAQ [20]. In brief, for both questionnaires, participants are classified into low, medium, and high levels of activity based on specified rules for occasions and minutes of various-intensity exercise. As well as this categorical outcome, a continuous outcome can be calculated based on metabolic equivalent of task (MET) minutes per week. Both MAAS and IPAQ give scores for different domains and intensities of physical activity. These are then combined to give a total score. For this study, only the total scores of the MAAS and IPAQ were used in the analysis.

Analysis of SenseWear Output
Returned devices were connected to a computer and minute-by-minute data were downloaded from the device using SenseWear Professional Software 7.0 (BodyMedia Inc, Pittsburgh, PA, USA). The data were used to estimate the frequency and duration of each activity as well as METs that are based on the participant’s gender, age, height, and body mass. The MET data were analyzed twice as follows: (1) using minute-by-minute data, and (2) using blocked data. Blocked data were generated to allow comparisons between the SWA data and the 2 questionnaires. The IPAQ and MAAS ask only about physical activity performed for 10 minutes or more, whereas the SWA collects minute-by-minute data. To enable more meaningful comparisons between the SWA and the questionnaires, SWA data were blocked into activity of 10 minutes or more. A similar method of blocking was used by Brown et al [13].

The following conditions were applied to generate blocked data: (1) the time between the first and last reading must be 10 minutes or longer, (2) the first and last times must show an MET ≥ 3.3, (3) for blocks of 15 minutes or less, 80% of MET values must be ≥ 3.3, (4) for blocks of over 15 minutes, 75% of MET values must be ≥ 3.3, (5) for blocks of 15 minutes or less, “rests” must be no longer than 2 minutes, (6) for blocks of over 15 minutes, “rests” must be no longer than 3 minutes, (7) for blocks of 30-60 minutes, there can be one 4-minute “rest,” (8) for blocks over 60 minutes, there can be two 4-minute “rests,” and (9) rest was defined as an MET value of less than 3.3.

For our analyses, participants who had at least 4 monitoring days, including 2 weekend days, were included. A valid day was defined as having at least 1296 on-body minutes, after inclusion of known activities from the monitor log. This corresponds to 90% of a 24-hour period. Participants who fell short of the criteria were excluded from analysis.
Calculation of Scores

Average weekday scores were obtained by using the equation shown in Figure 1, where \( x \) denotes the number of valid monitoring weekdays the participant has provided. A similar method was used to generate average weekend scores.

\[
\sum \frac{\text{walking minutes}}{x \text{ weekdays}} + \sum \frac{\text{moderate minutes}}{x \text{ weekdays}} + \sum \frac{\text{vigorous minutes}}{x \text{ weekdays}}
\]

Figure 1. Equation used to calculate average weekday scores from the SenseWear Armband activity monitor.

Statistical Analysis

Data analyses were performed using SPSS version 17.0 (SPSS Inc, Chicago, IL, USA) and STATA version 13.0 (StataCorp LP, College Station, TX, USA). Descriptive statistics were reported as n and percentages for categorical data, and mean (SD) for continuous data, except the interval between completion of baseline and follow-up questionnaires that was reported as median (IQR). All continuous data were tested for normality prior to data analysis. Both MAAS and IPAQ scores had skewed distributions and were transformed using natural logarithmic transformation. MAAS and IPAQ were analyzed twice—as continuous and as categorical.

Pearson correlation was used to measure the association between total continuous outcomes of the self-reported questionnaires (IPAQ and MAAS) with the SWA. Calculation of MAAS test-retest reliability was only conducted for participants who indicated that their overall physical activity levels had not changed between completion of the baseline and follow-up questionnaire, due to wearing the SWA.

Results

Participants

A total of 58 participants returned an SWA with data. Of these, 54 (93%) completed the baseline questionnaire and 52 (90%) completed the follow-up questionnaire. A total of 4 out of 58 (7%) were excluded as they had less than 4 days of recorded data. The mean days of SWA wear was 6.43 (SD 0.67; range 4-7) and the mean total time of SWA wear was 133.65 hours (SD 21.01; range 68.15-161.57). The mean age of participants was 22.1 years (SD 2.0; range 18.5-25.3). Demographic characteristics of participants are shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Demographic characteristics of participants (n=54).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Categories</th>
<th>n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18-21</td>
<td>26 (48)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22-25</td>
<td>28 (52)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Country of birth</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>52 (96)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geographic region of residence</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Major city</td>
<td>45 (83)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner regional</td>
<td>9 (17)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outer regional/remote</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Body mass index (kg/m$^2$) (using self-reported height and weight)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underweight</td>
<td>6 (11)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Normal</td>
<td>32 (59)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overweight</td>
<td>13 (24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obese</td>
<td>3 (6)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremely obese</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education level b</td>
<td>&lt;Year 12</td>
<td>4 (7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Year 12</td>
<td>19 (35)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>&gt;Year 12</td>
<td>31 (57)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Socioeconomic level (SEIFA c percentile) d</td>
<td>≤25 (most disadvantaged)</td>
<td>2 (4)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>26-100</td>
<td>52 (96)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

aPercentages may not add to exactly 100 due to rounding.
bYear 12 is the final year of high school in the Australian education system.
cSocio-Economic Indexes For Areas (SEIFA).
dBased on postal/zip code. Percentiles are the rankings within Victoria, with a percentile of ≤25 being the most disadvantaged quartile.

Criterion Validity of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire and Modified Active Australia Survey

There was no significant correlation observed between follow-up IPAQ scores and SWA minute-by-minute continuous data ($r=.10, P=.48$) and follow-up IPAQ scores and SWA blocked continuous data ($r=.07, P=.63$). Both distributions are scattered and no linearity is observed. The negative slope of the band in the Bland-Altman plot reveals a tendency for IPAQ to give higher scores than the SWA (see Figure 2).

No significant correlations were observed between follow-up MAAS scores and SWA minute-by-minute continuous data and SWA blocked continuous data ($r=.02, P=.88$; $r=.05, P=.72$, respectively; Figure 3).
Figure 2. Bland-Altman plot of natural log transformed score showing the difference between IPAQ and SWA, plotted against the mean. Note: the lines represent the limits of agreement (95%) and average difference between the two variables.
Acceptability of the SenseWear Armband

Table 2 summarizes participants’ experiences using the SWA. The majority of participants reported a positive experience, with more than half (29/52, 56%) reporting the SWA as not painful to wear, and just under a third (15/52, 29%) reporting not feeling at all self-conscious wearing it. A large proportion of participants (>75%) did not stop wearing the SWA due to feeling self-conscious about wearing it, finding it uncomfortable or painful to wear, interfering with sleep, being prohibited from wearing it, or concerns of getting it wet. A total of 67% (35/52) of participants preferred using the SWA over completing a survey about their physical activity, and 29% (15/52) were interested in using the SWA daily on an ongoing basis. The majority of participants (34/52, 65%) reported no increase in physical activity because of wearing the SWA.
Table 2. Participants’ experiences of using the SenseWear Armband (n=52)\textsuperscript{a}.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statements from the questionnaire</th>
<th>Agreement scale (1=completely false to 5=completely true), n (%)</th>
<th>Median (IQR\textsuperscript{b})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I often felt self-conscious wearing the activity monitor.</td>
<td>15 (29) 11 (21) 13 (25) 11 (21) 2 (4)</td>
<td>2.5 (1.0-3.3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often found the activity monitor uncomfortable to wear.</td>
<td>10 (19) 17 (33) 14 (27) 7 (13) 4 (8)</td>
<td>2 (2-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often found the activity monitor painful to wear.</td>
<td>29 (56) 13 (25) 7 (13) 2 (4) 1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often felt proud to be seen wearing the activity monitor.</td>
<td>7 (13) 17 (33) 18 (35) 9 (17) 1 (2)</td>
<td>3 (2-3)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often did not wear the activity monitor because I felt self-conscious about being seen wearing it.</td>
<td>43 (83) 7 (13) 1 (2) 1 (2) 0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often did not wear the activity monitor because it was uncomfortable or painful.</td>
<td>42 (81) 7 (13) 3 (6) 0 (0) 0 (0)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often did not wear the activity monitor overnight because it interfered with my sleep.</td>
<td>40 (77) 5 (10) 4 (8) 2 (4) 1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often did not wear the activity monitor during exercise because it would have got wet (eg, while swimming, or because I was walking in the rain).</td>
<td>37 (71) 7 (13) 2 (4) 3 (6) 3 (6)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I often did not wear the activity monitor because it was prohibited (eg, not allowed to wear it during netball, or in my workplace).</td>
<td>46 (88) 3 (6) 0 (0) 2 (4) 1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I exercised more than I otherwise would have, because of wearing the activity monitor.</td>
<td>34 (65) 13 (25) 3 (6) 1 (2) 1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (1-1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would prefer to record my physical activity for the last 7 days by completing a survey rather than wearing the activity monitor for 7 days.</td>
<td>35 (67) 7 (13) 7 (13) 2 (4) 1 (2)</td>
<td>1 (1-2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I would like to wear the activity monitor everyday if I could get real-time feedback of my physical activity and calories burned.</td>
<td>5 (10) 4 (8) 13 (25) 15 (29) 15 (29)</td>
<td>4 (3-5)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}There were 52 respondents due to missing data on these items for 2 participants.
\textsuperscript{b}Interquartile range (IQR).

Concurrent Validity of the Modified Active Australia Survey

Both categorical and continuous measures of the follow-up MAAS and IPAQ showed moderate agreement. Based on categorical data, 65% of cases (34/52) were in agreement, which corresponds to moderate agreement between 2 measures (kappa=.48, \( P < .001 \)) (see Table 3).

Table 3. Categorical outcomes from MAAS\textsuperscript{a} and IPAQ\textsuperscript{b} follow-up questionnaires.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>IPAQ, n (%)</th>
<th>Total (n=52)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low (n=17)</td>
<td>Moderate (n=16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>13 (76)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>0 (0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\textsuperscript{a}Modified Active Australia Survey (MAAS).
\textsuperscript{b}International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ).

The results are similar when analyzed using continuous data with a canonical correlation of .69 (\( P < .001 \)) and are in agreement with no visible consistent bias between 2 scores (limits of agreement are between -0.78 and 2.45; Figure 4).
Test-Retest Analysis of the Modified Active Australia Survey

The median interval between completion of baseline and follow-up questionnaires was 11.5 days (IQR 9.0-14.5). In analysis of test-retest reliability of the MAAS, 2 participants were excluded as they reported increasing their activity levels as a result of using the SWA. There was poor agreement between baseline and follow-up MAAS categorical scores (kappa=.193, P=.03; Table 4).

Figure 4. Bland-Altman plot of natural log transformed score showing the difference between follow-up IPAQ and MAAS, plotted against the mean. Note: the lines represent the limits of agreement (95%) and average difference between the two variables.
Table 4. Categorical outcomes from baseline and follow-up MAAS.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Baseline MAAS category, n (%)</th>
<th>Follow-up MAAS category, n (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Low (n=17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Low</td>
<td>11 (65)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moderate</td>
<td>4 (24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High</td>
<td>2 (12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>17 (100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a* Modified Active Australia Survey (MAAS).

Canonical correlation yielded a correlation coefficient of .44 ($P=.001$). To show the differences in score as a function of the mean score, a Bland-Altman plot was constructed of the naturally logged baseline and follow-up MAAS scores (Figure 5). There was a mean difference of 0.03 (95% limits of agreement -2.04 to 2.10).

Figure 5. Bland-Altman plot of natural log transformed score showing the difference between baseline and follow-up MAAS, plotted against the mean. Note: the lines represent the limits of agreement (95%) and average difference between the two variables.

Discussion

Principal Findings

This study examined clinimetric properties of 3 physical activity assessment tools in young Australian women. The results showed that there was no significant correlation between SWA and IPAQ continuous data, either minute-by-minute or blocked SWA data. Comparison of the SWA and MAAS showed the same finding. The SWA tended to record lower scores than IPAQ and MAAS, suggesting participants tended to overreport their amount of physical activity. This effect is likely larger than shown in the results, as the SWA also captures incidental exercise, whereas IPAQ and MAAS do not. The amount of overreport is therefore likely larger and more substantial than observed. This finding of participant overreporting when compared to an objective monitoring device is consistent with findings from the much larger National Health And Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES), which collected data from males and females aged 20 to 80+ years [21]. Physical activity monitors also have limitations in capturing all activity, and so may give an underreport of total activity which contributes to the differences between the SWA and questionnaire data.

Overall, the acceptability of the SWA was high. Notably, the majority of participants preferred to use the SWA rather than self-report their physical activity. A small number of participants (3/52, 6%) experienced localized skin reactions to the monitor.
a known rare complication due to metal allergy. Despite this, adherence to SWA use was high and participant responses to the feedback questions indicated that the SWA is both acceptable and favored by young Australian women. While adherence to the SWA was high, it is not known whether repeated use would give similar adherence levels. It may be that the young women found the SWA to be a novelty initially and so were pleased to wear it for 7 days, but that enthusiasm may wane with repeated use. Given that studies often require participants to collect physical activity data more than once over an extended period, it would be important to ascertain young women’s preference for the SWA or questionnaires with repeated use.

According to Scheers et al [11], participants ideally should have at least 5 monitoring days, including 2 weekend days. However, for our analyses participants who had at least 4 monitoring days, including 2 weekend days, were included. This decision was made due to participant numbers. A larger cohort size would have allowed the conditions of Scheers et al to be applied, without losing too many participants from analysis. This is a limitation of this study which needs to be considered in interpreting the findings. It is possible that the days the participants wore the SWA were their most or least active days of the week, which would give an overestimation or underestimation of their total weekly activity, respectively. However, the agreement of our findings with the NHANES study [21], as discussed above, gives us greater confidence in them, despite this limitation.

Since this study was conducted, there has been a large increase in the availability and range of devices available for objectively monitoring physical activity and other body parameters, such as sleep and calorie intake. Many of these have the advantage of being considerably less costly and more lightweight than the SWA, and future studies would need to consider the advantages of using the SWA compared with these newer devices. However, our finding that a monitoring device tends to record lower levels of physical activity than self-reported questionnaires is likely applicable to other devices. We would expect that these devices would also share the acceptability to young women found for the SWA in this study, and that they may indeed be more acceptable due to their smaller and more lightweight design.

The test-retest reliability of the MAAS was moderate when using continuous outcomes. This is consistent with data from a study using MAAS in 159 middle-aged Australian women [13]. However, test-retest reliability was poor when using categorical outcomes. A possible explanation for lack of strong agreement is that participants were not excluded from this analysis if they indicated their activity levels had changed due to factors other than wearing the SWA. In order to be excluded from this analysis, participants had to indicate that their level of activity had increased due to wearing the SWA. Participants were not asked about increased or decreased physical activity due to factors other than the SWA—such as illness, holidays, or work commitments—so participants who experienced this were not excluded from this analysis.

Comparisons between the MAAS and IPAQ questionnaires showed moderate agreement for both categorical and continuous data. There was an overall tendency for the IPAQ to give a higher score, which may be due to the more detailed questions on different domains of activity contained in the IPAQ. Given the moderate level of agreement between MAAS and IPAQ and the moderate test-retest reliability when using continuous outcomes, MAAS may be a suitable alternative to IPAQ to assess total physical activity score, due to its shorter length and consequent reduction in participant burden. The analyses performed in this study were only for the total physical activity scores obtained using each instrument. Further analyses of the correlation between domains of physical activity would be useful in assessing comparison of the instruments.

A limitation of this study is the relatively small sample size and this needs to be considered in interpreting the results. A larger study would allow our findings to be further tested. The recruitment method used in this study has been shown to recruit a representative sample of young women, therefore we are confident our sample was not overly selective [16].

Conclusions

Physical activity is an important contributor to health and the prevention of disease, and its study requires reliable and valid measures which can be administered to individuals. This study showed that the MAAS has moderate agreement with the IPAQ, and as such may be a suitable alternative in some situations. Test-retest analysis of the MAAS did not give strong results; however, this is potentially explained by a limitation of the study in the omission of a question on changes in activity levels. This study showed that young women tended to overreport their physical activity when compared to the SWA monitor, suggesting the SWA may be a more accurate tool which overcomes some of the limitations of self-report instruments. This finding, combined with the high acceptability of the device to young women, suggests the SWA, and perhaps other such monitors, may be a better option for measuring physical activity for both researchers and research participants.
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Abstract

Background: Chinese is the second most common language spoken by limited English proficiency individuals in the United States, yet there are few public health materials available in Chinese. Previous studies have indicated that use of machine translation plus postediting by bilingual translators generated quality translations in a lower time and at a lower cost than human translations.

Objective: The purpose of this study was to investigate the feasibility of using machine translation (MT) tools (eg, Google Translate) followed by human postediting (PE) to produce quality Chinese translations of public health materials.

Methods: From state and national public health websites, we collected 60 health promotion documents that had been translated from English to Chinese through human translation. The English version of the documents were then translated to Chinese using Google Translate. The MTs were analyzed for translation errors. A subset of the MT documents was postedited by native Chinese speakers with health backgrounds. Postediting time was measured. Postedited versions were then blindly compared against human translations by bilingual native Chinese quality raters.

Results: The most common machine translation errors were errors of word sense (40%) and word order (22%). Posteditors corrected the MTs at a rate of approximately 41 characters per minute. Raters, blinded to the source of translation, consistently selected the human translation over the MT+PE. Initial investigation to determine the reasons for the lower quality of MT+PE indicate that poor MT quality, lack of posteditor expertise, and insufficient posteditor instructions can be barriers to producing quality Chinese translations.

Conclusions: Our results revealed problems with using MT tools plus human postediting for translating public health materials from English to Chinese. Additional work is needed to improve MT and to carefully design postediting processes before the MT+PE approach can be used routinely in public health practice for a variety of language pairs.

(JMIR Public Health Surveill 2015;1(2):e17) doi:10.2196/publichealth.4779
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public health informatics; public health; natural language processing; machine translation; Chinese language; health promotion; public health departments; consumer health; limited English proficiency; health literacy

Introduction
A key role of public health departments is to inform and educate the public on issues of public health importance. Health departments produce health promotion materials on a range of topics, such as environmental health, communicable diseases, immunizations, and maternal-child health, and the Internet has become a key mechanism by which they distribute and disseminate this information. Although federal and state regulations require that health materials be made available in the languages of patients, due to the time and costs required to manually produce quality translations, very few of these materials are available in languages other than English [1]. Therefore, individuals with limited English proficiency (LEP) have limited access to this health information. This is of particular significance given that LEP status is associated with poor health literacy and negative health consequences, including documented health disparities such as poorer health outcomes and poorer access to health care and preventive services compared to English-speaking minorities [2-4].

Machine translation (MT)—the automatic translation of text from one human language into another by a computer program—has been an area of study within natural language processing for several decades. State-of-the-art MT tools use a statistical machine translation (SMT) framework. This approach uses large amounts of parallel text for the desired language pair to train SMT models. During testing, an SMT engine then produces the most likely translation under the statistical model. While MT tools have improved greatly over the last 5 years, and MT is now routinely used by many language service providers, the quality of raw MT output generally falls short of human-generated translations (HT).

In order to produce quality translations, MT errors need to be corrected by human readers who have domain expertise and are fluent in the source and target languages. This correction, called postediting (PE), can range from light to heavy editing. It has been shown that MT+PE increases productivity (ie, it can be completed more quickly than producing an entirely new HT) both for translators and for lay users [5]. However, compared with translating, postediting is a cognitively different process, and postediting results are strongly dependent on posteditor skill, attitudes towards machine translation, difficulty of the source document, and quality of the initial machine translation output [5,6].

Our previous research indicates that freely available MT tools, such as Google Translate and Microsoft Translator, can be used in conjunction with human PE to produce quality translations efficiently and at low cost [7,8]. We compared the time and cost of HT versus MT+PE for Spanish public health documents, using health professionals as posteditors [7]. Posteditors corrected 25 machine-translated public health documents. Pairs of HT and MT+PE were blindly presented to 2 bilingual public health professionals, who were asked to rate which of the translations they preferred. In this blinded rating, the HT and MT+PE were found to be overall equivalent (33% HT preferred, 33% MT+PE preferred, 33% both translations considered equivalent).

These previous studies were conducted on a single language pair of English-Spanish. SMT generally works best when the source and target languages have similar sentence structures, as in the case of English-Spanish. In order to assess the broader usefulness of MT technology in public health departments, it is necessary to determine whether these results generalize to a wider set of language pairs, specifically those pairs with very divergent linguistic structures. One such pair, English-Chinese, is of particular interest since Chinese is the second most common language spoken by LEP individuals in the United States, representing 6.1% of the LEP population [9].

We conducted postediting experiments, similar to those conducted for the English-Spanish pair, in order to determine the feasibility (accuracy and efficiency) of using MT+PE for translating public health documents from English to Traditional Chinese. We investigated the types of MT errors occurring in Chinese, the PE time needed to correct them, and the quality of MT+PE compared to HTs, as rated by raters fluent in both English and Traditional Chinese. In this paper, we discuss the results of these investigations and compare them to our previous experiences with the English-Spanish pair. This work contributes to our understanding of the challenges involved in applying the MT+PE approach in a public health setting.

Methods

Initial Steps
We collected 60 health promotion documents from different public health agencies in the United States that had been translated manually (HT) from English to Chinese. Translations were created using the Traditional Chinese character set, as opposed to Simplified Chinese, because this is the form known to most Chinese LEP individuals in the Pacific Northwest region. We identified the types of linguistic errors present in MT from English to Chinese and then conducted the postediting of the translated materials with participants fluent in both languages. Next, we had bilingual public health professionals and laypersons rate the quality of the human versus the MT plus postedited documents. A diagram of the study design is shown in Figure 1. A more detailed description of the specific methods for the linguistic error analysis, postediting and rating studies, and follow-up evaluation is provided below.
**Linguistic Error Analysis**

We collected 60 health promotion documents available in English and Chinese (Traditional) from public health websites in the United States. Websites included those of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, New York City Department of Health and Public Health, Minnesota Department of Health, Washington State Department of Health, Department of Public Health – Los Angeles County, and Public Health – Seattle & King County. All Chinese versions of these documents had been...
translated manually (HT) by health department translators or professional translation vendors. The English versions of the documents were then translated into Traditional Chinese using Google Translate. We developed a categorization scheme for MT errors, and all MTs were annotated based on this scheme by a native Chinese speaker with formal training in linguistics. Subsequently, aggregate error statistics were computed to gain insights into the most frequent error categories: word sense, word order, missing word, superfluous word, orthography/punctuation, particle error, untranslated word, pragmatic error, and other grammar error.

**Postediting Experiments**

For the postediting studies, we selected 25 of the 60 health documents that had been machine translated from English to Chinese using Google Translate. To ensure a wide representation of topics, we selected the documents based on the length of the English version (340-914 words) and topic area. From the memberships of local Chinese cultural organizations, 6 Chinese translators were recruited for postediting and screened for language ability and health experience. Posteditors, all native Chinese speakers, were fluent in oral and written Traditional Chinese and English, had varying levels of translation experience, and had prior experience in a health-related field (Table 1).

The 25 machine-translated documents were each corrected by at least 2 posteditors in order to permit consistency checks across posteditors and computation of average time, adequacy, and fluency ratings per document. Posteditors used a proprietary MT and postediting tool built for the purpose of this study, as described previously [7]. Each posteditor corrected between four and 21 documents representing common types of public health materials, including informational webpages, agency letters, fact sheets, and brochures. Posteditors were allowed to choose their preferred character input method. One posteditor used a pinyin keyboard called Q9, while the rest used the standard Windows OS pinyin input. The postediting tool displays three versions of the text from left to right in one window: the original English text, the MT, and the editable MT, respectively. When a posteditor clicks the editable MT field to begin editing, a timer starts. The tool saves the total editing time (minus pauses), keystrokes, and a copy of the postedited machine translation. Time and keystroke data were collected for all postedited documents. Due to a posteditor saving error, only 24 of the 25 postedited documents were put out in a readable format and therefore available for rating.

Posteditors were given written and verbal instructions to “perform all corrections necessary to ensure that the text (1) is consistent with the grammar rules of Chinese, (2) adequately represents the meaning of the English text, (3) is culturally appropriate (ie, not unintentionally funny or offensive), and (4) preserves the linguistic style of the source document.” Posteditors were asked not to alter a correct, appropriate translation simply because it may not correspond to their first choice of translation. In short, they were instructed to correct only as much as necessary and to not rewrite the text. These were the same instructions used in the previous Spanish study.

After completing postediting, participants were asked to fill out a questionnaire to rate the adequacy and fluency of each MT+PE on a scale of 1-5. These rating scales are common in human evaluations of machine translation quality [10]. An adequacy of 1 indicated that none of the original meaning of the English source text was retained in the MT, while an adequacy of 5 indicated that all of the meaning was retained. A fluency rating of 1 indicated that the MT was incomprehensible, while a rating of 5 indicated flawless Chinese. The questionnaire also asked participants to describe the common translation errors they found, identify which errors were most difficult to correct, and explain which errors took the longest time to correct.

**Quality Rating**

Two public health professionals, blinded to the method of translation, compared the quality of the postedited documents to the quality of the HT documents from the health department websites. The quality raters were asked to rate the MT+PE against HT versions. One rater was a professional public health translator and a Department of Social and Health Services Certified Medical Interpreter at a local clinic; the other was a health researcher (Table 1). They were presented with 20 sets of documents selected from the 24 available, with each set containing an original English text, an HT version of that text, and an MT+PE version of the text. Even though one rater participated in the initial postediting study as well, she did not rate documents that she had encountered while postediting. The documents were not labeled as human- or machine-translated, and the order in which they were presented in each set was randomized. Using a questionnaire, we asked the quality raters to read each set carefully, indicate which of the translated versions they preferred, and describe why they chose that version, based on five dimensions: grammar, adequacy, word choice, cultural appropriateness, and reading level.
Table 1. Initial postediting and quality rating participants, health, and translation experience.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant number</th>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Health background</th>
<th>Translation experience</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>Posteditor</td>
<td>Pharmacy student</td>
<td>Limited—translating at health fairs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>Posteditor</td>
<td>Social work for Chinese population, including health care support</td>
<td>Teaching English as a second language &amp; translating research</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>Posteditor and quality rater</td>
<td>Public health researcher</td>
<td>10 years of various translation experience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>Posteditor</td>
<td>Social work for Chinese population, including health care support</td>
<td>Translating agency and government publications for distribution to clients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>Posteditor</td>
<td>Public health student</td>
<td>None</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>Quality rater (posteditor for follow-up evaluation only)</td>
<td>Public health translator</td>
<td>DSHS Certified Medical Interpreter</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Follow-Up Evaluation

After analyzing the results of the quality rating study, we performed follow-up evaluations of the effects of posteditor expertise, engagement, and instructions on the quality of postedited translations. To assess whether posteditors’ public health and translation expertise negatively impacted the quality rating outcome, we asked P6, a highly trained and experienced health translator, to postedit four documents. We then repeated the quality rating procedure with those documents, asking five native Chinese speakers to review them.

To test posteditor engagement and whether the instructions to edit only as necessary were problematic, we asked 3 posteditors (P2, P4, and P5) to return to edit a total of 10 more documents, this time with instructions to make as many corrections as needed to ensure the quality of the translation. We again repeated the quality rating procedure with one native Chinese speaker who has public health experience to see whether posteditors given the revised instructions would produce text equivalent to the HTs.

Results

Linguistic Error Analysis

Results from the linguistic error analysis are summarized in Table 2. The left-hand column shows the error type; the right-hand column shows the corresponding frequency of the error type, computed as the percentage of all errors annotated in the total set of 60 documents. For example, word sense errors (errors where the word meaning was translated incorrectly) constituted 40% of all annotated errors. The next most common error types involved word order (22%) and missing words (16%).

Table 2. Error categories and their distributions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error categories</th>
<th>Frequency (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word sense</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word order</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing word</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Superfluous word</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other grammar error</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Orthography/punctuation</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Particle error</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Untranslated word</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pragmatic error</td>
<td>0.01</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Postediting Experiments

The proprietary postediting tool recorded the time taken to postedit each machine-translated document. We analyzed the time taken, by document and by posteditor, and examined posteditors’ quality ratings of the initial MT output. A list with descriptions of the source documents is provided in Multimedia Appendix 1.

To determine and analyze the amount of time required for postediting, we calculated the number of characters per minute (CPM) for each document and then computed means and standard deviations (SDs) in CPM for each document, using posteditors’ recorded times. In addition, we computed means and SDs in CPM for each posteditor (Table 3). This helped us gain insights into potential correlations between postediting time and document topic, length, etc, as well as differences between posteditors (though not all posteditors edited the same number of documents).

The mean CPM per document varied greatly, from 18.5-79.6 CPM (SD 0.03-38.7). The total mean CPM across all documents was 37.8 (SD 10.2). Thus, on average a posteditor corrected approximately 38 CPM, with a variation of around 10 CPMs.
The results did not indicate a linear relationship between document length and average postediting time. We also found no relationship between the document type and the average CPM.

On average, the posteditors rated the adequacy of the translations at 3.32 (SD 0.90), suggesting that much of the original meaning of the source text was preserved in the MT. Average fluency rating was 3.0 (SD 0.84), which corresponds to a grammar quality level of non-native Chinese. The average adequacy and fluency ratings bore no relationship to the document type or length, but varied greatly by individual posteditor. Interestingly, the posteditors who had more experience with translation and health rated the adequacy and fluency lower than did their less experienced counterparts (Table 3).

To investigate the variation in postediting speed for individuals, we calculated the average CPM for each posteditor. As shown in Table 3, the average CPM was 37.4 and the average SD for CPM per document was 15.7. We also found large individual differences in speed among posteditors [11,12]. Posteditors also varied widely in their adequacy and fluency ratings, with a trend indicating an inverse relationship between public health translation experience and ratings; the more experienced posteditors in terms of translation and public health expertise tended to rate the documents they postedited lower than those with less experience (Tables 1 and 3). Errors described by posteditors as difficult to correct, or annoying, included word sense errors and word order errors. Some examples of the errors noted by posteditors are provided in Table 4.

### Table 3. Postediting time, adequacy, and fluency ratings by posteditor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Posteditor</th>
<th>Docs postedited, n</th>
<th>CPM, mean (SD)</th>
<th>Avg. adequacy</th>
<th>Avg. fluency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>P1</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>34.2 (7.3)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P2</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35.4 (16.2)</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>N/A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>25.8 (10.2)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>54.3 (40.5)</td>
<td>3.25</td>
<td>3.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54.0 (16.0)</td>
<td>3.875</td>
<td>3.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>20.6 (3.7)</td>
<td>1.75</td>
<td>1.625</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 4. Posteditor examples of top three error categories.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error category</th>
<th>Quotes/examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word sense</td>
<td>“The literal meaning changes when translated into Chinese (eg, lost power/electricity is translated as lost ‘energy’)”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word order</td>
<td>“...when...can’t...’ type of sentence doesn’t have same structure in Chinese. The order of the words change in Chinese and English in many situations”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing word</td>
<td>“Whenever there is the word ‘person’ we should mention ‘this’ or ‘that’ person, otherwise it is not clear who we are talking about in the sentence.”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Quality Rating

Unlike our previous experience with English to Spanish translations, in a blind comparison of HT and MT+PE, the quality raters selected the HT document as the preferred version for all 20 documents. Reasons given for the preference were better word order, a more professional reading level, smoother flow, more accurate translated word use, preserved meaning, and cultural appropriateness of the original English document. The reasons the rater gave for rejecting the MT+PE documents were that they did not meet the reading level of the general public, some of the sentences lost the intended meaning, the same words were not translated consistently, awkward word order, and occasionally wrong word translations and awkward word flow.

### Follow-Up Evaluation

In theory, if posteditors have sufficient training, experience, and resources to perform quality postediting, MT+PE documents should be equivalent to HT documents. The feasibility of utilizing MT+PE has been repeatedly demonstrated in various previous studies for a variety of language pairs; it is also a procedure that is widely used by many commercial language service providers. In previous work with the Spanish-English language pair, we found our approach feasible even among lay users with minimal training; these conditions closely mirror the public health context, where resources for training and calibration are limited.

There are several potential reasons for the preference for the HT over the MT+PE in this study:

#### Differences in MT Quality

Chinese machine translations have a different relative frequency of certain error types and lower quality overall. Compared to our previous studies on English-Spanish [8,13], we found that the Chinese translations had high percentages of word order and word sense errors, which require more cognitive effort to correct [14-16]. Adequacy and fluency also had lower ratings compared to the Spanish translations: adequacy for Chinese was 3.3 compared to 4.2 for Spanish; fluency was 3.1 versus 3.7 for Spanish. It should be noted that these scores are not directly comparable since the the sets of English documents used in these two studies were not identical; however, the
differences in scores confirm the common observation in the MT community that MT for English-Chinese is less effective than for English-Spanish.

Instructions Provided to Posteditors
Posteditors might have misinterpreted the postediting instructions. Specifically, the instruction to “postedit only where necessary” and to not “rewrite” might have led them to produce fewer edits than they would under real-life circumstances. Quality raters observed that the postedited documents often contained very literal word-by-word translations that were perceived as unacceptable. In other language pairs with similar linguistic structures (like English and Spanish), more literal translations may still yield acceptable translation outputs, whereas fluent Chinese requires the translator to depart more strongly from a literal translation. Due to time and resource constraints for this study, as with prior studies, there also was no extensive training and calibration phase for the study participants. Combined with the lower quality of initial MT Chinese versions, the postediting instructions might help explain the lesser quality of the postedited Chinese translations as compared to the Spanish translations.

Linguistic Expertise of Posteditors
Although posteditors were selected for bilingual competence and familiarity with the domain of public health, they did not have to undergo initial language or translation tests to verify their editing abilities.

Engagement of Posteditors
Posteditors may not have been sufficiently engaged in the task, or they may have optimized for time rather than quality.

Different Levels of Quality Control
In the postediting, only one round of postediting was performed, followed by the quality rating task. We do not know how many iterations of editing and quality control were applied to the human-generated translations, since they were collected from different sources where the translation processes were not transparent. Our prior investigations into health department translation processes revealed that most of the public health HT documents had been translated in-house or by language service providers who conduct several rounds of postediting and review prior to making them public [7].

Additional Follow-Up
In order to ascertain the contribution of these factors to the overall results, we conducted additional follow-up studies investigating the role of posteditor expertise, instruction, and engagement.

Expertise
To assess whether posteditor expertise played a role in the translation quality, we engaged the services of a public health professional who performed translation for a large metropolitan health department in Washington State (P6). She was given the original set of instructions to correct only as much as needed and to not rewrite the text extensively. She postedited four documents, which were then given as a set and blindly rated against their original human translations by five native Chinese speakers so that each rater reviewed all four documents. Three of the 5 raters selected the human translation over the MT+PE for all four documents; 2 raters rated one of the HT and MT+PE documents as equivalent.

Instructions and Engagement
To test whether our instructions to postedit only where necessary played a role in the MT+PE ratings, we modified the instructions to emphasize quality and recruited 3 posteditors to come back for another postediting session with the new instructions. The original instructions—as adapted from the Spanish study—directed posteditors to not alter a correct translation, even if it was not their first choice; to not engage in extensive rewriting of the text; and to not spend an extended period of time looking up grammar, punctuation, or unfamiliar terminology online. The updated instructions directed posteditors to use as much time and effort as necessary to ensure a high-quality translation. The 3 returning posteditors corrected a total of 10 documents, which were then blindly rated by a quality rater with language and public health expertise. As anticipated, posteditors took longer to produce the MT+PE translations with the updated instructions: P2’s average speed dropped from 35.38 CPM to 23.43 CPM, P4’s fell from 54.33 to 17.46 CPM, and P5’s decreased from 53.96 to 19.69 CPM. The rater chose the manual human translations for 6/10 documents, while rating four as equivalent—a notable improvement over the original instructions.

Discussion

Principal Findings
Although our prior research on English to Spanish translation indicated that MT+PE could produce translations equivalent in quality for less time and cost, our current study on the English-Chinese language pair showed that maintaining quality through postediting was more problematic. Translation between English and Chinese presents a challenge due to very divergent syntactic structures (eg, topic-comment structure in Chinese vs subject-verb-object structure in English), frequent dropping of pronouns in Chinese, higher degree of morphology in English, and other linguistic differences. Compared to a language pair like English and Spanish, SMT for English and Chinese generally tends to produce lower-quality results (eg, the results obtained in benchmark evaluations for different language pairs conducted by the US National Institute of Standards and Technology [17].

Strengths and Limitations
Although, theoretically, professional translators with sufficient training and time should be able to produce an equivalent product through postediting MTs, even with instructions to take the time to provide the best quality translation, the final postedited translations still contained obvious errors that led the quality raters to prefer HTs in most cases. Experienced translators who performed the translations rated the adequacy and fluency of MT+PE lower in general than their less experienced counterparts and commented that for many machine-translated sentences it would be easier to start with the English version than to correct the MT version. However,
it should be noted that our prior evaluation of health department translation processes found that HT documents undergo multiple editing cycles to ensure translation quality and cultural appropriateness. In the studies reported on here, the machine-translated documents underwent only one round of postediting. It is likely that with additional rounds of editing the MT+PE product would be further improved.

Another possible limitation of our study is the use of a single translation engine, Google Translate. However, most SMT systems are based on the same set of underlying statistical models, suggesting that the types and relative frequencies of translation errors would not have been significantly different had a different SMT system been used.

Additional work is needed to improve the quality of MT from English to Chinese. Word sense and word order errors require the most attention for improvement. Our team is currently working to improve these errors. In addition, particular care must be taken in selecting posteditors, documents, and machine translation engines, and in designing postediting instructions and quality control processes.

**Conclusion**

In the United States, Chinese is the second most common language spoken by LEP individuals and the single most common character language used. However, due to the resources and time involved in human translation, health departments currently offer few health promotion materials in Chinese. Our investigation into the use of MT+PE to produce translations indicates that using the methods that worked for English to Spanish translations was not as effective with translation from English to Chinese. Multiple factors, including quality of MT and expertise of posteditors, may have contributed to these results. Our preliminary follow-up studies suggest that reducing word sense errors and word order errors would improve English to Chinese MTs, while additional training and expertise of bilingual posteditors may be needed in order to successfully apply online MT technology to public health practice. We are performing additional studies to determine how best to improve translation from English to Chinese in order to ensure quality translation at a low cost.
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